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Archief van het Ministerie van Marine (Archives of the Min-

istry of Marine)

ARA
BN
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The Balid'i World: an intertiational record.
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Bahay World Centre
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Kabinetsarchief van het Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken

Algemeen Rijksarchief (General State Archives)
Balia' f New. . Wilmette USA
Benelux Regional Committee

Bahdi World

(Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)

BZB

Archief van het Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken, B-dossiers

(Archives of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, B-files)

BZR

Kabinetsarchief van het Ministerie van Buitenlandse Zaken,

politieke rapportage (Archives of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, political reports)

CABR

Centraal Archief Bijzondere Rechtspleging, Ministerie van

Justitie. (Central Archives for Special Judicial Procedures)

CBS

CUL
CW
DTC
ETC
FD
FO

GAR
GBNE
GBR

Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek (Central Statistics Bureau)

Cambridge University Library
Collectie Wagenvoort (Wagenvoort Collection)
Dutch Teaching Committee
European Teaching Committee
Familiearchief Dunlop (Dunlop Family Archives)
Foreign Office

Gemeentearchief Rotterdam (Municipal Archives of Rotterdam )
Geneva But'eati News Exchange
Gemeentebibliotheek Rotterdam (Municipal Library of Rot-

terdam)

GP

HA
HB
HDNP

Archief van het Nederlands Gezantschap in Perzie (Archives

of the Dutch Representative in Persia)
Hotz Archief (Hotz Archives)
Bibliotheek A. Hotz (Library of A. Hotz)
Historisch Documentatiecentrum voor het Nederlands Protes-

tantisme (Centre for the History of Dutch Protestantism)

HF

Fotocollectie Hotz (Hotz Photographic Collection)

IB

Iconografisch Bureau (Portrait Gallery)

KB

Koninklijke Bibliotheek (Royal Library)
Koloniaal Verslag (Colonial Record)
Nederlandse Anti Oorlog Raad (Dutch Anti-War Council)
Nationaal Bah:i'f Archief van Nederland (National Baha'i

KV
NAOR
NBA

Archives of the Netherlands)

NBAUS

National

NLM

Nederlands Letterkundig

NRM

New

NSA
RSA

National Spiritual Assembly

SA
SDF

Bahri Archives of

the United States of

Museum

America

en Documentatiecentrum

(Museum and Centre for the Study of Dutch Literature)
Religious Movement

Regional Spiritual Assembly (Benelux Assembly)
(Local) Spiritual Assembly
Studie- en Documentatiecentrum voor Fotografie (Prenten-

kabinet) (Centre for the Study of Photography)

UBL
UBR

Universiteitsbibliotheek Leiden (Leiden University Library)
Universiteitsbibliotheek Rotterdam (Rotterdam University

Library)

UHJ

Universal House of Justice

Introduction
MOTIVATION. In its own sacred texts the Baha'f religion is often designated by the phrase 'the Cause of God' (Amrit' 11811). which can be
translated into Dutch by de Zaak Gods or de Zaak van God. ln the Dutch
language the word -aak not only has the meaning of 'enterprise', 'ideal'
or 'movement', it can also be used in contexts where one would prefer
the words 'shop', 'business' or 'company' in the English language.
Although the interpretation of the phrase 'the Cause of God' as 'God's
shop' may at first seem inappropriate and even sacrilegious, it could also
serve as a fresh perspective as well as a useful analogy. In fact some
Dutch scholars in the field of comparative religion did indeed liken the
founders of religion to 'entrepreneurs' and their various different religions,
denominations, sects and cults to competitive 'projects'. 'businesses'.
or 'companies' trying to 'sell' their spiritual 'wares' on the ideological
'market'. In doing so they have tried to shed light on different styles of
leadership and on the factors which determine the success or failure of
religious projects.'
As in the economic world, the start of a new religious enterprise is not
a rare event.2 In 1909 there were, apart from the Protestant, the Roman
Catholic, and the Jewish 'churches'. 127 different 'other denominations'
in existence in the Netherlands. In 1920 that number had risen to 305,
while ten years later Kruyt arrived at a total of 463.3 Although Kruyt
did not specify the group of 'other denominations'. he did mention the
Salvation Army, Theosophy, Anthroposophy, Christian Science, Mormonism, Swedenborgians, New Thought and the Christen Gemeenschap
in his publication. Despite this shortcoming the category of 'other denominations' must also have included groups like the Jehovah's Witnesses,
various Rosecrucian Societies, the Liberal Catholic Church. the Sufi
Movement of Inayat Khan, the Seventh Day Adventists, the Mazdaznan,
the Dutch Society of Spiritualists, and Freemasonry. Over the years that
followed, this diversity was further increased by the arrival of migrant
workers from Turkey and Morocco. who introduced their own branches
of Islam. as well as of various ethnic groups from the former Dutch

'
Beck 1999: and Schepens 1999.
2 Stark 1987. ll and Oakes 1997: 1.
'
Bonger 1924: and Kruyt 1935.
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colonies of Suriname and Indonesia, who for instance introduced the
Ahmadiyya movement, the Winti religion, as well as different expressions of Hinduism.4 In the wake of the counterculture of the sixties came
such religious groups as Transcendental Meditation, the Scientology
Church, the Hare Krishna movement, the Unification Church, the Divine
Light Mission, the Brahma Kumaris, the Baghwan (Osho) movement,
and the Sai Baba movement. At present the number of 'new religious
movements' (NRMs) being represented in the Netherlands is moving well
into the hundreds, making Dutch society one of the most religiously plu-

riform in Europe.5
Confronted with such an immense diversity. why make a study of the
origins of one of these NRMs in particular, i.e. the Bahai Faith? Why
dwell on the history of a seemingly exotic religious community that only
numbers some 1000 adult national believers?6 It is easy to answer that,
from a scientific point of view, all religions, denominations, sects and
cults deserve our attention and that the history of the Dutch Bahdi community has not been described before. Yet this statement would not be
the whole truth. From an economic point of view, all enterprises, shops
and businesses are of course equally worth studying. They all play their
part in the market. Not only are they all interesting, they are also equally
true and morally neutral. But this scientific relativism of course only holds
out in an impersonal, somewhat artificial, context. For although a valuefree attitude is necessary at university and possible in window-shopping,
it would be absurd at the cash desk, and disastrous at the stock exchange.
Outside the scope of science, relativism in the field of religion can be
equally dangerous. The destructive 'businesses' of Charles Manson (Manson Family), James Warren Jones (Peoples Temple), Shoko Asahara (Aum

Shinrikyo), David Koresh (Branch Davidians), or Joseph DiMambro
(Order of the Solar Temple), not to mention such personality cults as
were centred on the Fuhrer or the Great Helmsman, have clearly illustrated that.
At the start of the present study an objective impersonal attitude might
well have been desirable from a scientific point of view; it would however have been equally abortive. For it is highly unlikely that I would
ever have written a book on the history of the Baha'i religion in the
Netherlands - 'a detail of a detail', as one Baha' f friend remarked - if
I had not been a Baha'i myself. The immediate reason for this project was

4 Van der Burg 1985.
4 Hoekstra and Ipenburg 2000.
a
Annual report 2000. NBA.
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the work of my British colleague and co-religionist Dr. Moojan Momen,
who in 1981 published The Bbbiand Bahd' i Religions. 1844-1944: Some
Contemporary Western Accozints. Being a compilation of Western nonBahai sources on the early history of my religion it had the effect of
stripping my perception of the history of the Baha'i religion from its
exotic. I would almost say 'fictional', quality and making it tangible to
me. As Momen's study also included an eyewitness account by an anonymous Dutch merchant, the question soon arouse as to who this man might
have been.7 And whether or not there were more, as yet unknown, Dutch
sources on the early history of the Babi-Baha'f religion. In many respects
this book can therefore be seen as resulting from a hobby that got out
of hand; an obsession if you like. But why then bother others with your
private problems?
Apart from a personal motivation to conduct this study there is another
less subjective reason for 'investing' in this 'enterprise': the Bahdi religion is different. It differs from other NRMs in at least three major ways:
it is successful, it is international, and it is independent. Let me explain.
As the birth of a new religious movement is not a rare event, neither
is its death. Sometimes, as has been the case with the groups mentioned
above, the word 'death' can even be taken literally. In the Netherlands we
have not seen such tragedies, yet there have been starts and failures of
religious enterprises too, like for instance the Zwijndrechtse Nieuwlichters
(' Modernists of Zwijndrecht'), or the group initiated by Louwrens Voorthuyzen, who was better known by his nickname Lou de Palingboer ('Lou
the Eel Seller').8 Apart from these shortlived domestic initiatives, Dutch
society has also witnessed the rise and decline of several imported ones,
like the Theosophical Society. the Woodbrookers, Christian Science, Spiritualism, the Order of the Star, the Free Catholic Church, or the Swedenborg Society. In fact the last hundred years have advanced a steady trend
of secularization in general, forcing well established churches to close or
to merge with others.9 Because the Bahai community is growing
albeit
slowly in the Netherlands - it can be labelled 'successful:m Of course
-

7 Momen 1981: 302.
* Kranenborg 1986: and Zaal 1997.
' Schepens 1994.
0
The Dutch Baha'f community has an annual growth rate of about 3% at the moment.
For practical purposes the growth and size of membership is used as the parameter for
Success here. Of course that can be tricky, for numerical size does not necessarily reflect
the scope of influence. The course of membership of the Dutch branch of the Theosophical Society can serve as an example here - it has declined from 2700 at its peak in 1928
to about 400 at present. The enterprise therefore cannot be labelled 'successful'. yet
its influence probably is still great. especially in New Age circles. See: Gibbels 1992 and
I
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a history of some 150 years is short, compared to major religions such as
JudaYsm, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, Christianity or Islam, yet the Bahai
Faith - which started in 1844" - already has survived several con-

temporaries like, for instance, the Siovili cult of Samoa (c.1830), the
Mahdi movement in Sudan (1881), the Ghost Dance Movement in North
America (1887), the Boxer rebellion in China (1898)12. or Mesmerism
(c. 1800), the MOttlinger movement (c. 1850), and Christian Anarchism
(c. 1900), in Europe, and has also witnessed the 'bankruptcy', 'take-over'
or 'merger' of several younger initiatives like, for instance, those of Otto
Hanisch (Mazdaznan, c. 1900), Annie Besant (Order of the Star, c. 1910),
Sadhu Sundar Singh (c. 1920), Meher Baba (Baba Lovers, c. 1925), Oskar
Ernst Bernhardt (Grail Movement, c. 1930), Frank Buchman (Moral Rearmament, c. 1930), or David Berg (Children of God, c. 1960). Furthermore
it must be taken into account that the Bahd' i religion had more time to
fail than many of the other
often much younger - NRMs, like the
Brahma Kumaris (1937), the Unification Church (1954), the Church of
Scientology (c.1950), Transcendental Meditation (c. 1960), the Divine
Light Mission (c. 1960), the International Society for Krishna Con-

sciousness (1966) or the Baghwan movement (c. 1970). In that respect the
Bahri Faith could well be classified, as Hanegraaff did, as an 'old new
religion'.13

Not only is the Bahri 'enterprise' successful, it has also been able to
'export its product', and at present has a significant following in 220
countries in all five continents with a worldwide membership of 5.5 million, making it second only to Christianity in geographical distribution. 14
In their survey of the international Bahai community Smith and Momen
Jansen 1997. The criterion

of growth has the advantage of being suitable in both a prag-

matic-scientific as well as a religious context. See for instance Qui·'an 7: 58 or Gospel,
Matthew 15:13.
1 In a strict sense the Baha' i religion originated in the 1860s. It was in 1844 that the
Iranian, Siyyid 'Ali-Muhammad-i-Shirdzi (1819-1850) started a messianic movement by
claiming to be the Bdb ('Gate'). One if not the central tenet of the BAb's teachings was
the immanent arrival of a messianic figure designated by the term Man Yti .hirithu'llah
('He Whom God shall make manifest'). It was one of the Bdb's followers. Mir-z;i Husayn'Ali (1817-1892), who in 1863 publicly claimed to be that promised one. He subsequently
became known as Batici'u ilah ('Glory of God'). As the vast majority of Babis ('Follower
of the Bdb') accepted this claim, and started to call themselves Bahti'i' ('Follower of
Bahd'). the BAbi religion soon was totally converted into the Baha'i religion. Baha'is see
the BAbf religion as a distinct yet integral part of their religion.
I
2 Both the Mahdi movement and the Boxer rebellion had heavy political overtones,
and some might prefer to classify them as political or anti-imperialistic movements. See:
Dabringhaus. 2000.
1

13 Hanegraaff 1994.
14 Barrett 1993. See also BW 1999.
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found that in 1954 the Bah:i'fs of Iran composed 94% of the total worldwide Baha'f population. In 1968 that figure had dropped to 22%, and in
1988 to 6%. At present the vast majority of the Bahd'is are living in so
called Third World countries.15 Having expanded into a 'multi-national'
the Bahd'i religion obviously must be of a different quality as compared
to other 19th-century enterprises that remained on a primarily local or
national level, like the Brahmo Samaj (1828) and Radhaswami Satsang
(c. 1860) in India, the Cargo cults in the Pacific (c.1880), the Peyote
cult in North America (c. 1890), or the Omoto religion in Japan (c. 1890).
The present day Bahd' i community even has a far more diverse ethnic and
cultural composition than several older and larger religions, like for
instance Zoroastrianism, Jainism, Sikhism, or Shintoism. 6
O f course the 19th and early 20th centuries have witnessed the rise of
other new, successful and more or less international religious enterprises
as well. Mormonism (1830). the Seventh Day Adventists (1844), Salvation Army (1856), Jehovah's Witnesses (1872), and the Ahmadiyya
I

movement (1882) can serve as examples here. Since most, if not all, of
these movements clearly operate within the context of an older religious
tradition. one is more inclined to think of them in terms of sects, reform
movements or restorations, rather than to classify them as original or
independent world religions. It must be admitted however that both Mormonism and the Ahmadiyya movement could be seen as borderline cases
in this respect. Mormonism has its own holy scripture, i.e. the Book of
Mormon. on the basis of which it could be considered to be an independent religion. There are, however, strong arguments not to do so. Its founder
alleged to be the 'priest', 'prophet' or 'revelator' of a 'restored church',
and did not lay claim to a status equal to that of Christ. Moreover Mormons see themselves as Christians. The Book of Mormon is a supplement
to the Bible. not a replacement, and Christ still holds an exclusive place
within this movement, as its official name clearly illustrates: 'Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints:17 The status of the Ahmadiyya movement

is equally ambiguous. Its founder initially saw himself as a Mujaddid
('Renewer') of Islam, but later claimed to be an Avatar ('Incarnation') of
Krishna, Jesus returned and a Buniz ('Manifestation') of Muhammad.
Whether he actually claimed to be a Nabi ('Prophet') equal to Muhammad
is a matter for dispute between the two branches into which the movement
15 P. Smith and Momen 1989: and

P.

Smith 2000: 142.

16 Fazel 1994.

'1 The Dutch anthropologist Van Beek called Mormonism 'a form of Christianity'.
See: Van Beek 1988: 25. While the theologian Montsma qualified it as a 'radical break
with the Christian tradition'. See: Montsma 1988: 21.
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divided after the death of its founder.18 Most Muslim groups do not recognize the Ahmadiyya movement as truly Islamic, and it was officially
excluded from Islam at the Muslim World League in 1974. Yet the
Qlo'an still occupies an exclusive position within the movement, its
adherents recognize the Islamic law ( ari'ah) and clearly consider themselves to be Muslims.19 It is therefore neither illogical nor contrived to
regard both Mormonism and Ahmadiyya as branches of older religious
traditions, i.e. Christianity and Islam. 20
In contrast to the founders of the above mentioned religious movements, the founder of the Baha'f religion explicitly lays claim to a
rank equal to that of Buddha, Christ or Muhammad, i.e. to what in Bahd'i
terminology is designated as the status of divine 'revelation' or 'manifestation'.21 And although Baha'fs revere the sacred texts of all world
religions and read from them during their religious gatherings. it is primarily to the holy scriptures of their own religion that they turn for guidance. Without reservation Baha'is regard their faith as a new independent
world religion with its own scriptures. holy places, laws, and organization.22 Outside the Bahii'i community however the status of the Bahai
Faith still remains somewhat controversial. As the religion came into
being within a (Shi'ih) Islamic context, much the same way as early
Christianity did within a Jewish one, it too was at first considered to be
a sect or reform movement. But as the Bahai Faith spread over the world,
gained a multicultural following, developed its administration and became
better known, that classification was no longer satisfactory. At present,
there seems to be a general agreement among specialists in the field of
comparative religion that the Bahai Faith can no longer be seen as a sect
of Islam. While many now use the qualification 'world religion' instead,
others consider that category problematic on grounds of numerical size,
lack of cultural influence, and length of history. They prefer the term

" Macpoin 1993.271.
w Mintjes 1985.
20 J. Smith 1995 and Hinnels 1 997.

4 Baha'is believe
that the universe is a creation, and that man being a part of that
creation cannot know his Creator or God. Bahd'u'll:ih explained: mind and heart can never
transcend that which is the creature of their own conceptions and the product of their own
thoughts. The Creator does make himself known to man however in the human form of
his Manifestation or Prophet. The life and teachings of these successive 'Manifestations'.
like Moses. Buddha, Christ and Muhammad. reveal the qualities of God. Even· one of
them is the Way of God that connecteth this world with the realms above.This process of
ongoing and progressive divine revelation is considered to provide the chief impulse in the

evolution of all civilization. For Baha'u'll Ah's claim. see for instance Gleanings XLVII.
-- Schaefer 1982: Derkse 1985. and Fazel

1994.
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'religious movement' as an alternative. 1n the recent edition of Hinnel's
A New Handbook of Living Religions the Bah:i'i religion is described as
'something of an anomaly in being both sufficiently independent to be
regarded as a religion in its own right and yet small enough to be treated
as a sect or church in the sociological sense'.23 More or less the same
conceptual confusion is reflected in modern Dutch publications on comparative religion in which the Bahai Faith is alternately characterized as
'a new syncretic religion'24, an 'Islamic sect'25. a 'religious movement'26.
a 'new religion'27. or an 'old new religion'.28
Of course only time will prove whether or not the Bahdi religion is
indeed a world religion comparable to Christianity or Islam. At this
moment it might even be presumptuous to maintain that the Bahd'i religion is the only successful, international, and independent new religious
movement of the last two centuries. It is however certainly one of the
very few. So we simply cannot afford to ignore it now. For if the Bahd' i
Faith does indeed develop into a world religion - and its present day
characteristics suggest such a development - we would have deprived
future generations of a history of the origins of such a rare event.
Compared to major world religions such as Hinduism, Judaism.
Zoroastrianism. Buddhism, Christianity and Islam. the Bah:i'i religion is
a young and therefore comparatively less well described religious phenomenon. As the Bahd'f religion emerged in a Middle Eastern context,
the historiography of this religion was originally focused on its links with
Islam and its origin in 19th-century Iran.29 Only quite recently, examination of Baha'i communities in Western Christian societies has started.
Major scientific studies in this respect, like those of Ross (1979), Hassall
(1984). Stockman (1985), and Van den Hoonaard (1996), have been published since the 1980s. But they deal with the 'older' Bahai communities of New Zealand. Australia. the United States and Canada repectively.
The history of those communities that actually came into being after
the Second World War, like those of most European countries, South
America and Africa has largely remained unwritten. Apart from two
unpublished M.A. theses at Leiden University, one by Stek, dealing with

23

24

MacEoin. 1997: 618.
Kamstra 1975.

'4 Mintjes 1985.
26 Kranenborg 1996.

- Waardenburg 1985: and Beck 1997.
2x

Hanegraaff 1994.

- See: Nicolas 1905: Browne 1930: MacEoin 1979. Moomen 1981:
Amanat 1989: Cole 1998.
'.,

P.

Smith 1987:
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the period 1962-1980, and the other by Kersten, dealing with the demographic characteristics of the Dutch Bahti'I community in the period 19631998, the history of the introduction of the Bahai religion in the Netherlands has not been described and studied before.30

AIM AND SCOPE. As we go back in the history of religion the number
of reliable authentic sources rapidly declines. If I had Set out to study the
first 120 years in the history of Islam the number of contemporary sources
available to me would hardly have posed a problem. They allow (apart
from language obstacles, that is) for a rather detailed and historically solid
description. The defeat of the Byzantines and the Persians, the surrender
of Jerusalem, the taking of Alexandria, the first (unsuccessful) attack on
Constantinople, the completion of the Dome of the Rock, the conquering
of Spain, and the halting of the Muslim invasion of France in the battle
of Poitiers, all happened within 120 years from the time the Prophet of
Islam had started his mission. By their very nature all these events are
well documented in both Muslim and non-Muslim sources. To describe
the life of Muhammad, I could make use of such early information as
provided by Ibn Hisham's recension of Ibn Ish:iq's (lost) Sira ('biography') of the Prophet or al-Waqidi's Kitab al-Maghazi ('Bookofthe Expeditions'). But here I would discover that although these works represent
the earliest sources available. they both date from well over a hundred
years after the death of the person they describe, and that Ibn Hisham
makes no secret of the fact that he had omitted 'things which it is disgraceful to discuss; matters which would distress certain people; and
such reports as al-Bakka'i told me he could not accept as trustworthy'.
It would also become clear that non-Muslim, i.e. outside, biographical
information on the life of the founder of Islam or his immediate successors is virtually non-existent. 3I
Finding contemporary sources on the early history of Christianity is difficult too. First there are the inside sources of which the letters of Paul,
composed in approximately 60 A.D. are the oldest. Together with the
Acts of the Apostles. written about 90 A.D. by an anonymous author who
does not claim to have been an eyewitness, they form the only more or
less contemporary sources covering events that took place between
approximately 30 and 60 A.D. For biographical information on the life
of Christ. I would have to rely on the four Gospels of which the oldest
(Mark) had been written in about 70 A.D. and the most recent (John) in
*' Stek 1981: and Kersten 2000.
11 Ibn Warraq 200().
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about 100 A.D. So although these anonymous 'witnesses' must have
had first-hand information, they probably would not be allowed to take
the stand in a court of law. The same could be said of the two oldest, socalled apocryphal works: the Protoevangelium of James, which describes
the life of Mary. and the hifanc·y Gospel (4 Thomas, which tells of the
young Jesus. Both works were written in about the middle of the second
century. Poor and scanty (from a historical point of view) as these inside
sources may be, they still exceed the few incidental owside references to
the Christian stiperstitio in late first century and early second century
Latin literature. The works of the Roman authors Josephus, Plinius, Tacitus. and Suetonius, could therefore hardly serve as independent evidence
for events reported in the Gospels and the Book ofActs.32 In the study of
the older religions of Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, or Judaism matters are
even more complicated. for apart of the sacred texts of these religions, we
know (almost) nothing of their founders and their early followers from
contemporary outside sources. From a purely historical point of view
these figures might well be characterized as pre-historic or mythical. 33
In the case of the Bah:i'i Faith the situation is completely different.
Not only are we dealing with a young religion, whose history is therefore
comparatively surveyable and accessible, but also its emergence and
spread coincide with the invention and application of new means of
transportation, communication and documentation. Due to the increased
opportunities for international travel resulting from such innovations as
trains and steamers, an unprecedented number of Europeans, including
the Dutch, were staying in Iran at the time of the emergence of the
Babi-Bahdi religion. This circumstance alone provides the present day
researcher with an equally unprecedented abundance of outside source
material. The first Dutch eyewitness account on the Babf-Bahai religion
for instance. dates from 1890, hardly fifty years after its birth. That same
year another Dutchman obtained manuscripts of B:ibi and Bahdi religious texts, while a year later a third took a photograph of relatives of its
founder. Because many eyewitnesses of early Dutch Baha'i history are
still alive, the moment therefore seems opportune to make a study of the
origins of the Bahd' i community in the Netherlands. The availability of
these many and often detailed historical sources offers the rare opportunity to study at close range the introduction and spread, at a national
level. of what might develop into a new world religion. Or as Professor

12 Barnett 1997.

'3 Boyce 1984 (Zoroastrianism): Van der Kooy 2000 (Judaism): Gabel and Wheeler
1990 (Judaism and Christianity)
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De Goeje of Leiden University quoted approvingly from his British colleague Browne in 1893:
Here he [the student of religious thought} may contemplate such personalities as by lapse of time pass into heroes and demi-gods still unobscured by
myth and fable: he may examine by the light of concurrent and independent
testimony one of those strange outbursts of enthusiasm. faith, fervent devotion, and indomitable heroism - or fanaticism. if you will - which we are
accustomed to associate with the earlier history of the human race; he may
witness. in a word. the birth of a faith which may not impossibly win a
place amidst the great religions of the world. 34

in line with the quotation above. the main aims of the present study have
been: to write a scientific work which fills the gaps in our knowledge
concerning the history of the introduction of the Bah:i'i religion in the
Netherlands: to discover as much Dutch source material on the history
of the Bahai religion as possible - letters, diaries. reports, minutes, newspapers. photographs, books, etc.; and to improve the chances for survival
of this often unique material by publishing it.
My research primarily dealt with the histo,-v of the Bahdi Faith in the
Netlierlands. Those interested in the actual content of the Bah:i' i religion.
are of course referred to the English translations of the works of the B:ib,
Bahd'u'lltih and 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. Or to secondary literature like Smith's

Concise Encyclopedia of the Balid'f Faith. The history of this religion
in the lands of its origin - Iran, Iraq, Turkey and Israel - is equally left
out and only touched upon in an indirect manner. For details in that
respect the interested reader is referred to the work of Amanat, MacEoin,
Momen. or Smith. The period 1844 to 1962 was chosen because it was
marked on the one end by the start of the Babi religion in Iran, and on
the other by the election of the first National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bah:i'is of the Netherlands - the completion of the framework for the
national administration of the Dutch Bahgi community. The privacy of
individuals was another reason for not continuing my research into the
recent past.

METHODS. Historical research has been compared with 'doing a jigsaw
puzzle where the pieces are scattered all over the house in several boxes'.35
The nature and detail of the resulting picture depends on how many boxes

still survive, on the historian's skill to track them down, as well on his
ability to fit the pieces together. So my first concern was to recover as

i* De Goeje 1893: 119.
'5 Evans 1997: 89.
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many 'pieces' as possibe. Some could easily be found in publications
like Tlie Balidi Wmid or periodicals like Balidi News or Baha'i Viziei.
Others resulted from interviewing participants or their relatives. But niost
only came to light after much of what has been called 'grubbing about in
archives'. My pursuit of 'traces of the past' was neither guided by any
clear strategy. nor by strict selection criteria. All source material, Bahti'i
and non-Bahdi alike, which dealt with the subject was included. No
material was left out. And the interviews were also conducted in an open
way. without a standard questionnaire. Only at the later stage of fitting
the pieces together, of creating a plausible and coherent account. the evidential fragments were cross-checked against each other.
Before being defended as a PhD thesis my 'reconstruction of the past'
has been read and commented upon by several Bahii'is and non-Bah:i'is.
The reviewers also included a panel appointed by the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Bahd'is of the Netherlands, as 'materials about the Faith
authored by Bahd'fs must be reviewed by Bahai institutions before publication'.36 Since this obligation has brought up the question of whether
it is possible for a Bah:i'i to do independent original research on his (or
her) own religion, and therefore might have the effect of disquali fying my
work beforehand. I feel it necessary to elobarate a little on it. 37
First, it must be stressed that the Bahdy Faith strongly favours a sc·ie„tific attitude, even or especially, in matters concerning religion. Smith
in his

Concise Encyclopedia of the Balmi Faith explains how Bahd'is

condemn 'the antagonism towards science held by some religious people'.
And he continues:

Knowledge is the gift of God to humanity. and divine religion promotes
truth. How then can religion oppose science? To do so is ignorance and
a denial of human intelligence. It is ignorance, not science, that threatens
the foundation of religion: doginatism and irrationality are the cause of
irreligion and the growth of secularism. Religion should be in confirmaty
with science and reason. Thus its foundation will be solid. and it will be
able to influence the human heart. It needs to be based on investigation
and not mere imitation. Religion that is not in accordance with science
is superstition and human invention. It shoud be discarded. The maintenance of irrational beliefs engenders vacillation and is ultimately untenable. 3x

m UHJ secretariat to individual believer. letter 28 Oct. 1991. The duty of reviewing
Bahii'i material is included in the constitution of every National Spiritual Assembly.
See. Stattiten yati de Natioviale (Seesteliike Raad vai, de Balici'is ran Nederland. \973.
article I.
17
MacEx,in 1986 and 1997: 629.

'x Smith 2(K)(): 290.
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Bahii'i claims to have recovered and described some aspects
of the history of his own religion he can be held accountable according
to the current scientific standards for research. Bah:i'is do not shun their
own equivalent of such expressions of modern scholarship as Biblical
criticism or the quest for the historical Muhammad. Yes, they are aware
of the possibility that the scientific approach, with its emphasis on curiosity, objectivity, intellectual autonomy, critical reflection, presentation of
So when

a

evidence. provisional conclusions, fundamental uncertainty, free discussion, rational argumentation, and willingness to change position in the
face of new facts, might at times produce 'inconvenient' results, but they
likewise know - too often from harsh personal experience - the great
harm which comes from prejudice and superstition. 'Consider what it
is that singles man out from among created beings, and makes of him a
creature apart'. 'Abdu'l Bah:i challenges the student of religion. 'Is it not
his reasoning power, his intelligence? Shall he not make use of these in
his study of religion?'.39
In this connection it must also be noted that freedom of expression is
'a fundamental principle' of the Baha'f religion. 40 It would therefore be
a gross distortion to consider (as some have done) the requirement of
pre-publication review as an exercise in censorship. It is not. Nor does it
imply any authorization. It is merely a 'temporary procedure' to prevent
'misrepresentation'.
The Bah:i'i Faith makes very serious claims and has a rich and complex
history, but it is as yet a young religion whose precepts are not widely understood. It has been undergoing severe persecution in the land of its birth and
is experiencing serious opposition in other places where its detractors have
no compunction in misrepresenting its purposes. Until its history, teachings
and practices are well known throughout the world. it will be necessary for
the Baha'i community to make efforts within itself to present correct information about the Faith in published material. This can and must be done
without violating the principle of freedom of expression, which, according
to the teachings of the Faith. is a vital right of all persons. 4I

Since, moreover, the Bahai whose work is to be reviewed 'may recommend to the National Assembly one or more individuals for inclusion
among the reviewers selected by the Assembly'. he or she can have a
direct part in the arrangement for review.42 And that is what I had. all
three members of the review panel had been nominated by myself.

1" 'Abdu'l-Bah:i(1912) 1995: 148.
4(, UHJ to NSA of USA, letter 29 Dec 1988. NBA.
41
UHJ secretariat to NSAs. letter 30 Oct 1991. NBA.
42
UHJ secretariat to NSAs. letter 30 Oct 1991. NBA.
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It must also be remarked that the obligation to pre-publication review
is not a typical Bahti'i phenomenon. Those who, like me, have ever tried
to have their work published in a leading medical journal, such as The

Lancet or The New England Medical Journal, know the system of 'peer
review' all too well. What may be less known however - at least it was
to me - is that all civil archives in the Netherlands fall under the
Algemene Archie»,et ('General Archives Act'). It is therefore not uncommon - even in a liberal country like the Netherlands - for the administrators or owners of archives to demand a written statement from the
researcher wishing to make use of the source materials in their archives,
to the effect that he or she will not publish anything 'by which any person's right to respect for his/her privacy is violated or by which the natural or corporate personalities or third parties involved might be disproportionately favoured or harmed.' And - more importantly - in which
the researcher promises to have his manuscript reviewed by the archive
on that criterion prior to publication. I myself had to sign several of these
statements, all concerning non-Bahdi archives. Must it now be concluded
that this policy undermines the scholarly credibility of any research on
Dutch history, or that it is impossible to write a scientific biography
in the Netherlands? Some have drawn that conclusion, while others consider the signing of such a statement as merely a formality. 41 Whatever
position is taken, in the end there obviously always remains the possibility
that the critical reader must conclude that the present study does not meet
the criteria for scientific historiography. But he cannot reject it a prio, i
on suspicion of bias or censorship, for that would be a prejudice.
Although I am well aware of the fact that some scholars consider the
Babiand Bahai religions to be two independent religious systems, I consider their history to be so tightly interwoven that I felt justified in using
the term 'Btibi-Bahai religion' in those circumstances where a clearcut
demarcation was either not possible or somewhat forced. It must be
remembered in this context that many Dutch sources, while dating from
a period in which the Babi community had been evolved into the Bahai
community, had not been clearly aware of this development and therefore
continued to use the word Babi in cases where actually Baha'i was meant.
The terms Bah:i'i Faitli or BahEi religion have been used interchangeably in the text, but since Bahii'is prefer the first designation it is written
with a capital letter. The designation Baha'ism was avoided however,

43
In 1999 the historian Nanda van der Zee abandoned her assignment to write a biography of Dr. Lou de Jong on these grounds. (De Volksk,·ant 26 May 1999. Van der Zee

2001: 62).
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since the word is not used by Bah:i'is and would wrongly suggest that the
derived noun bahaist or the adjective bahaistic·. are in common use.
Then a few words on capitalization and the use of italics. Capitals have
been used in the names of persons, places, ships, hotels, conferences, religious groups, and the titles of publications or works of art. The names of
religious organizations have also been capitalized (hence the Spiritual
Assembly of Amsterdam), but not in general references (hence the spiritual assemblies). The same was done with regard to personal and professional titles. Italics have been used for the introduction of non-English
words; for the titles of books (including all Holy Books), newspapers,
works of art; for the names of ships, trains, and hotels; to emphasize
words in running text; for words referred to as words: and for quotations
from the Holy Scriptures.44 For the transliteration of Persian and Arabic
words the system adopted by the international Bahai community was
used.45 Oriental names that are familiar have been rendered without diacritical marks (therefore: Akka, Bushihr, Iran. Isfahan, Islam. Qur'an.
Shah, Shiraz, Tehran).

As one of the aims of my research was to secure as much source material on the early history of the Bahdi religion in the Netherlands as possible, this mostly new and unique material is often quoted in full. rather
then paraphrased. giving the present work at times a somewhat mozaicor collage-like appearance. Quotations from these sources have been presented as authenticly as possible. that is apart from the inevitable translation. The system of transliteration mentioned above has not been used for
them. Square [brackets] indicate my own additions or deletions. A transcription of unpublished Dutch source material is given in an appendix.
Apart from securing source material the main aim of my research was
to establish what happened. and when and how. I wanted to describe,
to tell a story. And in order to make my history accessible to the public
outside the university as well as to non-Bah:i'is. and to avoid a sterile
factual report I have tried to present my narrative in plain English (how
could I do otherwise in a language that is not my native one?), and to
interweave it with seemingly unimportant small incidents and personal
details. Of course this 'microhistorical' approach carried the risk of
descending into 'tabloid journalism', but it had the major potential advantage (I think) of making the past more tangible.
The results of my study are presented here in three chronological sections which as their titles aim to express, represent increasing levels of

44 DeVries 1999.

4 Gail 1973.
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involvement. The first section. called 'Bystanders'. describes early references to the B:ibi-Bahii'i religion in the Dutch press, the restoration of
Dutch-Iranian relations in the late 1 9th century, the first Dutch encounters with iranian Bah:i'is. as well as early Dutch publications on this new

religion. In section two, called 'Supporters and Adversaries'. the focus is
diverted from Iran to Holland. This part describes the prominent role of
the Theosophists and Esperantists in making the Bahii'i religion known,
presents biographical information on the first Dutch believers. attempts
to retrace the rudimentary missionary activity, and touches upon Christian
opposition in the first half of the 20th century. The third section, 'Participants', covers the systematic promulgation - or in Bahri terminology:
'teaching' activity - that resulted in the development of a national Bah:i'f
community. It starts with the arrival of Bah:i'i 'pioneers' from the United
States immediately after the Second World War and ends with the election
of the first National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'is of the Netherlands
in 1962.

I. Bystanders
Dutch eyewitnesses of early Iranian Bahd'i history (1844-1910)
The Day of Resurrection is a day on which the sun
riseth and setteth like unto any other day.
The Bdb

It would never

be known how many had been involved in the conspiracy,

or what actually had happened on 15 August 1852. According to some
sources the conspirators had been originally seven in number, others put
their number at twelve. Whatever had been the case, most agree that 21year-old Ntisini'd-Din 2ltih (1831-1896) was approached by three contemporaries that early Sunday morning. The Shah had just left his summer
palace of Niydvardn, a few miles north of Tehran, for a hunting expedition. His retinue followed at a respectful distance. Supposing that the
approaching men had some petition to offer, he allowed them to draw near
without suspicion. When they were close enough, one of them suddenly
grabbed the reins of the king's horse. The animal, finding itself checked.
reared when another assailant fired a pistol at close range. Probably due to
the sudden movement the shot hit the monarch in the leg rather than the
chest. Immediately one of the attackers dragged the wounded Shah from
his horse, but before he could use his dagger, the royal bodyguards had
reached him and cut him down. The assassination attempt had failed.
The Shah's French surgeon, Dr. Ernest Cloquet, ascertained only superficial wounds. It turned out that the pistol had been loaded with pellets.
To quell any rumors, the Shah and his entourage immediately returned
to the capital. Soldiers. clerics and civil authorities were invited to the
imperial palace to see with their own eyes that the Shah was still alive.
As Tehran rang with the sound of a 110-gun salute, its bazaar was illuminated and the diplomatic corps hastened to congratulate his majesty:
the body of the assailant who had been killed on the spot was cut in two
and hoisted over the city gates as a deterrent. Upon interrogation the others frankly confessed that they were Btibis and that they had made the
attempt to avenge the blood of their Master, who had been executed in
1850. But even under torture the two did not name others. A few days
later both were killed, one by pouring molten lead down his throat.'
'

Sheil to FO. report 16 Aug 1852. In: Momen 1981: 130: and Browne 1930: 323.
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An attempt on the life of a ruling monarch, even of such an obscure
country as Iran to the Dutch at that time, was world news. But communications between Europe and Iran were unreliable and slow in those days
and it took more than two months before the story reached the Netherlands. The Opregte Haarlemsche Courant broke the news in its Monday
edition of 11 October 1852:
News from Konstantinople on 23 September make mention of an attempt
on the life of the Schach of Persia. Details mentioned in letters from Tabreez
and Erzerum dated 28 August and 9 September. are as follows: On the 15th
of August. while the Schach and his numerous entourage, including his
Prime Minister, were on a hunting expedition and had reached a wood near
Maveranda, the Monarch was approached by six poorly dressed Persians.
who wanted to present a request to him. The Schach checked his horse. and
in accordance to protocol. his entourage also halted at quite a distance
behind him. While the petition was being handed over, two of the villains
grabbed the horses reins, while the four others demanded compensation for
the offence he had caused to their religion by executing their chief (belonging to the Babi sect). The Schach ordered the villains to leave but before
his entourage could reach him, two of them each fired a pistol at him: he
was wounded in the mouth and thigh. but not seriously. The assailants
fled into the forest. but were pursued by the entourage. One was struck
down by swords: two were arrested and escorted to Teheran; the three
others were later apprehended and on orders of the Prime Minister, hacked

into pieces at once. - On his return to the palace the envoys of Russia.
Britain and Turkey immediately presented themselves to the Monarch.
Public celebrations took place and the city of Teheran was illuminated in
the evenings.2

Who were these 'villains'? A few days later the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche
gave a little more detail:

Courant

A letter from Konstantinople gives fresh details of the attempted assassination of the Shah of Persia. There has existed in Persia for the last few years
a religious sect. called Babis, who believe in the transmigration of souls.
and who neither recognize the authority of the Koran, of Mahomet, or of
the Twelve Imans. Their only authority is that of the twelfth Imam, Saheb
Zeman. of whom Bab. the chief of the sect. is the only representative. It is
pretended that they profess a kind of communism, and even have a community of women. In consequence of their theory of the transmigration of
souls they think themselves immortal. and consequently set no value on life.
The number of these Babis are estimated at 50,000. They have been in open
revolt in the provinces of Mazanderan against the authority of the Shah of
Persia. and have maintained a siege of several months. Eight Babis. who had
been brought to Teheran. refused the pardon which the Shah offered to them.

' Opregte Hmu·le,ns ·he Cm mu. 11 Oct 1852. KB.
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]

if they would abandon their doctrines. All of them perished without making
any concession. On the 15th August last three of these Babis resolved to
avenge the death of their master, the famous Bab. who has already been the
cause of several sanguinary actions in Persia, fell on the Shah at the moinent
when he was preparing to mount on horseback to go hunting. They fired two
pistols at him point blank. but fortunately only wounded him very slightly.
One of the assassins was immediately cut to pieces by the guards of the
Shah. and the other two were thrown into prison to be tried. It is said that
they have 300 accomplices. who have sworn to take the life of the Shah.
This attempt has thrown the country into great consternation. Several individuals convicted as accomplices have already been executed, but all the
ramifications of the plot have not yet been discovered.'

Again a few days later the Dagblad van 's-Gravenhage described the fate
of 'Hagie-Suleiman-Kam [H:iji Sulaymtin Klltin]. the person who attempted
the assassination of the Schach of Persia [...]: all parts of his body,
mutilation of which would not result in his death, were perforated by
knives after which the wounds were gutted by candles. In this condition
Suleiman was paraded through the streets and quadri-parted alive in front
of one of the gates'.4 Apparently the attempted assassination resulted
in a wave of executions, for two other newspapers reported in that same
period how 'about 400 Babis, who had allegedly been involved in the
attempt on the life of the Schach had been put to death in Teheran, and
in a very cruel manner'.5
Who were these Bdbis and what did they want? Apart from a very
sketchy image - they existed for only a few years, were followers of a religious leader called Bab, did not recognize the authority of the Qw'an or the
Prophet Muhammad, practised a kind of communism that included the sharing of women, believed in the transmigration of the soul, held themselves
to be immortal, revolted against the Shah, were agressive and numbered
about 50,000 - the interested Dutch reader was largely uninformed about
the nature of this religious movement. Neither could he verify the (mainly
inaccurate) information presented to him by the newspapers, for he lacked
any references. The first publications - all foreign - on the history and
teachings of the Bdbi 'sect' would only become available several years later.

Nicitil'(' Rotte,·damsc·he Cott,·ant. 16 Oct 1852. GBR. Translation as in M )1·iiing
He,-ald. 140ct 1852. See: Momen. 1981: 129.
Dagblad t'an 's-G,-at·e,iha,Ve. 22 Oct 1852. KB. The news was borrowed from The
Times of 13 Oct 1852. Momen 1981: 132. Hdji Sulayman Kiliin, was a Bilbf from Tehran
who had rescovered the B:ib's remains after the latter's execution in Tabriz. His home had
served as a meeting place for Tehran Biibis

5 Opregle Haarlenische C(,itrant. 4 Nov \851 and Nietiwe Rotterdanische Courant.

30 Oct 1852. KB. The actual number of B:ibis killed in the Tehran executions of 1852 is
probably about 40. See: Momen 1983: 171.
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Renewed relations

Of course this lack of information was not surprising. On a yearly basis
only some 150 Europeans lived in Iran between 1840-1850, mostly diplomats and military personnel, but also some missionaries, scientists. and
adventurers. Due to increasing trade relations their number would rise
to some 800 in 1890 and to 1000 ten years later, but only a very small fraction had Dutch nationality.6 In the period 1840 to 1915 a toml of some 100
Dutch citizens stayed in Iran for some time.7 Apart from a small number
of potential correspondents, communications between Iran and the Netherlands were also very limited at the time. A telegraph service was not yet
in operation, and as the few Dutch newspapers could only afford an occasional foreign correspondent, they preferred to have them in the major
European capitals. International news agencies did not exist either and
it was therefore not uncommon to borrow the news from foreign newspapers.8 So the Opregte Haa, lemsche Courant had the news from its London counterpart The Standard, which had a Constantinople correspondent, while the Nietiwe Rotterdanische Cout-ant borrowed the 'letter from

Constantinople' from the Paris newspaper Le Constitutionnel.9

It was true that vessels of the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie
('Dutch East India Company') had called to Iran since the early 17th century, but as trade in these regions had never been very profitable. it had
never become very extensive either. After the Afghan invasion of 1722
trade had declined even further. In 1744 the Dutch office in Isfahan, the
Iranian capital at that time. was closed. Only ten years later the offices
at Bushihr and Bandar-i-'Abbds followed. A new and the only remaining settlement was built on Rllark island in the Persian Gulf. As the company's administrators in Amsterdam were considering abandoning this
settlement too, the Dutch garrison of fort Mosselsteyn had to surrender to
the troops of a local ruler. The last of the Dutch were ferried to Bandar-i'Abbtis and left for the Dutch East Indies in 1765.10 Trade links were not
6 Gilbar 1976: 152.

1 The Archives of the Dutch Consulate in Persia, the Archives of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. and the Consular Registry of Births. Deaths and Marriages, give the names
of some 60 Dutch citizens. But since these archives mostly contain commercial and political correspondence. and the registry only started in 1893 and also has some major gaps.
it is likely that the actual number of the Dutch residing in Iran is higher. it seems, however, implausible that their total number exceeded 100.
8 Paris had the Charles Havas news agency which started in the 1830s. in 1849 the
Wolff agency had started in Berlin, while in 1851 the office of the Submarine Telegraph
was opened in London by Reuter. See: Smith 1979: 127: and Read 1992: 8.
Momen 1981: 129.
m

De Jonghe 1876: 152: and Meilink 1967: 480.
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completely severed however. Armenian (i.e. Christian) trading houses
continued to sail between Iran and Java and established offices in Batavia
(now Jakarta). In 1824 and again in 1828, 1829, 1830 and 1831 the Dutch
East Indies government and the newly established Nederlandse Handels
Maatschappij ('Dutch Trading Company') sent ships to the Persian Gulf
to try to restore direct trade connections. These missions were however,
unsuccessful. Because of the lacking of depot facilities. the cargo had to
be sold at once and credit terms could last for several months during
which the ships stayed idle in the harbour. In addition there was not
always sufficient return freight. Direct Dutch-Iranian trade relations were
formally restored in 1857 by the signing in Paris of the Persian-Dutch
Treaty of Friendship and Trade, but it was not until the opening of the
Suez Canal in 1869 that they were put in actual practice." When the
canal was nearing its completion the Dutch government sensed an opportunity to by-pass the Armenian trading houses which had dominated the
trade between the Gulf and Java for so long. by establishing direct trade
links between Europe and the Gulf region. Accommodating the generally
expressed need for a diplomatic representation in the Gulf it appointed
Richard Charles Keun van Hoogerwoerd as Dutch consul in Bushihr. 12
Keun had explicit instructions to breathe new life into the Treaty of
Friendship and Trade with Iran. In October 1868 the new envoy paid his
respects to NAsiru'd-Din Shall. During a meeting that lasted more than
two hours Keun presented the monarch, on behalf of King Willem III, the
Grootkruis \,an de Nederlandse Leeu,< ('Grand Cross of the Dutch Lion')
and conversed with him - Keun spoke Persian fluently - on the Dutch
royal family, his country and its colonies, as well as on trade. 13
The Dutch were eager to develop trade relations, and so was the Shah.
For although his power was nearly absolute - he appointed all major
government posts like ministers, governors and officers and had no need
to consider a constitution, parliament or free press - it was not undisputed. After his predecessors had firmly established the dynasty and subjugated all ethnic minorities, three rival powers remained: the Russian and
British Empires, and the Muslim clergy. The Iranian authorities were well
aware that their country merely served as a buffer. From the north, Iran
faced the threat of the Russian Empire, that since the early 19th century
had tried to expand its territory to the ice-free harbours of the Persian

n Den Tex 1871: 1.
" Swats(·ourant 1868, nr. 66: Kon. Besluit 15 Febr 1868 and Staats(·ourant 1889,
nr. 105: Kon. Besluit 29 Apr 1889.

" De Jonge 1876: 147.
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Gulf. As a result of this policy Iran had lost major parts of its territory,
including Georgia, Armenia and parts of A Jllarbifyjdn and lihurtistin. The
Caspian Sea had actually become a Russian inland sea. The Russian
southward drive was checked by Great Britain. The policies of that country were dictated by its interests in India. To safeguard its 'Jewel in the
Crown: both Iran and Afghanistan had to be maintained as docile buffers,
while the establishment of a foreign naval base or fortified port on the
Persian Gulf had to be resisted 'with all means'.14 Compared to these
super powers Iran was weak. Its population had hardly any national
identity. the economy was based on agriculture. there was no industry.
roads were only passable with difficulty and education was rudimentary.
The Shah tried to expand and consolidate his autonomy by modernising
his country and by playing off the foreign powers against each other.
It was in that power struggle that the smaller European countries, like
the Netherlands, could be of some use.
Back in Bushihr. Richard Keun took up his residence in Hollandabad
('Dutch town'), a country house resembling a medieval castle. just outside the city. The next year his mission was boosted when the Dutch government ordered Captain M.W. Bowier, commanding officer of H.M.S.

mission to the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea 'to assist in
the opening of the Suez Canal and to present our flag in these waters'. 15
Keun and Bowier met in Basrah (Iraq) and together they sailed for
Bushihr. There Bowier, well aware of the fact that 'the Eastern peoples
and the Persians in particular are mainly guided by appearances and their
imagination', had his men erect a flagpole near the waterfront in the European quarter. With a real sense for the dramatics, its inauguration was to
Monday, 21 March 1870 - with the Iranian
coincide three days later
New Year celebrations.
Ctit-afao on a

-

At about eight o'clock in the morning 250 men from the "Cura ao" landed
in good order right in front of the Governor's palace, where they were joined
by a detachment of artillery and a band. Headed by the Consul, the Commander and all officers, the column went through the city with banner flying and drums beating: en route they were joined by the British Consul and
so they reached the flagpole. where they were met by half the garrison and
another band. The flag was raised by a deck officer. the Dutch and Persian
troops presented arms and shouted: 'Long live the King !' Then the Commander made a speech and handed the flagpole over to the Consul. after
which the ceremony was over. Not only the town's inhabitants. but several
thousands from the surrounding countryside were gathered to attend this

14 Knobel 1903: 257.
15 Den Tex 1871: 1.
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ceremony: the streets were packed and all were so pleased that not the
slightest disturbance had occurred, a rarity in Persia. 6
I

Richard Keun performed his task with a great deal of verve. In numerous
consular reports, as well as in his personal correspondence, he presented
economic and commercial information in order to stimulate Dutch investments in the region.17 Of course Keun did not hesitate to point out the
commercial opportunities in Iran to his friend Jacques Cornelis Paulus
Hotz, when he visited this wealthy Rotterdam industrialist while on leave
in 1873. Hotz became enthusiastic and decided to set up De Perzische
Handels-vereeniging J.C.R Hotz & Zoon ('The J.C.P. Hotz & Son Persian
Trading Company') and to send his son and only child Albert to Iran: R
Albert Paulus Hermanus Hotz (1855-1930) was 19 years old when
he reached Bushihr in December 1874. Apart from two short visits to
Holland. the first because of the death of his father, Albert Hotz stayed
in Iran until May 1881. In those years he set up trading offices in Bushihr,
Shiraz, Sultandbfid. Isfahan, Tabriz, Yazd (in 1890) and Tehran (in 1893).
The staff of these agencies consisted almost entirely of Dutch nationals. 19
As his most senior agent in Iran he appointed the Rotterdammer Johannes
Hendrikus Collignon (1854-1924).
16 De Jonge 1876: 154. See also: Scheepsjoumaal CuraW·ao ARA. AMM. Inv. nr. 959.
17
Keun· 1878-1890: ARA. BZR. inv. nr. 184-186: and Staats<'ou,ant 1871 nr. 173.

1875 nr. 221 en 269. 1876 nr. 65.172 and 301: 1879 nr. 62 en 289; and KB, 41 letters.
424 D 15.
w Engelberts 1999: 13.
1 Hotz 1904: 29.
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Johan Collignon arrived in Iran in 1879 and moved into a house in
Julfd. the Christian village near Isfahan.20 But his start was not a very fortunate one. for shortly after his arrival two of his major Iranian trading
partners, the brothers H:iji Siyyid Muhammad-Husayn and H:ijf Siyyid
Muhammad-Hasan, were arrested and executed a few days later on
charges of apostasy preferred by the local Muslim clergy. The British civil
servant Edward Stack. who was a friend of Collignon and in 1881 stayed
with him, wrote about the tragedy in his book Six Months in Persia.
They were two respectable merchants, against whom the Imam-i-Juma, or
chief ecclesiastical authority of Isfahan, for pecuniary reasons. had conceived a grudge. That they were in secret Bdbis, does not seem to be denied:
but there are thousands of Babis in the Shah's dominion, and nobody had
ever alleged that these two men were not quiet and loyal subjects. The
Imam-i-Juma. however. raised the fanatic spirit among the mullas and their
adherents. while respectable Isfahan looked on helplessly. The two unfortunate men were brought bound before the Prince, in the presence of the
chief merchants convoked for that purpose. Mr. Collignon was himself a
witness of this scene. He rose at once and grasped the captives by the hand,
addressing them as he had been accustomed to do in the days of their
liberty. They wept. and asked the other merchants what dishonourable thing
they had done that their old friends and brother-traders should sit thus aloof.
One by one the merchants. moved to shame. imitated Mr. Collignon's exampie. and before the meeting broke up the Prince had promised that no harm
should happen to the men. But the mullas returned, talked the Prince over.
and their victims were put to death.21

Everyone knew that the brothers secretly belonged to the Bdbi sect, but
not only were they well respected citizens, they were also siyyids, direct
descendants of the Prophet Muhammad. So why had they been arrested?
Dr. Charles James Wills, who was a medical officer attached to the IndoEuropean Telegraph Office in the city and a personal friend of the two
brothers, later explained that their religion had only served as a pretext.
The real cause of their arrests had been the fact that the Ini(im-i-Jum'iIi
owed them 'eighteen thousand tomans (seven thousand two hundred
Il
pounds) .-- When the two brothers had refused to forgive the debt, the
cleric had proposed to the Governor that 'the whole of their property
should be confiscated by him, and that they should be accused of Baabiism [sic] and executed'. 23
.

30

Dun|OP diary 12 Nov 1890 p. 47 FD.

21 Stack 1882: 29.

-- Imam-i-Jumih. A senior muslim cleric who recites the Friday prayers for the sovereign
23

Wills 1891: 153. See also Momen 1981: 274.
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Siyyid Muhaminad-Hasan and Sivyid Muhammad-Husayn.

The Babi question
In 1889 Richard Keun was transferred to Bangkok and succeeded by
Fridolin Marinus Knobel (1857-1933), a career diplomat from Amsterdam.24 Frits Knobel left Holland on 4 December, that year. From Paris
he took the Orient Express to Constantinople (now Istanbul) and by the
end of January 1890 he arrived in Tehran, where he established the Dutch
General Consulate.25 The son of Dr. Louis Schlimmer - a physician
from Rotterdam who for many years had worked in Iran, first as a personal physician to the Governor of Isfahan and later until his death in
1876 as a professor at the D(il'ti'l-Fun in or Polytechnic in Tehran - was
recommended to him as a mirza or interpreter-secretary to the Legation. 26
24

Staatsc·ourant 1889 nr. 105: Kon. Besluit 29 Apr and 5 Nov 1889.

25 Knobel 1903: 1 and 124.
26 Little is known of Dr. Johannes

Lodewijk (Louis) Schlimmer (1818-1876). He
arrived in Iran in the 1850s. He was the author of a book entitled: Terminologie MedicoPharmaceittiqile et Anthropologique Franfaise-Persane \'French-Persian Medical-Pharmaceutical and Anthropological Dictionary'] that was published in Tehran in 1874. See:
HB. 4258. Schlimmer was married to Baghdagoel Babagan (died 1908) and conducted a
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But as the new Consul drily remarked: 'The education of both children
(Adolf and Mariam) of Dr. Schlimmer, who was married to an Armenian woman, appeared not to have been very meticulous. Adolf at least has
27
anything but good manners and his French is inadequate'.
Only a few days after his arrival Frits Knobel received a letter from
Albert Hotz in which the latter offered the assistance of his agent
Johan Collignon.28 The new Consul eagerly accepted this offer and
wrote Collignon a letter in which he asked him 'because of his long-time
practice and experience in Persia' to assist him in the discharge of his
assignment 'which is especially now, in the beginning, not an easy one.'
He requested to be kept informed of all that might be of any importance,

'even in the case that I did not ask you that the information be provided'.29 In his answer Collignon expressed his willingness to help and
subsequently made the suggestion, at the instigation of Hotz, to establish
regular correspondence with his brother-in-law Jacobus Ludolph in Rotterdam. Unfortunately I was not able to recover this correspondence.
27 Knobel to FO. letter 24 Febr 1890. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 1, letter 22.
38 Hotz to Knobel. letter 30 Jan 1890. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 1, letter 39.
29
Knobel to Collignon. letter 7 March 1890. ARA, GP, inv. nr. 1, letter 39-4().
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Persian Gulf'.30 But that was not what Knobel
'a shipping line Java
had in mind. He thanked his correspondent for his willingness to keep
him informed of all major events, but he preferred 'not to limit this to
news of a purely commercial nature. Other events could also be of 'a
direct or indirect importance' to him, and as an example he gave 'the
recent "BAbi" incident'.3' It was this example that prompted Collignon
to send the following report on the latest BAbi persecutions in the Isfahan area to the Dutch envoy:
-

Isfahan April 12. 1890. Dear Mr. Knobel. In answer to your letter of 23rd
last I am glad to keep you privately informed of the events of any importance which take place in our city.
The Babi question you mentioned took place as follows: about 20 farmers
from the village of Benasfahan. about 2 farsagh [farsaklll from here. had to
leave their village for one year since the Moullah [Mu/hil and other farmers had accused them of being Babis.·'2 They went to Teheran and upon the
Shah's return they obtained an order from His Majesty allowing them to
return to their village and giving nobody the right to trouble them.
Upon their arrival here. some of the prominent Moullahs wanted them to be
arrested and condemned to death at once. The government however protected
them and on orders of the Shah gave them an escort of ferashes ifa,·,-cifh]
to return to their homes. 33
In the meantime the Moullahs of Isfahan had incited the farmers of Benasfahan and told them that the slaughter of these Babis was necessary and that
they would take all responsibility. The villagers. armed with sticks, pitchforks etc., confronted the government feraschen, drove them away and killed
8 of these unfortunate Babis. Their bodies were mutilated and other atrocities were committed.
The remaining 12 Babis fled to Djoulfa [Julf:i] and were hidden for about
14 days in the house of a missionary to the Jews. named Mr. Nouroulah
INuru'll:illl, and saved from the anger of the people.
Mr. Ironside of the British legation who was here. reported the incident to
Sir Henry who worked on the Shah to take measures to stop the atrocities.
This was done by ordering the chief Moullah of Ispahan 1Isfahanl to come
to Teheran. and there he was banished from here for 2 years, which in Persia
often means that the person suddenly dies: they say with full knowledge of
the Shah.
The other Moullahs were pacified by this because they all feared being
called to Teheran, and they knew the consequences.
On the advice of the Europeans and the Persian government, the refugee
Babis have left for some province where they are not known as Babis.

10 Collignon to Knobel. letter 15 March 1890. ARA. GP, inv. nr. 1. letter 59.
31 Knobel to Collignon. letter 23 March 1890. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 1. letter 59-60.
32
A Fa,·sakh is the distance a laden mule walks in 1 hour. i.e. about 5 kilometres. A

Mullti (plural: 'Ulanici) is a Muslim cleriq
"
A FarniL is an armed guard.
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The population of Benasfahan was very frightened. they feared being
punished for their crime since one of the Shah's deputies was sent here to
investigate the matter. But since nothing has happened so far, most of those
who had fled their houses with all their belongings, have returned. And in
all probability it will be Zil-es-Sultan's \Ziliu' s -Sultanl pleasant duty to
extort several thousand tomans [nin,dn] for the Shah and himself from this
village by ordering the wealthiest farmers one by one to appear before him
and to sentence them as the main culprits which will result in the payment
of many tomans.34 This will be the only punishment for this bloody act, but
since most Persians, especially farmers. cling to their money more than to
their lives, the punishment under these circumstances appears, at least in
the eyes of the Persians, to be severe enough.
That the killing stopped we owe in the first place to the humanity of Sir
Henry, who acted vigorously and has forced the Shah into action, so to speak.
Confident that you will use my reports with discretion, I remain yours faithfully, with greetings, J.H. Collignon. 35

Apart from the exact numbers mentioned, Collignon's report closely
matches that of other non-Bdbi accounts like those by Robert Bruce, John
Richard Preece or Henry Carless.36 Together they allow for a rather
detailed reconstruction of what was to be called the 'Sidih Upheaval'.
In the summer of 1889 a number of B:ibi villagers from Sidih. a conglomeration of three villages near Isfahan, were driven from their homes
by Muslims. Some 20 to 30 of them went to Tehran to plead their case.
They returned to Isfahan with assurances for their safety. Headed by
*haykll Muhammad-Taqi, also known as Aqd Najaff (1846-1914) the
clergy refused to let them return to their houses, despite clear instructions from the Shah. On 13 February 1890 the Babis took refuge on the
compound of the Indo-European Telegraph Office in Julfii. That same
day the office manager, John Richard Preece, informed the Ritknu'l-Mulk
(Deputy Governor)37, and Sir Henri Drummond Wolff, the British representative in Tehran. Wolff sent his consular official Churchill, to have
interviews with the Zillu'S-Sitlfan (Governor of Isfahan), who at that
moment was in Tehran. and with the Aminit's-Sultdn (Iranian Prime Minister).38 The latter took up the matter with the Shah, and as a result 'strict

14 Zillu's-Sultan ('The Shadow of the King'). is the title of Sult:in-Mas'lid Mfrz:i ( 18501918), the eldest surviving son of Ndsiru'd-Din ShAh and Governor of the Isfahan area.

A Ttimdn is the Persian main unit of currency.
35 Collignon to Knobel. letter 12 Apr 1890. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 1-2. letter 87. A transcription of the original Dutch manuscript is included in Appendix I.
16 Momen 1981: 284-289.

37 R„knit'/-Mulk ('Pillar of the Kingdom'). title of Mirzii Sulaymlin lihiin.
*
Aminit's-Sultii'n ('Trusted of the King'). title of Mirzii 'Ali-Asgllar KhAn (c. 18591907).
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orders' from the Governor were sent to the latter's deputy in Isfahan. as
well as to Aq:i Najafi and his brother.
By the Imperial Command of this very Shahinshah, Asylum of the Faith,
may our souls be sacrificed to him I. . .1, thousands of Babis have been blown
away from guns and by means of myself, several others have had their stomach ripped up and have been rewarded with Hell. Now his policy is that a
number of people whose Babism is not yet deterniined should go to their
homes and occupations and remain there I. . -1. 19

In the early morning of Tuesday, 25 February 1890, the Babis left the
telegraph office and were taken under a military escort of the Deputy
Governor to their village. But outside 1sfahan the group was confronted
by Muslims. Six to eight Bdbfs were killed and the other 21 fled back to
the city. They were in Julf:i by noon. The next day a mob of several hundred Muslim fanatics invaded the quarter. With great difficulty the Babis
were protected by the few troops of the Deputy Governor. They hid in
the house of Mirzd Nuru'lldh, a Jewish convert to Christianity who acted
as agent for the London Society for Promoting Christianity among the
Jews. The British were affronted. Sir Henry immediately wrote to the
Shah and the Prime Minister and sent money to Ndru'llah. On March 2,
Churchill again had an interview with the Governor who offered money
as a compensation. While the diplomat Bax Ironside brought the money
to Isfahan, Najaff was summoned to Tehran, leaving on March 3. A special Commissioner was sent from Tehran to investigated the matter
but as the situation was not resolved the Deputy Governor adviced the
Bdbis to go to the capital again. They arrived there in July, but nothing
was done for them. Aq:i Najaff was allowed to return to Isfahan and continued his campaign. In 1891 he was a driving force in the opposition
against the Tobacco Rdgie. and by the time of his death in 1914. Najaff
was the foremost mujtahid ('jurist') in Iran and one of the wealthiest men
in Isfahan.40
Collignon's letter. the first Dutch eyewitness report on Bab/ persecutions in Iran, also reached The Hague. It was attached to Knobel's consular report of 7 July 1890 to the Minister of Foreign Affairs. In that
report the Consul mentioned how the Governor of Isfahan had given the
'B:ibi danger' as one of his excuses to maintain, with Russian help and
against the wish of the British, 'his own private army'. He explained that
Blibis were 'followers of the "prophet" Btib, against whom the Mollahs
Zillus-Sultan to brother of Aq:i Najaff, In: Momen 1981 : 285.
a' Lambton 1987: 243: Browne 1930: 406. Bah:i'u'llAh gave Aqii Najaff the derogatory epithet /bn-i-Qlli'h ('The Son of the Wolf') and addressed him in the Epistle to the
Son Of the Wolf. See: P. Smith 2000: 358.
'9
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not seldom incite the population' and that last
vated riots had taken place in that city. 41

April such religiously moti-

Hardly a year later Frits Knobel's attention was again focused on the
Babis. This time because of a letter written to him by another of Hotz's
agents, Cornelis Franciscus Prins (1864-1937) of Yazd. Prins was originally from Schiedam, a town near Rotterdam. and had settled in Iran the
year before.
Yezd May 24, 1891. Dear honourable Sir,
My letter of 2nd last I expect is now in your possession, and I did not anticipate having to write to you within one month with completely different
news. Perhaps you have already heard the news since Mr. Vaughan who is
at present the British envoy here may have let you know.
Totally unexpectedly seven men, so called Babis. were executed here on
Monday last. 18th inst. One was hanged in the presence of the Prince and
six others were killed in different quarters of the town. This is the first time
that Babis have been killed here and their execution caused great tumult.
The men were hardly dead or their bodies were at once buried under stones
by the mob. The Prince gave orders that on Monday and Tuesday nights the
Bazaar should be open and illuminated, and said that he intended to come
himself on Tuesday evening. On Tuesday morning [however] he gave orders
that the illumination should not take place and that everyone who said a
word upon the subject of the Babis should have his tongue cut out.

41 Knobel to FO, report 7 July 1890. ARA, GP. inv. nr. 1-2 letter 33.
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Almost everybody thought in the beginning that it would not go beyond
the killing of these seven men, but since Tuesday last the persecutions
have continued. They have arrested the Priest of the Babis. Mollah Ibrahim, and escorted him this morning from Taft to Yezd with music.42 A
Yezdee who is a silk merchant and another four men from the surrounding area were also arrested. I think these six people will be executed this
week.

As you may know there are many Babis in Yezd. People say 12 to 14.000
in Yezd alone, without the surrounding area: however I believe that this
[number] is slightly exaggerated. The principal merchants here are Babis
and several of them are most definitely more or less in danger. Everyone
comes to the Bazar more often than ever to stop false rumours etc. Some
major merchants. like Hajee Mirza Mahomed Taqi Shirazi and his son Hajee
Mirza Mahomed. Hajee Sejed Mirza Shirazi, Hajee Mahomed Ibrahim,
Hajee Mahomed Sadagh Afgahi and several others are definitely in danger.
and the Prince has told some of them that they should obtain for themselves
letters of credence signed by the first Mulahs. 43
The Mulahs who are the cause of the execution of these seven men and of
the continuation of the persecutions are: Shegh Hassan, and his son Shegh
Taqi, Mirza Seyed Ali, Mulah Hassan and Mulah Hoessein.44
The names of the people killed are: 1. Mulah Mehti (Getki), 2. Mulah Ali
(Sabsewar), 3. Ashghar (Yazd), 4. Mahomed Bakar (Yazd), 5. Asghar (Yazd),
6. Hassan (Yazd) and 7. Ali (Yazd). All except No. 5 are married and have,
as far as I know from the Yezdees, a wife and little children. Most of them
will be in a state of utmost destitution, because their property is taken from
them and the Babis are at the present moment too much afraid to assist
them. I have ordered one of my servants. an Armenian, to visit the families
of the victims and to see what help can be given. So far I have given them
only a few toman. I shall see what more I can do for these people.
This Monday for instance after these seven men were killed the mob
went to the victims' houses, making music and insulting their wives and

children. As you know the Babis have only one wife. You can tell the sincerity of the Mulahs by this. The Mulahs who have the most influence with
the Prince are: Shegh Hassan and his son Shegh Taqi. The latter one sent
[letters?] to several people known as Babis threatening them that they will
make a complaint against them if they do not give him 25,50 or 100 Toman.
Naturally, the people will only admit that they were blackmailed by the
Sheghs when they are sure it will not cost them their own heads. These
Sheghs only send for money to ordinary people like shopkeepers. weavers.
etc. who are too afraid to complain to the Prince.

42

Hijf Mulld Muhammad-Ibrahim-i-Masii'il-gu.

43 The men indicated here are Hdji Mirzd Muhammad-Taqiy-i-Shirrizi

1830-1909)
leading merchant in Yazd and the Russian Consular Agent for the town. his
son Hiiji Mirz:i Muhammad. and Hdji Siyyid Mirzd Shirdzi. All three belonged to the
Afntin ('Twigs'). i.e. the maternal relatives of the Biib. The fourth and fifth men are Hdji

who was

C

a

Muhammad-Ibrahim and Hiji Muhammad-Sidiq-i-Afsjdhf.
44 21ayM Hasan-i-Sabziv:iri, his son 21ay Muhammad-Taqfy-i-Sabziv:iri. Mirzd
Siyyid Ali, Mullii Hassan, and Mull:i Husayn of Ardikin.
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It is remarkable how the Babis have let themselves be killed like real
martyrs without any fear and without saying anything but good about their
religion. The Prince only desired that they would speak against [thel Babis
and would revile the Babi religion: however seven refused to do so. Two
men. sons of Mulah Mehti, did so and were released.
I shall constantly keep you informed on this subject. At this moment. however, I do not know more. This afternoon I will visit the Prince and perhaps
I will find out something from him.
Your letter of the 12th has just reached me and I was glad to read that
Mr. Collignon has already arrived here. I hope that the passport matter will
be favourably settled for our office here. At the moment business is very
slow here. but I hope will soon take a turn for the better.
With humble greetings, I have the honour to be your servant, C.F. Prins. 45

There are two Bahai eyewitness reports on the 'Seven Martyrs of Yazd',
a merchant from Yazd and another by one
46
Translations
of
these
Husayn.
reports have been published by Browne.
Prins' letter is the only known non-Bahd'i eyewitness account.
Unfortunately Prins did not give an explanation as to the direct cause
of these persecutions. But despite this failing the setting of the events is
clear. In May 1890 Niisiru'd-Din Ah, in constant need of liquid assets,
had sold to the British the monopoly on the production, sale and export
of tobacco for a period of fifty years. In contrast to other similar far-ranging concessions like those on the telegraph services, railways, mining and
banking, this agreement was of direct concern to the Iranian population
in general. And so when the Tobacco Rdgie came into effect in early
1891. opposition did not fail to occur. Headed by such prominent exiles
as Mfrz:i Malkam Khan (1833-1908), the former Iranian envoy to London, and the Pan-Islamist Siyyid Jam:ilu'd-Din 'al-Afghdni (1839-1897)
large sections of the population turned against the government. In newspapers like Qanun ('Law') - they were all published in foreign countries
reforms were demanded, pamphlets circulated in the bazaars and
high-ranking government officials including the Shah himself received
anonymous threatening letters. At first the government did not yield to
the pressure and on the night of 26 April 1891 some of its alleged opponents were arrested. Among those detained was a certain Hdji SayyAh,
adviser to the Governor of Isfahan.47 And here one may find, according
to one Bahdi source, the direct cause of the subsequent events in Yazd.48

one by Aqd Muhammad-'Ali,

-

45

Prins to Knobel. letter 24 May 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 394. A transcripis included in Appendix 1.
46 Browne 1918: 301-308.

tion of the original Dutch manuscript

47 HAii Sayydh's full name was: Hiji Muhammad-'Alfy-i-Mahalldti.
43 •
Abdu'l-Baha to Browne. letter 19 August 1891. In: Browne 1918: 295.
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Upon the arrest of his adviser, the Zillu'.s-Sultiin immediately realized
the danger to his position. In order to reaffirm his loyalty and to divert
attention he ordered his son Sultdn-Husayn Mfrzd, the Jaldlit'd-Dawlili
('Glory of the State') or Governor of Yazd, to start persecuting the Btibis
in that town. Not only is this explanation supported by a dispatch from
Robert Kennedy, the British Charga d'Affaires in Tehran, it also appears
to be a plausible one.49 Ever since the assassination attempt on the Shah.
the B:ibis were generally considered to be enemies of the government.
Moreover by blaming Babis, both governors assured themselves of the
support of the Muslim clergy.
So about 10 May 1891 the Governor of Yazd ordered the arrest of two
BAbis who had just been released after spending a few days in jail for visiting a mosque. At this second arrest, five other Babis who happened to
be present were also arrested. In the presence of prominent clerics of the
city the Governor ordered the men to renounce their faith and to curse the
Bab. As they refused to do so the clerics urged the Governor to sentence
them to death on the grounds of apostasy. He agreed on provision that
they would ratify that decision by their seal and signature. As the seven
on Monday morning May 18, again refused to renounce their religion, the
Muslim clerics signed the death sentence. In the presence of the Governor one of the Babfs, the about 30-year-old 'Ali-Asghar, was strangled.
The six others were paraded through the streets with music and killed
one by one at different locations in the city.50 The matter did not end
here, for a few days later again some Bdbfs were arrested. Among them
was the 80-year-old Hdji Mulld Muhammad-i-Ibrdhim-i-Mas:i'il-gu who,
together with others, had fled the city. Fearing the worst, his wife and
children begged Prins, who was one of the very few Europeans living in
Yazd at that time. to intervene. Prins visited the Jal:ilu'd-Dawlih to plead
for the Bdbis and sent a letter to the Dutch Consul-General. His intervention was however of no avail. Masii'il-gil was executed 'privately in
prison about the 24th'.5' A Baha'i source states that the Governor slew
him 'with his own hands and had the body thrown in a well'.52 A week
later Prins sent a second letter to Knobel. Obviously he was ignorant of

Masdil-gu's fate.

49

Momen. 1981: 357.
50 Browne. 1918: 301-308.
51
Vaughan. cablegram 7 June 1891. In: Momen, 1981: 304.
52 Browne, 1918: 307. Bahii'u'lltih stiginatized the Jaltilu'd-Dawlih as 'The Tyrant of
Yazd'.
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Yezd 31 May 1891. Honourable Sir,

My letter of the 24th I consider to be in your possession and I have this week

no news to tell about the persecutions of the Babis. Some have been imprisoned here, among them the priest Hadji Mollah Ibrahim: there are however
different rumours. One claims that some of the prominent Babis have been
sent to Teheran, another says that they were killed in the night, two farraghs
from here on the road to Kashan. And yet another says that the Prince merely
had them imprisoned here. This is also my opinion and 1 do not believe that
the Prince will execute them in public if he chooses to do so. This [the first
executionsl has caused too much upheaval. I do not think that the Prince will
continue with the persecutions in the same way; he will take money here
and there from the wealthy Babis and then the whole matter will surely
slowly run down. However, this is unfortunate for the relatives of the victims. They are very poor and do not get support. Almost all of them leave
behind a wife and 5 or 6 children. [... 1.53

The surviving relatives hid themselves away in their houses. With the
exception of Prins, who sent them food and water every day, no one dared
to visit them.
Upon receiving Prins' letter Knobel had contacted his more influential
British counterpart Robert John Kennedy. Kennedy had heard the news at
about the same time from a cablegram from Captain Vaughan, who had
passed through Yazd a few days after the first killing. Although the cablegram had not given details. Kennedy had thought it 'advisable to mention
the affair verbally' to the Iranian Prime Minister, but as he 'saw by the
manner and remarks of His Highness that the Governor of Yezd had acted,
if not by the orders, at any rate with the knowledge of the Shah', he had
thought it not advisable 'to press the subject too much upon His Highness'
notice'. Some days later Knobel called upon him to read a letter which he
had received from a Dutch merchant residing in Yazd.54 After receiving
the English translation of Prins' report and 'seeing that there was every
chance of the persecution of the Babis leading to serious consequences,
and being reported in the European Press, to the great injury of Persia'
Kennedy wrote a memorandum to the Persian Prime Minister:

I think it right to tell Y[our] H[onor] that I have received reports of great
persecutions of Babis at Yezd. Similar reports have reached other Europeans at Tehran. Several Babis have been put to death and their bodies mutilated. Others are in danger of their lives, unless they satisfy the Mollahs.
Y.H. knows of course how far these reports are true, and whether the Governor of Yezd is acting properly. I mention the subject to you, as I am as
Y.H. knows a sincere friend and well wisher of Persia, and I should deeply
53

Prins to Knobel. letter 31 May 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 409. A transcription
is included in Appendix 1.
Kennedy to Salisbury. letter 5 June 1891. In Momen. 1981: 303.

of the original Dutch manuscript
54
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regret if. at any time. anything should be done which may injure the reputation of the Persian Government. 53

Kennedy also informed Knobel of his diplomatic steps:
Secret. Dear Mr. Knobel. Many thanks for sending me a memo about the
Babis. Two or three days ago 1 wrote a most confidential memo about
this Yezd persecutions which I asked the Amin [Aminu's-Sult:in, the Iranian Prime Minister] to lay before the Shah. It appears to have had some
effect, as you will see by the enclosed write (please return). As it was a
very delicate matter you must interfere in. 1 beg that you will consider this
communication as strictly Secret & personal. Believe me yours. Robert
Kennedy.

56

The 'enclosed write' Kennedy referred to was a telegram from the Shah
to his nephew the Governor of Yazd in which it was made clear to the
addressee that after the execution of 'the few Babees whose infidelity
was proved to the Shara [Shari 'ah]' no other people must be 'interfered
with or injured' under accusation of 'Babism'. The Governor was instructed
to 'give strict orders to leave the people quiet and not to find fault with
them'.57 Kennedy also included the English translation of Governor's
reply to the Shah of 4 June 1891 :
1 had the honour of receiving Your M.'s telegram. The few Babees who
were put to death by Y.M.'s order were those whose infidelity was proved
and who were condemned to death by the Ulamas. 0 The verdicts of the
Ulamas are kept by me. Although no one has the power to treat Your
Majesty's subjects with oppression in any way, in order to be sure, I showed
the royal telegram to the Ulamas of Yezd and gave strict orders on the matter. In every respect Your Majesty may be sure. The life of this humble
slave may be sacrificed to the dust under Your M's feet. Hossein Kajar

[Husayn Qdjdr].59

On 4 June Knobel sent
opments in Tehran:

a

letter to Prins and informed him of the devel-

Tadgrize 4 June 1891. Dear Mr. Prins. The first comprehensive details about
the persecutions of the Babis have been received here by your letter of the
24th of last month. 1 have read that letter with great interest and am looking forward to any further news from you on this matter. Of course we are
interested in it from a general point of humanity and if the persecution of
the Babis is to be continued it might well be possible that the representatives here will take collective steps to Stop these cruelties. The worst is that

:,

Kennedy to Aminu's-Suitin, letter 2 June 1891. In: Moinen, 1981: 303.
Kennedy to Knobel. undated note. ARA, GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 396.
57 Navvab to Kennedy. letter 3 June 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 396.
5 X ,
Ulania: plural of mit!10·. i.e. Muslim clergy.
56

4' ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 408.
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CHAFTER I
they occur if not on the orders, then at least with approval, of the highest
authority.
Today I have just received news that the Persian government, as the result
of the diplomatic steps taken. has promised to prevent a repetition of cruelties such as in Yezd. as far as possible. I. . . ].60

By mid-June the situation in Yazd appeared to have been normalised.
In a letter to Knobel of the 21st Prins wrote: 'As far as the Babis are
concerned, one does hears nothing more and I hope that these cruelties
will not be repeated'.6' In his dispatch to the Minister of Foreign Affairs
Knobel did mention the Babfs but, unlike his British counterpart, he did
not bring up the most recent events in Yazd:

Teheran 1 June 1891. Sir, In my missive of 29 April last (letter no. 199)
I had the honour to inform Your Exc. of the threatening letters received
by the Shah and some high ranking officials. These outrages have been
attributed - in my opinion to a certain extent wrongly - to the followers
of the "prophet" Bab: in my dispatch of 7 July 1890 no 33 I dealt with the
persecutions these often have to endure. Because of that there have been
many arrests lately, amongst others they have imprisoned the Mirza of the
Austrian legation on the grounds of being a Babi. This has happened without prior consultation with the Austrian Envoy and many blame Mr. De
Rostu for accepting an apology on behalf of the Shah instead of protesting
vigorously against this procedure. [. ..]. 62

It is true that Prins' humanitarian deeds were never brought to the atten-

tion of the Dutch Foreign Office in The Hague: they did however reach
another authority. In His Tablet to "The Times" Bahd'u'lldh described
the events in Yazd, praised the steadfastness of the martyrs, and urged the
international press to investigate the truth and to speak out for justice. He
also rebuked the rulers and people of Iran, and honoured Prins by exemplifying his behaviour. And so Frans Prins became the first Dutchman
whose deeds were recorded in the sacred scriptures of a religion. The
paragraph reads thus:
0 misguided ones, what sin hare the little children committed? Hath anyone, in these days. had pity on the dependants of the oppressed? A report
hath reached Us that the followers of the Spirit (Christ) - may the peace
of God and His mercy be upon Him - secretly sent them provisions and
befriended them out of utmost sympathy. We beseech God. the Eternal Truth.

to co,ifirm all in accomplishing that which is pleasing to Him. 63
60 Knobel to Prins, letter 4 June 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4, letter 394. A transcription
is included in Appendix I.
61 Prins to Knobel. letter 21 June 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 448.
62 Knobel to FO, letter 1 June 1891. ARA. GP. inv. nr. 4. letter 409. A transcription of
the original Dutch manuscript is included in Appendix I.
63
Bahii'u'll:ih. Tablet to 'The Times'. In: Taherzadeh vol IV 1987: 350.

of the original Dutch text
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C.E Prins (left) with his parents, brothers and sisters.

The persecutions in Isfahan and Yazd to which Collignon and Prins had
borne witness were neither the first. nor would they be the last. The total
number of Babis murdered or executed for their beliefs in the 1844-1852
period runs into the thousands, while the number of Baha'i martyrs in the
1852-1979 period is estimated at some three hundred. Since the Iranian
Revolution of 1979 over two hundred Baha'fs have given their lives to

testify to the trittll of their \\·oids. 64

Photographs and manuscripts

Unfortunately - for it might have resulted in additional information Albert Hotz was not in Yazd at the time of the Babi persecutions there.
Had the city been too far off his route? Whatever was the case, when
64 P. Smith 2000: 234-235. Bah:i'u'lldh. Gleanings 1949: 180.
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Hotz left Shiraz in April 1891 he headed north to Isfahan and thereby very
nearly missed the events that would shock Yazd the following month.
In the winter of 1890 Hotz, who was a member of both the Koninklijk
Aardrijkskimdig Genootschap ('The Royal Geographical Society'), as
well as the Royal Asiatic Society and the Royal Geographical Society in
Britain. had returned to Iran for a photo-expedition through that country
as well as neighbouring Turkey and the Caucasus.65 The development
of the hand-held camera and celluloid roll film in the 1880s had opened
the era of amateur 'snapshot' photography, as well as the completely new
field of travel photography. Up to that time a travelling photographer not
only had to carry his camera and stand, but also his own darkroom,
including the various chemicals to process the glass-plate negatives immediately before and after exposure. In 19th-century Iran, a country that
lacked train links, where most roads were unsuitable for carriages and
temperatures could well exceed 40° Celsius it was therefore extremely
difficult if not impossible to transport such bulky, heavy, fragile and
volatile equipment. Hotz was among the first to make use of the new
opportunity. He started his tour in Bandar-i-'Abbas, subsequently visited
major places like Bushihr, Baghdad, Ahwaz, Shiraz, Isfahan, Tehran,
Tabriz, and Tbilisi, and ended his journey in Constantinople (now Istanbul) seven months later. In that period Hotz took well over 600 photographs, which were later developed in platinum print by John Thompson in London. Because he also collected the work of other photographers
active in Iran at that time, most notably the Armenian Antoin Sevruguin
(c. 1840-1933) and the German engineer Ernst Hoeltzer (1835-1911), his
collection finally contained about 1200 photographs in total. depicting
towns, toll houses. hotels, roads, schools, coffee houses, bridges and
archeological ruins. One can find individual as well as group portraits of
European employees, Iranian officials, carpetworkers, engravers, nomads,
Zartu ti. Armenian nuns, prisoners, daii'islles and blind beggars, but
also pictures of the New Year reception of the Shah, his royal bodyguards
dressed in their Cossack uniforms, or the interior of his palace.66 Because
of its diversity the Hotz photographic collection presents a quite comprehensive image of late 19th-century Iran.
Obviously Hotz visited the agents of his Persian trading company on
this journey. And so he arrived in Shiraz in April 1891 to look in on his
65 Engelberts 1999: 67.
66 Vuurman and Martens 1995. Zli I'litillti are followers of Zaratu tra (Greek: 'Zoroaster'). the Prophet-Founder of the ancient Iranian religion of Zoroastrianism who lived
ca. 1000 BC. A Dan·fili is a Muslim mendicant. For information on Sevruguin. see:
Melikian. S.: Opening a M·Indoit· O,1 a lost past. Febr 2001 www.artnewsroom.com.
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Afndn-i-Kabir (seated), his five sons. and H. Dunlop (left with white hat).

new local manager there, Hendrik Dunlop (1867-1944). Henri Dunlop.
who like most of Hotz' employees was from Rotterdam, had arrived in
Shiraz on 1 June of the previous year. There he had met several B:ibis,

including some 'relatives of the BAb himself' among them H:ijf Mfrzii
Siyyed Hasan or Afnan-i-Kabir ('The Great Afntin') as he was known
amongst Bahti'is.67 Afndn-i-Kabfr not only was a brother of Khadijih
Bagum, the wife of the B:ib. he also was related to Bah;i'u'lltih's family.
One of his sons was married to a daughter of Baha'u'llfih, while another
had a daughter of 'Abdu'l-Bahd as his wife.68 Since Afndn-i-Kabfr was
a prominent local merchant it is likely that the two men shared commercial interests. This assumption is confirmed by the fact that Hotz during
his stay in Shiraz visited the latter's house. At that visit Hotz took a
photograph of his host together with his five sons and Dunlop - the first
Dutch portrait of Bah:i'is. The caption reads: 'House of Hadji Mirza Has,69
san, an old merchant, seated. Around him his five sons.
was given by
67 DunlOP 1912: 361. The title Afncin (Ar. Twig' of the sacred lote-tree)
Bahii'u'lldh to maternal relatives of the Bib. and adopted as a surname by their descen-

dants. See: P. Smith 2()00: 30.
68 p. Smith 2000: 59.

c" GAR. FD. inv. nr. 188. The identity of the second westerner in the photograph is
uncertain. it probably is Dunlap's colleague N. Muller.
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With a one year interruption in 1894, in which he returned to the
Netherlands to start his own trading firm, Henri Dunlop stayed in Shiraz
until 1897. He then moved to Tehran.70 In those years Dunlop obtained
several manuscripts of the BAbi and Bahd'i religious writings, which he
in 1896 offered for sale to the English orientalist Edward Granville
Browne (1862-1926). Browne was Professor of Arabic at the University
of Cambridge and had become well known for his pioneering work on
Persian literature and on the Babi-Baha'i religion. He had described his
first contacts with Bah:i'is in A Year amonst the Pei'sians, a book that
was published in 1893 and with which Dunlop must have been familiar.
Dunlop wrote:
Dear Sir, Having lived in this city for about 6 years, I take considerable
interest in all that concerns all questions relative to religion. litterature etc.
and I have read with much interest several of your books on Babism. But
not being a scholar (I am agent of [illegible] J.C.P. Hotz & Son, merchants)
I take only an interest in these matters as they may have a bearing on
Persian things in general. I have a small collection of Babi manuscripts, of
which I have made the enclosed list. 1 have obtained them gradually from
some BAbis known to me, and I am perfectly sure they are genuine and
authentic, the greater part having been left by the late Sheikh Yahyah, [a]
believer who was in correspondence with the heads of the sect in Acre. I am
told that Nos. 6,10 and 11 are especially valuable. As these papers may be
of importance to you, I shall be glad to hear at what price you would be
disposed to purchase them from me. As they are genuine and some of them
perhaps very rare. I am afraid I could only accept a rather considerable
amount for the entire collection. No. 10 was written at Shiraz AH. 1262 and
No. 11 too looks very old, but bears no date. No. 6 of course is a copy of
the "Epistles" of Beha [Bahd'u'llth], but a very fine one indeed. I shall be
glad to hear from you on the subject, & beg to remain. Dear Sir. Yours
respectfully, H. Dunlop
P.S. If I can be of any use to you here, I am entirely at your disposal.71

The enclosed list included works of the Bkib. and of Bahii'u'lldh. like
the latter's Lawh-i-Aqdas ('The Most Holy Tablet') and his letters to Pope
Pius IX, Emperor Napoleon III of France. Emperor Franz-Joseph of Austria-Hungary, Queen Victoria of Great Britain, and NAsim'd-Din Shdh
of Persia. Dunlop also mentioned 'weekly prayers', as well as letters of
'Abbas Effendi' ['Abdu'1-Bahd] and of the latter's half-brother 'Agha
Mirza Mahomed Ali'.72 Dunlop's collection was impressive, but Edward

711

Dunlap, diary p. 502. GAR, FD, inv. nr. 250.

1 Dunlop to Browne, letter 9 Oct 1896. CUL. Browne Folder One. nr. 2.
72
'Abb:is Effendi (1844-1921) was Bah:i'u'll:ih's eldest son and his successor. He is
better known by his title 'Ahdu 'l-Bah,i (' Servant of Baha'). Mirzd Muhammad- Alf ( 18531937) was the second surviving son of Baha'u'llah.
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Browne, who had contacted Baha'is during his visit to Iran in 1887-8
and had personally met Bahd'u'lldh in Palestine in 1890, had already
obtained a large number of BAbi and Bahii'f manuscripts himself.
Dear Sir. Many thanks for your interesting letter Oct. 9 concerning the collection of BAbi mss. of which you wish to dispose. You deserve the highest congratulations for having succeeded in forming so good a collection of
works usually so difficult to obtain.
I showed your letter confidentially both to the Librarian of our University
Library and to Professor Douglas, the Keeper of the Oriental mss. of the
British Museum. They both answered to the same effect, namely, that they
most ask you, if you desire to sell the collection. to put a definite price on
it. I would therefore suggest that you should do this, and 1 will, if you wish,
lay your proposal before either or both of them.
As regards myself, I possess most of the books mentioned in your list in the
considerable collection of Btibi mss. I formed in Persia. at Acre, and in
Cyprus. Numbers 10 and 11 of your list appear to me the most interesting.
The last is probably either part of the Commentary on the Sura-i-Ylisuf or
the Comm. on the Suratu'l-Asr or the Comm. on the Sdratu'1-Kawthar.
The only Biibi book of which I am particularly anxious to obtain a copy is
the history called Nuqtatu'1-Kaf composed by Hdji Mirzd J:ini of Kishdn in
A.D. 1851, the year he was put to death in Tehran. This is very rare and
1 only know of the 2 copies in the Paris library (one incomplete) which
belonged to the Comte de Gobineau. I am sending you by this post under
separate cover reprints of 2 papers I contributed to the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society. [...] I remain yours faithfully. Edward G. Browne.73

Dunlop answered:
Dear Sir, Your letter of the 22nd of Nov. is to hand with thanks I am much
obliged to you for the 2 reprints from the journal of the R.A.S., which I
have read with interest.
I am very glad to see that you consider my collection of Bdbi Mss. so good,
although I am afraid it is absolutely nothing as compared to your own.
However, judging from your letter. the collection small as it is, ought to be
worth a good deal. especially as it is so extremely difficult to obtain Babi
mss at all nowadays. I should say that if the British Museum is anxious
to obtain such documents they ought to pay a large price for them. hence I
think I ought not to take less than 150 pound for the small collection I enumerated in the list I sent you. 1 gratefully accept your proposal to lay mine
before Prof. Douglas, keeper of Oriental Mss. at the B.L., and I shall be
glad to hear from you whether he will pay the above sum for the collection.
I. . .1 I will try to obtain a copy of the Nuqratu'l-Ktif. but I am afraid it will
be very difficult to find one. However. I will ask some of my Bdbi friends
about it. I. . .1

The Bf bis keep very quiet & we scarsely ever hear anything about them. My
Babi friends assert however that their number is always increasing & they

71 Browne to Dunlop, letter 22 Nov 1896. GAR. FD. inv. nr. 197.
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H. Dunlop.

only await Freedom of Religion to be proclaimed to see their religion take
the place it deserves. Those 1 have met are most enlightened people indeed
& all they require now is: Roads, schools and freedom of religion
which
will all come in time, no doubt, but I am afraid not in our time ! I remain,
Dear Sir. Yours faithfully. H. Dunlop.74
-

Apparently it never came to a transaction because one year later Dunlop
offered the manuscripts free to Browne's colleague and friend Professor
De Goeje of Leiden University. The offer was well received there:
Dear Sir. I was very pleased to receive your honoured letter of 21 Sept. last.

from which I learned that the Babi manuscripts were welcome to you.
I totally agree with your intention to give them to the Leiden Library.
Mr. Browne already has a major part of this manuscripts, although several
numbers might be interesting to him.
The Babi sect appears to be spreading, that at least is the impression of most
of my Persian friends. Reliable figures are however not available. In the
meantime I believe that a great number of Persians are actually freethinkers
& followers of Omar Chayam. and not very interested in religious matters.
But it might well be that Babism. by adjusting to modern thinking, will be
suitable [ ? ]t o them. At present it is impossible to predict the future of the
sect. The Persian Government (composed in part of Babis. as some allege)
leaves them alone.
74 Dunlop to Browne, letter 2 Jan 1897, CUL. Browne Folder One.
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If I can be of any help to you in providing information. I am always at
your service.
Yours sincerely, Your servant H. Dunlop. 75

Although Henri Dunlop would be the author of a major handbook on
Iran, published in 1912 and by doing so became instrumental in making the Baha'i religion known in the Netherlands, little is known about
his personal experiences with Babis in Shiraz or Tehran. In 1894 he
had witnessed the execution of a Btibi in Shiraz. who 'apparently had
not heeded to the instruction of the chief of the sect which said that all
believers in Persia should keep a low profile'.76 And during his journeys through Iran he had noticed that 'very many postmasters belonged
to the Babi sect. Which is in agreement with the opinion held by many
that this sect has its main support among the francophiles [i.e. those
with an European orientation].'77 But more detailed information is not
available.

Early representation
By the time Albert Hotz made his photograph of Afndn-i-Kabir, several
Dutch citizens had personally met Btibis and had become more or less
informed about their religion. On the basis of their accounts (disregarding all foreign sources) one can reconstruct the following Dutch representation of the B:ibi-Bah:i'i religion in the late 19th century.78 Btibis
were the followers of a prophet called Bdb. They were a minority, but
their numbers were increasing. Babis could be found in Tehran, Isfahan.
Shiraz, and Yazd. In this last city about 12.000 of them lived. They came
from different strata of society. ranging from farmers, weavers and shopkeepers to prominent merchants, legation employees and possibly members of the government. Babfs were often persecuted and their main
enemy was the Muslim clergy. Although some Babis might be hostile
towards the Shah, the attitude of local or national authorities towards
them was ambivalent. ranging from hostile, indifferent to supportive. In
contrast to Muslims. Babfs married only one woman. did not deny their

75 Dunlap to De Goeje, letter 27 Oct 1898. UBL. BPL 2389. A transcription of the original Dutch manuscript is included in Appendix I.

76 Dunlop 1912: 360.
77 Dunlop 1912: 413.
7x
Based on the information provided by Collignon. Prins. Knobel. and Dunlop as presented in the previous chapters.
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faith in times of peril (taqiyyih), and did not shun (Christian) Europeans.79
On the contrary, they were orientated towards the West, often sought the
protection of these foreigners, had themselves photographed with them,
and gave them their religious texts.80 The sect had its own priests, and its

Bah 'u'lldh and 'Abbds Effendi
lived in Akka, Palestine.81
Although still very fragmentary this image differs from the one presented in the Dutch press following the assassination attempt on the life
of the Shah in 1852 on two major points: the position of women and the
role of violence. In 1852 Bdbis were reported to share each others' wives,
and to revolt against the state, while some forty years later they married
only one woman, and sought the protection of the civil authorities.
Had such a transformation - from promiscuous militants into pacifistic
heads

-

victims

-

actually taken place, and if so, what had caused it? Or was this
discrepancy artificial and merely the expression of different degrees of
historical reliabilty. From the limited Dutch perspective the latter explanation appears to be the most plausible, but let us examine the alternative
-

answer too.
From other sources we know that the Babi movement had started in
the 1840s and centered round a religious leader called the Bab ('Gate').
The Bdb had claimed to be the Od'im ('He Who ariseth'). the Promised
One of Islam.82 This radical claim, coupled with an abrogation of Islamic
law ( ari'ah). had evoked the opposition of both the Muslim orthodoxy,
and the civil authorities and had resulted in armed clashes between the
Bdb's followers, called Babis, and the army.83 By 1850 the movement had

79
Taqfy.vih is the Muslim term for dispensation from the requirements of religion under
compulsion or threat of injury. In case of need the concept may include the denial of faith,
friendship with unbelievers. and the eating of forbidden foods. See: Gibb 1991 : 561 ; and

Qi,i·'an Sura 16: 106.3: 28, 5: 3 and 6:119. Although Bahii'is should not seek martyrdom they cannot deny their faith 'under any circumstances'. See: UHJ to NSA of the US.

letter 23 July 1964.
In 19th-century Iran the general Muslim attitude towards non-Muslim Europeans.
which had always veered between acceptance on the one hand and avoidance on the
other. between 'people of the Book' versus 'infidels', increasily tended towards the latter.
See: Qi,/·'an Sura 29:46 versus Sura 4: 140. The Bahd'f religion has no concept of ritual
impurity and Baha'is are exhorted to associate with the followers of all religions with fellowship. See: Kita'h-i-Aqdas 75 and 144.
XI
Although several Babfs and Baha'is belonged to the clergy. and some of them
undoubtedly acted as leaders of the community, the Bah:i'i religion has no priesthood.
See: P. Smith 2000: 276.
*2 The Od'im is the 51lf'ite Islam equivalent of the Sunni Malidi ('The rightly guided
One') an apocalyptic and Messianic figure who is expected to deliver the world from
oppression. establish the rule of justice and restore the purity of religion.
19th century Iranian society had no formal separation of 'church' and state. yet there
certainly was a de facto distinction between these two powers. See: Lambton 1987: 280.
8(1
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been put down by publicly executing the Bdb and killing thousands of his
followers.
A major theme of the Bab's teachings had been the announcement of
the imminent advent of another Messianic figure called by him: ManYit.hirithit'11811 CHe Whom God shall make manifest'). In the 1860s one of
the Bab's followers had claimed to be that redeemer, and had subsequenty
become known as Balici'u'llah t'The Glory of God'). Within a few years
almost all Babfs, including the Bdb's widow, had started to call themselves

Balid'i ('Follower of Bah:i'). So where Knobel, Collignon, Prins and Dunlop had spoken of 'Btibis', they actually had dealt with Baha' fs. It is, of
course, tempting to use this transformation from Bdbi into Bahdi as an
explanation for the discrepancy mentioned above. But it will not do.
By giving a symbolic realization of the Day of Resurrection (Qiyunia)
the Bdb had nullified Islamic law and thereby radically changed - most
contemporary Europeans would say strengthened - the position of women.
Since the Biib had offered very little legislation on gender issues as a replacement, this abrogation in fact initiated a period without (or with very little)
religious law concerning the position of women. In spite of this relative 'lawlessness' their is no religious basis for the assertion that Babis practised 'a
community of women', however. On the contrary, the Persian Bayan, the
Bab's major work on law, allowed for only limited conversation between
(unmarried) men and women, and made divorce possible only after a year
of waiting, thereby ending the possibility of a husband instantly divorcing
his wife.84 Yes, Justin Sheil, the British envoy in Iran, had reported in 1850
that the Btibis had 'no form of marriage' and that 'a man and a woman live
together as long as they please and if another man desires to have possession of that woman, it rests with her. not with the man who has been her
husband, if he can so be termed', but it is more likely that these charges of
promiscuity have sprung from a mix of enmity, ignorance, and psychological projection, by either Sheil himsel f or his Muslim sources.85 Anyway, the
interregnum ended with the revelation of Baha'u'llah's Kitab-i-Aqdas ('The
Most Holy Book') in 1873. All forms of pre- and extra-marital sexual
relationships are prohibited therein, and it is clearly its recommendation of
monogamy that had caused Prins to remark that 'BAbis only have one wife':

An explanation of the second disparity, militancy versus pacifism, has
been the subject of some controversy.87 Again. seen from the limited
*4 Persian Bawin VI: 12 and VIII: 10 and 15, In: Momen 1987.
\5
Sheil to Palmer,ton, dispatch 21 June 1850, In: Momen 1981:7. Charges of immorality are common to most Islamic antiheretical literature. See: Amanat 326.

86 Kinib-i-Aqdas 63.
K7
MacEoin 1982 and 1983 versus Afnan and Hatcher 1985.
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Dutch perspective, the whole matter appears to be simple. An assassination
attempt, the cause of all newspaper reporting in the Netherlands on the
BAbis, is by its very nature aggressive. It therefore probably came naturally to extrapolate this, what Bahd'u'll:ih had called, evil deed of only a
few Bdbis to the Bdbi community as a whole.88 It is true that the Babis
had been engaged in an armed struggle against the religious and civil
authorities, and that it had been Bahd'u'lldh rather than the Bib who had
abrogated the Islamic law of jihcid ('holy war'). and had caused the return
of the unsheathed swords of the Bdbi community [...] to their scabbards
by stressing pacifism and loyalty to the state.89 It was equally true however
that the Bdb had made the waging of holy war contingent on his orders.
and that he had never given such orders. So it could very well be. given

the nature of the Bab's claims, that all tlie divines and dignitaries rose to
hinder and repress theni Ithe Bdbisl, and girded Up the loins of malice,
of envy and tyranny for their suppression. as Bahii'u'lltih had testified,
and that the 'open revolt' reported in the Dutch press was in fact an armed
response to religious persecution.
Of course the general public in the Netherlands knew nothing of these
developments. It is even doubtful whether it had any notion of the BdbiBahai religion at all at that time, for the first Dutch language publication on the subject, Professor De Goeje's article on 'The Bat)i's' in De
Gids ('The Guide') only came out in October 1893. Up to that time the
9()

Dutch had to rely totally on foreign sources, like the book Glimpses of
Life and Manne,3 in Mode,-,1 Persia by Lady Sheil, the wife of the British
envoy, published in 1856, Persifti: das Land und seine Bewohner by the
Austrian physician Dr. Jakob Eduard Polak that came out in 1865, or Les
Religions et les Philosophies (lans l'Asie Centrale by the French diplomat Joseph Arthur Comte de Gobineau, published in the same year.
True, there had been one Dutch person who had published a travelogue
on Iran in 1873, but it is doubtful whether he had contributed much to the
knowledge or awareness of the general public of the Babf-Bah:i'f religion. His work had two major drawbacks to a wider readership in the
Netherlands: it was voluminous and therefore expensive and it had been
written in French, a language only spoken by the upper classes. The
author, Jonkheer Tinco Martinus Lycklama A Nijeholt (1837-1900) was
descended from wealthy Frisian nobility. This background gave him 'the

a Epistle to the Son of the Wolf p. 10.
89 LIM'/1-i-Dun.wi ('Tablet of the World') In: Tablets of Bah(i'u'll th revealed after the
Kitab-i-Aqdas p. 85.
w Kit(ib-i-lqan p. 134.
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T.M. Lyklama a Nijeholt.

mind and means to travel' and in April 1865 he had embarked on a fouryear journey to Russia and the Middle East to see with his own eyes and
'to check with reality the affairs and facts which had been published by
the numerous Europeans who had visited these very places for three centuries'. By way of Berlin, Riga, Saint Petersburg, Moscow, Baku and
Tbilisi (Tiflis) he had reached Iran in March 1866. After visiting Tabriz
and Zanjdn he came to Tehran where he was granted an audience with
Ndsiru'd-Din h:ih. In October he left the capital for Isfahan, Shiraz and
Bushihr. During the winter he stayed in Baghdad. But in the spring he
returned by way of Kirm:in hdh (Bdkhtardn) and Hamaddn to Tehran.
where he stayed until the autumn. On his return journey he went to Palestine where he visited Akka and Haifa in the spring of 1868: only a few
months before Bahii'u'llah would be imprisoned there.9' Upon his return
Jonkheer Lycklama had taken up his residence in Cannes (France) where
he had recorded his adventures in Voyage en Russie, au Caticase et en
Perse, dans la Mesopotamie, le Kurdistan, en Syrie, la Palestine et la

Turquie extcuW pendant les annkes 1865,1866,1867 et 1868.
'1' Lycklama 1873: prdface X.
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In this sizeable four-volume work of over 2000 pages that was published in Paris and Amsterdam in 1873, Lycklama also devoted several
pages to 'Babism'. The occasion for this had been his visit to the city of
Zanjtin. He had not wanted to leave that city in north-western Iran without giving 'some details of the tragic events, for which the town had
served as the stage', only 14 years before he passed through.'92 After a
brief introduction on the origins of the B:ibf religion he devoted some
pages to the siege of Zanjiin.93 In the last volume of his work Lycklama
returned to the subject and presented a four page expose on the main
teachings of the 'new religion'. Unfortunately however Lycklama cannot
be considered to be an original source of information on early Babi
history. On the contrary. not only did he not speak Persian, there are also
no indications that he personally came into contact with Babis. According to his own account he obtained his information on this 'most modern
of Persian sects' from the 'very complete treatise in the recent work of a
diplomat who knows the present Persia very well': Joseph Arthur Comte
de Gobineau (1816-1882). Gobineau had lived in Iran from 1855 to 1858
and was the author of the very successful book: Les Religions et les
Philosophies dans l'Asie Cent,ale. As more than half of this work, which
had been published in 1865, was devoted to the religion of the Btib, it
served as no other to make that religion known to the European public.
Small as the impact of Tinco Lycklema's work must have been in the
Netherlands, it did not go unnoticed either. It drew the attention of the
historian Jonkheer Jan K.J. de Jonge (1828-1880), who on 20 July 1874
during the fifth General Meeting of the Royal Geographic Society in Rotterdam devoted a lecture to it. De Jonge was the opening speaker on that
Saturday morning and during the first part of his speech fixed the attention of his audience, among them Prince Hendrik ('the Mariner') (18201879), the youngest brother of King Willem III, upon the cities of Tabriz,
Tehran, Isfahan and Bushihr, and then presented an outline of the Persian
people, its customs, religion, and government. When he came to Zanjon
De Jonge said:
92 Lycklama 1873 vol. Il: 103.
93 By 1850 Zanjdn had an exceptionally large concentration of Biibi inhabitants: about
3000 out of a total population of 20.000. Not only the actual size of the B:ibi community
but also the fact that it had been led by a local notable: Mulld Muhammad-'Ali (c. 18121851). known as Hullat ('The Proof') had resulted in growing tensions between Bibfs and
Muslims. As the conflict had escalated into an urban civil war and the Babis had withdrawn
to the eastern half of the town. state troops and artillery were brought in from Tabriz and
Tehran. For 7 months the Babis had withstood a siege, but in January 185 I they had surrendered. It has been estimated that about 1800 Bdbis had been killed during and after the
upheaval. Similar clashes took place in MAzindariin and Nayriz. See: Momen 1981: 114.
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Even in our day. in 1849 and 1850. Zendsjan was the stage of a cruel crusade,
caused by the so-called Babism. a Muslim sect started in 1843 in Sjiraz by
Mirza Ali Mohamed who had taken on the name Balib, or God's gate. This
Baab was a kind of philosopher that had mixed Babylonian [Cha/deeuit·st·hel
and Platonic concepts of philosophy with ideas derived from Judaism and
Christianity. aimed at a moral purge especially amongst the clergy, i.e. the
mollah's. Important as a social reform was his effort to abolish polygamy.
But if one can believe most writers, the Persians, with their present inclinations. are in need of more rather than less women. 94

De Jonge's reception of Lycklama's work was not entirely favourable. He
preferred 'by far' the book Persien, das Land und seine Bewohner (1 865)
by Polak 'over that of our countryman or French writers'. but perhaps that
last remark sprang from a desire to flatter the Prince, who after all had a
German wife. The lecture was published later in the Society's magazine.
Lycklama's work also came into the possession of Professor De Goeje.
who at that time lectured on Arabic at Leiden University. It was sent
to him by the author.95 Like Lycklama, Jan de Goeje was of Frisian birth.
But unlike the former he had been born into a family of 'very modest
means'. That circumstance, however, had not interfered with the education he had enjoyed. During primary school he had received private lessons
in arithmetic, while his father, who was a church minister, had given him
lessons in Latin, English and German. Following high school in Enkhuizen he had gone to Leiden University to follow in the footsteps of his
father. But after he had passed the first examinations in Theology it
had become clear that Jan lacked a vocation for preaching. Instead he
had developed a 'definite love for Semitic languages'. And so he had
changed his course and become a student of Professor Reinhart Pieter
Anne Dozy, an orientalist at the same university. In 1866 De Goeje himself had became a professor and a few years later he had succeeded his
tutor.

De Goeje knew the Babi religion from the work of Lycklama anyway,
but his interest in the subject was probably really kindled by the work of
his British colleague Browne, who in 1889 had published his first two

articles on 'The Bdbis of Persia' in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.96 When Browne's first book on the subject, A Tim'eller's Narrative
written to illustrate the Episode of the Bdb, came out in 1891 De Goeje
at once ordered a copy from the author. And he liked it, witness the note
Browne wrote him in February 1892: 'Dear Sir, I cannot refrain from
94 De Jonge 1876: 144.

95 Lycklama to De Goeje, letter 23 May 1873. UBL. BPL 2389.
"«
Browne 1889: 485 and 881.
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writing a few lines to thank you for the very kind way in which you speak

of my work on the Babi's, which I am glad to hear has reached you
safely'.97 So De Goeje was familiar with the religion when some months
later the news reached him, again by way of Browne, of the passing of
Bahd'u'lldh in Akka. Judging by the first paragraph it had been this news
that had prompted De Goeje to write his article on 'De Babi's'
The 16th May 1892 was a very sad day for thousands of people in Persia.
Because on that day in Acco (Acre) in Palestine an epiphany came to an
end: the Godhead incarnated in the person of Beha'o'll:ih left this material
plane, leaving mankind nothing but the exhortation to dedicate heart and
soul to the promotion of peace and welfare, of love and unity, and the betterment and ennoblement of one's conduct. As expressed by the son of the

deceased in a letter dated 25 June 1892 to Mr. E.G. Browne in Cambridge.
The news was confirmed afterwards by Baron Rosen in St Petersburg. 98

As Jan de Goeje never visited the Middle East - 'he lacked any urge to
observe Eastern countries, peoples and languages with his own eyes and
ears

,99

- the article was not the result of his

own

research, but that of

others. A fact he admitted without any reservation:
... the moving history of the Bdb that has its equal only in the history of the
first Christians. [ . . .l i s told by Comte de Gobineau in his famous work "Les
religions et les philosophies dans l'Asie centrale" I...1. and after him by
many others. [...1 De Gobineau also devoted a chapter (p. 308-358) to the
writings and doctrine of the Babis which is, however. not totally accurate.
Only recently they. as well as the fortunes of the Bdbi's themselves. have
become better known through the extracts and communications of Baron
Rosen in the Collections Scientifiques de l'Institut des langues Orientales
(Petersburg) and in the Zapisski of the Russian Archeological Society,
but above all through the excellent articles by the young British scientist
E.G. Browne in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society and his extensive
appendices to the above-mentioned "A Travellers Narrative". In the following pages I will continue by relating what we know of the teachings of
the BAb and how BAbism has developed during the last forty years.
1()0

And that is what he did. He started with Shf'ih Islam, and explained that
the followers of this 'strange mix of Islam and old-Persian religion'
expected the advent of a Messianic figure called the Hidden Imam or
Imam Malidi. And that on 23 May 1844, a thousand years after the last
Imam had disappeared, that revelation had taken place. From that moment
a certain Siyyid 'Ali-Muhammad of Shiraz had become known as the
97 Browne to De Goeje. letter I Febr. 1892. UBL, BPL 2389.
"* De Goeje 1893: 100. The date ot Bah:i'u'lliih's passing mentioned here is not correct. he died on 29 May 1892.
w Snouck
Hurgronje 1909: 141.
1(X)

De Goeje

1893:

1()4.
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Bdb ('Gate') to the Hidden Imam. Advancing his writings as proof of his
claim the Bdb soon had acquired many followers who called themselves
Babis. Matters had escalated and when two years after the execution of
the Bab in 1850. a few embittered followers had carried out an assassination attempt on the life of the Shah, the authorities had responded with
'Neronian persecutions'.
The new revelation was written down in the Bayan ('Exposition'). In
this work the Btib explained that the Creator was unknowable, but that
he revealed Himself from time to time in a human form. Such incarnations were the prophets of old, like Adam, Noah, Moses, David, Jesus
and Muhammad. Although each prophet had announced the coming of his
successor, most believers rejected the next revelation: the Jews rejected
Christ, the Christians rejected Muhammad and the Muslims rejected
the Btib. The Bdb considered himself to be the trail-blazer or 'Johannes
Baptista' of one he called: Him Whom God shall make manifest. 'It is
remarkable and pleads for the sincerity of the Bab's conviction that he,
even in the face of a martyr's death, only thinks about the reception of
the latter and never about himself', De Goeje wrote and he continued
with an enumeration of some BAbi teachings, like the abolition of communal prayer, the change of the direction of the Qiblih ('Point of Adoration'), from Mecca to Him Whom God shall make manifest, and the
reduction of the fasting period.w' He mentioned that Bdbi women did not
have to wear a veil, that monogamy was recommended and that children
had to be educated and treated with gentleness. He also mentioned that
begging was not allowed
instead the rich had to give to a body called a
'House of Justice' which administered the affairs of the poor and needy and that the study of useful sciences was recommended.
After the BAbi persecutions of 1852 an exile community had developed
in Baghdad, De Goeje continued. Among its members were the Bab' s
appointed successor Subh-i-A-al ('Dawn of Eternity'), and his older halfbrother Bah:i'u'llah. As the influence of this community grew. its leaders were transferred by the Turkish authorities to Adrianople (Edirne).
There Bahd'u'lldh in 1866 publicly claimed to be Him Whom God shall
make manifest. 'By far the majority of the exiles acknowledged him.
Only his brother and a few supporters refused. This resulted in quarrels
and insinuations'. The Turkish government soon banned Subh-i-Azal to
Cyprus while Bahii'u'lldh and his family were incarcerated in Akka,
Palestine. Edward Browne had interviewed both men in their place of
-

Qiblih. the direction in which believers turn when praying, i.e. the Ka'ba in Mecca
for Muslims: the Shrine of Bah:i'u'lldh in Bahjf for Bah:i'is.
1(,1
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exile in early 1890. At that moment most Bdbis called themselves
Bah:i'is and it was 'clear that if BAbism had a future it belonged to the
Beha'is'
Probably remembering how the world had been puzzled by the totally
unexpected fall of the Second Empire in 1870 - a perplexity that the
French artist Gustave Dord had so strikingly expressed in his allegorical
painting L'Enig,na - De Goeje also mentioned Baha'u'llah's missionary letters to the Shah as well as the European monarchs and the Pope. 102
Remarkable in the letter to Napoleon III, written in 1869, is the prophesy
that he will lose his empire. Let us hope that the prophesy against the

Germans, written somewhat later in the Most Holy Book: "0 banks of the
river Rhine ! we have seen you drenched in gore because the swords of retribution were drawn against you, and you shall have another turn. And we
hear the lamentation of Berlin, though it be to-day in manifest glory", will
not be fulfilled too. 103

The 'laws of Beh '. De Goeje explained, had been laid down in the
'Most Holy Book:'04 Man's duty here on earth was 'to be good and to
establish a kingdom of peace and love'. Holy war was abolished. The
laws and customs of one's country had to be respected. The believers
had to seek the company of the followers of other religions and to study
foreign languages 'in order to facilitate the communication between the
nations and the dissemination of the truth'. All had the duty to study and
to have a profession or trade. Begging was not allowed. Regulations concerning dress and appearance were all abolished 'as long as decency and
good taste are maintained'. Slavery was prohibited, as were the kissing
of hands. confession of sins. asceticism, and the use of alcohol and drugs.
As the B:ib had already stipulated, the interests of a local community
were taken care of by a 'House of Justice'. The religious service was
'very simple', and although there were houses of worship they were not
used for 'communial prayer or liturgy'. After giving Browne's famous
pen-portrait of Baha'u'llah, De Goeje ended his article by expressing his
support for his British colleague, who was 'quite right to expect that many
will be interested in the Babi movement'. 105

The work by Dord depicts the civilian and military victims of the conflict who.
backed by a blazing Paris. surround the weeping image of France. personified by a winged
woman who interrogates a sphinx as to the reason for the disaster. It can be found in the
1(}2

Mus#e d'Orsay in Paris.
M De
Goeje 1893: 113. Translation as in Browne 1893: 977.
1<11 An official Bah:i'i translation of the Kitcib-i-Aqdas ('Most Holy Book') into English is available since 1992.
]115

De Goeje 1893: 118.
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The 20-page article is descriptive rather than analytical or critical in its
nature. And De Goeje's personal opinion on the subject can only be
deduced indirectly. That opinion certainly was not hostile. He never was
condescending about the BAb or Bahd'u'lldh and refrained from qualifying their religion as a Persian sect, like many after him would do. Instead
he spoke of a 'new religion' that related to Islam in the same way as 'the
latter relates to Christianity, and that to Judaism'.'06 Contemporaries
described De Goeje's article as 'important' and as 'a complete and sympathetic outline'.'07 De Goeje sent a reprint to Browne, who responded:
Thank you very much for sending me your very interesting account of the
Bdbis from the Gids, and for the very kind mention you make of my work.
I need not say how greatly I am encouraged by it, for at times I have been
tempted to think that some of my reviewers were right when they said that
I attached an altogether much importance to a subject which happened to
interest me personally. indeed this feeling has caused me to lay aside an
edition of the Bayan which I was preparing, and for which I had collected
3 mss.[manuscripts]. because I feel that when so many important texts were
It)6

De Goeje 1893: 115.

"" Nit'ttlt'(' Rom'i-damsc·he Courant 5 May 1896: and Hotz 1897: 13.
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still unpublished it was perhaps unwise to try and secure the publication of
this work. IUH

As indicated by this letter, Browne had come under some considerable
criticism and pressure for spending so much time on what many people
considered to be an unimportant subject. 1(19 Obviously Browne cared
about this criticism. for two years later he again sought the moral support
of De Goeje: 'I should be very much obliged if some time you would
tell me candidly whether you think it would be worth while publishing
any of the Babf texts in extenso'. Browne again explained that he was
'inclined to estimate the interest attaching to the B:it,is too highly, because
I have occupied mysel f with them; but if it is worth printing any of their
books, it is a task that I could do more easily than another, as I have
already spent so much time over them'im The advice of De Goeje is
clear from a letter of Browne of a week later: 'Many thanks for your
encouragement to go on with the Btibi mss. [manuscripts]'."' Despite
this encouragement Browne dropped the publication of a collated text of
one of the Bab's major works: the Persian Baydn."'When in 1898 De Goeje received the B:ibi manuscripts from Henri
Dunlop. he offered them to his colleague for study. In order not to offend
his friend, Browne kept silent about the fact that Dunlop had offered him
the manuscripts first, and accepted the offer: 'I have to thank you very
sincerely [...] in offering to lend me the Bdbi documents which you have
received from Persia. [...] 1 need not say how glad I should be to be
enabled to examine the Babi documents of which you speak. if you would
be willing to let me have them for a time. '113
De Goeje's interest in the Btibi-Bahd'i religion, as demonstrated by his
article as well as his support for Browne's research On this religious phenomenon, is remarkable. During his academic career De Goeje mainly
occupied himself with Arabic geographical works and for 25 years
laboured on his 8 volumes Bibliotlieca Geographorum Arabicorum. So
who or what had made him spend his time on what must have seemed
to many to be an exotic religious phenomenon, and to submit an article
on the Babi-Bahd'i religion to a cultural monthly magazine that, because
of the color of its cover and the harsh review policy of its editorial board

'Im Browne to De Goeje. letter 24 Oct 1893. UBL. BPL 2389.
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had earned itself the nickname De Blatiwe Betil ('The Blue Executioner')?
That question is the more intriguing, as his biographer assured us that De
Goeje never had any religious inclinations. 'Of the church tradition in
which he was raised', Snouck Hurgronje testified, 'only the moral part
had taken hold of him: the dogmatic and philosophical part never interested him, mystics did not touch him 1...] to him it seemed clear that the
foundation of ethics was a reasonable religion that was stripped of tradition, that changed its forms according to the development of humanity.
and had had its best teacher in Jesus'.'14 Maybe the answer to this apparant contradiction can be found in the last paragraph of his article in which
De Goeje quoted Browne:
But to myself, and I believe to most others who have been or shall be
brought to consider this matter. the paramount interest thereof lies in this.
that here is something, whether wise or unwise, whether tending towards the
amelioration of mankind or the reverse, which seemed to many hundreds,
if not thousands, of our fellow-creatures worth suffering and dying for, and
which. on this ground alone, must be accounted worthy of our most attentive
study.

115

De Goeje's article in De Gids may be seen as the first Dutch publication
on the Babi-Baha'i religion. It made the religion known to a large, though
probably somewhat well-to-do, readership and was the major reference

in the ensuing years. It also resulted in a revision of a major Dutch handbook on Islam by the Goeje's teacher and predecessor Professor Dozy.
In the first and second editions of his book Islamisme, which first had
come out in 1863, the latter had not mentioned the Babi-Baha'f religion
at all. But in the third edition this shortcoming was somewhat compensated. Since Dozy had died in 1883 the revision of 1900 was written by
another. In general the short discussion of hardly three pages by H.W. van
der Mey was correct. The author mentioned both the Btib and Bahii'u'll:ih,
the improvement in the position of women, the concept of progressive
revelation, the change in Qiblih, etc. Unfortunately it also contained
inaccuracies, like: 'his [the Bab's] doctrine is founded on Sufism, [and]
its concept of God is more pantheistic than anthropomorphistic like that
of Muhammad': as well as mistakes: 'in 1897 the Shah was killed by a

fanatic BAbi."6 True, Ntisiru'd-Din Shdh had been murdered. but not in
1897 and not by a Bibi.
114
Snouck Hurgronje 1909: 115 and 143. This last sentence suggests (but no more
than that) that De Goeje was influenced by the Babi-Baha'i concept of progressive divine
revelation.
115
De Goeje 1893: 119. Translation its in Browne. 1930: ix.
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The assassination of the Shah

If ever De Goeje had succeeded in presenting

a

favourable picture of the

Babi-Bahai religion, that image was clearly put under pressure by the
murder of the Shah, only three years later.
During the second half of the 19th century Western influence in Iran
had continued to increase, while at the same time the economic situation
in that country had deteriorated. After the Tobacco Rdgie of 1891 a growing section of the population began to see a connection between these
two developments. As we have seen, one of those who advocated the
expulsion of all European (and Russian) influence from Iran, and indeed
from the whole Muslim world, was the political activist Siyyid Jam:ilu'dDin 'al-Afghanf' (1838-1897). Al-Afghiini, who contrary to what his
name suggested. had been born near Hamaddn in Iran - he used the designation to pretend to a Sunni rather than *hi'ih Muslim background
which better suited his political aspirations - had travelled widely and
had visited Europe and the United States, was a strong propagandist of
Pan-Islamism: the ideal to restore the independence and prestige of the
Muslim world, by uniting all the different Muslim countries. As Western
colonisation and secularism increased, and N:isiru'd-Din Shdh continued
to sell out Iran for personal profit, al-Afghtini soon became a determined
opponent of the regime. In 1896 it was one his disciples. a certain Mirzd
Muhammad-Riddy-i-Kirmdnf, who carried out the assassination of the
King on the eve of the 50th anniversary of his accession to the throne. 117
As the news reached Europe - in contrast to 1852 it took only 1 day
- it was generally assumed that the Babis, having once attempted the life
of the Shah and failed, had now succeeded. Most European newspapers,
including those in the Netherlands, attributed the act to them.'18 Het Vaderland, the Amsterdamsche Courant, Het Nieuws van den Dag. the Dagbiad

van 's-Gravenhage, De Standaard, De Tijd, the Opregte Haarteinsche
Courant, the Utreclitsch Dagblad. and the Nieitive Rotterdamsche Courant
all reported on almost identical lines that the Shah had been murdered by
'a fanatic belonging to the Babi sect'."' It was the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche
Cou,-ant which broke the news in its colomn 'Telegrams' on May 2:
Teheran, 1 May (first telegram) The moment the Sjach entered this afternoon the sanctuary of the late Sjach Abdoel Aziz, situated about six miles
south of Teheran, a man fired at him. The Sjach was slightly wounded.
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Teheran, 1 May (second telegram) The Sjach was murdered this afternoon
at two o'clock. The assassin. a fanatic. fired a pistol at the monarch and hit
him near the heart. After being transported to the palace by carriage, the
Sjach died at 4 pm. The public order has been preserved. The heir to the
throne will arrive immediately from Tabriz. 121)

The identity of the assassin was disclosed the next day. He was called
'Reza' and described as a Mulld 'belonging to the Babis: a sect that has
existed in Persia for forty years, does not belong to Islam and is striving
to remove the ruling dynasty. This sect', the brief article added, 'has been
persecuted by the government for a long time'.121 Again two days later
the same newspaper reiterated that the assassin belonged to the Bdbi sect,
'
which at present has about a million adherents in Persia, in all walks of
life. The Sjah persecuted this sect, that proclaims excellent principles,

severely; but without destroying it'. The editors also liked to remind their
readers of 'the important article' on the Babis by De Goeje. A second
small article in that same edition gave the full name of the assassin: Mfrza
Muhammad-Rida, and described him as a 'fervent supporter of the fanatic
Dzjemal-eddin [al-Afghdnf]'.122 Two days later another paper closed the
circle by reporting that al-Afghdnf was 'the head of the Babis:123 The
misconception was further reinforced by the publication, in the May 16

edition of the Nietiwe Rotterdanische Courant. of a 'private letter from
Constantinople':
Constantinople, May 12 [1896]. The assassination of the Sjah of Persia has
had an amazing impact here, most notably amongst the Turks. [ . . . ] The
dismay that had subsided somewhat during the week reached its climax last
Friday as the news broke that the assassin in Teheran had declared he was
acting on the orders of one of the best known heads of his sect, sjeich
Djemal-ed-din, a BAbi from Afghanistan, who resides in Yildiz [a suburb of
Constantinople] and stands in high favour with the Sultan !
As it is well known that the relationship between the Sultan and the Shah
never was very cordial, since the former in his capacity as Chalief IKhalffilil
and Soenniet [Stinnf] could only see the latter who is a TjiYet [2lf'ih] as a
heretic, and the eastern potentates were at odds with one another over the hospitality the Sultan had showed to the BAbi sect that is known for its hostility
towards the Persian monarchy, it was rumoured at once that the Sultan might
know a little more of what had happened in Teheran on May the 1 st. [ . . . ]
Of course there is some ground for the opinion that the Sultan has, indirectly
and of course without intention. made the attempt possible by the protection he granted to the BAbis with their anarchistic ideas. [...]

120 NieuM'e Rotte,damsche Courant. 2 May 1896. GBR.
121 NieuM'e Rotte,-damsche Courant. 3 May 1896. GBR.
122 Nieuit'e Rotte,-danisc·he Courant, 5 May 1896. GBR.
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The Babi's, who derive their name from the title BAb (the Persian word for
door) that their first head, the youthful and handsome Mirza Ali Mohammed,
had adopted to indicate that he was the "door to salvation", indeed reject
some of the most fundamental dogmas and institutions of Islam. As Prof.
M.J. de Goeje has shown in De Gids of October 1893, their doctrine is of
a really idealistic beauty. They ask for the emancipation of women. the abolishment of slavery and of the suppression of the common man by the great
ones of the earth, in particular by the government, the elimination of all
superstition from religion etc. That doctrine, however, has been very corrupted in course of time, and there are only a few BAbi's at the moment
who even have the slightest idea of the loftiness of the original concepts of
their first Bab, Ali Mohammed.
From what the Bdbi's living here in Constantinople [Istanbul] tell their trusted
friends about their doctrine and that of the above-mentioned Djemal-ed-din
(for this Afghan Babi does not profess the same as the Persian Babi's) it is clear
that the prescribed emancipation of women is interpreted by them as meaning
that there is absolutely no difference between men and women: and by clinging to that dogma in the extreme they lapse into abuses and vices that must not
be further detailed. The inferior position of women in the Eastern society, the
harem system and the institution of eunuchs is abolished, though, but they have
replaced it with something a hundred times worse than the current practices.
As far as the social and ecumenical reforms are concerned that make their
doctrine appear so sympathetic in the eyes of the Westerner, they have
degenerated into a revolutionary communism. The present dynasty in Persia must, according to them, be exterminated, after which a state can be
established on a religious, democratic and social foundation. In such a state,
taxes will no longer be raised, but everybody will contribute freely what he
can spare. For all who know the sly, greedy and, in matters of business and
money, totally unscrupulous Persian, it is easy to understand what will result
from this beautiful provision. The Bdb will be the head of state, and since
he is not a human being but a messenger of Allah in human form, all ordi-

nary mortals who, by the way, are all equal, must obey him.
The whole doctrine and the whole intention of the present heads of Babism
can simply be summarized as the replacement of the ruling monarchy in
Persia by the no less absolute rule of the Bab, of Islam by Babism, the
abolition of all social and moral relations between man and woman and
between men and women among themselves. and on the establishment of a
social order that in reality is nothing but total anarchy. [ . . . ]I t goes without
saying that this programme is never avowed in public, and that the indeed
very sly Djemal-ed-din proclaims totally different theories in Jildiz.
The Bdbi's bore a grudge against the murdered Sjah, who shortly after his
accension to the throne had almost fallen victim to one of their assassinations, and who, during his whole reign, has persecuted them severely for
that. Some years ago, the heads of the BAbistic movement, among them the
Bab of that time himself, were forced to flee from Persia to Bagdad, where
they. dressed as pious sjeichs [Waykh] who had just returned from Mekka,
exerted a great influence. 124
114
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Obviously being familiar with the Goeje's article on the Btibis and confronted by the discrepancy between the image presented therein and his
own ( ? ) experiences in Constantinople, the correspondent tried to bridge
the gap by claiming that the original religious teachings of the Bab had
in the course of time degenerated into a political movement. It was a
plausible though not correct explanation, that was publicly questioned by
Browne in a letter to the Times and the Daily News, in which he asked
'for a suspension of judgement as to the alleged complicity of the Bdbf
sect'.125 Browne's initiative was also noted by the Dutch press:
In the Daily News Mr. Edward G. Browne of the Pembroke-College of
Cambridge University writes that he does not believe that the Babis had
been involved in the assassination of the Schach; for this sect has, according to the exhortations of its leaders, faithfully endured persecutions, obeyed
the law, and held to the principle that it was 'better to be killed, than to
kill. 126

As the assassination was believed to be the work of Babfs, many were
waiting for the reaction of the Iranian authorities. 'It will be interesting

to see how he [the new Shah], will act against the sect of the Babi's,
a member of which, called Reza, has been the assassin of his father. ,127
But although there were some disturbances in Shiraz, the general situation in the country, as reported by the Dutch envoy in Tehran, remained
calm. 128 Despite the tragic fact that at least seven Baha'is were killed
in the wake of the assassination, the expected large-scale arrests, like the
ones in 1852, failed to materialize. 129 The reason was that the Iranian
authorities knew perfectly well that neither the assassin nor the instigator,
was a Baha'f. On the contrary, the latter could well be seen as an opponent of them. Al-Afghanf had written several hostile articles about the
Bahd'is in the Egyptian press and in an Arabic encyclopedia published
in Beirut. 130 Without mentioning him by name, Baha'u'llah had reproved
al-Afghani for that in the Tablet of the World (La,vh-i-Dunva). 131
Yet the unknown correspondent was not alone in his assumption that
al-Afghani was the chief of the Babis. Other Westerners living in Turkey
held similar views. 132 The mistake probably originated in the fact that
Azali controversy that
Europeans were not fully aware of the Bahai
-
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had developed over the years or at least were unable to distinguish
between the two parties. As had been indicated by De Goeje, the 'vast
majority' of the Bat,fs had accepted Baha'u'llah's claim to be 'He Whom
God shall make manifest', the epiphany foretold by the BAb, and had
started to call themselves Baha'fs. Only a tiny faction, led by Bahd'u'll h's
younger half-brother Mirza Yahyd (1831-1912), better known by his religious title Subh-i-Azal, had rejected the claim:33 They had subsequently
became known as Azali Bdbis or A:alis ('Followers of Azal').
While the Baha'is lived under the clear instruction not to mingle in
politics - as had been related by De Goeje, who had described them as
'the most loyal and best subjects' - some Azalis supported al-Afghanis
Pan-Islamic ideas.134 To a certain extent he therefore could be seen as
their leader. Two prominent Azalis, who were both married to daughters
of Subh-i-Azal, had been extradited by the Ottoman authorities and subsequently put to death in Tabriz, for that reason. 135 Since the correspondent brought up this fact too, it seems likely that he had Azali Babis in
mind rather than Bahd'is when he gave his description of Babism. This
assumption is supported by the fact that he did not use the words 'Bahai'
or 'Bahd'u'lldh' although he did recognize 'that this Afghan BAbi [alAfl:hanf] does not profess exactly the same as the Persian Babi's.'
Another (Dutch?) correspondent living in Constantinople at the time,
was better informed. His 'private correspondence' dated May 15 was
published in the Oprechte Haarlemsche Courant of May 20 and gave
detailed background infomiation on al-Afghini. The correspondent clearly
stated that the latter's Pan-Islamic movement had 'nothing to do with

Babism'. And he explained:
The adherents of this latest doctrine have all been eradicated by the late
Schach. Reza Ke,·mani was not a Babi, as we have been led to believe.
Babism has been an attempt to implement reforms in religion, based on an
advanced spiritualism, mixed with pantheism. This doctrine, remarkable for
its moral, intended major changes in religious education and Shi'ite ritualism; and because of that it was proclaimed anathema by the government in
Tehran, [and] used as a two edged sword against the Young-Persian party.
But setting itself apart from Babism, which had only religious and moral
aspirations, this second party is demanding, as we heve seen, civil and polit-

ical reforms. 136
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Despite this rectification it was only gradually that realization came that
the Bahd'is had not been responsible for this deed. And as Van der Mey
and his publisher in 1900 clearly illustrate. the misconception was still not
completely eradicated four years after the event had taken place.137 Even
in 1905 the famous Dutch Winkle, Prins Encyclopedie in its (first) discussion of the topic Bal,i of Babieten i' Bdbis or Babists'), was hesitant
about the circumstances: 'The assassination of the sjah in 1896 appears
not to have been their [the Babis] work'138 Again two years later, the
freelance journalist and writer Wagenvoort deemed it necessary to state
unequivocally that it was 'a mean slander, grown out of stupidity, prejudice, ignorance and misunderstanding' to allege that the assassin of the
Shah was a Bdbi. On the contrary, Mirzd Muhammad-Ridd had been 'one
of those fanatic mollahs in whose eyes Nazr-ed-Din-sjah was too liberal,
too Western: his trial has brought clearly to light the innocence of the
Behai's:139 And Wagenvoort knew what he was talking about.

Meeting Bah:i'is
Maurits Karel Herman Wagenvoort (1859-1944) was a seasoned traveller
when he arrived in Tehran on 24 October 1904. Like Knobel, Wagenvoort
was born in Amsterdam and 'proud to be an Amsterdammer'. But unlike
the diplomat. whose father had been a well-known confectioner in the
city centre, Wagenvoort came from a poor family. And unlike Knobel
his school career had not been a success. He had attended three different
schools, but in all three he had remained a 'dubious pupil'. As the family also had three daughters his parents could not afford paying his tuition
any longer and so Maurits had to leave school to become junior assistant
in a wholesale business for watches and clocks. But he had wanted
to become a writer. 'What? A writer?', his father is reported to have
shouted, 'you must be glad that you can read !' Still Wagenvoort had persevered, and when he was 19 his first novel had been published in a small
local newspaper the contents of which 'was aimed at the mentality of a
primitive education'. according to the brand new author. In 1884 he had
joined Het Algemeen Handelsblad. a prestigeous national newspaper. He
had risen to first reporter and had made his first trip abroad: to London

'

'1 See for instance too the weekly magazine De Aarde en haar Volken of 25 Aug.

1900.
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and Paris. This introduction had awakened a desire 'to know the world
and life in a broader sense' and had started off his foreign career. To the
surprise of many, who envied his well-paid position, Wagenvoort had
handed in his resignation in 1892. From then on he had worked as a freelance journalist-writer outside the Netherlands. He had crossed the United
States, lived in Germany for some time and had toured by way of Italy.
Greece, Turkey and Egypt to Palestine. After spending several years in
Spain he had roamed the North African coast because of his interest in
the Muslim world. There he had learned a little Arabic and that had driven him further to the East. He had travelled from Tangier to Alexandria.
had gone to Khartoum and visited Egypt.140
During a several months stay in the Netherlands in 1902-1903
Wagenvoort intended to make a journey to Persia 'to meet the Babi's',
for whose religion the reading of De Gobineau's Les Religions et les

Philosophies dans l'Asie Centrale had given him 'an unceasing curiosity.'14' By way of Rome, Smyrna (now Izmir). Constantinople, Batumi,
Tbilisi, Baku and Rasht he arrived in Tehran. There he met Frits Knorather embittered at the
bel, who was - as Wagenvoort noticed
time. 142 The diplomat felt unappreciated by his government. After the
completion of his term of office in Tehran in 1894 Knobel had made an
overland journey to the Chinese border. Back in The Hague he had been
appointed consul general in Peking and in that position he had made
extensive journeys in China. Korea and Japan. But in 1900 fate had
struck for Knobel. In that year the building of the Dutch legation, as well
as those of other diplomatic missions, had been completely destroyed in
the 'Boxer Rebellion'. Despite his personal courage at the time, and the
favourable terms he had stipulated in the subsequent peace treaty. for
which the government had rewarded him with the decoration of De Nederlandse Leeu,t· ('The Dutch Lion'), he had been ordered to return to his
former post in Tehran.
This second term of office in Iran was considered by many, including
by Knobel himself. to be a demotion. 143 Wagenvoort even spoke of 'a
banishment' and qualified Tehran as 'a place of exile, that even for criminals was a severe punishment to be sent to'. 144 For although the Iranian
capital numbered more than 160,000 inhabitants at that moment, it was
-
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a far from attractive place to be for Europeans. 145 ·The Westerner staying in the land of the Shah', Knobel wrote:

'lives even now in a state of deprivation which one can hardly find anywhere
else. No train, no newspaper, no magazines. no public order, no theatre. no
public telegrams, no fine arts, no roads, no happy children, no concerts, no
popular amusement, no exhibitions, no free expression of thought, no street
lights, no friendly windows, no strolls, no entertainment, no traffic, no
woman who counts or can even show her face. no river. no sea, no water!: 146

The Europeans therefore had to rely on themselves. They all lived in the
European district in the northern green part of Tehran. But the colony was
small and numbered only an estimated 500 persons, most of them Russians.147 And as Knobel testified, tensions could easily arise therefore:
perhaps more there - it [the European
Like everywhere else in the East
colonylis dominated by squabbling, pettiness, envy and backbiting. Is this surprising? Of course not. Imagine that some families of every European nationality were suddenly transferred to a desert island: the British with their whisky
and lawn tennis, the French with their bread and duels, Italians with their
macaroni and their political upheaval. Germans with their beer and their drill.
-

Would it be possible to believe that such an island would be

a paradise? 148

there were only ten Dutchmen in Tehran That small social circle
was no problem for Wagenvoort, for he had come to Iran 'to meet the
Babi's', and just because of them his social contacts 'were not limited to
the small circle of Europeans, who kept far from the much more numerous group of Russians.'149 It was his Persian teacher, a certain Mirzd
Aziz-Ullah who introduced Wagenvoort to the local Baha'i community.
This in itself is remarkable for Aziz-Ullah was not a Bahti'i but a Jew,
who worked in Tehran as an interpreter. Wagenvoort described him as
'a very intelligent man' who 'speaks English very well', but also as 'a
scoundrel [ . . . ] cunning and sensible as only a Jew or Armenian can be. •150
On 5 February 1905 he paid his first visit to 'the head of the Babis here,
hadsji Achoend [Haji Akhund]'.15' In his dairy Wagenvoort wrote:
-

In a street of the Bazaar, at a house one of the Babis (our visit was
announced) was awaiting us at the door to lead the way. The meeting took
place in secret because they still can't admit openly to their religion. I had
145 Knobel 1903: 128.
146 Knobel 1903: preface.
147 Knobel 1903: 158.
wx Knobel 1903: 158.
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KM. Knobe! with his.family and Iranian staff at the Dutch legation.
to squeeze myself

through a very low and narrow entrance to enter the
house. It was, as we would call it, rather bourgeois but very well maintained. I was greeted with Persian solemnity by hadsji Achoend: a corpulent man with strong features, a big wart on his cheek, a beard which had
been dyed black. I thought. and very

lively black eyes. Although his face

was somewhat materialistic it still made an impression of sensibility and
goodness. He was unpretentiously dressed as a Persian merchant and wore
a big white turban, clean and carefully folded. Next to him was Eben Abhan:
a man dressed with much more refinement, although simple too, with a

white turban of the same size, his face too was more delicate, wittier.
although his leanness and dark eyes gave the impression of a certain fanaticism. 152 He too, it appeared to me. had dyed his beard black giving him the
appearance of an uncertain age. He gave the impression of being one of
those fanatic Mollahs, you see throughout Islam: very serious, dignified and
cool, but when he talked something friendly entered his face and sometimes
he smiled, and that smile really touched me. There were also two others.
A young Persian physician with a falsetto voice, Mirza Arastoo who has
studied here at the American school and spoke English fluently, while a
young son of the hadsji could speak French. Like the people, the house
made a friendly impression: a very large room but with a low ceiling, a big
window consisting of small staggered yellow and blue panes. Along this
window stood on both sides a multitude of flowerpots. which contained tall
sprouting plants and some small citrus and orange trees and so the room
152
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made the inipression of a greenhouse. Except for a few simple chairs and a
cupboard the only piece of furniture was a very low table covered with
heavy blankets. in short the tandoer of the Turks, around which my new
friends sat themselves on beautiful carpets with their backs against plump
cushions. While for me a chair was placed, after which they covered my legs
with the blankets.
Of course the conversation was on Babism. As the "Bab" was imprisoned
in Tabriz during the first years of the reign of Nasr-id-din-Sja. he wrote a
letter to his most beloved and loyal follower, Subh-i-Ezel, in which the latter. in the mystical terms that characterise the Babi writings, was appointed
his successor. But Subh-i-Ezel's half-brother, apparently a man of great
talents and maybe even greater cleverness. Beha-Ullah disputed Ezel's right.
who was soon almost completely deserted. At present most Babi's are
Baha'is, the Ezeli's are very few in number. Beha-Ullah has left a son. Abbas
Effendi. who like his father was bannished to Akka. and still lives there.
As it became apparent that my Persian was not sufficient to comprehend
the eloquence and swiftness of Hadsji Achond, Mirza Aziz-Allah was our

translator.

To my question if, when the Babi's in Persia could do what they pleased.
they would allow intermarriage between Christians and themselves. the
Hadsji answered affirmative. The aim of their movement was to foster good
will and equality amongst all peoples of the earth and... to spread the Babi
religion everywhere.
I told them that I found that worrying, because as the history of Christianity proves, this leads to fanaticism and I quoted the words of Rousseau:
Je pense que solliceter quelqu'un de quitter la religion ou il est nd, est le sol-

liciter de mal faire et par consdquent faire mal sur m6me ['I think that to
ask someone to leave the religion into which he has been born, is asking him
to do wrong and therefore wrong itself' 1
"But how then can the Babi religion be spread?", hadsji Achond asked.
"By the example of good deeds". I answered. Well that is, he said, what was
happening now, and their religion was spreading rapidly: there were Babi
communities in Washington. in Paris, in Aksabad (Turkestan) and they
showed me photographs. I smiled to myself because verily. however excellent Babism may be for the Persians and Persia, amongst Jews and Christians
it has neither any reason to exist nor any future.
Upon my question if the Babi's - in the meantime the Hadsji had protested
mildly against the name. because they now called themselves BehaY's -had
not been somewhat ungrateful to Subh-i-Ezel. who at the end of his life. in his
banishment to Cyprus was completely deserted, and although really not poor.
had to do his shopping in the Bazaar himself. the hadsji told me the history
of Babism. which was familiar to me from the translation of Tarich-i-Djedid
(New History) by Mirza Hosayn of Hamadan: and how much more the Bab's
cause had owed to the suffering, the firmness and wisdom of Beha-Ullah
"Are there still women like Qoeraat-el-Ain. the poetess and seer. contemporary of the Bab and martyr. amongst the Behai's?-, I asked. 1 51 And what
153
Qm-atti'l-Ayn ('Solace of the Eyes') is the honorific title of Fdtimih Baragh:ini
(1814-1852). a Biibi leader who was also known as Tdhirih ('Pure One'). See: Smith
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M. K.H. Wagem,oort with at his left Ibn-i-Abliar.

about the education of girls? "Qoeraat-el-Ain was an exception amongst
women", the hadsji answered me. -and we are not free to do what we would
like. so we have to educate our daughters the way our countrymen do it. but
surely we give them as good an education as is possible for us".154
Other photographs were shown to me: hadsji Achond in chains and with
a block, Eben Abhar. who was I heard his son-in-law, chained too and
between two Persian soldiers: the hadsji had spent seven years in jail, Eben
Abhar I don't know how long.
We talked about religion, about Babism, and we agreed not to stop at this
first exchange of ideas. 1 was seen off after the Hadsji - [who according
to the] Persian custom to give a present: "small presents keep up the friendship" - had given me a beautiful lemon. The conversation with these dignified men left me with a very pleasant impression and surely they belong
to those who promise a future for the Persian people. 155

After this first meeting Wagenvoort visited the Bahii'fs 'regularly' and
held 'long conversations with them on God and religion'. But since he
2000: 332. For an early Dutch language publication on this remarkable woman see: Maud
1913.

Bah:i'f religion emphasizes the importance of religious and secular education
a family to educate all the children. preference is to be accorded to the daughters. See: Kitah-i-Aqdas 48.
155
Wagenvoort. journal 5 Febr 1905. NLM, CW. A transcription of the original Dutch
manuscript is included in Appendix 1.
154 The

of both girls and boys. If it is not possible for
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had so much to do. his diary 'fell by the wayside'. The next entry on the
Bah:i'is is a month later.
On Sunday 1 explained to them the pantheistic world view by asking [questions] and it appeared that their religion resembles Pantheism more than
anything else, for me anyway that is the only possible view. However when
1 said that it was impossible for the soul to have a personal existence after
this life. the "Hadsji Achont" objected and asked me if he had spent all
those years chained in jail and suffered for his conviction without being
allowed to expect a reward? I answered him that these matters carry their

own reward: the good and glorious conviction that the poor who resisted for
the sake of freedom of conscience was the real crown of life, and a good
man cannot be but good in difficult times. This appeared to reconcile him
in some way.
In my honour a meeting of the dignitaries of the Behai community was held
yesterday, it had to be done with some care as the "moestaheds- Imujtahid\.
not being satisfied with the situation, are trying to cause an upheaval for
which the BehaY's would have to pay. The meeting was held at the house
of a wealthy merchant who was sufficiently a BehaY to entertain me lavishly
in the Persian way. Two officers and two soldiers in their best uniforms
formed a kind of honorary guard that escorted me, when I was in the house.
to a large upper room. There in a circle already sat some forty men on
carpets with Hadsji Achont in the middle. A chair [andl a small table with
a silver water pipe stood ready for me, next to Ibn Abhar whom I had
through my [previous} conversations learned to appreciate very much. There
was nothing European in the room except my chair, Iandl mirrors on the
mantelpieces. On the wall hung framed holy texts and photographs of Auffering and struggling Behai's. In this company of serious men anyone would
notice right away that in their features all the peoples of the world could
be united: their faces were noble. wise and mild, their manners dignified.
their voices stately and calm. And there was hardly a single one who had
not suffered for his religion: tortured, chained. imprisoned and all had lost
one or more family members. cruelly put to death.
That was the topic of the conversation mainly pursued by Hadsji Achont
and myself and in which Mirza Aziz-Oellah served as interpreter because.
although I understand much, 1 still need an interpreter. In the meantime a
pisj-chedmat [servant] served tea and water pipes. The assembly expected to
hear me speak, but I left that to the Achont and the others who explained to
me again that their religion only wanted to convert by word and example and
forbade the carrying of swords or other weaponry. and also that all men are
brothers. regardless of colour or kind. While yet another told me that "His
Highness" Beha-Ollah not only fulfilled Daniel's prophecy, but also those
of Revelations concerning the last manifestation of God at the end of time.
1 was asked what I thought about the claim that God had revealed Himself
again in Beha. which I found a somewhat tricky question to answer. But
I solved it to their satisfaction and mine by saying that I believed that the
divine powers of life might concentrate once in a thousand years in one person who then is the manifestation of the same divine powers that were once
called Moses, Christ. Mohammed and now Beha-Oellah.
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But it was not my intention to speak but to listen and so I directed the conversation to their doctrine. which by the way was basically known to me.
To add a cheerful note to all the seriousness. I told them [-] when the Achont
informed me that the BehaY's, when they finally would have worldly power.
would not adopt the essentials of European life like the equality of woman
and man. but replant them in their Western [Eastern ?] land, and he quoted
a line of Beha, in which he disapproved of men who seek dignity in the
beard instead of in the soul 1-1 the case of the young Spanish ambassador
to the Pope, who had been met by the H. Father with disdain because he was
beardless. "If Y.H. [Your Holiness] measures the dignity of an ambassador
by the length of his beard". the young envoy replied, "my master the king
must send you an interpreter in the future". Although the assembly numbered several men with beautiful beards, although none of them were dyed
red as the Moslems do, my anecdote was met with a hearty laugh.
I met with even more approval when I said that Europe with all its
knowledge of material things still had not invented a religion. We invent the
wireless telegraph. but in the BehaY-religion Asia had invented a different
wireless telegraph, that between the divine part of life and the material
world. This statement met general approval, and 1 heard the Hadsji Achont
say with approval: "In saheb cheile te kamal est." I'This man is really a per-

fectionist'] [...]
In the meantime the pisj-chermet had offered me another sorbet, but because

I still did not know who my host was. I asked. In a typical Oriental way he
kept in the background, sat at the lower end and directed the service to his
guests: a still young and serious looking man in a classic white long robe
with a cashmere sash round the waist.
Finally one of those present sang a hymn in that Oriental legato manner, but
with a nice voice. and the one [who had explained] Daniel's prophecy said
a prayer. A photographer made some pictures and then 1 left. sent off by my
156
military escort.
these photographs Wagenvoort sent a few days later to his
'guardian angel' and 'unforgettable girlfriend' Christien (Stijntje) Vierhout,
a schoolteacher in Amsterdam, with whom he corresponded throughout

One

of

his journeys. 157
Enclosed a nice photograph of a pleasant moment in my life. You see I am
studying the Babi- religion, or rather the Behai-religion, here. Do not ask
what it all means. I will write about it later. With their chiefs I held several
conversations about their religion, and about religion. philosophy and the art
of living in general, and I seemed to have impressed them, but maybe little
is needed to do that. In short they render me every service ever since: the
one invitation after the other. The photo was made at a meeting of dignitaries, at which I was received by a honorary guard of two officers and two
soldiers in their best uniforms, at [the house of] a wealthy merchant. You
know the Babis have been. and still are, severely persecuted and among my
156

Wagenvoort. journal 1 March 1905. NLM. CW.

157 Wagenvoort 193(1: 137.
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M.K.H. Wagenvoort with at his right H ji Aklpind and Ibn-i-Abhan
and standing at his left Mirza Azizullah. The man in white standing in the
background is the host of the meeting.
new friends there is not one who cannot tell terrible stories about murder.
manslaughter, torture, imprisonment with chains, flogging etc. that he or his
close relatives have suffered. That's why it still is a secret society and why
our meeting had to take place in secret. Still these men are the best and
most enlightened Persia has to offer, and Babism or BehaYsm spreads to all
strata of Persian society day by day, so one evening last week I was the
guest of a son-in-law of the Sjah, But all very secretive, which made it even
more attractive. 158

Vierhout deemed this photograph to be 'something very special' and
remarked:
How very different you look among them ! lt's a pity that you keep your
eyes almost closed. Your mirza appears to be very proud to be your mirza.
That prince next to him has a cute face. The head priest is too puffy for me.
The greybeard at your other side [Mulld Abu'l-Hasan-i-Ardikdnil looks better to me. A fanatical face with deep-set long-sighted eyes has the fourth
15X
Wagenvoort to Vierhout. letter 11 March 1905. NLM, CW. There is some indication
that the photographs had been taken by this son-in-law of the Shah. In a letter to Vierhout
of 25 March 1905. Wagenvoort writes that he 'has to pay a visit to the akasch-basji, [akas
baoil the chief photographer - a son-in-law of the Sjah - who is one of my Babi
friends ! ' .
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from the left in the front row ! In fact there are more sympathetic faces [in
the photo], but also some very strange ones unfamiliar to us: I would not
feel at home there. 159

When at the end of March the moment of departure neared it was time
for Wagenvoort to say farewell to his Bahd'f friends.
In taking leave of Hadsji Achont and Ibn Abhar the latter gave me some
BehaY relics of great value to him and other BehaY's. A photograph of a
writing by Mirza Seyed Ali Mohammed, the Bab, and another a photo of a
text by Beha-Ullah written by his son Abbas Effendi, the present head of
the BehaY. Taking into account that BehaY's honour Beha-Ullah the same
way Christians honour Jesus, it is understandable that the good Ibn Abhar
presented me these relies with some emotion and pressed them to his forehead first !

And even that was not enough: I received a print of the Bab's seal, and
another of the seal of Beha-Ullah: relies that are considered to be of great
value within the BehaY communities. Before that the little daughter of IbnAbhar, a four year old sweetheart with big black and radiant eyes had
offered me her photograph, in which she with a smiling face held the BehaY
emblem. And I was very touched by the expressions of friendship by peopie to whom I had offered nothing but a little interest and a willingness to
understand and appreciate them. 16(}

After having passed the previous evening 'very enjoyably' with the Knobels, Wagenvoort left Tehran on the first of April 1905. It drizzled that
day. 'I consider that to be a bad omen, but in an Eastern country it is the
other way around.' The weather kept the Dutch from accompanying him
a short distance along the way. but not the son of Hdif AJillfind. 'AliMuhammad Khan, who brought him two letters of introduction for the
Bah:i'fs of K411An and Isfahan, and who accompanied him to the shrine
of Shah 'Abdu '1-'Azim.161 Together with an Indian servant and some
mule drivers Wagenvoort headed for Qum.
At one of their last meetings Htiji Akhtind had asked Wagenvoort if
two Baha'fs, Haydar-baba and his son Masjallah, who were on their way
to Shiraz could join his caravan. He had no objections and so in a caravanserai in Qum, Wagenvoort met these two Bah:i'is. As they were from
'the lower classes', and would keep him company for 25 days it gave
Wagenvoort the opportunity 'to observe how the respectable teachings of
the Babi religion had reached and transformed the lower strata of Persian
society.' Especially the father appealed to him:

159
16(1

161

Vierhout to Wagenvoort. letter 4 Apr 1905. NLM. CW.
Wagenvoort. journal 30 March 1905. NLM. CW.
Wagenvoort. journal 3 Apr 1905. NLM. CW.
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Haydar-baba had taken up the walking-stick fourteen years ago and had
after some wandering entered into the service of a physician in Tehran.
Two years ago, feeling old and ailing. he had asked his son Masjallah, who
had grown up in the meantime, to come and prepare for the journey back
to their village. two hours from Shiraz. I...1 The servant had turned farmer.
the old man was illiterate, but a life of heavy labour hadn't destroyed his
passion to learn and the Babi religion to which he was converted in Tehran.
directed, as it is. at the increase of knowledge amongst the Persians, had
made him realise how much was lacking. He was self-taught [... and]
eagerly taught the little knowledge he had, which for him, mainly meant
religion. In his youth he had learned to read, but his writing was insufficient,
and Moslems attach great value to the art of writing, especially calligraphy.
In their view. writing like speaking, is a direct emanation of the soul. and
they are probably right. 1. . . ] Haydar-baba turned out to be not only an
inquisitive man, he was also a religious man, and behind his gentle dreamy
look, his simple farmer's mind was filled with mysticism. So he not only
attached importance to writing, he wanted to write beautifully. I. . . ] He practised this art every day. When we arrived at the caravanserai, unpacked the
animals, rested some hours and the sun was about to set, one could see Haydar-baba take his papers and kalemdan [pen case] from his pack and with a
pair of glasses on his big nose, his lips under his beard half opened, his legs
folded beneath his body, he drew. while his left hand supported the paper,
his beautiful letters. [...] his hearts desire was that his son Masjallah, would
train himself too. But the latter did not like learning and spent his time in
spiritual and bodily idleness, if he did not sleep that is. Haydar-baba was a
decent man, but a blikken dominee [litt. a minister made of tin, i.e. stiff] as
we would call him. He liked to theologize, whether it was relevant or not.
[...] He was a dedicated Babi, who bravely came out for his religion.
Between Esfahdn and Shiraz a wealthy merchant, a Haji, a real Persian full
of conceit, of humour too. and complete ignorance, had joined my caravan.
He turned out to be a declared enemy of the Babis, of whom he knew nothing but the lies told about them. I felt I ought to warn Haidar-baba against
him. but he answered full of confidence in the strength and righteousness
of the Babi cause: -It's nothing sahib. Christianity had more enemies and
162
His Holiness the Prophet [Muhammadl even more. Still they won.

Just before noon of April 6 Wagenvoort's caravan reached

K han.

From Hadsji Achont I had received a letter [of introduction] for a BehaY
chief here, but as the Governor of the city arrived yesterday I could not
speak to the addressee. He sent me a Jew: a young man with a red beard.
dressed simply but neatly and with a very gentle and pleasant face. He also
turned out to be one of the BehaY chiefs and told me that there lived about
one 1000 BehaY's in the city. about 100 of whom were former Jews, whose
community numbers about 1000 members. Recently the BehaY's have even
bought a house here for 240 tomaan. that's about f500,-. They hope to
convene their meetings there. a proof that they feel rather safe here. In the

!62

Wagenvoort 1926: 14.
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evening I went with him to see this house: it was situated in a back street.
the entrance was small, and we had to descend into a dark cellar. but then
we came onto a big courtyard surrounded on all sides by buildings. It was
also half a ruin. Here and in the street I met other Behai's, glad to see a
European who was interested in their cause, and who gave me many salaams
and other blessings for my journey. 163
9

After two days Wagenvoort continued his journey and on April 12 he
reached Isfahan. In nearby Julfd he was the guest of his fellow countryman W.G. Hunneman for some days. Together they went to the large
Armenian graveyard were they visited the graves of the Dutch buried
there. The oldest grave dated back to 1605 and was 'that of

a

merchant

of the Dutch East India Company and diamond Cutter to the Shah',
Wagenvoort recorded. 164 As a few days later the moment of departure
came, the two Dutchmen walked part of the way together. At the 'Bridge
of may God protect you' they said goodbye and expressed the hope to
meet each other in Europe. 'He, too. is fed up with Persia and its people,
and how ! I see him disappear in the bare rolling landscape behind me,
we wave, and then I am alone again'.165 On April 25 he reached the small
town of Ab:idih. 'one of the most prosperous places I have seen in this
country.' The population, too, made a favourable impression:

'The children in the street are polite and give us Europeans a friendly
salaam, which is a favourable reflection of the education they have received.
By the way, a large part of the population is BehaYstic. I had hardly arrived
when I was visited by the postmaster and the raYs of the tsapper service
[manager of the post office]. in their best clothes, but I was too tired to
speak with them very long. In the evening though another Behai came: a
young man, well dressed, with a energetic face and lively eyes, and who was
called the best marksman for miles around. He told me that the Behais number more than

a

thousand out of a population of 6000, and are the most

prosperous segment of the town. Most of the plantations I had seen belong
to them and because they were all well armed and were good marksmen,
they had taught the Muzelmen to respect them and to fear them. "Isn't that
against the teachings? ", I asked. Referring to Christ's exhortation to turn the
right cheek if one was struck on the left, an order to which few Christians
live up, he answered that they would patiently endure suffering if the Sjah
ordered them to do so. But the killing and persecutions of his co-religionists does not originate from the Sjah, but from a fanatic and incited population and against this they had the full right to use arms. Cruel scenes such
as those in Yazd. for a few years. would not happen in Abadeh. I had to
agree with him, although it is against the BehaY teaching. He further told me
that a neighbouring village belonging to the city. was totally populated by
163

Wagenvoort. journal 7 Apr 1905. NLM. CW.

164 Wagenvoort. journal 15 Apr 1905. NLM. CW.
165

Wagenvoort, journal 19 Apr 1905. NLM. CW.
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Behais who had their own meeting place there. as well as two schools. one
for boys the other for girls. 166

Upon arrival in Shiraz his two Baha"i travelling companions said goodbye. He would miss them during the last stages of his journey:He [Haydar-babal always had a chat: a little philosophical, a little heavy, a little
pedantic in the autodidactic way of a Persian manservant who had read
little, but always amiable'.167 Finally, in the early morning of May 21,
Wagenvoort reached the southern port of Bushihr. 'Undamaged, thank
God ! ', he sighed with relief in his diary. The next day he left 'the land
of the Lion and the Sun' and took the boat to Bombay (Mumbay) in India.
His 'Persian adventure'. as he used to call this journey, had come to an
end.

That observation also applied to the Dutch commercial interests in Iran.
The Tobacco Ragie which had indirectly caused the Babi persecutions in
Yazd had lasted only until January 1892. By then the government had
been forced to cancel the concession after the Muslim clergy had joined

forces with the opposition and had issued a fatwa (religious edict) in
which the believers were called upon to stop smoking.168 A year later
European trade was dealt another setback as Russia, in an attempt to cur-

tail European influence in Iran, closed the borders of its Central Asiatic
protectorates to the import of European goods. The trade to northern Iran
declined. For the Dutch that situation was made even worse as the consular post was left vacant for several years after Knobel's departure in
April 1894. In 1903-1904 the businesses of Hotz, Dunlop and Groeneweg
all went bankrupt. And by the time Wagenvoort was in Tehran, the North
could well be described by him as 'a lost field of activity'.169 Because of
the worsening economic situation most of the Dutch were forced to leave
the country.170 By 1913 the Dutch colony in Iran had been reduced to
166

Wagenvoort. journal 25 Apr 19()5. NLM, CW.
Wagenvoort. journal 10 May 1905. NLM. CW.
16* Lambton 1987: 247.
Wagenvoort. journal 25 Oct. 1904. NLM. CW.
m Collignon left Iran in 1893. By way of the Dutch East Indies he returned to Rotterdam, where he was involved in the incorporation of the Holland-China Handelst·om167

16')

pae,tie ('Holland-China Trading Company'), another of Hotz's enterprises. Hotz withdrew
from Iran but continued to be active in trade. In 1909 he was appointed Dutch consul in
Beirut. A fter his honourable discharge in 1921 he moved to Lugano, Switzerland, where
he died in 1930. His widow donated his sizeable library and photo collection to the University of Leiden.
After his Persian journey Wagenvoort was back in the Netherlands for a short period.
In the next five years he travelled through India, Ceylon and the Dutch East Indies. In
November 1910 his friend Vierhout died. Wagenvoort then settled in Italy, but because of
tropical blood poisoning' he had to return to the Netherlands in 1914. only one month
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only 'nine adults including married women'. All but one lived in the capital. And except for the shop of Prins in Tehran there were no Dutch businesses left, the departing consul reported. 171
Frans Prins was the only one who stayed in Iran. In October 1893 he
had moved from Yazd to Tehran to open a new branch of Hotz & Son,
the Telieran Toko. After his marriage to a Dutch woman he had started
his own enterprise in 1901, the Magasin Hollandais in the Lalhazar
street. 172 The couple lived in the capital for many years. Their four daughters were all born there. In 1925 Prins was appointed honorary consul,
a function he held until December 1936 when he asked to be released
from his duties 'because of advanced age and illness'.173 He returned to
The Hague and died there in 1937. To the Tehran Bah:i'f community
Prins had not remained a stranger. As Wagenvoort soon noticed, his fel174
low countryman had been 'much respected' by them.
A Yazdi, upon hearing that I was Dutch, told me of a Dutchman who twelve
years ago during the persecutions and killing of Beha'is in Yazd
there
-

are many there and they are persecuted repeatedly: even last year - had
wholeheartedly and bravely taken their side against the Persian authorities
and taken women and children into his house to protect them against the
mob. Upon my question as to his name. it turned out to be Prins, a thoroughly good and amiable man indeed."3

Sources and impressions
As compared to the large number of contemporary Western, mainly British
and Russian, sources on the early history of the Babi-Baha'f religion in
Iran available to the historian, the Dutch accounts only constitute a small

befure the start of the First World War. Although he at first was determined to return to
Italy. it never came to that. He settled in The Hague where two of his sisters lived with
their families. During his last years and despite constant financial worries, Wagenvoort took
care of the orphaned daughter of a friend.
Dunlop returned to the Netherlands. became the Dutch correspondent of the New York
Time.j. and in 1912 published a handbook on Iran. Like Wagenvoort he did not survive the
so called Honger Winter \'Famine Winter'] of 1944.
A few months after Wagenvoort's visit, Knobel took up a new diplomatic post in Pretoria. South Africa. Upon his return to the Netherlands in 1913 he was elected a member
of parliament for the Free-Liberal faction. a post he held until 1918.

171 Oudendijk to FO, letter 26 July 1913. ARA. BZB. inv. nr. 1379.
172
Prins to FO. letter 1893. ARA. GP. inv. nr 13, letter 689. and Prins-Goudkade to
Department for Protection of Foreign Subject's Property (Tehran). letter 3 Sept 1947. BZ.
z" Prins to FO. letter 22 Dec 1936. ARA. BZB. inv. nr. 1386.
174
175

Wagenvoort 1907: 250.

Wagenvoort. journal 1 March 1905. NLM. CW.
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fraction. Apart from the newspaper reports of 1852 and 1896 the sources
of which are unknown, we only have six Dutch eyewitnesses: Knobel,
Collignon, Prins, Dunlop, Hotz and Wagenvoort. Not only are Dutch
sources few in number. they also span a rather small timeframe: 18901905.176 This situation is of course a function of Dutch presence in the
Middle East. In contrast to the British and Russians the Dutch arrived late
on the Iranian scene. Dutch-Iranian diplomatic relations were formally
restored by the Treaty of Friendship and Trade signed in Paris in 1857.
But it was not until 1868 that the first Dutch consul arrived at his post.
Richard Keun van Hoogerwoerd stayed in Iran for the next twenty
years, yet he never made any reference to BAbis or Bahii'is in his letters
or reports. Did they live outside his field of vision? It might well be. Following the turmoil of 1852 the Babi community had been on the verge
of extinction. Many prominent Bdbis had been killed. Others had fled
abroad and those who had remained in the country kept silent. It was
not until the 187Os, after most of the Babis had become Baha'is, that
there was a renewal of activity amongst them. The first Westerner to note
this renewed vigour was the Rev. Robert Bruce. who in November 1874
reported it in his letter to the Church Missionary Society. 177 But unlike
Bruce, who lived in Isfahan, Keun's post was in the rather isolated southern port of Bushihr on the Persian Gulf, a convenient place for trade, but
certainly not the political or cultural centre of the country nor a focus of

Bahdi activity.
Yet. Hotz' agents in Isfahan, Shiraz and Sultdnabad did provide Keun
with his own small information netwerk. but like him their main concern
was trade not religion. 178 Keun and his agents can therefore not be compared to Bruce, who after all was a missionary and therefore by profession interested in religion. Even when in the late 1880s British diplomats,
like Colonel E.C. Ross who was Keun's colleague in Bushihr, also started

to report on the rapid growth of the Baha'i community, Keun kept
silent.179 /ci la ,·ie est asse- monotone ['Life is rather monotonous here'],
he wrote in 1888.18(1 Was it because his thoughts were on making preparations for leaving his post?
Keun's immediate successor was almost equally silent. The separation
of Church and State was considered to be a great achievement, especially
There are no contemporary Dutch sources on the Babi period. 1844-1852.
177 Bruce to Society. letter 19 Nov 1874. In: Momen 1981 : 244.
m The Hotz' agencies in Yazd and Tehran were opened in 1890 and 1893.
176

179
J.D. Rees, E.C. Ross, S. Churchill, G. Curzon and H. Drummond Wolff. See:
Momen 1981: 244-249.
Keun to A.J. Enschede. letter 10 Febr 1888. KB. nr 424 D 15.
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by Free-Liberal politicians like Frits Knobel. And maybe that could serve
as an explanation that the former Consul-General, although being a
religious man. did not waste many words on the subject of religion and
only once mentioned the Bahai Faith in his publications. Neither in the
more than 270 pages of his nicely-produced Perzische Schetsen ('Persian
Sketches'), published in 1903, nor in his article Van Teheran naar Isfahan ('From Tehran to Isfahan') did he mention the Bahiii religion. Only
once in the booklet Van Bachtiaar naar Ai·abier ('From Bachtiar to
Arab') did he bring up this 'sect' in connection with a photographic portrait of the Governor of Isfahan that he had received from the Zillu'sSultan himself.
When I showed this photograph a few days later to the Mirza (clerk) of the
caravan, someone had just read out all the titles of the Prince; the list of
"Exhalted", "All-powerful", etc. is orientally long. That Persian, belonging to the Babi or rather Behai sect, placed the paper with the titles next to

the portrait, on which only the name "Zil es Sultan" was written, and drily
remarked: "The one is all lies, the other (the name only: "Shadow of the
Sultan") is the truth. IKI
.

Since Knobel did write on the relatively insignificant Christian missionary activity in Iran. explained his interest in the persecutions of the Babis
out of 'a general feeling of humanity' and placed the word "prophet" in
quotation marks when he mentioned the Btib, it is also quite possible that
his public silence on the subject of Bahd'i had its origin in a certain Christian philosophy of life. In one of his last letters to Maurits Wagenvoort
- the two men had became friends since Tehran
Knobel wrote how
his wife 'still participated in "something'. in the last few years - after
magnetism, spiritualism, Christian Science, Theosophy - what do I know
- it is Anthroposophy'. But he himself did not want to have anything
to do with all that. Yes, he accepted 'Moses and Buddha, Confucius,
Mohammed or whatever their name might be, Steiner, Blavatski, Besant
etc. etc.' as they were, but continued to train himself in 'the practise of
"Fear God and love thy neighbour as thyself." This is in all its simplicity so extremely difficult, that all else fades away'.1112
Of course Maurits Wagenvoort did publish on the Bahais. Writing not
only was his profession, he also had made his journey to Iran for the purpose of meeting them. Between November 1904 and July 1905 his adventures and reflections came out in his column called 'Persian impressions'
of the Niettwe Cou, a„t of The Hague. In several of these 36 impressions
-

n' Knobel 1909: 127.
82 Knobel to Wagenvoort. letter 23 July 1929. NLM, CW.
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Wagenvoort mentioned his 'Btibi friends'. Not only in content, but in
form as well, these features closely followed his diary, beginning as he
left Tehran on his journey south. The general image presented was rather
positive. He spoke favourably about his two Babi travelling companions,
as he had done in his journal. He called the Babis 'the reform party
amongst the Persian people', a force that could save the Iranian nation,
if it could be saved at all. And mentioned the prosperous town of Abadih
where a large part of the population was Bah:i'i. But he taught his readership almost nothing about the history or content of the religion.
That shortcoming was compensated for in his book Van Mad,id naar
Teheran ('From Madrid to Tehran') published in 1907. Its last chapter,
entitled De geboorte van een Godsdienst ('The birth of a Religion') dealt
with the 'new religion' that could well be seen as 'an Asian step towards
Christianity'.'83 After Jan de Goeje's article on the Babis dating from
1893, the chapter in Van Madrid naar Teheran was the second major
publication in Dutch on the Baha'f religion. The latter however had a
major potential advantage over the first - it had been written by one
who had actually met Baha'is himself. So what did Wagenvoort teach
his readers about the Bahai Faith? And how did the information he provided compare to that presented by De Goeje?
Wagenvoort started his description by stressing that 'Babism' had
evolved into 'Baha'ism'. and that the Babis now called themselves
Baha'is.184 The new religion, he then explained, could best be seen as a
messianic movement that had sprung from Shi'ih Islam and Sufism. 185 Its
basic concept was simple: 'from the power of the undeniable progress of
mankind' from time to time prophets arose, who progressively personified
'the concept of God and the divine life of their times'. Moses, Jesus,
Muhammad and the Bdb were but a few of these 'Godmen'. Great artists
and world reformers could also be seen as prophets. It is important to note
that in Wagenvoort's interpretation of 'Baha'ism', prophets were not the
c ause but rather the iesult of human progress. 186 The Bdb's major contribution had been tolerance towards the followers of other religions; the
equality of men and women (resulting in the false allegation of marital
communism): the abolition of slavery; and the abstinence from wine, opium
and tobacco. Unfortunately however the B:ib had also condemned music,
as well as the study of dead languages, law, logics and philosophy. 187
m Wagenvoort 1907: 218 and 248.
Wagenvoort 1907: 218.228, and 240.

IX4
185

IX6

Wagenvoort 1907: 226 and 243.

Wagenvoon 1907: 228.
IM7 Wagenvoort 1907: 230.
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Without the 'spiritual reforms' of his 'supreme follower' Bahd'u'll h,
the Bab's religion probably would not have survived. 188 For it was he
who had encouraged the Bah:i'is to study Western sciences, and had led
them towards Christianity. By orientating his followers towards the West
he had changed the new religion into a 'polical programme' for Persia. 189
And that again had provoked the opposition of the Muslim clergy. 190
Yet, Wagenvoort also noted that Baha'is were 'extremely loyal' to the
government, that they rejected the use of arms, and had not been involved
in the Constitutional Movement nor in the assassination of Nasiru'd-Din
about a tenth of the populaShall.19' An estimated 700,000 Iranians
tion - were Bahii'i. Apart from Iran, Bahai communities could also be
found in Turkey, Palestine, India, North America, Paris, and in London. 192
'Abbds Effendi, the eldest son of Bah:i'u'll:ill, was at present 'the head'
of the Bah:i'i community. But after his death there would be no 'general
head', no 'pope', no 'infallible head of the BehaY church'. Every Bahgi
community would be a free and self-governing body. headed by its own
Vlders'.'93
The information provided by Jan de Goeje and Maurits Wagenvoort
broadly overlapped. Both agreed that Babism was a messianic movement,
that it was a new religion. that it had evolved into Baha'ism, that 'Abb:is
Effendi had succeeded Bah:i'u'lldh, that the position of women had
improved, that BahC'is were open to foreigners. that they were loyal subjects, and that their number in Iran was somewhere between 500.000 and
one million. But there were differences too. De Goeje did not mention a
Sufi connection. neither did he qualify the Babi concept of God as being
-

pantheistic in nature. On the contrary, he stressed how according to the
Bahd'f view the Almighty is the transcendent Creator, Who can only be
known by way of His Revelation or Manifestation. Although De Goeje's
article gave far more details, both on the history as well as the doctrine
of the Babi-Baha'f religion, it did not mention a B:ibi prohibition of
music, did not consider Baha'ism a political programme, nor did it offer
a description of future Bahai organization. De Goeje did however mention the important Bah:i'i concept of 'House of Justice' in this connection. A term that had apparently escaped Wagenvoort. Although in his

publications he repeatedly spoke of Bahgi 'chiefs', Wagenvoort must
1

XX

Wagenvoort 1907: 231.243, and 247.

IMY Wagenvoort 1907: 243.
19(1

Wagenvoon 1907: 244
'"' Wagenvoort 1907: 250.
pz Wagenvoort 1907: 240 and 247.
1"3 Wagenvoort 1907: 241.
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have been aware of some form of collective leadership as well, for during
his stay in Tehran his journal also mentioned 'an assembly of dignitaries
of the Behai community'. Probably without knowing it Wagenvoort
was referring here to the assembly, consisting of four prominent Baha'fs

- so called Hands of the Cause of God (Ayddi Amrti'llcili) - and nine
elected members. that governed the Tehran Baha'i community since 1899
and was the precursor of a 'house

of justice'.'94
Henri Dunlop too published about Iran. In 1912 his Perzif, voc„ heen
eii thans ('Persia, past and present') came out. On the signing-up list the
publisher proudly explained that 'a work like this has so far not been
produced in the Dutch language'. And he was right, for here was the first
Dutch handbook presented on Iran. In contrast to earlier publications on
that country, like those of Lycklama 8 Nijeholt, Knobel and Wagenvoort,
this book covered the whole history of Iran and was richly illustrated
with some 160 photographs, drawings and maps. The publisher also
mentioned that 'the religious movement of the Babists' was described in
detail. In fact Dunlop had, like Wagenvoort, devoted a whole chapter to
'Babism'. The information he presented therein was largely drawn from
the work of Gobineau and Browne. Unfortunately his personal experiences with this 'religious sect', the history of which he qualified as 'one
of the most important phenomena of modern Persia, in fact the whole
East', had been completely left out. This was the more regrettable since
Dunlop had lived and worked in Iran for 14 years, and had personally
known several Bah:i'is, including relatives of the B:it) himself. Dunlop
sent complimentary copies of his book to Edward Browne and to Albert
Hotz. The first welcomed it as a 'most valued addition' to his library,
while the latter
Dutch Consul in Beirut at the time - was pleasantly
195 6
Funny to see that he is comsurprised by its style and 'pretty' layout.
and
while
in
1904
later he was so anti-Persian.
now,
pletely pro-Persian
It is what happened to all Europeans who once lived in Persia', Hotz privately remarked.196
It was Frits Knobel who reviewed Dunlop's book in the Dutch press.
He praised it, but missed any reference to the work of his friend Wagenvoort: 'On Baha'ism, a religion that is currently on the rise, amongst others
in the United States, no mention is made of the very interesting chapter
"De geboorte van een godsdienst" in Van Madrid naar Teheran by Mau-

rits Wagenvoort.

,197

194 Balyuzi 1985: 175.
195 Browne to Dunlop, letter 5 Dec 1912. GAR, FD.
196
Hotz. diary 10 Febr 1913. UBL, BPL 2736.
197
Knobel. In: De Groem. 16 Febr 1913.
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H. Dunlop at his house in Shira:.

Of course Wagenvoort read the book too. And he praised it as 'the
best that had been written, or rather compiled, in our language on this
country and its people. It is beautifully illustrated and invites reading.' On
one point only he disagreed with Dunlop - his positive valuation of the
role of the Muslim clergy in Iran. 'As far as I know', Maurits Wagenvoort
wrote several years later, 'he [Dunlop] is the only author on Persia and
its people, who writes favourably on the country's pharisees, and clears
its population of fanatism'.198 But this criticism does not seem to be fair,
for in total agreement with his commentator, who (with the advantage
of hindsight) held the opinion that 21i'ih Islam was 'the cause of the
total decline and spiritual and social degeneration of the Persian people',
Dunlop had written:
Now, as the nations of Islam are being unrelentingly dragged into the whirl
of European politics, now that the West is not just leaving the gates of the
East ajar. but is throwing them wide open with full force. so that the old
mumbling scribes start out of their Koran, now is the moment that the rigid
faith of Islam has to be disbanded for something else... unless its adherents

19X

Wagenvoort 1926: 43.
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want to end up in the sad swamp of inferiority. or in the blind alley of
stragglers: content with the murmur of prayer and the dusty stuffy pseudoscience of an outdated religion. 99
i

It is surprising to notice, in this connection, how both authors agreed on
their evaluation of the Bahd'i religion. Dunlop wrote:
As the East increasingly comes into contact with the West, a materialistic
conviction will replace an outdated faith: and in the absence of a religious
feeling that might result therefrom, it is questionable whether the majority
of the Persians will remain susceptable to religious furor in favour of whatever sect. But if the Persians ever want to be on a par with the Westerners,
they cannot stick to Islam without absolutely compromising their conscience.
In the meantime the "Christian" nations of the West offer them a model,
that they could follow without giving US the right to critize them. However. if the Persians with their own nationality want to hold to a religion
of their own. then Babism, being in line with their own historic development, appears to be the most appropriate. The modern Babism of Beha
[Bah:i'u 'll:ih], that is.
2(XM

Despite their favourable judgement neither Wagenvoort and Dunlop, nor
for that matter any of the circa one hundred Dutch citizens who had
stayed in Iran at the time and had possibly met Baha'fs there, personally
became involved with the new religion. One wonders what had held them
back. Had it been pragmatism? Most of the Dutch visited Iran for commercial reasons. And like their illustrious predecessors in the Dutch East
India Company it might well have been their second nature not to allow
prayers to interfere with profits. After all it had been this strategy that
had enabled the Dutch (in contrast to the Spanish and Portuguese) to
maintain a trade monopoly with xenophobic Japan for more than two
centuries. Or is the answer to be found in the chilly mix of fate and indifference that Albert Hotz once thus expressed: 'Religion and nationality
are such characteristics as one is born with, I believe, and one had better
not change them for others - I think it was Jowett ( ?) who said: It does
not matter whom one chooses for a wife, as long as one remains faithful
to her (as to one's religion)'.201
The most plausible explanation however appears to be complacency.
In his chapter on the Baha'i religion Wagenvoort not only presented a
brief outline of its history and teachings, he also gave an autobiographic
description of the reaction the new religion had awakened in him. He
had embarked on his 'Persian adventure' to become acquainted with the

m Wagenvoort 1926: 83: and Dunlop 1912: 366.
21*) Dunlap 1 9 1 2: 369.

2"1 Hotz to Schmeltz. letter 24 May 1895. UBL, BPL 24()4.
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Babfs. had studied their religion 'quite thoroughly'. had seen that they
formed 'a healthy and vital part of the population', and had concluded that
Persia would have a Bahii'i future, or no future at all.202 But despite this
Wagenvoort
favourable judgement - he reiterated it several times
remained a proud Westerner, though a cosmopolitan one. 'What has the
East to offer in new life, to the wonders of the applied science of the
West? Nothing. At best [...] a new religion.' But that was not what Westerners needed, Wagenvoort explained. Once before they had accepted 'a
worldview from sunny Asia', i.e. Christianity. And for nineteen centuries
that mistake had caused an 'offence discrepancy' between their words
and their deeds. No, the races of Europe and America, with their 'incomparable intellectual superiority' did not need Christian charity, they
needed 'competition' - he did not mean war - to live, like air for their
lungs. The West had to develop its own religion. in fact it had already
-

done so: 'Give us the immortal soul as a God, pure Epicureanism as a
doctrine, Spinoza and Kant as apostles and as a dogma [Voltaire's] "Tout
est pour le mieux dans ce meilleur des mondes [possibles]" ['All is for
the best in this best of all possible worlds']'.203 Like Dunlop, Wagenvoort praised the Bah:i'i religion as an instrument for moral progress.
And like Dunlop he was firmly convinced that it was the East that needed
this instrument: not the West. The observation that Bah:i' i communities
had come up in the United States and Europe too. only confirmed his
stance that Christianity had not been suitable for the West either. It had
not been able ' to satisfy the hunger and quench the thirst of wandering
souls for real strength of faith that results in deeds'. And so Maurits
Wagenvoort concluded that he would not lead anyone, who like him
'shrugged his shoulders about Christianity', to Baha'ism. 'There is more
and better than that, but everyone has to find out for himself'.2()4
Of course this ethnocentric perspective could well be understood. At
that time most Persians, at least in government circles, would readily
admit to the scientific and technical superiority of Europe. And the
(unfounded) extrapolation of that conclusion to other fields of human
endeavour probably came naturally. What could Judea possibly offer
Rome? Remember how Knobel had described a stay in Iran as 'a state
of deprivation which one can hardly find anywhere else'. Such a setting
invited feelings of pride and - more dangerously - of self-satisfaction

212 Wagenvoort. In: Nieit,#·e Com-ant 20 Apr 19()5: Wagenvoort 1907: 247; and Wagenvoort 1926: 83.
't"

- Wagenvoort 1907: 215-218.
ic# Wagenvoort 1907: 252.
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and complacency. In one of his letters to Stijntje Vierhout. written during his stay in Tehran, Maurits Wagenvoort wrote: 'With the chiefs I
held several conversations on their religion, and on religion, philosophy
and the art of living in general, and I seemed to have impressed them. but
maybe little is needed to do that.'205 Mind you. Wagenvoort is referring
here to Bah:i'is like Ibn-i-Abhar and Hdjf Akhtind - men who not only
were his senior, but who had experienced religious persecutions themselves, men of whom he himself had testified that:
...their eyes had seen a different darkness than the one of their subterranean
dungeon; they had been robbed of more precious goods than money: as
children they had seen their fathers being dragged away and tortured: as
youths their executioners had taken them away and battered them. and by
mere coincidence they were still alive. as men they had been separated from
their wives and children and tied up themselves. had watched how they had
been murdered or even worse: how their wives and daughters had been violated, how the heads of their young children had been smashed against the
1(*,
pavement or a wall.

No, it is difficult to imagine how such men would be impressed by this
Westerner - a man who was already nauseated by the sight of flaggelants in an Ashuia procession.2(n In a letter of introduction to his co-religionists Ibn-i-Abhar showed no signs of 'impression'. Quite simply he
described Wagenvoort as 'a philosopher. a scholar and a traveller'.208
Could it be that Wagenvoort, hampered by feelings of superiority, had
mistaken hospitality and courtesy for submission and servility? Certainly,
he had set out to see the ocean, had witnessed the incoming tide, had
been impressed by its surf, had paddled in it, and had tried to convey its
beauty. But he had not put his mind to swimming. NO, in the end Maurits Wagenvoort had remained on shore, like most of his European contemporaries.

2()9

2113 Wagenvoort to Vierhout, letter 11 March 1905. NLM. CW.
2[16

Wagenvoort 1907: 248.
In the company of the M)n of Hiijf Akhlind, Wagenvoort had watched the annual
passion play which tells the story of the martyrdom of Husayn. a grandson of the Prophet
Muhammad. See: Wagenvoort, journal 1905. NLM, CW.
2'm Ibn-i-Abhar. letter 1323 Muharram. NLM. CW.
2(N
It was not until 1950 that the first Dutch citizen who was introduced to the Bah;i' f
religion in the cradle of the faith became a Bah:i'f: Miss Adriana (Jeanne) Petronella Kranen ( 19()7-1993), governess to the children of the Dutch Ambassador in Tehran.
2.7

II. Supporters and adversaries
Tlie .first Bahii'is in the Netherlands (1910-1945)
Call thou to remembrance Him Who was the Spirit.
Who when He came, the most learned of His age

pronounced judgement against Him in His OWIt
country, whilst he who ,i'as only a Jishen,icin
believed in Him.

Bahii'u'llah

To live is to choose, and sometimes one makes the wrong choice. On
7 May 1945, two days after the German army in the Netherlands had sur-

rendered, 72 year old George Enzlin was arrested by the ma, echatissee
('military police') at his house in the village of Blaricum. He did not
resist and readily admitted to having been a member of the NationaalSocialische Beweging. the Dutch Nazi Party, since Christmas Eve ( ! )
1935. Pending his trial on charges of collaboration with the enemy, Enzlin
was interned in a camp in Weert, but because his wife had lost one of her
legs and could not take care of herself. he was released in November and
placed under house arrest. Before it came to a final verdict. Enzlin died
in July 1946. His lawyer 'regretted that the tribunal had not been able to
obtain a personal impression of the defendant, for the defendant had been
an amiable, gentle and good man, who was attracted to every movement
which advocated love of one's fellow-man and who had before his death
totally returned from his digressions during the War.' He supported this
statement by a petition in Enzlin's favour, in which the 38 signatories
testified that the defendant had intervened ' in cases o f forced labour' and
had 'spared no pains' to prevent the seizure of their goods by the enemy.
Despite this testimony Enzlin was posthumously found guilty and sentenced to the suspension of his voting rights and the confiscation of his
property.'
For those who had known the couple in November 1899, it had not
come as a surprise that Nanning George Enzlin (1873-1946) and his wife
Anna Susanne Fiddelaar (1872-?) had moved from Amsterdam to the viilage of Blaricum to be among the pioneer members of the commune of

the Intel'nationale Broederschap ('International Brotherhood'). After his
'

Dossier 17912. CABR.
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military service with the artillery Enzlin had become a pacifist and both he
and his wife had joined the Christen Anarchisten ('Christian Anarchists').
In addition they were active members of De Nederlandsche Vegetariersbond ('The Dutch Vegetarians Society'),

De

Algemeene Nederiandsche

Geheel Onthouders Bond ('The General Dutch Society of Teetotallers')
as well as of the Theosophische Vereeniging ('Theosophical Society').
In short, the Enzlins believed in the possibility of a better world. They
were utopians.
The commune had been the initiative of Jacob van Rees (1854-1928),
a Professor in Histology at the University of Amsterdam, who wanted to
improve the living standards of the working class by abolishing private
landownership in favour of complete land nationalisation and the establishment of workers' co-operatives. Apart from these socialistic and communistic ideals Van Rees was also profoundly influenced by the ideas of
the Russian writer Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910). Through him Van Rees
became a religious anarchist: rejecting all authority and recognising only
his own conscience - the voice of God. As a consequence Van Rees
became a pacifist and agitated against compulsory military service, and
the killing of animals. Together with other Dutch 'Tolstoyans' he in 1897
started the publication of Vrede ('Peace'), a bi-weekly magazine 'for discussion on the Practise of Love'. To broaden its reach the subscribers
were allowed to fix their own subscription rate. Because Van Rees and
kindred spirits in the so-called Peace Movement did not want to be followers of any one - and that included Tolstoy - they objected to being
called 'Tolstoyans' and instead preferred the designation 'Christian Anarchists', in which they used the term 'Christian' in a rather inclusive and
ecumenical way. It merely meant 'in the spirit of Christ'
others like
Confucius, Buddha, Rousseau and Zaratushtra had spoken in that same
spirit, and their words were often quoted in Vrede. By founding and.
above all, financing a workers' commune Van Rees had the intention of
starting 'a village in which content and happy people would live and work
together' as an example for the whole area. For such a commune to succeed the Enzlins were of great value. They not only managed the bakery
- George had worked in a bakery in Amsterdam - they also sold their
bread outside the colony and thereby provided a much needed income.
Despite the lofty ideals of its members. the colony did not become a
success. In the small mainly Roman Catholic community of Blaricum the
colonists were the odd men out. They wore sandals and were always
dressed in working clothes, even on Sundays. Soon they became known
as 'the reds' or 'the plant eaters'. And within the colony itself there were
frictions and irritations as well. The final blow came in 1903. Early that
-
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year a general tram and railway strike had paralysed the country. The
strikers' demands had been met, but to prevent a repetition and to curtail
the growing influence of the Socialist movement the government, led by
the Protestant Prime Minister Abraham Kuyper, had issued anti-strike
laws. These so-called Worgwetten ('Strangulation laws') split public
opinion. And as it was common knowledge that the colonists of the International Brotherhood sympathised with the workers and socialists, the
agrarian and confessional population of Blaricum and its neighbouring
villages of Huizen and Laren turned against them. On April 12
Easter
hussars,
specolony.
The presence of twelve
Day - a mob attacked the
cially brought in to protect it, could not prevent one of its houses from
being set on fire, the windows of others being smashed and its greenhouse destroyed. In terror the colonists fled to the mayor's house.2 It was
more than they could bear. The ardent pacifists even started to discuss the
need to defend themselves, and when some members bought a revolver,
the colony broke apart.
The Enzlins however were among the few who were 'determined to
proceed along the right path'. They wanted to continue the colony of
Blaricum, albeit in a new form. 'We will have to change tactics in many
respects', Enzlin wrote, 'but without compromising our principle of
Fellowship, Love and Freedom. [ . . . ] Luctor et Emergo ('Struggle and
Emerge')'.3 He later elaborated on his ideas:
-

To admit someone to the Inew] colony, I would not ask for his principles
but see if our characters would fit. Although I am still a vegetarian and a
teetotaller, I would not impose this on someone else, for the simple reason
that I do not hold people. who had not focused or made up their minds on
such matters. inferior to myself, nor do I see myself as superior to someone
who is not a teetotaller or a vegetarian:

But the new colony did not succeed either. In 1906 the Enzlins disagreed with Van Rees on the admission of Frisian farmworkers to the
colony and left. They started their Sportbeschilitfabriek En.lin ('Enzlin's
Sports biscuit factory') in premises elsewhere in Blaricum.5 Enzlin
became a well-known member of the community, and in 1911 was a
candidate for the village council, but he was not elected. To make himself useful he instead joined the board of the Vereniging Armen.org
('Society for the Poor').

1 Boersen 1987.
Enzlin. In: &'rede 1903: 143.
1

4 Enzlin. In: Vrede 1903: 205.
5 Boersen 1987: 38.
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The Enzlins.

Meanwhile Blaricum and its neighbouring villages had witnessed an
intlux of painters, writers and other artists from all over Holland, who had
been attracted by the unspoilt nature of the region and the company of
kindred spirits. Amongst the new population of the area the Theosophical Society had gathered a sizeable membership. Three new lodges had
been founded, and it was in the Gooisc·he Loge - set up in a farmhouse
in Laren - that George Enzlin on 4 October 1913 held a lecture on
Bahabme ('Bah:i'ism').6

Theosophy

It is not known how the Enzlins were introduced to the Bahgi Faith.
Tolstoy, their great example. knew the religion well, but his writings on
the subject had not yet been published in the Netherlands.7 It is therefore

' De Theosofisc·he Beit·e,ging. Oct 1913 p. 153.
1 Stendardo 1985: Ackerman 2000: 173-176.
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more likely that the first contacts were made by way of the Theosophical Society. of which the Enzlins were longtime members.
The international Theosophical Society had welcomed its first Dutch
members in 1881, and in 1897 the Dutch branch had been founded.* Like
its mother society in New York it had three main objectives: 'To form
a nucleus for the universal brotherhood of mankind irrespective of race,
religion, gender, cast or skin color. To promote the comparative study of
religion. philosophy and science. And to investigate the unexplained laws
of nature as well as the hidden potentials of man'. But what did this 'theosophy', this 'divine wisdom' or 'knowledge of the divine', actually
imply? According to one of the secretaries-general of the Dutch branch,
J.J. van der Leeuw, the term had several different meanings.9 First, the
word theosophy was the name of an experience - the realization of the
divine within oneself. Man had to find his 'inner higher Self' and by
doing so reach 'a conscious unity with the life inside all things'. Second,
it stood for an 'archaic system of esoteric truth'. A system or doctrine
'that was in the possession and under the protection of a group of Adepts,
who had the power to reveal it to others'. The Russian Helena Petrova
Blavatsky (1831-1891), founder of the Theosophical Society, derived her
views (as did other prominent Theosophists), according to her own words,
from messages she received from members of'the Great White Brotherhood of Masters', a group of perfect beings that ruled the world. These
masters or 'Mahatmas' lived in the Himalaya and were only visible to
'initiates', who could visit them both in the physical as well as in the
'astral realm'. The road to theosophy therefore was one of the disciple.
Only by becoming a disciple of one of the Masters, could man ever hope
to attain esoteric truth. The aim therefore was to become initiated into the
Brotherhood, to become part of the Hierarchy that guarded the esoteric
truth. On this path of initiation the pupil was assisted by what Blavatsky
had called the heart of the Society: the 'Esoteric School'. Finally the
word tlieosophy was the name for the hidden common nucleus of all religions. The Masters had founded the Theosophical Society in order that
it might serve as 'the cornerstone of future religion'. Mindful of their
motto 'There is no religion higher than truth', Theosophists were always
looking for what the various religions held of theosophy. In that sense the
Theosophical Society could be regarded as a supra- or inter-religious
8 At that time there were about 175 members divided into 7 lodges in the Netherlands:
two in Amsterdam. and one each in Den Helder, Rotterdam. Den Haag, VIaardingen and
Haar\em. See. De Theosofisc·he Be ·eging. Nov 1914 p. 125. For details on the history of
the Theosophical Society in the Netherlands. see: Gibbels 1992: and Jansen 1997.
Van der Leeuw 1930: 12-13 and 20.
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movement that tried to unite all religious denominations into one uni-

versal religion.

It therefore was not surprising that Theosophists were among the first
to investigate the new Bahd'i Faith. In 1907 Bahakme ('Baha'ism') was
first mentioned in Theosophia, the monthly magazine of the Dutch
branch. The anonymous reference was derived from the Theosophical
Rei,iew of January of that year. It described Baha'ism as 'a new revelation
of the divine truth', mentioned the Bdb. Bahii'u'lldh and 'Abdu'l-Bahd,
presented the concept of progressive revelation and disclosed that it numbered some seven million adherents." Two years later a second more
extensive article appeared in the same magazine. It was called Babisme
en BehaYsme and started thus:
During the last quarter of every century there must be a new revival of spiritual life. as a result of which superstition is tempered, or if materialism
is prevalent. this 'material faith' is dealt a mortal blow. [...] Yet. this divine
light of truth - that we could call the Theosophical Movement, which
breathed new life into old forms of religion and caused a turn for the better
in many fields - still that light must, as far as the 19th century is concerned. have started to shine before that last quarter. Allready in 1844, as
has become more and more evident, there must have been made a beginning
of the founding of a completely new religion in Persia. 11

By writing her article the author. Marie C. Denier van der Gon, had the
intention of informing her readers of 'a doctrine that as far as its ethical
aspects are concerned, is closely related to the practical doctrine of the
Christ. and that had adapted itself so well to the needs and thoughts of
the present time.' Certainly her fellow Theosophists would be interested
in this religion, Denier van der Gon thought. Of course they searched for
truth in whatever form it might appear, but how much better they would
notice the truth 'as its form so much resembled the form in which the
Teacher of the West had presented his words of love and wisdom'. Yes,
the new movement must seem very attractive to them, 'for every time it
is as if we hear the Christ speaking and the whole doctrine could be summarized in one sentence: "Love God above all, and thou will find the
.,12
right way of right acting under all circumstances.
Apart from describing the history and teachings of the Babi-Baha'i
religion Denier van der Gon also reported that. according to the most
m Theosophia. May 1907: 61. In his Bc,ok o.f the Covenant Bah:i'u'lldh had explicitly
named his eldest son 'Abb;is as his successor. After the death of his father in 1892 'Abb:is
Effendi ( 1844-1921 ) took up the title by which he is usually referred to: 'Abdu'/-Bah,i

('Servant of Bah:i').
" Denier van der Gon 1909: 655.
12 Denier van der Gon 1909: 718.
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conservative estimate the present number of B bisten ('B:ibis') in Persia was half a million. One could find adherents there in all classes. especially among the Muslim clergy and the Jews. 'In America. in New York.
some followers have founded a community, while many of them live in

Chicago too: some of them have made the pilgrimage to Acco [Akka]
where the successor of the Bat, has lived and died.'13 Denier van der Gon
described the Bdb as 'a young seer' and a 'new teacher'. And his message as 'a completely new religion' that - and here she quoted Browne
and De Goeje
'relates to Islam in no other way than Islam relates
to Christianity and Christianity relates to Judaism.' She completed her
article with a number of quotations from the writings of Bahd'u'lldh, the
first to be published in Dutch.
A year later a summary of her article appeared in one of the first editions of the weekly Eenheid ('Unity'), another magazine published by
Theosophists. As that summary was very brief, the addition of a new sentence was all the more striking. The anonymous author wrote: 'These three
great figures and eminent men' - he was referring to the Bdb, Bahd'u'lldh
and 'Abdu'l-Bahd
'called themselves the trailblazers of "one who will
come and who will be greater" than they themselves'.14 This statement was
blatantly wrong and one wonders what might have been the cause, or the
motive for adding it. The answer can well be found in developments within
Theosophy itself. For by 1910 the society not only saw itself as a kind of
meta- or super-religion, within which the Baha'i Faith could well be allocated a place, it also had developed into a chiliastic movement.
When Annie Besant (1847-1933) had succeeded Blavatsky as presi-

dent of the society in 1907 she increasingly had made the coming of the
new 'World Teacher' the central tenet of the movement. According to
the Theosophical leadership at that time the hidden Masters were superseded by a hierarchy of even more superior beings. One of them being
the 'Maitreya' or 'World Teacher'. Twenty centuries before this World
Teacher had revealed himself in Jesus of Nazareth, and now he was on
the verge of revealing himself to humanity again. 'It belongs to the task
of the Theosophical Society, to try to prepare oneself to recognize Him
and to assist the world in doing so and to let it share in the possibility
of progress. [ . . . ] This is the special work of the Theosophical Society. To
prepare the way for the coming Teacher by fostering and spreading spirituality'. a prominent Dutch Theosophist wrote in 1914.15 Besant went

1

1 Denier van der Gon 1909: 664.

14 Eenheid 18 June 1910.

" Van Ginkel 1914: 72-75.
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looking for the 'vehicle' in which the World Teacher would reveal himself. At first she thought to have found it in the 13-year old son of the
secretary of the society in the United States, but in 1909 he was replaced,
at the suggestion of C.W. Leadbeater (1847-1934), by a 14 year old
Indian boy called Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895-1986). A year later a book
came out with the title: At the feet of the Master and as it carried a
photograph of Krishnamurti it was obvious to all Theosophists that 'the
coming Christ' would eventually appear in this boy. To prepare the way
of the coming Christ the need for a special organization was felt, and so
the International Order of the Star of the East was founded in Benares
in 1911. The European headquarters of the order were established in the
Netherlands on a rural estate near Ommen. On this estate several so-called
'Star Camps' were organized. At the peak of its existence the Order of
the Star numbered over 43,000 members, in forty countries. Two thirds
of its following were members of the Theosophical Society as well. So,
by depicting Baha'u'lldh and 'Abdu'l-Bahd as 'trailblazers', Theosophists
created room for their future World Teacher, without having to recognize
Bah:i'u'll:ih as such.
That among the numerous Dutch members of the order there also

was interest in the Bahai religion is well illustrated by the introduction of a third article on this subject published in Theosophia in 1913.
The author, Mrs. A.C. Alblas-Sorber from Utrecht, started her article on
Het Bahaisme, de Bab en de Bayan ('Baha'ism, the Bdb and the Baydn')
as follows:
As a member of a meeting of the Order of the Star in the East. my leader
ordered me some months ago to say something about Bahaism or BehaYsm
at one of the next meetings. It happened that I had never heard about this
new religion. which originated in Persia, before. I was not aware of the
extensive article on -Babism and Behaism" by Ms. M. Denier van der Gon
in Theosophia of 1909. Except for this very useful essay, which in a very
short time informed me of this new form of religion, I soon looked for all
possible sources that could tell me something about the subject assigned to
me. Due to the efforts of the young librarian of the Dutch branch [of the TS].
Mr. Kievit de Jonghe, I soon came into the possession of such an amount
of literature, that already after a few weeks I could tell my fellow members
much about the religion of the Bahaists. The still superficial study of this
subject, however, attracted me so much that I decided, partly on instigation
of my leader. partly to complete the work, to continue with the study. The
fruits of this work. that does not claim to be exhaustive and is still going on,
1 hereby present to the readers of Theosophia. who might be interested in it.16

m Alblas-Sorber 1913: 616.
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As her sources. the author gave Browne's translation of The Tdrikh-i-Jadid

or New History of Mirzii 'Ali Muhammad, the Bab: collections of
'Abdu'l-Bahii's talks in London and Paris. and The Splendour of God
by Eric Hammond. a compilation of quotations from the Bah:i'i sacred
writings. It is remarkable that she did not mention the books of either
Wagenvoort or Dunlop. nor the article by De Goeje.
Regarding the spread of the Bahri religion in the West, AlblasSorber was able to report that Bahti'is could mainly be found in France.
the United States, and Britain. 'In London there is a circle, organized by
Ms. Rosenberg. and a Bahai meeting is held there every Friday. The Bahai
Movement in London also published a lot of writings. '17
Reading the words of 'Abdu'l-Baha, Alblas-Sorber got the impression
that it was 'as if we heard the Christ himself'. A phrase Denier van der
Gon had used several years before in characterizing the words of
Baha'u'll:ih. Both ladies agreed that the Bahai religion was 'a doctrine
of love, like Christianity' and 'a new Persian religion, that apparently in
part originated in Mohammedanism, partly in Christianity, but also in
Shi'ism'. The latter being explained as a 'mix of Mohammedanism and
the religion of Zoroaster'. But Alblas-Sorber went further. In 'Abdu'lBah:i's ideas she not only discerned 'a remarkable similarity with the
Theosophical views', the Bahdi religion itself could well be seen as an
expression of Theosophy. 'It is not unlikely that the BAb and his pupils,
one of whom became his successor, belonged to a mystical sect in
Persia, called Sufism', Alblas-Sorber speculated. She defined Sufis as
'the Theosophists of Islam and the bearers of the secret doctrine' and

concluded that 'the Bab in particular must have been familiar with occult
teachings and have received an Initiation.'18 The Biib's rank did not pose
a problem to her. Without any reservation she qualified him as a
'Teacher', one of the 'great Beings' and the 'trailblazer of a new founder
of religion'. But being a member of the Order of the Star, she for obvious reasons did experience some difficulties in fitting Bahiu'lldh into her
scheme. From Alblas-Sorber's point of view he simply could not be the
Messiah, for that had to be Krishnamurti.
This Baha'U'llah. like the present day Abbas Effendi ['Abdu'l-Bahti]. has
to be considered as an intermediary. and the real Teacher still has to be
expected. When we read the great expectations the Bab had of his successor we are inclined to think in spite of all the noble characteristics of both

17 Alblas-Sorber 1913: 622. Ethel Jenner Rosenberg (1858-1930) was in 1899 the first
English woman to become a Bahi i in her native land. See: Weinberg 1995.
1* Alblas-Sorber 1 9 1 3: 6 1 9.
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of his successors. of an even greater personality and above all greater spirit,
destined to spread the new religion or to place it under an universal great
religion that will come one time. 19

To recognize that the 'Son of Man' that had returned 'in the glory of His
Father' - the Arabic name Baha'u'llah could well be translated as 'The
Glory of God' - apparently was way off for her. Alblas-Sorber thereby
reiterated the policy of Besant. who in 1911 in a lecture entitled 'The
coming Christ' had assured her London audience, that it was living on 'the
Eve of a new revelation'.
For everywhere the expectation is spreading. that a mighty teacher will
come and in some places on earth this expectation has already been heard
of. yes it has even found a human messenger to proclaim it. In Persia such
a messenger has come in the one called The Bab, who told of the advent of
a mighty one, followed by another greater than He, and a third, the Abbas
Effendi ['Abdu'l-Bah:il of the present time, a great spiritual teacher for sure
but one who declares that the greatest one still has to come to unite the Eastern and Western world.
2()

For (most) Theosophists therefore the Baha'i Faith was seen as a chiliastic
movement. It did not result from the arrival of a great Reformer, but from
'the idea of the [imminent] arrival of a great Reformer'.2' And that was

something different.
Despite this point of potential conflict it cannot be denied that
Theosophists were among the very first to take an interest in the Bahai
religion in the Netherlands. And one wonders why. The answer seems to
be composed of at least four elements. First, Theosophists had been interested in the phenomenon of religion in general, after all they held the
view that all the different religions shared the same esoteric core. And it
was this core Theosophists were eager to discover. They looked for 'truth
in whatever form it might be shrouded', which of course included the
Bahdi form. The second element was the fact that the Theosophical
Society, as 'a nucleus for brotherhood', shared an important common goal

with the Bah:i'i community: the unification of mankind by the unification of religion. Both considered the numerous different religions in the
world as various expressions of one and the same truth and as originating from one divine source. Although they differed about the exact nature
of that source. By regarding the Bahai Faith as a reform movement
within Islam - and that constitutes the third element - 'an attempt to
bring back the times of rich spiritual growth that Islam once had known'.
19 Alblas-Sorber 1913: 626.
Besant ln: Eenheid 10 June 1911.

2(}
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Theoxiphia. June 1922: 94.
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this new religion could serve as a means of incorporating Islam, or at
least part of it, within Theosophy.22 From the very start Theosophists had
been drawn towards the East, especially towards the religions of the East.
An association with Hinduism and Buddhism did not pose a problem.
But that was not the case with the other major religion of the East: Islam.
That religion not only had a bad press in the West, one could hardly link
it to some major Theosophical concepts like pantheism, karma and reincarnation, as well. Together with Sufism, an unfamiliar and rather illcollection of religious ideas
defined - and therefore easily pliable
and practices. the relatively unknown Baha'i religion could well fill this
gap in the Theosophical scheme.23 The fourth element was the eschatological nature of Btibi theology. In his writings the Bib had alluded time
and again to 'He Whom God shall make manifest'. A fact Theosophists
were well aware of. By additionaly blurring Bahd'u'll:ih's claim to that
title, playing down his role in the transition of Babism into Baha'ism,
and by characterizing the latter as a 'new movement' rather than a new
religion, the emergence of the Bah:i'f Faith could be interpreted as a sign
of the times: another clear omen that the return of Christ was imminent.
-

Dutch Baha'is
By the time George Enzlin lectured on 'Baha'ism' at his Theosophical
lodge in October 1913, there had been two major articles on this religion
in Theosophia, one by Denier Van Der Gon and the other by Alblas-Sorber. In addition there had been close coverage of 'Abdu'l-Baha's journey
to Europe in Eenheid. Since the Enzlins were subscribers to both magazines, it is more than likely that they came to know of the Baha'i Faith
by way of these publications. The introduction must have been reinforced
by their contact with the British Bahai Daniel Jenkyn (c. 1884-1914). This
clerk at a shipping company in St. Ives in Comwall. had become a Bah:i'i
in London in 1910. Since he lived in the far south-west of England, far
away from other Bahti'i s - only London and Manchester had Bahd'i comJenkyn carried on a lively correspondence. In order
munities at that time
to come into contact with 'earnest seekers for the truth and reality of the
Bahai teachings' he had joined the Christian Commonwealth Fellowship.24
And it was probably through this pen-club that Jenkyn and Enzlin met.
-

-Theosciphia. June 1922: 94.
1 BAY'uzi explained that the word Sit/i has become
1976: 276.

34 Rosenberg. In

:

Smr of tile West 2 March 1915.

a

'pot-tmanteau word'. See: Balyuzi
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In 1913 Enzlin sent one of Jenkyn's letters to the editorial board of
Eenlieid, who published it in its spring edition:
I want to answer your questions on the practical Bahar work as far as I can:
let me start by saying that I have to do this largely by using the writings
since 1 live far away from a Bahai centre. and I therefore lack the advantages of the meeting of East and West.
According to the teachings of Baha'Allah every city should have a House
of Justice established, its members being elected from the most noble members of the community: they are entrusted to look after the different social
interests. "They must be the divine mediators in the contingent world, the
representatives of God for those living on earth, and they must for the love
of God, defend the interests of His servants. like their own."
The education of children, both boys and girls, is one of the priorities of this
assembly, likewise -the protection of the minors and incapables as well
as the works of service." Speaking on it Mr. Dreyfus said: "Apparently in
the future civilisation, when the Bahai ideas will be generally accepted, the
activities of the Baitul Adl [Baytu'l-'Adll (House of Justice) will encompass
almost the entire city-administration and naturally it Will take the place of

our city councils", Baha'O'llah not only envisioned a local Baitul Adl, but
a legislative Baitul Adl serving as a national parliament as well and especially an international Baitul Adl. that will serve as a court of arbitrage.
Though the time has not yet come for these ideals to be realised in full.
I still hear that in Bahai communities in America and in the East (mainly in
Persia and India) where the number of friends is sufficient, an assembly has
been elected in accordance with Baha'u'llah and these work within the Bahai
community as far as possible.
in every city one or more temples. known as "Mashrak-el-Azcar"
[Ma lriqu'l-A hkdrl or place for the mention of God. have to be erected.
The central building will be used as a house for prayer and a place of worship for all peoples: next to it there will be other buildings - a hospital, a
house for travellers. a school for children. a school for scientific knowledge
and other practical institutions. At this moment one is collecting money and
the land for the erection of the first of these buildings in the West is almost
paid for. It will be built near Chicago in America. One exists already in the
East, in Eshkabad [Ashgabad] in Russian Turkistan.
As you can see the practical aspects of BahaYsm are mainly for the future,
and the only aim is to bring about the necessary reforms. BahaYsm appeals
to members of all nations. who are willing to disregard national differences
and to see one another in love as brothers, to work for unity.
This has been the foremost message of Abdul Baha during his visit in
America and here in England. thereby acknowledging the individual rights
of every society and every human being. but everywhere he urged them to
abandon all prejudice so that mankind will work in the service of the whole.
Bahaism aims at conquering the hearts of men. rather than to bring about
reforms by violence. Baha Allah says: "1 swear before God, We do not
want to dispose of your kingdoms. but We have come to conquer the hearts:

that verily is the aim of Baha." * Bahaism appeals to men, to love each
other like children of one father. like brothers with common needs. It is this
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love that must prevail amongst the different classes of society, amongst the
hostile races within a nation, amongst all peoples of the world, in order that
the larger part of human suffering may disappear.
I will write to a friend in New York and ask him for information on the work
of the Houses of Justice and will send you all the information. 25

Apparently Enzlin considered himself a Bahd'f at that time, for when
Alblas-Sorber's article was published in the April issue of Theosophia he
lodged a complaint with the author for having failed to make mention of
any Dutch Bah:i'is in her article. Alblas-Sorber hastened to rectify the
omission:

One of the Baha'ists [Bahal'ste„] in our country pointed out to me that I
had failed to make mention of the small band of Bahaists. that as zealous
followers of Abbas Effendi ['Abdu'l-Bahal is working in the Netherlands
to follow his teachings. They have united themselves in a Baha'ists Centre IBallaYsten ·entrum\ that is, though small. possessed by fervour and dedication. At the moment activities are limited to correspondence to teach
and support each other in the practical application of the doctrine, consist-

ing of carrying out good works like social work. poor relief, education,
Toynbee [welfare] work etc. Later will be added nursery work and help for
the disabled.
One has tried to bring the great teacher himself to the Netherlands, to hold
public meetings, in order to promulgate his teachings here: but the task that
Abdul Baha has to accomplish in the East. made him abandon a visit to our
country. There are plans to convene all Baha'ists at a meeting in Utrecht
soon to establish a Society of Bahaists \Vereeniging van Bahaisteitl.
All who are inclined to the work of the Baha'ists or who want to know more
about the doctrine. can contact Mr. Enzlin in Blaricum, who also gave me
some information.'6

As Alblas-Sorber had written, the Dutch Bahti'i., i.e. the Enzlins, had invited
'Abdu'l-Bah:i to come to the Netherlands during his second European
tour.27 Through the Knobloch sisters in Stuttgart, Germany, they expressed

25 Jenkyn. In: Ee,theid 22 March 1 9 1 3. * )B y the rightneous of God.' /t is not Our wish
to lay hands on your Kingdoms. Our mission is to seize and possess the hearths of men.
Upcm them the ej·es o.f Bahd are fastened. See: Gleani,igs from tlie Writings of BahO'u'llah
CV.
26 Alblas-Sorber. In: Eenheid 7 June 1 9 1 3 and In: De Theosofische Be\t'eging June
1913.
27
'Abdu'l-Bahd had shared his father's banishment and imprisonment in Palestine.
and it was only as a result of the Young Turk revolution of 1908. that he had regained his
freedom of movement. He first went to Egypt and from there embarked on a three-month
journey to visit the new Baha'is in England and France in the autumn of 1911. Between
March 1912 and June 1913 he made a longer second tour during which he visited the
United States, Canada. Britain, France, Germany, and Austria-Hungary. See: P. Smith

2000: 16.
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the wish for 'the great favor to be able to introduce Abdu'l-Baha to the

of Holland'.28
'Abdu'1-Bahd did not come to the Netherlands, but Enzlin's pen-friend
Daniel Jenkyn did. Having only a few days of annual vacation, during which
he wished 'to devote himself to the service of the Cause' Jenkyn took passage for the Low Countries.29 Arriving early on Friday morning 17 October
1913 at Rotterdam, Jenkyn first visited Miss Besselaar, one of the members
of the Christian Commonwealth Fellowship, with whom he had 'a spiritual
talk'. In the afternoon he went to Delft where he spent 'a very happy time
with Mr. A. Don and Mr. de Hoogh who had received the Baha'i Message
from our dear brother the Rev. H. Wormhous, now in England'. On Saturday
morning De Hoogh and Jenkyn visited Haarlem and called upon Mrs. Havelaar, another member of the Christian Commonwealth Fellowship 'to
whom we spoke also of the Baha'i Message'. He then went to Blaricum.
people

From Saturday afternoon till Sunday afternoon I spent a delightful time at
Blaricum in North Holland, where Mr. and Mrs. N.G. Enzlin gave me a
truly Baha'i welcome, and introduced me to several of their friends who
asked for information about the Message of Baha'u'llah and who wished to
know the points which distinguish the Baha'i Movement from those efforts
which had been tried and failed. May the irresistable power of the Word of
God find deep root in the hearts of these dear friends! [...]
My return journey through Holland was brightened by the loving faces of
Mr. Enzlin and some friends at Hilversum, Mr. Don and his fiancde at Delft,
Mr. de Hoogh and Mr. Westeroff [sic] at Rotterdam.
1 crossed to Harwich and returned to my little town in Cornwall on Monday
evening Oct. 20, feeling overjoyed with the great kindness shown by the
friends in different parts.
In this happy tour, three things were particularly noticeable: i. the strong
influence of Theosophy and the willingness of Theosophists to listen to the
Baha'i Message, ii. the great value of the "Christian Commonwealth" and
iii. the importance of Esperanto. 30

As Jenkyn returned to Cornwall, the Enzlins had the designation 'Theosophical Society' on the family card of the village's register changed into
'Baha'i Movement'. A clear indication that they considered themselves
Bahti'is by then. Back home Jenkyn sent a report of his journey to
'Abdu'l-Baha and received the following letter in reply:

0 thou who art confirmed by the Divine Spirit !
A thousand times bravo because thou didst forego the physical comfort and
rest in order to proclaim the glad-tidings of the heavenly illumination. Thou
28 UHJ to Luytelaar. letter 2 Aug 1984. NBA.
Remey to Teaching Committee. letter 15 Oct 1920.

w Jenkyn to 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. letter 27 Oct 1913. BWC.
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didst gird up the loins of service and travelled to Holland to diffuse the Fragrances of God. Shouldst thou realize how blessed is this trip, unquestionably thou wouldst not rest for one moment. and uninterruptedly thou wouldst
engage in the promotion of the Cause of the Almighty. Thou didst well to
hasten from London to Holland.
With his heart and spirit 'Abdu'l-Bah:i was thy guide and companion.
Although in body he was far, yet in spirit he was near. 1 hope from the
bestowals of the Lord of Hosts. His Holiness the Promised One. that this
voyage may assume the importance of the voyage of Peter and Paul when
the latter went to Antioch. Consider what important results that voyage had.
Now the results of thy journey will be greater than that. Know thou this of
a certainty. Upon thee be Bah:i-el-Abhi ! 31

Jenkyn was not able to consolidate his work in the Netherlands: he died
of influenza the next year, 31 December 1914. A contemporary described
him as 'a most spiritually minded young man, a very sincere, ardent Bahai
and a most hard worker for the blessed Cause'.32
In his report to 'Abdu'l-Baha Jenkyn had also written that 'the friends
in Holland are looking forward to a visit from Mirza Ali Akbar later on'.
'
Abdu'l-Bahii to Jenkyn, letter 19 Nov 1913. In: Star of the West 2 March 1915.
1 Rosenberg. In: Star o/- the West 2 March 1915.
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He probably was referring here to the Iranian Bahdi Mirz:i 'Ali-Akbari-Rafsanjiini who travelled to several countries in Europe at the request
of 'Abdu'l-Baha. There is a reference by the Dutch-American writer
Pierre van Paassen, that he 'saw swarthy men wearing fezzes who were
out to gather funds for some persecuted sect in Persia. followers of
Bahaullah' in his grandfather's house in Gorinchem before the First World
War. But since no other sources on these visits could be located we do
not know if Van Paassen was actually referring to Rafsanjdni here. 33
To back up Daniel Jenkyn's (and Rafsanjdnis?) proclamation activities in the Netherlands George Enzlin had at the time, together with his
fellow resident and Theosophist Hendricus (Henri) Johannes van Ginkel
(1880-1954), published a small pamphlet entitled: De BahaY-Beweging
voor tiniverseeten godsdienst, broederschap en vrede: een schets van hare
geschiedenis en hare leering ('The Baha'i Movement for universal religion, brotherhood and peace: a sketch of its history and teachings'). It
started thus:
Since the Bahai Movement is beginning to attract the attention in this country, and some missionaries I.endelingenl have expressed the intention to
visit Holland in the near future, it seemed wise to publish this summary of
the history and teachings of that Movement, so that those wishing to know
more about this subject may find some information here.

Under a photograph of 'Abdu'l-Bahd the text explained the aim of the
movement - 'the establishment of the universal religion'; then presented
a brief history of its founders; touched on items such as 'Truth', the 'Relation of the Bahai Movement to the religions of the past', 'Social reforms,
Laws and Regulations', 'The Unification of East and West', and 'The
Evolution of Man'; reported on the movement's growth and methods of
promulgation: and ended with the statement that information on the
teachings. the work and publications of the Bahai Movement, dates and
places of Bahai meetings in this country or abroad [would] be gladly provided on request by N. George Enzlin, Blaricum, N.H. [the province of
Noord Holland]'.
Enzlin might well have taken the initiative for this first Dutch Bahgi
pamphlet to appear, but he was neither its author nor its publisher. As
'

the title page of the blue-covered 19-page pamphet made clear it had
been published 'for the Bahai Movement in the Netherlands by the Theosophical Publishing Company', and there Henri van Ginkel came in. Van
13
UHJ to De Vries. letter 29 Nov 2000. See also: Van Paassen 1949: 30. Van Paassen's
remark is somewhat problematic since Bahii'u'll:ih had forbidden his followers to beg.
while moreover only Bahii'is are permitted to contribute to Baha'i funds.
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a prominent Theosophist at that time. Because he had lost
both his parents at an early age, he had been brought up by his aunt, Mrs.
P.C. Meuleman-van Ginkel, the co-founder of the Theosophical Society
in the Netherlands. Consequently he had become 'one of the family' at
the society's headquarter in Amsterdam. After naval college Van Ginkel
had sailed for some years, but it turned out that his heart was in books

Ginkel was

and in 1905 he had been the co-founder of the Theosofische Uitgeversniciatschappij ('Theosophical Publishing Company'). In the subsequent

years he developed into the pivot of theosophical publications.34 When
in 1911 the Order of the Star of the East was founded to support the
activities of the coming World Teacher. Van Ginkel became the Dutch
representative for the international council of the order. And to support
the order he started a special new magazine in 1912 called: De Ster van
het Oosten ('The Star of the East').35 Besides his activities in the Theosophical Society and the Order of the Star, Van Ginkel, like many other

Theosophists, was also a member of the Order of Co-Masonry Le Droit
Hitmain.In this last capacity he was chairman of the Christiaan Rosenkreuz lodge in Laren, and from 1911 to 1923 representative of the High
Counsel for the Netherlands and its Colonies.36
Van Ginkel not only was the publisher of the monthly magazines
Theosophia. and De Ster van het Oosten,he also was co-founder in 1910
of Eenheid, a 'weekly for social and spiritual trends' with the motto:
'Diversity in Unity'. In this last publication, in the format of a newspaper
of six to eight pages, several articles on the Bahd' i Faith were published.
One of the first was by Van Ginkel himself and dated from January 1911.
It was entitled: 'A remarkable movement in the East'.
For most of us the present day 'world' consists of Europe, North America.
South Africa. Australia, and since the Russian-Japanese War, also to a lesser
extent Japan. Our newspapers inform us more or less accurately on the different social, political and religious movements that take place in these
countries. but with regard to the rest of the world we often remain ignorant.
This poses the danger that we will not completely read all the signs of time, not
because we lack the wisdom to do that, but because these signs are not presented to us. The Bahai-movement is a good example in this respect. Hardly
a single Hollander knows anything about this religious and social movement that originated in the East. Still its following already numbers many
millions of supporters and its power and influence increase by the week. In

4

Jansen 1997: 170.

Aiin

Nov 1910 the American Bah:i'fcommunity had started the publication Sta, "f the

ivest. Despite obvious similarities it is not known whether or not these names were related.

See: Stockman 1995: 321.
36 Jansen 1997: 143.
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order that our readership is well acquainted with it, we hereby publish the
short summary of an interview a representative of The Christian Commonwealth had with Mr. Wellesley Tudor-Pole, who recently returned from a
journey to the East where he studied this movement at first hand.37

Like the interview that followed, many of the other articles and news
items on the Bahai religion appearing in Eenheid were borrowed from
The Christian Commonwealth, a London-based newspaper that circulated
in all parts of the world, had over a half-million readers and that described
itself as 'The Organ of the Progressive Movement in Religion and Social
Ethics'.38 possibly the circumstance that Van Ginkel was married to a
British woman was of importance here.
Van Ginkel was also in touch with Bahii'is abroad. At least one of
them was the American Charles Mason Remey (1874-1974). Remey was
the youngest member of a prominent naval family in Washington D.C.
He had been raised an Episcopalian, but had become a Bahdi in 1899
while studying arts in Paris. Back in his native country he had become
one of the most active and knowledgeable believers there. Since he was
an excellent organizer and possessed considerable financial means he had
started the first American Bah:i'i periodical, published several pamphlets
and made extensive propagation tours both in the United States and
abroad. He had been the first American Bah:i' i to visit his co-religionists
in Iran in 1908. And a year later he and Howard Struyven had left California on the first Bahai 'teaching trip' to circle the globe.
Through Daniel Jenkyn, Mason Remey had 'received the names and
addresses of some Dutch people attracted to the Cause' and was in correspondence with several of them. 'One gentleman in particular, Mr.
J.H. van Ginkel, was interested to the point of wishing to serve in some
way'. Remey later reported. It all resulted in the publication of the first
Dutch Bahai pamphlet, a translation of a text written by Remey in 1912.
The two men first met in Paris in the summer of 1914. In response to
his subsequent report to 'Abdu'l-Bahd on the Bahd'i activities in Paris,
the latter suggested Remey to make a detour to the Netherlands on his
planned journey to Germany: 'Go to the North of Holland and to Stuttgart. The Baha'is in Germany are very enkindled. You will be very happy
there. Perhaps in Blaricum, North of Holland, you may change Mr. Van
Ginkel through the power of the Confirmations of the Beauty of Abha'.39
So hardly a year after Jenkyn's visit, Remey and his friend George Orr
17
Van Ginkel. In: Eenheid 1 4 Jan 1 9 1 1. Major Wellesley Tudor-Pole (1884-1968)
was a prominent early British Bah:i'f. See: P. Smith 2000: 343.

3x Getsinger 1914: 42.
" 'Abdu'l-Bahii to Remey. letter 12 July 1914. NBA.
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Latimer (1889-1948), came to the Netherlands. They met Van Ginkel
in Amsterdam. 'While in the Netherlands through his kindness we went
to The Hague and there spoke of the Cause to some members of the
Netherlands Foreign Service'.4( At the invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Van
Ginkel they spent the last weekend in Holland at their summer home
near Blaricum. 'Through his efforts we met several people with whom he
had already spoken of the Bahai movement'. From Holland they went to
Berlin and Leipzig, arriving at this latter place on August 1 - the day
of the Declaration of the Great War.4 I It is striking that Remey did not
mention the Enzlins here. Was it because he had more in common with
van Ginkel?
During the war years Remey and Van Ginkel kept in touch. And that
again by the Theosophical Publishing Comresulted in the publication
selection
from the writings of Bahd'u'lldh and
Dutch
the
first
pany - of
-

'Abdu'1-Baha. The booklet was called: Algemeene Beginselen der Bahar
Be,veging op sociaal-, economisch- en regeeringsgebied ('General Principles of the Baha'i Movement on social, economic and government
issues') and came out in 1914. This time the last statement read: 'Infor-

mation on the teachings, the work and publications of the Bahd'i Movement, are given by H.J. van Ginkel, Blaricum'. Three years later, in 1917,
Van Ginkel brought out a second more detailed Bah:i'f brochure. Again
it was a translation of one of Remey's works - De Bahai-beweging ('The
Bahri Movement').
Meanwhile Europe fought out its 'Great War'. When it was all over,
almost nine million people had lost their lives. 'Let us hope'. Jan De Goeje
had written in his article on the Bdbis in 1893, 'that the prophesy against
the Germans, written [...] in the Most Holy Book: "0 banks of the river
Rhine ! we have seen you drenched in gore because the swords of retribution were drawn against you, and you shall have another turn. And we
hear the lamentation of Berlin. though it be to-day in manifest glory", will
not be

fulfilled too'.42

Tablets to The Hague
Fuelled by such social Darwinist ideas like competition, nationalism. and
imperialism. the arms race had continued unabated. And the two international peace conferences, held in The Hague in 1899 and in 1907, had
It is not known what is indicated here. perhaps the Ministry of Foreign Affairs'?
Remey· The Bahti'i Centenary 1944 and report 15 Oct 1920.
4' De Goeje 1893: 113. See also: Kitcib-i-Aqdas 90.
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only yielded very modest results.43 But how could that have been different?
On the eve of the second conference 'Abdu'l-Bah:i had warned against
high expectations. As long as the factor 'religion' was left out of the equation, universal peace would not be brought about: 'this graceful beloved
will [only] unveil her face in all the regions through the penetrative power
of the Word of God'. And he had called into question the good intentions
of the national representatives:
The wine sellers call a meeting so that they may discuss the evils of wine
and remove from the world the drinking of wine: yet their own vocation
is wine selling. Nations who are constantly thinking either of worldly
conquest. the expansion of their own dominion or waging war upon their
contemporaries, send ministers and representatives to the congress of The
Hague to discuss the problem of universal peace and legislate regulations

for the prevention of war! 44

Yet the outbreak of the war had come as a shock for most of the Dutch.
particularly for peace activists like Frits Knobel. 'The year 1914 suddenly
has turned black for the friends of Peace. The clock has been set back,
briskly and violently', the former diplomat wrote.45 After having represented his country in Iran, China and South Africa, Knobel had finally
returned to the Netherlands. There he had been elected to the 'Free-Liberal'
faction in parliament and had joined the Algenieene Nederlandsche Bond
Vrede door Recht ('General Dutch Society for Peace through Law') He
served as chairman of the The Hague branch of this society.
Right from the start of the hostilities the Dutch government had pursued a policy of neutrality, but for how long would that be succesful? In
September Knobel and some friends took the initiative to unite all the
different peace organizations in the Netherlands. They wrote letters to
a number of fellow countrymen in which they asked them to join in the
foundation of a new umbrella organization, the Nederlandsche Anti Oorlog Raad ('Dutch Anti-War Council'). It was time to join forces. In October the council was founded in The Hague, and Knobel was appointed
chairman. After consultations with its Swiss counterpart, the Sch,veizerische
Vereiniging zum Studium der Grundlagen eines dauerhaften Friedensvertrages ('Swiss Society for the Study of the Foundations of a Durable
Peace Treaty'), the NAOR decided to organize an international meeting
to discuss the foundations for a durable peace. But here a problem arose.
Since Knobel, the chairman of the NAOR. was married to a German

43 Riemens 1995: 13-18.

44 'Abdu'l-Bah;i 1930: 596.
45
Knobel. In: T'redt. dc,0,- Ret·ht 1914: 219.
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The board of the Nederlandse Anti Oorlog Raad: (left to right, seated)
C.C. Bakker-van Bosse, J.H. Schaper H.C. Dresselhuys, Jonkheer B. de Jong
van Beek en Donk, D.A. RN. Koolen, (standing) V.H. Rutgers, C.A. de Jong van
Beek en Donk-Kluyver, H.Ch.G.J. van der Mandere. and Prof. D. van Emde,1.

woman, his neutrality could be questioned. In November Knobel resigned,
officially for health reasons, to be succeeded by H.C. Dresselhuys, general
secretary of the Deparment of Finance and like Knobel a member of the
Free Liberals.46
The international meeting was held from 7 to 10 April 1915 in the

De Witte Brug hotel ('The White Bridge') in Scheveningen, a suburb of
The Hague. A total of thirty delegates from the Netherlands, Switzerland,
Sweden, Norway, the USA, Austria, Hungary, Germany. Britain and
Belgium took part in the sessions. Among the participants were nine
members of parliament as well as many scientists.47 The discussions
resulted in a unanimously adopted 'international minimal programme' of
five articles, as well as in the foundation of the Central Organisation for
a Dwable Peace (CODP). The four-man board of the NAOR was elected
46 Riemens 1995: 50. Knobel held his seat in Parliament unil 1918. he then settled in
Leipzig. Germany. the native country of his (second) wife: Gertrud Margarethe Julie Weth.
He died in a Berlin cinema in 1933. Wagenvoort to Timmermans. letter 25 Jan 1939. NLM.
CW. See also: ARA 2.05.06 inv nr 125.
47
The Swiss delegation included the psychiatrist and entomologist Professor Auguste
Henri Forel (1848-1931), who would become a Bahii'i in 1920. Forel 1935: 270.
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to serve as the international central executive committee, adding one person from all other participating countries.48 To promote the prestige and
importance of the CODP it was decided that the new organization would

be advised by an international council consisting of prominent persons
from as many different nationalities, religious denominations, political
parties and social organizations as possible. By the end of the war the
council would number some 250 persons of 40 different nationalities.
News of the establishment of the CODP and its call for support also
reached Iran. Reading of it in a Tehran newspaper in April 1915 the
Bahgi Ahmad Yazdani (1891-1977) sensed an opportunity to inform the
committee of the Bah:i' i principles for world peace. Together with some
senior Baha'i friends, Mirzd 'Ali-Muhammad, better known as Ibn-iAsdaq, being one of them, he drew up a letter in French in which he drew
the Bahd'i principles to the attention of the committee and suggested that
it would contact 'Abdu'l-Bah:i in Haifa on this matter.49 The committee
wrote three letters to 'Abdu'1-Baha, but because of the war only the last
one, which was dated 11 February 1916 and had been sent to Yazdani
in Tehran. eventually came through. It reached 'Abdu'l-Bahd by way of
Ibn-i-Asdaq at the end of 1919, three years after it had been sent. 'Abdu'lBah:i immediately responded by a lengthy letter dated 17 December 1919,
which subsequently became known as the Tablet to The Hague.
0 ye esteemed ones who are pioneers among the well-wishers of the world
of humanity ! [ . . .1 Your intention deserves a thousand praises. because you
are serving the world of humanity, and this is conducive to the happiness
and welfare of all. This recent war has proved to the world and the people
that war is destruction while Universal Peace is construction.

The exposition then continued by stating that 'there is no more important
matter in the world than that of Universal Peace', but that 'until the minds
of men become united' this matter could not be accomplished. It mentioned that Bahd'u'llih had expounded the question of Universal Peace
some fifty years before and then touched on several of his teachings:
independent investigation of reality: the oneness of mankind; the abolition of religion if it becomes the cause of estrangement; the need for religion to be in conformity with science: the rejection of all religious, racial,
political. economic and patriotic prejudices; the adoption of a universal
language; the equality of women and men: the voluntary sharing of one's
property with others among mankind; the liberation and emancipation of
4 Riemens 1995: 69.
w Dr. Ibrahim Piruz Bagt and Mr. Shafizadeh have also been named in this connection.
See: A. Yazdani 1965: and M.R. Yazdani 1990.
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men from the captivity of nature: the acknowledgement of religion as the
ideal safeguard against both the manifest crime and the concealed sin; the
promotion of education: and the worldwide realization of justice and law.
'Abdu'l-Bah:i stressed that these principles had to be be added to the
cause of Universal Peace, otherwise its realization would be difficult
and 'the remarkable results which are expected and desired will not be
attained'. He claimed that the teachings of Baha'u'llah provided men with
the maximum freedom; that all political parties, including 'the party of
.,9
"equality [Communism]. could find their highest aims in them; that
the League of Nations would be incapable of establishing Universal Peace;
and that the motivating power of these teachings had been demonstrated
by the personal sacrifices of the Baha'is. After warning the committee that
it might stumble on some who presented the words of Bahii'u'lldh as their
own - as had been the case at the Universal Races Congress in London
before the war - and urging it to be critical, he concluded his argument
with an explanation of the concept of unity in diversity and an address to
the peoples of the world.50
After the letter
which could well be considered to be a Bahdi manifesto - had been translated into English by Mr. Z.M. Bagdadi, Dr. L.
Hakim, Dr. J.E. Esslemont. and 'Abdu'l-Baha's grandson Shoghi Effendi:
the initiators Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq were invited to come to Haifa
and to travel by way of Port Said to the Netherlands in order to deliver
the letter in person. A Dutch visa was easily obtained and after a boat
journey of 11 days the two envoys arrived in the Netherlands in early
June 1920. Ahmad Yazdani was 29 at the time. He came from a Muslim
family and had become a Bahii'i only seven years earlier. Having studied at the Ddiu'l-Funan. or Polytechnic in Tehran - for many years the
only secondary school with a Western curriculum in the whole of Iran Yazdani spoke some French. Ibn-i-Asdaq (c. 1845-1928) was almost 50
years his senior, and a Baha'i veteran. As a boy Ibn-i-Asdaq had been
imprisoned for his beliefs. He had met Baha'u'lldh in Baghdad and Akka
and had travelled extensively in Iran. India, Turkistan and Burma to propagate the new religion. In 1887 Bahii'u'lldh had appointed him 'Hand of
the Cause of God' and he now served in the Bahtii Spiritual Assembly
-

of Tehran.51

5()

'Abdu l-Bahti to CODP, letter 17 Dec 1919. In: Stat· of the 11/est Vol 11, No 8.

p. 123.

51 The honorific title 'Hand of the Cause of God' (Aylidi Anirit' 118h) was given by
Bahd'u'lltih, 'Abdu'1-Bahii. and the Guardian to a tota| of 50 prominent Baha'is, both men
and women.
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A. Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq.

They took up their residence in hotel De Zalm ('The Salmon') in The
Hague, within walking distance from the Peace Palace. Possibly expecting
to find a large gathering of political leaders discussing the fundamentals
for world peace there, they instead ended up at a stately mansion at no.
19 Prinsessegracht where they found an organization which by that time
was not only almost completely paralysed by internal political differences, but also had become more or less redundant. For the war had come
to an end before the CODP had completed its programme. And partly
due to this the organization had failed to exert any influence on the Peace
Treaty of Versailles or on the establishment of the League of Nations. 52
Much to his disappointment, Yazdani had to report to 'Abdu'1-Baha
that the organization 'had broken up and had all but stopped its activities', that they had presented the letter to the chairman, vice-chairman
and secretary and that the three had been 'surprised at our journey and
also about the attention the Bahai Faith paid to world peace'.53 He also
enclosed the written reply of the executive committee of the CODP.54 In
a letter dated 17 July 1920 'Abdu'l Baha answered:
52

Riemens 1995: 120.

53 H.C. Dresselhuys. J.H. Schaper. and Jonkheer Dr. B. de Jong van Beek en Donk.
54 yazdani 1965.
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O Servant of the Threshold of Bahl'u'll:ih! Thy letter dated 14 June 1920
hath been received. A letter from some of the members of the Peace Committee hath also been received and an answer hath been written to them.
Deliver it to thein.
It is evident that this organisation is not what it is reputed to be and is unable
to arrange affairs in the manner which is befitting and necessary. However
that may be. the matter in which they are engaged is nevertheless of greatest importance. The organisation at the Hague should have such power and
influence that its word will have an effect on the governments and nations.
Point out to the revered members gathered there that the Hague Conference
held before the war had as its President the Emperor of Russia, and its
members were men of the greatest eminence. Nevertheless this did not prevent such a terrible war. Now how will it be? For in the future another war,
fiercer than the last. will assuredly break out, verily, of this there is no doubt
whatever. What can the Hague organisation do?
But the fundamental principles laid down by Baha'u'll:ih are day by day
spreading. Deliver the answer to their letter and express the greatest love and
kindness. and leave them to their own affairs. In any case they ought to be
pleased with you. and subject to their approval you may print and distribute that detailed epistle of mine which hath already been translated into English IThe Tablet to The HagueL I...1
Associate with the Committe of Universal Peace at The Hague as much as
possible showing them every courtesy. [...]
Grieve not over the apathy and coldness of [the] The Hague organisation.
Put thy trust in God.55

'Abdu'l-Baha's enclosed second letter to 'the Committee
Peace' at The Hague started thus:

of Universal

He is God ! 0 ye honorable Members ! Your kind answer to my letter. dated
12th of June, 1920, has arrived and greatly pleased me. Praise be unto God,
that it was indicative of the fact that your motive and purpose is identical
with ours. Its contents also consisted of spiritual susceptibilities which are
expressive of sincere love.
We. Bahi'fs. feel great affection towards that honorable Assembly. Therefore have we sent two honoured persons to that highly esteemed Assembly
as a sign of strong relationship.

'Abdu'l-Bahd then stressed the all importance of Universal Peace; made
the observation that modern armaments had made war beyond the endurance
of mankind: adressed the need of sacrificing in this path property, life and
family; again gave the example of the Iranian Bah:i'is in this respect:
advised drawing help from some spiritual executive; mentioned the problem of motivation and the discrepancy between ideals and character;
expressed the firm belief that the executive power for this great problem
.5
'Abdu'l-Bahii to Yazdani. letter 17 July 1920. In: Selections from the writings of
'Abdit'l-Ballti 1920: 307.
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was the power of the Word of God; spoke again of his feelings of 'great
relationship, love and union with ye'; and concluded with the request to
keep the Baha'is always informed of the progress of Universal Peace in
Europe.56

The Esperanto connection
Although their main aim had been the delivery of 'Abdu'l-BahEs letter,
the two envoys also had the intention of promoting the Bahri cause in
The Netherlands. Ahmad Yazdani spoke French and Esperanto, and his
knowledge of the latter language gave him entr6e into various Esperanto
societies.57 Here too he acted on the clear instructions of 'Abdu'l-Baha:
As to the Esperantists associate with them. Whenever you find one with
capacity convey to him the fragrances of Life. In all the meetings converse
about the teachings of Bah 'u'llih, because this will be effective today in
the Western countries. And if they ask regarding your belief in Bahd'u'lldh
you should reply that we consider Him as the foremost Teacher and Educator of the world in this age, and make clear. explaining in detail. that these
teachings regarding universal peace and other subjects were revealed by
the pen of Baha'u'llah fifty years ago and have already been published in
Persia and India and spread abroad throughout the whole world. I. . . ]
It is evident that the Esperantists are receptive and thou art familiar with
and expert in their language. Communicate also with the Esperantists of
Germany and other places. I. . .1
Our hope is that among the people the Esperanto language may here-after
have a powerful effect. Thou hast now sown the seed. Assuredly it will grow.
Its growth dependeth upon God. 5*

Unity is one of the key words in the Bahii'i Holy Scriptures. Time and
again Bah:i'u'lltih had stressed that the fundamental purpose aminating
the Faith of God and His Religion twas J to safeguard the interests and
promote the imity Oft/ie himian mce.59 And 'Abdu'l-Bahd during his visit
to Paris had elaborated that 'if religion [became] a cause of dislike, hatred
and division it would be better to be without it, and to withdraw from such
a religion would be a truly religious act'. 60

Abdu'l-Bah:i to CODP, letter 12 July 1920. In: Star of the

56

;Vest Vol 1 1. No 1 7.

p. 288.
57
In 1923 the national Esperanto society in the Netherlands had a membership of only
295, but it is likely that many more spoke the language at that time. See: Forster 1982.
//
'Abdu'l-Bahii to Yazdani. letter 17 July [?1 1920.
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As one of the instruments to bring about the unity of mankind Baha"u'll:ih

had recommended an auxilliary language: Select ye a single language for
the use of all on earth, and adopt ye likewise a common script61 In response

to this decree many Bahti'is had become quite interested in Esperanto. the
universal language that had been developed by the Polish ophthalmolo'
gist Ludwick Lazarus Zamenhof (1859-1917) in 1887. After Abdu'l-Baha
during his Western tours had spoken favourably about this initiative, most

notably at his first public appearance in Edinburgh (Scotland) on 7 January 1913. in which he had 'requested' his audience 'non-Esperantists
and fellow-Esperantists, to put [their] utmost exertion into the spread and
promulgation of this language, because it will hasten that day, that millennial day, which has been prophesied by the past prophets and seers. that
day in which, it is said, the wolf and the lamb will drink from the same
fount, the lion and the deer graze in the same meadow', many Bahd'fs had
began to study Esperanto and as a result close links between Esperantists
and Bah:i'is had developed.62
It was the CODP's secretary, Jonkheer Dr. B. de Jong van Beek en Donk,
who introduced Yazdani to Esperantists in The Hague. The Society of
Esperanto Workers thereupon organized a meeting in which Yazdani
was given the opportunity to give a talk on the Bahai Faith.63 Apparently
this was a great succes and a second meeting was planned for which a
communiqut on the Baha'i teachings was sent to the press. Yazdani and
Ibn-i-Asdaq also placed a newspaper advertisement in which they offered
to give lectures on the Bahdi religion:
PEACE. We have the honour to announce to the Dutch
MESSAGE
public, especially those who desire true peace. that we are glad to explain
to individuals or societies the basic teachings of Baha'ism, the only
universal religion of true peace and the only way to general happiness.
Chahid Ebnd-Asdagh Ahmed Jazdani. HOTEL DE ZALM. Molenstraat 49,
-

's-Gravenhage.64

This strategy was succesful. The press communiqud was picked up by
Eenheid and incorporated in an article on 'Baha'ism' that appeared only
two days later. The anonymous reporter. who might well have been Henri
van Ginkel, wrote that Yazdani had studied at the Polytechnic of Tehran
and had left his wife and children to come to the Netherlands 'at the
command of his Master Abdul-Baha, to work here for the propagation of
the Baha'istic principles. To do so he had contacted the Organization for
w Kita,-i-Aqdas 189.
62 ·Abdu' 1-BahA. In: Star

of the

6' Milani 1987.
44 Het Vade,·land 15 June 1920.

West 7 Febr 1921. p. 302.
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Durable Peace as well as several leaders of the Esperanto movement in
The Hague'.

The reporter also was of the opinion that his readers 'knew enough of
Baha'ism to know that it brought nothing new and that it only propagated the great basic truths of edifying religion'. And he continued by
quoting Yazdani, who said that 'the time for discussing these truths is over'
and that 'now the time had come to practise them. The unity of religion,
the brotherhood of men and the loving intentions towards each other,
which form the basis for a durable peace, had to be expressed in our deeds,
not solely in our words'. All that mankind aspired to in high-minded ideals
from different directions, could be found in Baha'ism. The Bahd' f religion was 'the only encompassing and universal religion'. And Yazdani
continued: 'The Socialist, the Theosophe, the Christian, the Moslem, the
Buddhist, all can find their fundamentals, stripped of all inessential coolness, distortion or externals, in Baha'ism'.
Although the reporter appeared to agree with Yazdani. he also made the
impression of considering him somewhat naive as he was quick to explain
that 'history had seen more episodes of revival of inner faith and devotion, especially in times of ceremonies and rigid systems', and reminded
his readers of the 'tolerance and deep faith of Mennonites. Quakers and
Hernhutters'. In his opinion Baha'ism was just such a revival, merely the
umpteenth expression of a historical law. Laudable, but not unique.
'It was moving', he somewhat paternalistically remarked, 'to read his
[Yazdani's] confidence in the infallibility of Baha'Ullah's teachings from
his quite peaceful smile. He who had come from his unfortunate country
that was on the brink of being suffocated between the steamroller of Bolshevik and European greed and that lay chained and blindfolded under
the tyranny of a backward Muslim service'. The article continued with the
text of the press communiqut, followed by Yazdani's oral explanation 'most of which will be familiar to our readers':
THE ONLY ROAD TO PEACE. Science and circumstances have prepared
the minds, especially after the war. One becomes aware of the failings of
the past and what is needed for the future, in order that mankind will live
socially. peaceful and happy.
At present there are many different movements for the welfare of mankind
in the world: different religions, movements for pacifism. for a world language (Esperanto). for the equality of men and women, for the workers.
Freemasonry. Theosophy. Socialism and so on.
All these movements are perfect and are making progress due to the dedication of their supporters. And yet, why we still do not have world peace
and the happiness of mankind? The social problems still increase. What
is causing this failure? It is that each of these parties is not interested in
the other.
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Without doubt we need all these movements, but need the whole of these
movements more, their total. firm. united, friendly and devoted cooperation.
To put it differently. we have to unite these movements and work towards
a single complete programme. that encompasses all the present needs.
Baha'ism then is a moral. spiritual and divine movement. that intends to
unite all these movements within its complete principles.

The article then presented the 12 Bah:i' i principles mentioned in the press
release and concluded with Edward Browne's pen-portrait of Baha'u'llah,
as well as the announcement that Yazdani would speak in Esperanto
on Baha'ism on Thursday. 22 June at 8 pm. in the Theosophical Centre
at 67 De Ruyterstreet 67 in The Hague. 'The Esperanto will be translated
65

by an interpreter'.
Following Yazdani's presentation in The Hague

a

newspaper reported:

BAHA'ISM. Yesterday evening

the Persian gentleman Jasdani spoke about
Baha'ism. Mr. Jasdani spoke in Esperanto, which was translated by Mrs.
J. Isbrucker.
The exposition went as follows: All that exists is composed of small particles, of elements. As long as these elements work together and are in
harmony there is peace. As soon as there is estrangement amongst these
smallest particles, it is the beginning of the end, of death. lf such estrangement amongst the particles exists in our body, we visit the physician. The
same is the case with mankind. When harmony exists amongst the parts of
a nation, like in the Dutch nation, there is peace: when estrangement sets
in the nation will perish.
There are many causes for the fight amongst the nations. Religion for
instance. Every religion was intended by its founder to be a path to friend-

ship and peace, [and] fullfiled that mission in its time. Now the religions
have been spoiled by superstition etc. The same is true for patriotism. For
only a few yards of soil one is willing to slaughter hundreds of thousands
of human beings. One who steals a guilder is put into jail. while one who
causes the loss of the riches of a whole nation. receives a medal. One who
wounds somebody else. is punished. A general who causes the death of hundreds of thousands, receives a medal.
According to the speaker's conviction Baha'ism is the true religion that will
cause peace. Speaker then briefly mentioned some principles on which
Baha'ism is founded. Since there is only one truth. everyone can find this
truth. whether he is Jew, Christian or Muslim. All men hold equal rights
towards nature, towards God and towards his fellow men.
The teachings of Baha'ism are all in agreement with science. Furthermore
Baha'ism teaches that all fanatism has to be abandoned. The frontiers are
man-made and not created by God. At present we understand that the whole
world is but one country. Likewise the French and the Germans have to
realize that France and Germany are for the whole world.

(" Eenheid \7

June 1920.
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Another instrument for the establishment of peace is an international court
ofjustice. Baha'ism also demands the equality of men and women. If women
had been government ministers they would not allow the slaughter of
mankind. Those who raise children for such a long time know well the value
of a human life. All people should learn a universal language besides their
native tongue.

Another principle is compulsary education for all: this is very essential for
peace. And also the solution of economic problems as well as many more
principles, too many to mention and discuss in one evening.
The Persian and French governments, as well as the clerics of the people,
have been against Baha'ism. In Persia they killed and burned thousands of
Baha'ists, men and women. Bahanla [sic, Bahi'u'llih] was banned first and
later imprisoned in Saint Jean d'Acre [Akka]. Although he lacked any means
of propaganda, his teachings spread. At present many Jews, Christians and
pagans have converted to Baha'ism.
On the restless ocean of the world floats a big ark. that attracts all who desire
peace. That ark is Baha'ism. It depends on you. the speaker finally spoke,

if you will find the path to happiness.
At the end the speaker read some lines of Bahanla [sicl in Persian. After
these had been translated first into Esperanto and then into Dutch he concluded his lecture with the assurance that he was available day and night
to give further explanation and information to those who would ask for it.
66
Within a few days a Dutch publication on Baha'ism will come out.

One of the results of this last meeting, which had been 'organized with
great dignity' and to which people had come 'in large numbers', was that
Mr. W.L. LeClerq approached Yazdani the next day: '1 enjoyed your lecture yesterday. and I am glad I heard it. I think the Bahli'f Cause is based
on truth, but one lecture is not sufficient for me, I would like to have
more information: Yazdani gave him Bahd'u'll:ih's The Book of Certitude
and 'Abdu'1-Bahd's Sonie Answered Questions. LeClerq was so struck by
the parts of The Book of Certitude dealing with the return of Christ that
he declared himself a Bahd'i, and sent a letter to that effect - including
his photograph - to 'Abdu'l-Baha.67
It is not known how many of these lectures Yazdani presented during
his stay in the Netherlands, but it is certain that apart from The Hague he
also spoke in Amsterdam, Haarlem, Zaandam, Aalsmeer and Rotterdam.
And in these cities, too, there was an Esperanto as well as a Theosophical connection. On Sunday morning July 18, for instance, Yazdani presented a lecture at the lodge of the Theosophical Society of Zaandam, a
'4 Het Vaderland 13 June 1920. The publication mentioned here has not been identified. but it probably was the English translation of the Tablet to The Hague.
'1 Milani 1987. LeCIerq's letter has not been recovered. but Abdu'l-Bah:i's answer is
known. Yazdani described LeCIerq as a professor of Astronomy, but this could not be
confirmed.
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place north of Amsterdam. It was George Enzlin - described by Yazdani
as 'the only Baha"i in Holland' - who was instrumental in organizing
that meeting.68 Again Yazdani spoke in Esperanto, translated this time
by Mr. Faulhaber, who introduced the guest speaker thus:
Before proceeding to the purpose of this meeting. I would like to present a
brief introduction on the similarities of the two movements, which are represented here: Baha'ism and the Esperanto movement. Baha'ism intends
to support amongst other things world unity and the Universal Brotherhood,
based on the unity of the various religious systems. According to the Baha'i
doctrine the cause of religious hate can be found in that man in general is
interested in the forms that are part of the different religions and by doing
so loses sight on the fundamental truths inherent to all religions.
The Esperanto Movement has as its aim: the use of one language along
with the native tongue, as a tool for international communion. [ . . .1
So both movements have their foundation in the desire for Peace and
Brotherhood. The Esperanto movement has spread all over the world. Proof
thereof is that Mr. Jazdani, who will speak to you this morning, has come
from Persia, where the spread of Esperanto is making good progress.
We Esperantists form one big brotherhood so to speak over the whole world.
As soon as we heard that Mr. Jazdani would visit our country to propagate
his ideas, we as kindred spirits felt called upon to aid him.

'We salute you, dear audience and thank you for coming to hear the principles of Baha'ism', Yazdani started his presentation, and he continued:
'To study Baha'ism one has to deal with three parts: first its history,
second its principles, and third its proofs'. After a brief outline of Bahd'i
history, Yazdani came to 'the principles of Baha'ism':
First, free search for truth. We have to break the blind imitation of parents
and educators, and start to search for the truth ourselves. Jesus said that we
have to be born again. This means that we have to start again and search
for the truth in our own way. We have to search and find by ourselves. so
that wisdom may be born. This is the first and most important principle.
If we all look for the truth, we cannot but be friends. Up to now it is custom that the child of a Christian also becomes a Christian. by way of the
religion of his parents. It was said: I am a Christian because 1 was born a
Christian. or I am a Muslim because I was born one. This is the same in all
religions. Christians, Muslims, and Jews have searched for the truth, and
have found it in Baha'ism. In the Gospel we read that those who seek will
find: so let us seek the truth.
Baha'o'llah said that we have to believe in the unity of mankind. People
have different colours, customs. languages etc. and yet they are all human
beings. They all have the same rights. The existence of ranks within society
is inevitable, but we are all one in spirit. We must leave behind the fanatism
in patriotism and religion. To establish international peace we must have
68 M.R. Yazdani 1990.
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faith in one native country. Baha'is do not think of different countries. There
is only one country.
A "Chamber of Justice" or International Court of Justice has to be established, in which all disputes originating between various nations can be
settled. In this International Court representatives of all nations have to be
present. We applaude the League of Nations although it will not bring about
the real peace: it only is the peace following a war, and the nations that
have not been involved in the war are not represented there, and the possibility of a new war is not ruled out. Representatives of all nations have to
take part in such a body. only then can one pursue a real Peace. This "Chamber of Justice" therefore is the Centre of government.
One can find Baha'is in all countries. I obey the laws of the country 1 live
in and if these laws need to change, Baha'ism first must grow so that we
can exert our influence.
Baha'ism is the Great Peace between all nations. By Great Peace we do not
mean the peace amongst men. Minor differences between men will always
exist, but we intend to remove the obstacles that exist between the nations.
for they prevent the Universal Peace. If we study the history of mankind, we
read how individuals unite into a family, families into tribes, tribes into
nations. Mankind suffers from its division into various nations. We now have
to unite the nations into one native country. All Sacred Books have prophesied that one day Peace will come and militarism will disappear, ammunition factories will no longer make ammunition, but useful products instead.
Baha'ism is not merely an 1deal, it also is practice. We have to start with
the improvement of ourselves to establish a durable Peace. Baha'o'llah
offered us various teachings, that can hasten the establishment of Peace.
First, one universal language. He already propagated this idea 60 years ago,
when Esperanto did not exist yet. A universal language is a necessary means
to bring about peace. There are many languages and this fact creates much
misunderstanding. When Abdul Baha. the successor of Baha'o'llah, spoke
at a meeting of Esperantists he became so enthusiastic about Esperanto that
he decided to try to put into practice the advice of his father concerning
a universal language. and Esperanto was officially adopted at a Baha'iCongress in New York.69 Without Esperanto I would not be able to live in
Holland and Esperanto is so logical and easy that it can be learned without

much effort by all.
When I speak on this subject. many people say: ' Yes, it is beautiful, it is

good. it is splendid', but they remain cold and they forget. They do not
learn. One says: 'Yes. we need Unity, Love, Fellowship', but they forget
and do not follow, and this weakness is an obstacle for attaining international peace. Esperanto therefore also means: to have faith, and that will
encourage us.

Abdul Baha recommends his followers to study Esperanto. The final objective is that all children in all schools across the world will be taught one
adopted world language. The greatest influence for Unity and Harmony
69
Either Yazdani or his translator is carried away here. Of course 'Abdu'l-Baha supported the work of the Esperantists. but he never 'officialy adopted' Esperanto as the universal auxiliary language. See also the letter of Isbriicker to 'Abdu'l-Bahii of 8 Sept 1921.
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between the nations results from the learning of one universal language.
Baha'o'llah already wrote on this matter: As long as this is not accomplished,
misunderstanding will keep the world away from mutual cooperation. One

universal language makes the world into one family and will serve as the
greatest stimulus for progress. It will raise the banner of unity and make the
world into one country.
Second. The equality of men and women.
This also did not exist sixty years ago. when Baha'o'llah first proclaimed
it. Men and women are equal, there is no difference between them.

This is

a characteristic of the teachings of Baha'o'llah. for all previous religions placed men before women. Daughters and sons have to receive the same
study and education. One method of education promotes the unity of mankind.
[Thirdl Compulsary education for boys and girls.
You Dutch already have compulsory education, you teach science, however

your children also have to learn morals. At present children are taught to
love their country. But Baha'ism teaches that one has to love mankind and
the world. Within a few years the various sciences will have united themselves in morals and then it will no longer happen as it does today that there
are doctors of law and engineers who are competent in science but have no
character. Without morals we cannot live. In this materialistic world we
have many good institutions, but wars too...
To Europe I say: You have science, but what you need is morals. Religion
has to be in accordance with science and reason. One says: "God does not
exist". or "Religion fails", but religion has to be reasonable; it has to be in
complete agreement with science, in order that science can justify religion,
and religion justify science. They have to be truly and indissolubly united.
Until the present day men are used to accept something because it was called
religion. even if it does not agree with human reason.
All men have to follow one road. Some want to adhere to old religious traditions. It is [however] necessary that this one road be followed. Baha'ism
is perfect. It embraces all religions. and under the name Baha'i we try to unite
all mankind.
To believe all this you don't need to rely on this sole lecture. You have to
read about the principles and to correspond with our sympathizers.
I will try now to establish a society in The Hague which will have the propagation of the Baha'i doctrine as its main aim and where literature can
be obtained. All denominations find a place within our movement, wether
they are Christian, Theosophical. Islamic or Masonic. There exist various
movements which have a certain aim, but which reject other ideals which
could promote their aims. For instance the pacifist movement does not use
Esperanto. The feminist movement does not use pacifism or Esperanto. For
Peace we need all movements.
How can we unite these movements? In my opinion that is only possible
within Baha'ism.
I have to conclude now. I advise you to work for the divine love, because
you have maintained tranquillity and prosperity in your country. There are
many wrongs in the world today. In most countries war rages or one experiences its aftermath. You Dutch are still healthy. The misery that other
nations are weighed down by. you have been spared. You must cure the ills.
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If some amongst you want to ask me something. you can do that by letter.

1 will answer them all. Every person has his own opinion, and will ask questions accordingly. They all must be answered separately.
Finally I can tell you that the truth and time of the coming of Baha'o'llah
has been mentioned in Revelations chapter 11 and 12 as well as in the chapters 8 and 12 of' the Book of Daniel. The calculations presented therein are
in close agreement with the coming of the Bab and Baha'o'llah.
1 thank you for your attention.
71)

While Ibn-i-Asdaq and Ahmad Yazdani were active in Holland, Mason
Ret"ney sailed from Newport News in Virginia for a second visit to the
Netherlands and Germany on his way to the Holy Land. On about July 6.
he landed in Rotterdam. In order to continue their association he immediately went to Amsterdam to visit Henri van Ginkel.
Mr. van Ginkel is a well known Theosophist. his home in Amsterdam being
a Theosophical Center where he has an office and rooms for the sale of
books. Associated with him in this work is Miss B. Kerdijk. whom we also
had the pleasure of meeting in Blaricum in 1914. 1 was glad to find on their
sales shelves several pieces of Bahai literature. one of which was a history
of our Cause. and an outline of its principles - "The Bahai Movement" which Miss Kerdijk translated from English into Dutch. and which Mr. van
Ginkel published. I found this lady much attracted. and we had several very
spiritual conversations regarding the station of Abdul Baha, and His mission as the Central Point of spiritual force and power in the present day and
71

age.

Reniey was also introduced to other Theosophists whom he described
as 'sympathetic to the Bahai teaching'. After passing several days with
'these friendly people' in Amsterdam Kerdijk arranged for Remey to go
to Apeldoorn to see her brother who through her had become attracted
too. and wished to know more about 'Abdu'l-Baha. Remey spent a weekend in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kerdijk, who both made his stay 'pleasant in every way'. Being an architect the host was 'much interested in the
Mashrekol-Azkar IMa Ilriqu' 1-Adllkdr. Bahdi house of worship], as well
as deeply attracted to Abdul Baha. In fact: Remey remarked, 'to him the
Center of the Covenant ['Abdu'l-Baha'] was the Cause; so I have great
hopes of this spiritual visit, for rarely do I meet such an one as he, who goes
so straight to the central point of the Revelation'.72 At the Kerdijk's Remey
met 'several of their friends [ , . . ] who were all responsive and friendly to
the Bahai teachings'.73

7(I

Yazdani In: Gee'ste/ilk Lei·en July 192().
,' Remey to an unknown, letter 15 Oct !920. NBAUS.
- Remey to an unknown. letter 15 Oct 1920. NBAUS.
73
Remey The Bah,i'1' Centenary 1944.
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During his stay in Amsterdam Van Ginkel had drawn Remey's attention to the presence of 'two Persian Bahais on a mission to the Hague'.
So on leaving Apeldoorn Remey went to The Hague, 'to seek these two
friends from the Orient'. To his surprise one of them 'proved to be Jenab
Ebn Astaque, one of the old and well known Bahais of Persia, in whose
home, in Teheran, I had visited twelve years ago'.
I passed a very spiritual day with these friends. They were very busy meeting and talking with people, and had succeeded in attracting a number of
souls in addition to presenting their ['Abdu'l-Baha's] written Tablet. t...]
When 1 saw him [Yazdani]. he had just returned from addressing a large
gathering in Haarlem. where he had an enthusiastic welcome. As I was
leaving Amsterdam for Germany the following morning. my stay with the
Persian friends at The Hague was a short one. but sufficiently long to form
an idea of the importance of holding a Bahai center there. 74

The establishment of a Bahai centre in The Hague, or Amsterdam for that
matter, was not yet opportune, however. No doubt there were several
sympathisers of the Bahdi cause in the Netherlands, but (as far as we
know) only LeClerq and the Enzlins were declared Baha'is. And although
Van Ginkel had 'urged' Remey that Bahti'i teachers should come to
Holland, and told him that 'in Amsterdam. in the winter season, when
the people [came] into town from the countryside, meetings [could] be
arranged and large audiences assembled'. there are no indications that he
considered himself to be a Bah:i'i. He was too heavely involved in the
Theosophical Society to take such a step. After Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq
had left the Netherlands. at the end of August 1920, at least four of their
contacts sent letters to 'Abdu'l-Bah:i: Mr. W.L. LeCIerq (The Hague?).
Mr. A. A. van Rijskes (Zaandam), Mr. T.L. Clancy (The Hague) and Julia
C. Isbrucker, the chairperson of the Esperanto movement in The Hague,
who for three months had been Yazdani's main interpreter.75 In a letter
dated 15 October 1920 'Abdu'l-Baha answered the latter:
0 thou who art searching for truth !
Thy letter has been received. Thou has written that Agha Mirza Ahmed
Khan [Yazdanil has given some explanation of the Bahai Cause to thee.
What thou hast written is right. that the Bahai Religion is Truth and other
institutions compared to the Bahai Religion are not reality and are without
74 Remey to Teaching Committee. report 15 Oct 1920. NBAUS.
.,.
In the year 1920 two Persians visited our country (the Netherlands) to speak on
Baha' ism. One of them was Ahmed Yasdani and he spoke Esperanto fluently. The other
was very old and only spoke Persian. For 3 months I escorted them and translated the
lectures of Ahmed Yasdani. After the second world war he wrote me again. He is a very
sympathetic and noble person'. Isbrucker to Summers. letter 19 Dec 1949. Cited in: Borsboom to De Vries. letter 2 Nov 1999.
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any great results. Although in the sight of the people they seem to have a
true foundation, yet they are like unto a fruitless tree. There are so many
trees that are apparently huge and cast a shadow, yet they are not productive of any fruit and so they will be ultimately uprooted, as thou hast
observed and wilt observe. The Divine Institution is, however, a tree whose
shadow is extended over the East and the West and every moment brings
forth wonderful fruits, as experience has shown.
Thou hast written, "How is it possible that one should obey and submit
to an unjust government?" By the government which should be obeyed is
meant a just government which protects the rights of all its people. It is a
constitutional government which is bound by stringent laws.
Thou hast written, "How is it possible to imagine a life after death?" Verily. verily life after death is not imaginable. But do thou observe that it is
evident man has evolved from the mineral world. As long as he was in the
mineral kingdom, he could not imagine the vegetable kingdom. He was
transferred to the vegetable kingdom. In the vegetable kingdom he could not
imagine the animal kingdom. Before he emerged from the animal kingdom
he could not imagine the stage of human reason and intelligence. that is. it
was impossible for him, he did not have any knowledge thereof.
Now this earth and these trees have, by no means, any knowledge of the
animal and human worlds: they cannot imagine them. they deny [their] existence absolutely. While the human world is helping the animal and assisting the vegetable kingdoms, the vegetable kingdom is ignorant of it. Similarly the human world cannot comprehend the world of the Kingdom: it is
absolutely ignorant of it, while the heavenly spirits have influence in the
human world.
Do thou observe how clear this point is and yet the professors and philosophers of the world are ignorant of this reality ! The [spiritual] mediums
are. however. speaking of the world of thought and not of reality. But a
heavenly soul who is conscious of the Divine World: whose discerning
eye is open: who is detached from the world of nature, and has attained to
spiritual power is cognizant of the Divine World and those of the spirits.
Reality is pure spirit, it is not physical: that is. it does not occupy space.
Ye should highly esteem Mirza Ahmed Khan [Yazdani], because it was he
who gave ye this great tiding. Through the graces of God do I hope that that
country will be enkindled with heavenly Light: that the Divine verses will
be chanted, and that such souls may be confirmed as to become like unto
Paul and Mary Magdalene.
Unto thee be greetings and praise.
Abdul Baha Abbas.76

Isbrucker sent

a

second letter to 'Abdu'l-Bahd in September 1921 :

Most Revered Sir.
Your letter I have recieved [sic] with many thanks. I highly appreciate your
kindness to answer to my letter: I know, that you are very busy. I fully

74

.

Abdu'l-Bahd to Isbrucker, letter 15 Oct 1920. In: Star of the
No 19, p. 315.
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understand your assertions and hope, that the principles of Bahaism soon
shall realize. Certainly the world needs a renewed religion. Only this can
bring a new brotherhood unto mankind.
It always strikes me. that the Bahai movement points in the same direction
as the Esperanto movement. The author of Esperanto, Dr. Zamenhoff was
always trying to help men and dedicated his whole life to the cause of a helplanguage to fraternize mankind in one direction. He died in 1917. too much
overwhelmed by grief for the terrible war. Dr. Zamenhoff highly esteemed
the Bahai Cause. He lived simply, suffered much, always thinking about
others happiness. I visited the Esperanto congres [sic] in Praha (Tchecho
Slovakye) where 2500 congressists came together from 40 nationalities.
It was wonderful to hear them all speak the same language. so that we could
understand each other as if in our own mother tongue. Really, the Esperantists from East and West feel like brothers.
You know, that many Bahaists are already Esperantists and can easily correspond and speak one with the other. Our dear friend Ahmed Yazdani had
many friends by Esperanto. I now would ask you is it not most practical to
adopt Esperanto as the universal language mentioned in the l l th principle?
Esperanto can be learned in a few months and it has proved, that it is quite
sufficiant [sic] for all purposes.
I should (and many with me) very like it, when I could publish, that your
Holiness recommends Esperanto as the universal language for the Bahaists.
1 give many lectures on Esperanto and always say something on about
Bahaism, but I should like to say, that you will adopt Esperanto as the helplanguage side by side with the mother-tongue. May I do that? I hope, that
you can spare some time to answer me about that question.
77
Most respectfully. 1 remain Yours. Julia Isbrucker.

Isbriicker did not receive an answer. 'Abdu'l-Bahd passed away in Haifa
on 28 November 1921.

Tests and trials

All this promotional activity apparently had some success. The number
of Dutch Bahd'is still remained very small, but the Bahdi religion as
such became well known, so well that in 1920 a Protestant minister of the
Henmmde Kmk ('Reformed Church') in Leerdam, a small town in the
middle of the Netherlands, deemed it necessary to write a polemic against
it. the first in Dutch.
Johannes Severijn (1883-1966) had started his career as a schoolteacher, but he loved horses and would have served with the horseartillery if he had not failed the medical examination. So it happened that
he had started to study theology at the University of Utrecht, his place of
17

Isbrucker to 'Abdu'l-Bahd. letter 8 Sept 1921. BWC.
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birth, and had received his Ph. D. degree there in 1919 on a dissertation
entitled: Spino.a en de gereformeerde theologie zijner dagen ('Spinoza
and the reformed theology of his days'). While doing his research Severijn was working as a church minister in the small towns of Wilnis and
Leerdam. 7M
It was in that period that he made his rejection of the Bahgi religion

known by publishing Bahaiisnie en Christendom: korte schets eener Oostersche eenheids-religie, vergeleken met de grondstellingen van den Christelijken godsdienst ('Bahd'ism and Christianity; a short sketch of a Eastern unity-religion compared to the basic doctrines of the Christian religion').
Severijn introduced his brochure thus:
At the request of the society "Heil des Volks" I'Welfare of the Nation'l in
Gouda, I discussed Baha'ism [Bahaii:snil in a lecture there. Since this new
religion intends to be a universal religion of the future and originated from
that same spirit that fascinates many in our days, it may be useful to make
more widely known the inner contradiction that manifests itself in it, in relation to Christianity. Like Buddhism, Baha'ism battles with the gospel of the
Cross for primacy. To many, Eastern wisdom has a great appeal. Not a few
expect from the East new light and new life for the Western culture that once
ilowered beneath the victory of the Cross and from which it gradually and
increasingly alienated itself. The East proclaims: There is light. It sends out
7K
Nauta 1988: 328. Severijn later became
Theology at Utrecht University.

a

member of parliament, and professor of
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its sons with a new gospel. prepared by its prophets of old, promising the
establishment of a Kingdom of God on earth. Such a gospel ix what
Baha'ism offers too.79

Preceded by a short description of its history, Severijn presented the contents of 'this new doctrine' the basic principle of which is: there is only
one God and one revelation. Revelation is an act of God without which
there would be no knowledge of God. All successive prophets together
form one 'chain of lightbringers'. in which Bahd'u'lldh is the latest
revelation of the word or spirit of God. He is the return of Christ. though
not in person but in spirit. This new revelation ushers in a new stage in
the history of mankind. the stage of the new spiritual man and serves as
the foundation for the development of 'the universal religion'.* Darkness,
ignorance and death result from the absence of'spiritual light'. As mankind
accepts 'the light of Baha' the ideal of a spiritual kingdom of God will be
fulfilled. Baha'ism therefore teaches unity of religion. nation, class and
still according to Severijn - such a
race, as well as of language. But
doctrine could only result in a 'blurring of borders in every field'. Which
is emphasized by the fact that the Bahd' i religion has 'no ritual or clergy.
nor a clearcut doctrine' and does not demand one's resignation of mem-

8I

bership from any religious community.
Moreover. the idea of a universal religion was neither unique nor new.
The Brahmo Samaj of Rammohun Roy and its present leader Rabindranath Tagore dated from 1774 and worked for similar ideals.82 Since the
concept of universal religion originated from pantheism, according to
Severijn, it was characteristicly linked to the pantheistic concept of the
revelation of the impersonal divine spirit in the human form. Brahmanism expected its various Avatars of Vishnu. Zoroastrianism had its
Saosyatit, Buddhism its Maitreya. and Islam its Mahdi. And that clearly
showed, Severijn concluded. that the old religions already included all the

74 Severijn 1920: 3.
wr' Severijn 1920: 7-8.
*' Severijn 1920: 9-1(1.
x2
Severijn 1920: 11-12. The Brahnw Samai ('Society of God' or 'Theistic Society).
which was founded in 1828 (and not in 1774, as Severijn claimed). is sometimes called
Hindu Unitarianism. The founder of this religious and social reform movement, the Bengali Rammohun Roy (c. 1772- 1833). was strongly influenced by Christian rational theism.
By stressing reason and human dignity Roy intended to establish a rational Hinduism
that could serve as the basis of a universal religion. thereby offering an alternative to the
universalistic claims of rational Christianity. He rejected such things as polytheism. imageworship. reincarnaction. miracles and the practice of sati (the burning of widows). And was
a strong advocate of secular education for both boys and girls. See also: Hinnels 1997:
301. and Van der Veer 1995: 58.
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elements which were now preached in the new religion of Baha'ism. 83
Although it was unlikely that Baha'ism (or the religion of Tagore for that
matter) would be able to conquer the Western mind, it did find a fertile
soil there, for 19th-century philosophy had united itself with the religious
philosophy of the East to form a 'theosophy' that had been accepted
in all walks of life. The literary work of the Dutch writers Frederik van
Eeden and Henry Borel could serve as examples here. That this pantheistic philosophy had taken hold was, according to Severijn, caused by the
scientific development of the West and the inadequate response of the
churches to that. 84
Severijn then presented his criticism, which focused on three 'very
important antitheses'. His first concern was the Bahai concept of God
which presented man with an 'all pervasive impersonal spirit, that in its
essence could not be separated from nature'. Opposing this 'great spirit
of pantheism' was the 'God of the Scriptures' Who revealed Himself as
an everlasting, independent Being that was exhalted above His creation
and that distinguished Himself in Father, Son and Holy Spirit.85
Because of its 'deification of nature' one would look in vain for the
concept of sin within the Baha"f religion, according to Severijn. On the
contrary 'the source of misery' was 'blurred or denied', and from that

'misunderstanding' not only originated the 'audacity'

(re,- m e te 1 l i e i d that

robbed the Christ of his functions and honour, but also the 'digression'
Cdwaling) that mankind could reach a harmonious community Witholit
salvation.
That led Severijn to his second objection: the Bahai religion undermined the uniqueness of Christ, it placed God's only begotten Son among
the 'pagan priests and prophets'. It taught that the soul continued to
develop after death, and that heaven and hell were only states of mind.
Christianity also believed in the continuation of the soul, but maintained
that the states of life and death applied both to this life as well as to the
hereafter. These realities were defined by their relation to God, or to put
it in an other way. to the presence or absence of 'communion with the
godhead'. Without salvation there was only death, both in this life as well
as in the hereafter. The Bah:i'f religion had not understood the 'mystery
of salvation' for it had rejected the 'dogma of Trinity'. Salvation would,
however. not result from the realisation of a mystical union with 'the allpervasive power' that was
postulated in
still according to Severijn
-

»,
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Severijn 1920: 13-14.
Severijn 1920: 14-16.
Severijn 1920: 18-19.
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the Bahd'i concept of God. No. it 0,1/y existed in the recognition of the

unique incarnation of the Word, that is Christ.
Finally Severijn held the opinion that the Christian and Bahdi eschatology were 'totally different'. The return of Christ could not have been
fulfilled in the revelation of Bah:i'u'lldh for Christians expected his 'personal' return, not the mere return of his spirit. Only when that happened
would his Kingdom come and the new humanity be revealed. Like all
'intellectual unity religions', Baha'ism contrasted with God's sovereignty
because it originated in 'the satanic whispering from paradise' that God and
man were equal. No, the world would not find peace in deifying nature,
nor in the 'Siren's song of a deceptive idealism'. but only in reverting to
the Gospel of the Crucified.86 In short, the Bahai religion was an 'Eastern unity religion', and its 'Eastern tri-star' - the Bdb, Bahd'u'lldh and
brought an 'Eastern light'. It was therefore too bizarre
'Abdu'l-Bahd
to be able to conquer Western hearts. The irony of the fact that his
polemic had been published in a series that had as its motto: Ex orielite
hix ('From the East comes the light') must have escaped Severijn here.
The echo of Johan Severijn's main points of criticism: pantheism, subversion, and eccentricity would be heard well into the twentieth century.
And it had been heard before t00. For while Severijn's polemic against
the Bahd'i religion had been the first, its author clearly had followed in
the footsteps of one of his champions, the politician Professsor Abraham
Kuyper (1837-1920). After having served his country as prime minister,
Kuyper had in 1905 set out on a journey around the Mediterranean Sea,
with the aim 'of becoming acquainted with the religious, social and political affairs in those parts of Europe, Asia and Africa that border the Old

World sea'.87 Upon his return he had written an anspruchslose ('unpretentious') yet bulky travelogue of over a thousand pages - Om de oude
wereldzee ('Around the Old World sea') that was published in 1907. As
a devout Christian and former church minister, Kuyper of course had not
failed to come to the Holy Land, and that had included a visit to the
cities of Akka and Haifa. He had arrived there in the second half of
December 1905.
What in St. Jean d'Acre 1Akka] at present attracts one's attention is the fact
that it had to harbour the heads of the Babists or Babis as the Sultan's prisoners. and because this sect is hardly known amongst us. 1 deem it important to have its significance revealed here in short. They are estimated at present at 600.000. the majority of whom hide in Persia. but being a secret sect

* Severijn 1920: 22-24.

I Kuyper 19()7 vol I: V.
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they also hide in Turkey and in the Holy land too: it is said that some Turkish officers belong to it: they have penetrated into india and what sounds
even more curious. a Babi told me that they even have a following of a
15.000 souls in America.KN

Kuyper then continued by presenting a brief history of the sect. as well
as a summary of its teachings. The religion had been founded by a young
man from Shiraz who had studied Shf'ih Islam, Shaykhism, Judaism,
Christianity and Western philosophy. After a pilgrimage to Mecca and
to Ktifih this young man had proclaimed himself the B:ib. 'the Gate to the
knowledge of God'. Many 'highly talented men' and 'prominent scholars'
had joined him, including 'Zerryn Tadj, an exceptionally high-minded
woman:89 As his religion had spread quickly, it had aroused the opposition of the mullahs and government. While the B b had been placed under
house arrest, his followers had barricaded themselves in 'the castle of
8X

X9

Kuyper 1907 vol 1: 31.
Zcm ill-TO j ('Crown of Gold') is another honorific title of F:itimih Baragh:ini or

Tahirih (1814-1852).
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Mazanderan'. They were defeated and massacred, but these persecutions
had only fuelled the new religion. Thereupon the BAb had been transferred to Tehran and executed. Persecutions had intensified in 1853 when
'B:ibis among the high ranking government officials' had plotted against
the Shah. The Bab had laid down his doctrine in several books, and scholars of his sect too had written 'endlessly'. In these writings the 'pantheistic emanation doctrine' was ever present. After elaborating on this pantheism, Kuyper summed up (his interpretation 00 some of the religion's
The believers had to wear amulets
instead. A treasure must be collected for the future Yahyd. All books of
other religions had to be burned. Begging was not allowed, but the poor
had to be helped. Women were equal to men. and children had to be
treated gently. Before his death the BAb had appointed Bahii'u'll:ih as his
successor. The latter was imprisoned in Baghdad, Adrianople and finally,
from 1877, in Akka. After his death in 1894 he was succeeded by his
eldest son 'Abbh. Effendi. By that time the sect had split because of the
teachings. Prayer had been abolished.

competition of Subh-i-Azal, a brother of Bahd'u'llih.
Kuyper could expect a wide readership; he was after all the founder of
the Anti-Revolutionaire Partij ('Anti-Revolutionary Party') the first political party for Protestants in the Netherlands, the founder of the Vrije Universiteit van Amsterdam ('Free University of Amsterdam') a Protestant
University, and a former prime minister. He even had his own newspaper,
called De Standaard ('The Stand', 'Standard' or 'Banner'). Yes, in Protestant circles in the Netherlands his opinion would be heard. And concerning
the Btibi-Bah:ii religion that opinion was plainly negative. He qualified
the Btib as a 'Pseudo Christ' and his religion as an expession of the 'philosophical meditations and pantheistic contemplations' of 'the Aryan spirit'
as well as a sign that 'the spirit of Voltaire' had been welcomed in Persia.
According to Kuyper 'this Aryan brood' (arisch uitbroedsel) could only
serve one purpose: to enhance (by contrast) the beauty of the Gospel.
Not only Abraham Kuyper's opinion, but also his description of Babism
differed from the one presented by Jan de Goeje. Whom to believe? The
article of De Goeje had been based on the work of Edward Browne, without doubt a major researcher in the field of the Bat,i-Bahdi religion. What
or who had been Kuyper's sources? He mentioned the work of Gobineau
and certainly had borrowed copiously from it. He had even repeated some
typical Gobineau inaccuracies.9'1 But since Gobineau's book had been
published 40 years earlier. Kuyper had to update his text. And for that he
„11 Like: 'They Ithe Biibisl barricaded themselves in the castle of Mazanderan' and 'an
officer i...] killed him [the Biibl with his sat)re'.
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used the information provided to him by an unknown non-Bahti'f source
at the Dutch consulate in Jaffa, Palestine." On the more recent Bahri

history Kuyper's Jaffa source wrote that the Biib had appointed
Baha'u'llah as his successor, that Bahd'u'lldh had been exited to Akka in
1877 and that he had died there on 16 May 1892.92 In his testament
Bahd'u'lldh had appointed his eldest son 'Abb s Effendi as his spiritual
successor. The latter had many disciples in Syria and Palestine, and 'even
among the Turkish officers'. More curious, however. was 'the large number of Americans from the upper classes that had embraced Babism'. The
source reported that the number of Babis in America was estimated at
between 25 and 30 thousand. The number of Iranian believers was about
a million. 93
It is also possible that Kuyper obtained additional information directly
from a local Bahdi (or Azali). In the introduction of the relevant chapter he claimed to have spoken to a Bdbi. It is, however, not known who
this person was or when and where this conversation took place.94 Given
the contents of the chapter, that contact must have been very superficial.
For a Bahdi would not have contended that prayer had been abolished
in his religion or made a mistake in the date of Baha'u'llah's arrival in
the Holy Land.95 While an Azali would certainly have stressed that the
Btib had appointed Subh-i-Azal as his successor and probably had kept
silent on the many Bahti'is in America. Both would have said that the BAb
had been executed in Tabriz in stead of Tehran, that Kufih (al-Kufah)
was a place in Iraq not Iran; and that the persecutions following the assassination attempt on the Shah had started in 1852, and not in 1853. It therefore cannot be ruled out that Kuyper fabricated his personal Babi contact
in order to lend an air of authenticity to his writing.
No, Kuyper's harsh judgement on the Bahai religion had not been the
result of independent research. Yet. given the stature of its author, the
chapter called 'Akka and the Babis' probably served as a major source
91 HDNP, AK. LD.P. 4, inv. nr. 8. Except for this anonymous explanation on Babism
written on the stationery of the Dutch vice-consul in Jaffa. but neither in the handwriting
of Kuyper nor in that of the vice-consul. and a letter of D. I.8ytoed Hardegg. a member
of the German colony of Haifa, in which Kuyper is thanked for sending his book, there is
no correspondence between Kuyper and Haifa. Since Kuyper visited Jaffa afk, he had gone
to Haifa and Akka it seems obvious that he did not obtain much information from local
Baha'f sources.
92
Bahd'u'llah arrived in Akka on 31 August 1868, and he died on 29 May 1892.
93 Note that Kuyper reduced these numbers to respectively 15.000 and 600,000 in his
chapter. and misquoted the year of Bah:i'u'llah's death.
w BWC to De Vries, letter 20 June 1999.
95
According to Kuyper (1907 vol I: 487) Baha'u'llah arrived in Akka in 1877. The
actual date however was 31 Aug 1868. See: Momen 1981 : 205.
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of information on the Bahai Faith for many Dutch Protestants - the
part on the Holy Land was reprinted and published separately in 1927 but it was not an authentic source, and given its major discrepancies with
De Goeje, i.e. Browne, it did not qualify for a reliable secondary source
either. Kuyper had only written a Christian polemic against the Baha'i
religion, or as his son later remarked. Kuyper 'had seen the Holy Land
with the eyes of faith'.96
Abraham Kuyper's and Johan Severijn's critism was reiterated and
expanded upon in the work of their colleagues H. Bakker, A.B.W.M. Kok
and J. de Heer.97 And here. too, the eyes of faith took their toll: 'the criterion I used for judging these spiritual phenomena [i.e. new religious
movements], had been no other than the Holy Scriptures [Bihle], the ultimate fountainhead of truth', one of them explained.98 The rejection of
the Bahi'< religion by these (orthodox) Protestant authors
Catholics are
markedly absent in that respect - was grounded on a combination of the
following five arguments. Firstly, the Bahai Faith was considered to be
a form of syncretism. By which they not only meant that its teachings
included elements of various religious and philosophical systems 'Baha'ism is an amalgam of religious-philosophical elements, derived
from Neoplatonism, Islam, and Parsism; mixed with Darwinism, Cosmopolitanism, and not forgetting Theosophy' - but above all that it was
-

man-made.99 Whenever high moral standards could be attributed to this
amalgam, these had been largely derived from the Bible. Secondly, the
Bahai Faith presented a pantheistic concept of God, thereby rejecting
the Trinity which was 'the cornerstone of the Christian Faith'. Thirdly, it
opposed the monopoly and absoluteness of the Bible as the word of God
and undermined the uniqueness of Christ. 'There is no place for Christ

within this Baha'i movement, except alongside Buddha, Mohammed and
Bah'o'llah [sic]. The Bible as God's revelation and sole Guide for life is
foreign to Bahaists'.1(m Fourthly. the Bahai religion rejected the concepts
of sin and salvation: 'It preaches a redemption without Christ. an atonement without repentence. a brotherhood without rebirth, land] a salvation
of the world by science and good works'.'01 And fifthly, it offered a false

va H. Kuyper In: Kuyper 1925: 6.
Bakker 1947 (The Bahii' i religion was first discussed in the third edition of this book
in 1929): Kok 1948: and De Heer 1925. None of them mentioned the work of De Goeje.
Wagenvoort or Dunlop.
e Bakker 1947: introduction.
w Bakker 1947: 114. See also: De Heer 1925: 161.
m De Heer 1925: 161. See also Bakker 1947: 114.
mi De Heer 1925: 162. See also Kok 1948: 29. Bakker 1947: 114.
t).
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fulfilment of Christian eschatology. Baha'u'llah could not possibly be
the Lord of the Vineyard, for Christ would return in person rather than
in spirit.'02 (A remarkable argument indeed.)
This is, of course, not the place to enter into some kind of (fruitless)
theological wrangling or to offer a Bahif apologia, yet one can be puzzled by some of the arguments. How. for instance, could all of these theologians maintain that the Bahri religion was a form of 'pantheism', in
which man 'carried God within himself and only needed to reveal Him'
in order 'to become God' ? 1" This assertion is the more perplexing since
at least some of these authors claimed to have been familiair with (German translations of) some of the Baha'f sacred texts, i.e. The Hidden
Words, Glad lidings, The Most Holy Tablet, and The Book of Certitude.
If they used the term 'pantheism' in its obvious meaning, i.e. 'all is God',
or 'God and universe coincide', one wonders how they arrived at this
characterization. Even a very superficial scanning of the Bahti'i scriptures mentioned above would reveal that the word God is used as a synonym for terms like the Maker of the Heavens and the Creator of na,nes.
the Lord crl' the worlds. or the Creator of earth and heaven, thereby making a clear distinction between the Creator on the one hand and His creation on the other.'04 Time and again Bahd'u'lldh had stressed that God.
the unknowable Essence, the divine Being, is iminensely exalted beyond
every hitina,7 attribute. and that no tie of direct intercourse can possibly
bind Hi,n to His creatures. 105 God is only knowable to man in as far as
He makes Himself knowable to him. Hence the pivotal role of the Manifestation of God (like Buddha, Christ, Muhammad, or Bah:i'u'lldh) in the
human approach of the Divine. By attaining I...] to the presence of these
holy Luminaries, the "Presence of God" Himself is attained.10(' In the light
of these few citations it is clear that the statement that, according to Bahai
belief. man had to become God, is absurd. They that are worshippers of
the idol which their imaginations have carved. and who call it Inner Reality, such men are in truth accounted among the heathen, Baha'u'lldh had
warned.'07 A comparison with Don Quixote forces itself on the observer
here. Unlike Cervantes' hero however, Kuyper and associates appear to
have constructed the windmills themselves.
'02 De Heer 1925: 154. See also Bakker 1947: 115.
103 Kuyper 1925: 82: Severijn 1920: 12: De Heer 1925: 161: Bakker 1947: 114: and
Kok 1948: 29.
101

The Glad Tidings ·and The Most Holy Tablet can be found in: Tablets of Bahli'11'11(ih

revealed aDer the Kildb-i-Aqdm. Haifa. \978.
105 Kitah-i-4(in 98.
106 Kitab-i-lqdn \41.
mi Gletinings 337.
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Although this polemical literature was often vicious and incorrect, it probably never posed a threat to the few early Dutch Bah:i'is. The circular nature
of its reasoning - Christ is God's only begotten Son. because the Bible tells
me so - made this literature into an oratio pro domo. It might have helped
Christians in remaining Christian. but it was ineffective in bringing about
a change in the beliefs of a non-Christian. No, the real danger for the frail
Dutch Bahd'f community did not come from outside, but from within.
While Henri van Ginkel left the Netherlands in 1923 after a disagreement with the Theosophical Society on the future course of the publishing company - he would pass away in Brussels in 1954 - the Enzlins
built a klinst-cial ('art hall') behind their bakery in Blaricum. It is not known
whether or not any Bahd' i meetings were held in this 150 seat auditorium,
for in spite of their initial enthusiasm the Enzlins did not remain Bahii'is.
After the First World War Enzlin sent a letter to 'Abdu'l-Baha in Haifa.

That letter is lost. but not the reply:
Holland. Blaricum.
Dear Mr. George Enzlin. The Glory of the Glorious Lord be upon you.
He is God.
0 thou that hast been attracted to the kingdom of God. The letter you sent
on 22 May 1919 has been received. Its contents pleased me much. Thank God
that thou honoured person art thirsting for the wellspring of life. on the path
of salvation eagerly seeking after truth and abhoring any imitation. This is
the century of truth. Thousand year old ideas are outworn and outdated. The
wise and learned are in a state of confusion and opposition. In this great century old and worn-out principles have been totally abandoned. In every field
new ideas have taken their place. old teachings exchanged for new ones. old
policies replaced by new. old science abandoned and a new one developed.
old traditions forgotten while new ones came into being. New rules. discoveries, investigations and inventions have amazed the wise. Everything has
been renewed and so the reality of the religion of God. too, must needs be
renewed. imitation must be extinguished so that the light of truth will shine.
The principles that reflect the present spirit of the times must be spread.
They are the principles of Bahd'u'll:ih that have been revealed to the world
by the breath of the Holy spirit.
Like the search for truth. Imitation must be completely forgotten. to kindle
the light of truth.
Like the unity of mankind. All are God's lambs and He is their loving Shepherd. Upon all He bestows His never ending mercy. As a result the ignorant
become learned. the weak strong. and the children adults. One must not turn
away from the child. the weak or the ignorant. On the contrary one must give

them affection.
Like religion must be the source of friendship and love amongst men. If it
becomes the cause of hate and enmity. its absence is to be preferred. Religion must agree with reason. And common sense must acknowledge faith.
Like sincerity. justice and the acceptance of equality. This means that one
prefers the other over oneself. Not under pressure however. but for the love
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of God. Men must love each other in such a way as to sacrifice their lives
for each other, like the Baha'is in Iran do.
Like the giving up of religious, racial. national, or political prejudices that
erode the fundamentals of mankind. As long as these prejudices exist.
mankind may appear civilized, in reality, however, it is absolutely barbaric.
War, strife. discord and murder will not cease.
Like world peace.
Like the establishment of the Supreme Court. So that the complicated disputes between nations and peoples will be solved by this highest court.
Like divine freedom. This means liberation from the world of nature. For
as long as man is a prisoner of nature. he will remain a voracious animal.
Like equality of men and women. Since mankind has two wings. a male and
a female one, it will not be able to fly nor obtain blessings and victories
unless both wings have become equally strong.
Like religion is like a stronghold. As long as mankind does not turn to religion. disorder and chaos will rule and order will break down.
Like material civilisation must be founded on spiritual civilisation. Material
civilisation is like a lamp and divine civilisation is like the light. Material
civilisation is like a body and though it is of perfect beauty. divine civilisation is like the soul, and a body without a soul is useless. Mankind needs
the breath of the Holy Ghost. Without that spirit it is dead. Without this
light there will be only darkness upon darkness. The world of nature is
the world of the animal. as long as the rebirth of man fails to materialize.
This means as long as he is not detached from the world of nature. man in
essence remains an animal. The divine principles will turn this animal into
a human being.
There are many such principles of Baha'u'llah. They bestow life and illumine the world. Everything has been regenerated. so the divine principles
must needs also be regenerated.
0 thou receiver of the divine message. gird up thy loins with zeal and arise
with all thy force, so thou wilt illumine the regions with divine teachings
and turn the thorns into a bed of flowers. Know for certain that thou wilt
continuously receive divine support.

The Glory of the Glorious be with you.
Haifa, 26 August 1919. Abdu'l-Bah:i Abbas.

1()8

When Ahmad Yazdani and Ibn-Asdaq came to The Netherlands in 1920
George and Anna Enzlin were still active Bah;i'is. but some time between
1921 and 1926 they left the faith. As to the cause of this step we can only
guess. It is, however. striking that two other Dutch believers, LeClerq and
Mesdag, resigned in that same period.
Hajo Wilhelm Mesdag ( 1889-1954) called himself a 'nomad' but, to
his family, this youngest son of a industrialist from Zwolle was above all
an unmarried buitenbeentje ('outsider'). His eldest brother, who more or
less acted as his guardian, supported him financially. Nomad or outsider,
111.

'Abdu'l-Baht 1921. Unauthorised translation.
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Mesdag did not like his country. In his perception the 'Dutch bourgeois
soil' was nothing but 'a frog infested swamp'. A place where his health
was undermined, his 'fears and nervous stress' increased and where he saw
nothing but plain frogs instead of 'bewitched princes or princesses'. With
approval he quoted the French philosopher Voltaire, who after his visit

to Holland in 1737 had said farewell with: Adieu canaux - canards canaille ('Goodby, canals - ducks - rabble'). And so Mesdag had left his
country. On foot he had gone to Belgium, France and he had wandered
through Italy 'from Ventimiglia, Milan and Udine to the farthest corners
of Sicily'. It is not clear why he made the crossing to Egypt. According
to Iranian Bahd'is in Port Said, with whom he came into contact. Mesdag carried a note with the text: 'Walking to find Christ'.'09 They told
him of their religion and advised him to go to Haifa to meet the Guardian.
Dr. John E. Esslemont (1874-1925), a Scottish Baha'f who lived there at
that time, May 1925, wrote about Mesdag:
Yesterday a Dutchman arrived here from Port Said, the first Dutch Baha'i,
so far as we know. He has been a sincere and earnest truth seeker for years.
About 9 months ago he left his home at the Hague and walked on foot
through Belgium. France and Italy. Then he felt some inward urge to go to
Egypt, and travelled thither by a Dutch cargo steamer. When the steamer
arrived at Port Said Mahmood Effendi, one of the Port Said Baha'is came
on board and was introduced to Mesdag (the Dutchman). They struck up
a friendship at once and after 2 days Mesdag went to live in Mahmood's
house. There he met Martha Root, Mr. Schopflocher and various other Baha'is.
read my book IBahd'u'lldh and the New Eral and became thoroughly
interested and seems now already a firm believer. He has already, since his
arrival yesterday morning. translated our 8-page folder into Dutch and we
hope he will be able to do much to make the Cause known in Holland and
win adherents there. ito

Mesdag enjoyed his stay in Haifa tremendously:
1 think about the great moments I spent in Acco [Akkal and Haifa, about
the peaceful strolls permitted to me by Shoghi Effendi. great grandson of
Baha'u'llah and at present leader of the Baha'is. Then we would walk on
Mount Carmel, and suspend our conversation on philosophy. sexuality. religion and fanaticism to gaze at the far away snow-capped mountains of Judea
or the sunset in the west. Then I think [ . . . ] of my kneeling down on Carmel
at the graves of the Bab and his two prophets. father and son (the Father in

Acco) my heavenly joys...

10(,
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Mazgani to De Vries, personal communication 1998.
Esslemont. letter 9 May 1925 quoted in

BWC,

letter 19 Nov 1984. NBA.

"' Mesdag to Wagenvoort. letter 5 Apr 1926. NLM. CW. A transcription of the original Dutch manuscript is included in Appendix I.
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In June Hajo Mesdag had returned to the Netherlands 'to bring the mes-

sage' there. And he had ambitious plans: 'First I would establish a
centre in the Netherlands. Then to Persia. to learn the language, and next
take a leading position in the Baha'i work under Shoghi Effendi'. With
that he was. according to his own words, 'destined to be a Nuntius'. That
same month Mesdag informed Shoghi Effendi that he had written a letter to Adriaan van de Sande Bakhuyzen, the new Dutch envoy to Tehran,
to inform him about the Baha'f martyrs in Persia, had asked him to introduce him to the Persian minister, and that he would write articles about
the Baha"i religion for the periodicals De Tempel, De Vrije Mens, Vragen
van de Dag, and Eenheid.'12 It all ended in disillusionment however. All
the spiritual 'jewels and precious stones' he had brought with him were
'stolen' from him. And he became 'dangerously ill [ . . . ] with grief and
disenchantment'. Finally this Dutch convert found it necessary to resign,
'for I myself did not believe in it any more'. But this 'deep grief after
great joy' would stay with him, 'if not so much in smarting wounds. but
in gnawing scars'.113
Mesdag had had the intention of writing about his decision to leave the
Baha'f Faith, but as far as is known he never did. So as to the nature of
his trials, as well as those of the Enzlins. LeClerq, and possibly a few
other early Dutch believers, we can only speculate. A likely explanation
however is that the frail Dutch Baha'i community - in fact the qualification 'community' appears to be inappropriate here - had not been able
to cope with the shock wave caused by the death of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i in
November 1921. This loss not only robbed the isolated believers of their
great spiritual example. it possibly also resulted in disunity within their
ranks.
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Mesdag to Guardian, letter 15 June 1925. Cited in: UHJ to De Vries. letter 20 June

1999.

"3 At the beginning of April 1926 Mesdag was waiting for the completion of a 'light
torpedo-shaped little car' to renew his wanderings. That year he probably returned to the
Middle East. During a stay in the Netherlands in about April 1929 he made a deep impression on his little nephew because he spoke eight or nine languages'. According to this
nephew Mesdag lived in Cairo at that time. where he worked as an interpreter. After a stay
in Rangoon Mesdag went to Allahabad in Northern India in 1934. There he soon became
a follower of Babuji Maharaj. the then spiritual leader of the Radhasit'ami Sa/sang ('Brotherhood of Radha's Lord'), a Hindu movement that was founded in 1861. and that rejected
all idol-worship and ritual in favour of devotion to an impersonal God. The brotherhood
was open to members of all religions on condition that they accepted the principle that all
religions were but imperfect manifestations of the higher reality. Mesdag eventually completely integrated into Indian society, he wore Indian clothes. ate Indian fuod and learned
to read and write Hindi. Saheb Das. as this Dlltchman became known. died in 1954 in Agra.
At his express wish his body was cremated there. See: Hinnells 1993: 336.375: E.M. Mesdag to De Vries. personal communication 19 Sept 1997. and Maheshwari 1994.
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As Maurits Wagenvoort had reported, the Tehran Bah:i'fs had expected
that after the death of 'Abdu'1-Baha there would be no 'general head', no
'pope', and no 'infallible head of the BehaY church'.1 14 So when 'Abdu'lBaha's will and testament was read it must have come as a surprise to at
least some believers that the Master, instead of having left instructions for
the immediate formation of the House of Justice referred to by Baha'u'lldh,
had appointed his eldest grandchild Shoghi Effendi Rabbani (1897-1957)
as first 'Guardian of the Cause of God' (Valiy-i-Amru'llcill) and head of
the future Universal House of Justice.
0 my loving friends After the passing away of this wronged one. it is
incumbent upon the Aghstin ['Branches'. descendants of Bahd'u'lldh]. the
Afndn ['Twigs, relatives of the BAb'] of the Sacred Lote-Tree, the Hands of
!

the Cause of God and the loved ones of the Abhd Beauty to turn unto Shoghi
Effendi - the youthful branch branched from the two hallowed and sacred
Lote-Trees and the fruit grown from the union of the two offshoots of
the Tree of Holiness, - as he is the sign of God, the chosen branch, the
guardian of the Cause of God, he unto whom all the Aghsdn, the Afndn,
the Hands of the Cause of God and His loved ones must turn. He is the
expounder of the words of God... 115

In early 1922. at the age of 25. the Guardian discussed the future development of the faith and the possible election of the Universal House of
Justice with a group of 'representive and well-known' Bahli'is during
special meetings in Haifa. 116 It seems it was decided then that a firm
base of local and national institutions to support the House of Justice
would be required first, for shortly afterwards the Guardian called on the
Baha'fs to establish local assemblies wherever nine or more believers
resided, national assemblies in the larger communities of Iran, Iraq,
Russian Turkistan, the United States, India, Egypt, Germany and Britain,
and to place all activities under the authority of these local and national
assemblies. 117

The concept of local and national houses of justice was familiair to
Bahd'is, also those in the Netherlands - the first Dutch Baha'i pamphlet
clearly illustrated that - but the new, increased stress on organization
aroused some discontent and even opposition, most notably by two American believers: Ruth White and Mirza Ahmad Sohrab (c. 1893-1958). Both
eventually started to advocate their own interpretation of the Bahii'i
religion and openly diputed the authority of the Guardian. Thereupon the
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\Vagenvood 1907: 241.
'Abdu'l-Baha. Will and Testament In Taherzadeh 1992: 416.
1m Rabbani 1969: 55.

115

117 Rabbani 1969: 247.
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Guardian had been forced to declare them 'breakers of the covenant', a
term reserved for those who from within the Bah:i'i community attempted
to manipulate the Bah:i'f Faith to their own advantage or in accordance
with their own concepts. As Bahi'fs were forbidden to associate with
'covenant breakers', such a declaration was in fact an excommunication.'18 Although those who joined Sohrab or White in rejecting the
authority of the Guardian were few, it is certain that their activities
resulted in a polarisation of the Bahai community into 'organizers' versus 'anti-organizers', especially in the United States and Germany. 119
Since the few Dutch Bahd'is probably leaned heavily on their eastern
neighbours, who formed the most numerous Bahd'i community in Europe
at the time - Of the 38 localities in Europe in which Baha'is resided in
1925, 26 were in Germany - it is likely that their disenchantment
resulted from the disunity within the community there.'20 Whatever the
exact cause, by 1926 there was only one Bahii'i left in the Netherlands. 121
Again all promotional activity had to come from abroad.

Peace by religion

While more than 3,000 athletes and many more sport enthusiasts from all
around the world poured into Amsterdam to attend the ninth Olympic
Games, delegates from different religious and social organizations gathered
in The Hague for an international conference on 'Peace by Religion', that
was to be held in that city from 31 July to 2 August 1928.122 Although
the majority of the 450 participants represented Dutch organizations,
the chairman was proud to announce that 10 other nationalities were also
present. Among these foreign participants were at least two Bah:i'is:
Martha Root (1872-1939) from the United States and Muhammad Rawhiini
from Iran. How did they end up there?
As had been the case with Yazdani, here too, the Esperanto connection came into play. Like many other Bahd'is at the time both Root and

"8 At present the very rare decision to expel someone from the community as a
covenant-breaker can only be taken by the Universal House of Justice.

'w Smith 1987 122-126.

120
This assumption is supported by Van Bleyswijk Sombeek who after visiting the
Tijssen family, who came from Germany to the Netherlands in 1937. remarked that they were
disenchanted by the 'disunity' in Germany. Report to ETC. 5 July 1947. NBC.
121 Bertelink to Guardian. letter 28 Nov 1928. BWC.
'-- Announcement of the conference. Schuwer-Isbrticker to De Vries, letter 10 Jan

2001.
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Rawhlini were fluent in Esperanto. 123

In 1925 Root, a Pittsburgh journalist who. after accepting the Bah:i' f Faith in 1909, had devoted her life
to spreading its teachings around the world, had been the first to deliver
a presentation on What is the Bahdi Movement? attheyearly Universal
Esperanto Congress. Illustrative of the special bond that had developed
over the years was the fact that during that 7th Congress - held that year
in Geneva, Switzerland - the portraits of both Ludwick Zamenhof and
'Abdu'l-Baha overlooked the thousands of Esperantists filling the Victoria
Hall. 124 By 1928 Root had become well known in Esperanto circles.
She had written almost a hundred articles on the language. had been a regular participant in the yearly universal Esperanto congresses, and was a
personal friend of Zamenhof's youngest daughter Lydia, who in 1927
had become a Bahii'f herself.
Since Julia Isbrucker. who was the secretary and initiator of the con-

ference, not only knew Root well but also was familiar with the Bahii
religion - she had been, after all, Ahmad Yazdani's translator - it is
almost certain that it was this prominent Dutch Esperantist from The
Hague who had invited the Bahd'is to take part.
On Monday July 30 Root took up her residence in the vegetarian hotel
Pomona. She knew this hotel from a previous visit she had made to The
Hague in May (or June) 1926 to send 'Abdu'l-Bahd's Tablet to the
Hague and Esslemont's book Bahd'u'llcih and the Ne ' Era to Queen
Wilhelmina of the Netherlands.125 The conference started that evening
with a welcome meeting in the Tuin Zaal ('Garden Hall') of the Zoo. On
behalf of the organizing committee its chairman welcomed the participants as 'bearers of the same ideals'. Although he did not know what the
result of this gathering would be, he considered it 'a comforting thought
that Roman Catholics, Jews, Theosophists, Anthroposophists and many
others had come together'. Next there followed a few welcome speeches
- all translated into Esperanto by Isbrticker - by representatives of
various organizations like the Vrijzinnige Lutheranen ('Liberal Lutherans'). the Nederlandsche Vegetariers Bond ('Dutch Society of Vegetarians'), and the Theosophical Society. After an interval during which Ms.
van Aken played some compositions on the musical saw ( ! ) accompanied
by Lady Pancras Clifford on the piano, opportunity was given to meet
one another.

pi Like
Agnes Alexander, Dr. Adelbert Muhlschlegel. Prof. August Forel and Dr. John
E. Esslemont.
IN Garis 1983: 231.
!14 Garis 1983: 252 and 304.
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The next three days were filled in much the same way. There were lectures, speeches and greetings from representatives of a wide variety of
organizations, ranging from the World Union of Churches, the Dutch
Esperanto Society, the International Womens Council, and the Order of the
Star to the Omoto Movement, Christian Science, the Spiritualist Society,
the Sufi Movement, and the Bliarat Dharma Mahamandal.The audience
heard a message on 'Peace by Prayer' by Raden Adipati Aria Wiranatakusuma, the regent of Bandung in the Dutch East Indies. There were musical
intermezzos by aristocratic ladies, a prestigious reception by the Municipal Council of The Hague at the Kurhaus hotel in Scheveningen, and a
high tea at the offices of the Vredes Kanier ('Peace Chamber').
It was finally during the afternoon session of the last day that
Muhammad Rawhtinf was given the opportunity to speak 'some words
of greeting in Esperanto to the congress on behalf of the Bahai movement'.126 After a fruitless discussion on a resolution to found an 'Association of Religions' with the aim 'to unite all ethical and religious
forces of the world', the chairman closed the conference with special
thanks to IsbrUcker. 127
Root and Rawhtinf immediately left for Belgium to organize two Bahai
sessions at the Twentieth Universal Esperanto Congress in Antwerp. From
there Root reported to the Guardian that the The Hague congress had
been good, that 'Ruhani [Rawhdni] of Rasht spoke there and did well',
and that they had 'several Baha'is' there. 128
Who those other Baha'is might have been is not known. It is certain,
however. that there were only a very few Dutch believers at that time. In
his study of new religious movements in the Netherlands, Hofstra wrote in
1927 that like the Ahmadiyya movement, which at that moment had 'only
one adherent', the number of' followers of the Bahai-movement [was] also
small:129 This observation is supported by a letter from Gerrit Jan Bertelink
(1908-1990), who a few months after the conference wrote to the Guardian
that he had received his address 'from the Bahri friends in Hamburg
(Germany)' and that he had been 'the only one [Bah:i'f] in Holland' for two
years. At the time he wrote his letter there were more and he hoped for a
big group soon. 130 Bertelink also enclosed a copy of a Bahai booklet in

Dutch,Wat is de Balidi Beweging? ('What is the Bahd'i Movement?').m
,16 Haagsche Courant 3 Aug 1928 and Garis 1983: 306.
2
7 Haags(·he Courant 3 Aug 1928.
128 Root to Guardian. letter 5 Sept 1928. BWC.
I

129 Hofstra 1927.

Bertelink to Guardian, letter 28 Nov 1928. BWC.
'11 Bertelink to Guardian, letter 7 Dec 1928. BWC.
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M. Root and M.

Rawhiini holding 'Abdu'l-Bah6's photograph at a Bahdi

Esperanto session during the 20th Universal Esperanto Congress, Antwerp,
Belgium, August 1928. Seated in centre. L. Zamenho.f.

Unfortunately very little

is

known of this early Dutch Bah 'i. We do

know that he had been born in Enschede. a town in the east of the Netherlands. He came from a Protestant background and had been an active
member of the Christelijke Jonge Mannen Vereniging ('Christian Young
Men's Society'). But because he had refused to become a member of the
Reformed Church he had to leave that society. He married in 1932 and
had two sons. In 1936 the family moved to Hengelo. For 40 years Berte-

link worked as a reporter for a regional newspaper. One of his sons
remembered him as 'a very religious man' who went to church, however,
'only in his professional capacity'. Although it did not surprise him that
his father had been a Bahii'i. 'he never told his sons anything about it. 132

To the East Indies
Already during Baha'u'lldh's lifetime his followers had settled in Egypt,
and by the 1920s sizeable Bahdi communities had formed in Alexandria

1'1

G. Bertelink t() De Vries. letter 16 Oct 1997.
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G.J. Bertelink.
and Port Said. 133 Since most shipping traffic between the Netherlands and
its colony in the East passed through the Suez Canal, many Dutch nation-

als called at the latter port and thus had the possibility of coming in contact with local Bahri'is. We have seen how Hajo Mesdag had been introduced to the Bahai religion there by Mahmood Effendi in 1925. And
that same year and in the same place Mahmood Effendi met Grosfeld,
another Dutchman who also became a Bahai.
Wim E.M. Grosfeld (1893-1960) came from a large Roman Catholic
family in Brabant. Like his brothers he had wanted to become a priest,
but he had not completed the study. In 1920 he had left for the Dutch East
Indies, where he worked as the representative of a lumber company. After
his divorce three years later he returned to the Netherlands. The custody
of the two children of this marriage. a boy and a girl, was awarded to
their mother and they stayed in Batavia (now Jakarta).134 In 1925, as Wim
Grosfeld was on a second journey to the East Indies. he met Mahmood
Effendi in Port Said and 'was so much impressed by the [Baha'i] Teachings
13' p. Smith 2000: 131-132.
134 E. Grosfeld to De Vries. personal communication 2 Oct 1997.
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that he accepted them at once'.135 Like Mesdag he broke his journey for
a visit to Shoghi Effendi in Haifa. Afterwards he sailed from Cairo for
Java aboard the Dutch steamer Tjerimai of the Rotterdamsche Lloyd in
early 1926.136
Grosfeld certainly was one of the early Bahd'is in that vast archipelago, but he was not the first. In 1885 the Iranian Baha' i, Sulaymdn Kllfini-Tunukdbunf, better known as Jamiil Effendi (c. 1820-1898), and his
Iraqi-Indian friend Siyyid Mustafa Rumi (1852-c. 1944), together had
attempted to establish the Bahdi religion on the islands of Java, Bali,
and Celebes (now Sulawesi).137 Jam:il Effendi and Siyyid Rumi had
started their journey in Batavia on a six-month visa that allowed them
to travel only to seaport towns. From Rumi's account of this enterprise
we know that during their travels in Java, the two Bahd'i pioneers 'were
closely watched by detectives and spied upon everywhere, as the Dutch
government was exceedingly afraid of religious propaganda'. 138 After a
stay of'a couple of months' in Surabaya they went on to Bali where they
were introduced to the Court of one of the local rajas, by their friend
Siyyid 'Abdu'llah, the Chief Commissioner of Customs, who also served
as an interpreter for them. Accompanied by a royal escort, they reached
the palace where they were cordially welcomed. 'For hours the king and
queen questioned us earnestly about spiritual subjects. It was a most interesting conversation. Finally, after partaking of coffee and some sweets,
we received permission to retire'. 139

115

Guardian to Wright, letter 9 Febr 1934. BWC.

136 Zuidhoek 2000: 103.
137
Roumi 1931-1932: and Momen 1999. According to Momen the journey was undertaken 'in about 1884 or 1885'. The exact date could be established by the fact that Rumi
reported the passing of 'King Fatta Arongmarua of Pan Pari' at the end of their trip. The
title Arling Matua belonged to King La Cincing. and that king died in October 1885. See:
KV 1886. Since Jamal Effendi and Siyyid Rumi travelled on a six-month visa for
the Dutch East Indies it is likely that they started their journey in the spring 1885. The possibility that Siyyid Rumi attended the funeral of King La Panguriseng. who was the ruler
of Sidenreng (which included the town of Pare Pare) and who could therefore be described
as the 'chief' of Pare Pare, can be excluded. King La Panguriseng died on May 11.1882
and was buried on January 1.1883 See: Staden 1884: 83: and KV 1883. This not only
preceded the alleged date of their journey. it also contradicts Rumi who does not report a
large interval

between death and

burial. Moreover it must not

be forgotten

that

Jamal and

Rumi travelled on a six-month visa.
13* Roumi 1931: 274-276. At that time this also included all Christian missionary activity.
See: Prince 2000.
i w
There existed nine kingdoms on the island of Bali at that time. Rumi did not give
the name of the Balinese king and queen he met, but given their subsequent crossing to
Sulawesi it is likely that the two Bahdi pioneers spoke with members of the royal family
of the northern kingdom of Buleleng. See: Creese 1998: 292-293.
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Siryid Rumi and Jamdl Effendi.

A few days later Jam:il Effendi and Siyyid Rumi sailed for Makassar
(now Ujangpandang), the chief seaport of the south-western peninsula of
Celebes. Upon their arrival, the Dutch authorities ordered them to stay
in the town's Arab quarters. Here they narrowly escaped death at the
hands of the Arab chief of the quarters. 140 After obtaining permission to
go to the interior, they proceeded 'in a small sealing vessel' to the coastal
town of Pare Pare, capital of the kingdom of Sidenreng. There the two
men were welcomed at the bamboo palace of La Cincing, the aged Artmg
Marita ('Supreme King') of Wadjo. |41 6 When I entered the royal presence',
Rumi reported.
The Swiss brothers P. and F. Sarasin, who between 1893 and 1903 made several
journeys through Celebes. also reported on the insecurity of Makassar. See: Sarasin 1905
II: 200.
141
Rumi mentioned how Pare Pare was ruled by 'a native independent chief called
Fatta Aronmatua Aron Raffan' who was 'advanced in age'. See: Roumi 1932: 313-315.
Rumi translated the words Petra At·ting Marita Arting Rapang as 'The Great Monarch and
King of all Kings'. But a better translation would be 'His Highness the Supreme King and
King of Rapang'. The title Arung Matua was exclusively used for the king of Wadjo.
Since the kingdom of Wadjo was a federation of ,everal small kingdoms that was ruled
by a council of 'kings' or local rulers that was headed by the king of Wadjo. the latter had
the title 'King of Kings' or 'Supreme King'. During Jamal's and Rumi's visit the title
Ailing Muttia belonged to King La Cincing. But that poses a contradiction for although
I.1 1
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I saw there two envoys sent to the King by the Dutch Governor of Makassar with a private letter to the King indicating the arrival of the two visitors
Jamal Effendi and the writer - and requesting the King to refuse any
help that they might request for the purpose of making their journey into the
interior of the native states; for the letter stated these two men were necromancers, and would use the art of enchantment to win [overl the chiefs and
their subjects for their mystic religious rites. The King was not favorably
impressed with this defamatory letter. In fact he was noticeably annoyed by
it and in an angry tone he said to the two envoys, "These venerable visitors
are our guests and under our protection. and the Dutch Governor should not
interfere with our religious affairs".

-

The two Bah:i'is stayed in Pare Pare for 'more than a month' during which
they had several meetings with several members of the royal family,
including Queen Simatana. 142 Undoubtedly these contacts were facilitated
by their succes in curing the psoriasiform skin disease from which King

La Cincing suffered. 143
By way of the town of Sidenreng which was situated inland on a large
lake, and after a 'rather alarming' boat trip through a 'crocodile-infested'
river, probably the river Tjenrana, they reached the Wadjo provinces of
Padali and Pamana on the banks of that river. Again they found a warm
welcome, this time by King La Koro and his wife Queen Diammarala. 144
But since there was little response to the Balid' f message here, they soon
left for the kingdom of Boni after being generously supplied with 'all the
necessary travelling equipment and three long canoes with full escort'.
Before sunset we reached our destination and were warmly received by the
King and his officials and given the guest house opposite the palace for our
residence. After dinner we were invited to the audience chamber where we

King La Cincing at times lived in Pare Pare. he was neither the ruler of that town. nor of
Rapang. These towns were part of the kingdom of Sidenreng that was ruled by his nephew
King Sumanga Rukka. See: KV 1883 and 1887. It is almost certain that Rumi mistook
King La Cincing for the ruler of Sidenreng.
142
Rumi claimed to have spoken to 'the Queen and also with the princess'. And Monien
mentioned 'the king and his daughter. Fatta Sima Tana. who was married to Fatta Talloo
Latta. the king of Sidenreng'. The princess mentioned here was Queen Simatana, daughter of King La Cincing. She was married to her cousin King Sumanga Rukka who was
the eldest son and successor of King La Panguriseng. the brother of King La Cincing.
See: KV 1883 and 1887. The title Te||ti atte belonged to royalty of Sidenreng. The name
of the wife of King La Cincing is unknown.
t
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Roumi

1932:

3 1 5.

Rumi mentioned 'King Fatta Chikourdi of Padali and his wife Diammarala'. See:
Roumi 1931 : 342. Momen also gives the name of that ruler as 'Fatta Padali Arong Fammana' ('His Highness of Padali and King of Pamana'). The title Tjakuridi was used for a
member of the council of kings of Wadjo. The ruler indicated here is King La Koro Arung
Padali. who that same year succeeded King La Cincing as Arung Matua of Wadjo. See:
KV 1886-1887. and Patunru 1983: 68.
144
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were received enthusiastically by the King and Queen. In this very first
interview we became intimately acquainted with each other, and the King
as simply as a child put all sorts of questions to us, both material and spiritual. [ . . . ] The King was so attracted by the stirring talks of Jamal Effendi
that he kept him answering religious questions until the late hours of the
night; in fact, it was not until two o'clock in the morning that we were permitted to retire.

From 1871 the Buginese kingdom of Boni (now Watampone) was ruled
by Arumpone ('Queen') I Banri who was married to Prince La Guliga, a
younger brother of the King of Goa. 145 After several audiences the Prince
asked Jamal Effendi and Siyyid Rumi to write 'a handbook in Arabic
outlining principles for the administration of his state'. When the book
was completed the royal couple 'accepted the Bahd'f Cause and made a
vow to promulgate it in all the provinces of the Celebes Islands as soon
as they should receive [divine] confirmation for this missionary effort'. 146
If and how divine confirmation was ever received we do not know, for
the two Baha'is were not able to prolong their stay. The Dutch assistentresident ('deputy governor') at Makassar, J.A.G. Brugman, had given
them a strict four month limit. And so they retraced their steps, attended
the funeral of King La Cincing in October 1885, and returned to Singapore
147
by way of Batavia.
Despite restrictions in time, in freedom of movement and in communications Jamal Effendi and Siyyid Rumi had been able to meet various
indiginous dignitaries, and according to the latter several of their contacts had accepted the Bahai teachings. Three of them were mentioned
by name: Siyyid Akhil ibn Htishim al-Haba hi in Surabaya (together with
his family), Siyyid ' Uthmiin ibn H411im and Siyyid 'Abdu'-Rahfm ibn
'Aqil both in Batavia. 148 Whether or not these new Bahd'is have ever
been active in spreading the Bahd'f religion we do not know. The Queen
of Boni died in 1895, her husband Prince La Guliga in 1902, and their
only child Princess Bunga Sutana (also known as Besse Daeng Bau) a
year later. 149 There are, however, indications that a few Baha'fs were
living in Makassar before and immediately after the Second World War.

145
Arumpone I Patima Banri Arung Timurung was a daughter of King Singkarra
Rukka. She married La Guliga Daeng Serang Karaiing Popo in 1880. See: Eerdmans 1922,
KITLV: Lith 1901: and 1Jzereef 1994: 36.
w Roumi 1932: 342-344.
147 •
Mr. Brooghmann' is described as the Dutch governor' of Makassar. but this is not
correct. In 1892 J.A.G. Brugman still was as.,·istent-resident. By 1896 he had risen to the
'

rank of resident ('deputy governor'). See: Sarasin 1905.

14* Momen 1999.
149 Lucardie 1912: 7.
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Celebes. 150
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certain Jusus Ottolua, who was from Gorontalo in North

Unfortunately even less is known of Wim Grosfeld's activities during
his second stay on Java. From 1931 he corresponded with Victoria
Bedikian, a Bah:i'i in the United States. whom he addressed as his 'spiritual mother', but the most striking feature of his letters is their grandiloquent tone coupled with a total lack of information. So it is not known
whether or not this Bah:i'i pioneer was instrumental in making the Bahti'f
Faith known to the man who on 17 August 1945, would proclaim the
Republic of Indonesia, President Sukarno. In at least two publications, as
Mobini-Kesheh has pointed out, President Sukarno (1901-1970) quoted
'Abdu'l-Bahd. The first was an article in the periodical Suluh Indonesia
Mucla ('Torch of Young Indonesia') of 1928, in which he wrote that 'an
Eastern author' had said:

that 'men and women are like the two wings of a bird', which, if the two
wings 'are made equally strong' will 'fly through the air to the peaks of the
highest development'.

Later in the same article he referred to 'a great patriot of the East', who
had recommended that
if there were not enough money for school fees for two children, then it
would be better that the girl goes first to school, 'because it is she who
will be a mother, and because education begins when the mother suckles
the baby'.

In his book Sarinah: Kewadjiban Wanita dalam Perdjoangan Republik
Indonesia ('Sarinah; The Obligation of Women in the Struggle of the
Republic of Indonesia') Sukarno in 1947 again quoted these lines, this
time incorrectly attributing them to Bahti'u'lldh, instead of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i.15 1
It is likely that the President knew of the Bahd' i writings through Theosophy.
For he himself reported how he frequented the library of the Theosophical Society, to which he had access because of his father's membership.
during his high school years (1916-1921) in Surabaya:52
In March 1932 Wim Grosfeld was visited by Keith Ransom-Kehler
(1876- 1933), a prominent American Bahai who two years previously
had embarked on a world tour to promote the Bahai Faith. From the
Pacific coast of the United States she had sailed to Japan, China, New
Zealand and Australia. And on her way to Burma (now Myanmar) her
150

De Jong 1991: 176.

m Mobini-Kesheh 1991: 12.
"3 Giebels 1999: 61.
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ship docked in Surabaya and Batavia. 153 About her two day visit to the
latter city Ransom-Kehler wrote in her diary:
At Surabaya I sent an air letter to Mr. Grosfeld telling him of my imminent
descent. Arriving early in Batavia the Chief Steward knocked on my door
before l was dressed announcing that there was a gentleman to see me. I said
"ten minutes" but it was nearer thirty before I emerged and found a very
pleasant young man of about thirty-five waiting near the pursers office. "My

father couldn't come" he said as I made my apologies "but I am at your
service" Of course I took him to be the son of our one Batavian Bahai and
said "Allah'u'Abha" which seemed to mystify him completely: soon 1
discovered that he was the son of Mr. IK.] Van Gelder to whom Mr. Burt
the Sydney Theosophist and Liberal Catholic priest had given me a letter,
and to whom he had written on my behalf.
I can only pray that Baha'is entertaining members of other communities
will show the same matchless hospitality and attention that these Theosophists
showered upon me ! Mr. Van Gelder is commissioner of the Batavia harbor.
They make their home in the Theosophical compound situated in one of the
finest sections, on Konings plein [now Merdeka Square] of Royal Park. a
very select portion of the city. In front is the Blavatsky Lodge with doors
on either side leading to the houses built around a park enclosure. [...] The
Van Gelder's home was a delightful place where Mr. Aloysius Van Gelder
drove me after taking me to the American consul to inquire for mail. There
his mother, a slight [... illegible] faced woman and his old grandmother,
descendant of one of the earliest colonial families, greeted me with the greatest courtesy and consideration.
Soon after my arrival a younger son returned from his studies at the Technical School and we had some very spiritled conversation. Naturally they are
all ardent Theosophists but inquired politely about the Baha'i Cause.
Of course my one thought was for my Bahai friend Mr. Grosfeld. Aloysius
took a note to him asking him to let me know when I could see him. On the
way he passed Mr. Grosfeld's servant (unknown to him to be sure) with a
note to me explaining that he was ill but wanted to know when I could see
him.154

After a little shopping and a ,·ijsttafel ('rice dish') lunch at the Van Gelders.
the two sons of Van Gelder took her back to the harbour. And since there
was no message from Grosfeld they looked over the ship and talked with
each other at the tea table.
The boys. highly intelligent and well-educated accept the most fantastic
superstitions which I find to be the case with all Theosophists no matter
how well-educated. They told the story of a kris (a native knife or dagger)
that unless it was incensed every three months walked around in its sheath

The meeting took place sometime between 14 Febr and 4 Apr 1932.
Ransom-Kehier. diary 1932. NBAUS. In 1930 the Theosophical Society in the
Dutch East Indies had over 2()00 members. See: De Tollenaere 1996: 107: and Jansen 1997:
153
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K. Raiisoni-Kehler.
and caused such confusion as to be a nuisance: of how the Titanic sank the
cause there was a certain mummy on board. people having seen a dark
crouching figure ascend to the bridge just previous to the collision: of how
everyone who had entered King Tutankamun's tomb was now dead.

The next day
'Still no word of my Bahai friend. Mr. Grosfeld' - Ransom-Kehler was determined to see something of the island of Java and
made a trip to Buitenzorg (now Bogor) some 30 km. south of the capitai. where she visited 's-Lands Plantentuin ('National Botanical Gardens'.
now Kebon Raya) at the residence of the Dutch Governor-General. Coming back to Batavia she went to see the editor of the Java Bode ('Java
Messenger') and asked him for 'publicity for the Cause'. On her return
to the ship she found Wim Grosfeld waiting for her.
-

He is a heavenly person with the real light of faith and joy in his thankful
face. He told me of his visit to Shoghi Effendi and particularly of his stay
with Mahmood in Port Said for whose arrival in Batavia he is constantly
waiting. His face glows with a great light when he speaks of this Egyptian
friend. "Is your wife a Baha'i?" II askedl "1 have not been able to explain
it all: I do not understand it all myself: but in my heart 1 know it is truth.
it is reality". After further conversations it was now sailing time. "We must
give to the temple". he said, "but I am poor and cannot give money. All 1
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have is this wrist watch for which I paid $24, get what you can for it and
make the contribution. No need to use my name: what difference does it
make where the money comes from?" His face was positively radiant. Meeting him was a great stimulus. "You got my note?" he inquired. "I was here
last night to see you" "Certainly not" I answered "or I would have been
here". Some hours out at sea the purser brought me the note found hidden
in the papers on his desk delivered the day before. 155

After her stay in Batavia Keith Ransom-Kehler eventually arrived in
Haifa as a pilgrim. From there the Guardian sent her - she was 'a fiery
and able speaker' - as his emissary to Iran to assist in winning greater
freedom for the faith and to give the Iranian Bahii'i community his instructions on the development of the administrative order. She died of smallpox in Isfahan on 23 October 1933 and was posthumously made a 'Hand
of the Cause'. 156
As Ransom-Kehler had reported, Grosfeld was awaiting the arrival of
Mahmood Effendi, but whether or not his Egyptian Bahai'f friend actually came to Java we do not know. Moreover Wim Grosfeld left the island
in 1933 to visit the United States. Palestine and the Netherlands. And
although he probably had just returned to Batavia when, in the late 193Os,
the American Bahai couple Mathew left a set of English and Dutch
Bah:i'f books in a bookshop in that city (as well as in Bali), there are no
indications that they joined forces.157 Overall, the Bah:i'i promulgation
activity in the Dutch East Indies seems to have remained very simple and
disconnected in those pre-War years.

A totally new country
As Keith Ransom-Kehler was making her short stop in the Dutch East
Indies, another American Bahti'i, Louise Drake Wright (1867-1949) was
planning to go to the Netherlands. Although Wright was born in Ohio, she
had first heard of the Baha'i Faith in Italy in 1907. 'When spending the
winters of 1906-7 in Alassio, Italy. I often met the late Professor Lewis
Campbell, professor of Greek in the University of St. Andrews, Scotland.
[ . . . ] From him I first heard of the Bahdi Revelation'.158 She and her sister Caroline had been living in England when 'Abdu'1-Bah:i visited there
in 1911. They 'first saw the Master at the house of Mrs. Thornburgh
155
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Cropper land] met Him at Lady Blomfield's almost daily during his stay
there, in London'. Both sisters had become dedicated to the Bah:i'i cause.
Following her pilgrimage to the Holy Land and her meeting with the
Guardian in November and December 1929 Wright had gone to Germany
to visit the Bah;i'is there. On her way to Hamburg she had also made a
two-day stop in The Hague. where she had visited the Peace Exhibition
at the Peace Palace. 159
In January 1932, a year after she had made another visit to Haifa and
England, 'an inspiring letter from Shoghi Effendi' reached her in Brookline, Massachusetts: '1 trust that your health is sufficiently restored to
enable you to resume with enthusiasm and vigor your services to the
Cause in Europe. Central and South Eastern Europe are the fields to
which I would like you to direct your attention'.16( And so Wright sailed
on the S.S. Bi emen for France. Arriving there in April she immediately
proceeded to Geneva in Switzerland where since 1925 the International
Bahgi Bureau had acted as intermediary between Haifa and other Baha'f
centres. 161 Waiting for further instruction at the the Maison Internationale
- where she found 'pleasant hospitality and met persons of interest' she occupied the time with attending sessions of the League of Nations,
frequenting the Bahd'i Bureau and 'telling the Baha'i Message'. Soon a
letter arrived informing her of a new arrangement regarding the Guardian's
plans for the spread of the faith.
Dear Miss Wright, Shoghi Effendi wishes me to drop you these few lines
to acknowledge the receipt of your cable asking his advice concerning your
teaching tour. He believes that the most advisable thing is to concentrate
upon Northern Germany and Holland. 1. . . ] Holland is a totally new country to the Cause so it will be true pioneer service. We do not know how
receptive the people are but through the Grace of God some real opening
could be made. We have only one Baha'i there. I. . .1 Perhaps you could use
his help: otherwise you will have to rely on your own resources and divine
help. Anyhow Shoghi Effendi hopes you will succeed and create a new and
prosperous center in Holland. Assuring you of his prayers and best wishes
I remain. Yours ever sincerely, Ruhi Afnan. 162

It is striking to notice that the Netherlands are described here as 'a totally
new country' and that the address of only one believer could be provided.
Apparently all previous efforts to establish a permanent foothold for the
faith in the Netherlands had failed. Wright had mixed feelings about this
159
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change of plan. Visiting the northern part of Germany allowed her to meet
with friends made during her previous teaching tour. but going to Holland
frightened her as that country looked so 'very difficult with no Bah:i'is
to be with'.163
After visits to the German Bahai communities of Leipzig, Berlin, Rostock. Warnemunde and Hamburg she headed for Amsterdam on Monday
27 June: 'Dear Holland! My little Holland ! I said as I stood at the window looking north over the canals and lakes in the speeding train'. 164
She took up residence in Hotel Centraa!. near the Vondel park. where,
as a friend had assured her, 'women could live alone quite comfortably'.
As had been her custom in foreign lands. Wright first sought the American consul to make known her purpose in coming to Holland, in which
the latter showed a 'kindly interest'. Through the consul's advice it
became possible 'to become a member of the only women's club in Holland. the beautiful, centrally placed, Nederlandsche Vrouwenclub on [the]
Keizersgracht [...] It soon became evident that staying in this well known
place was helpful to my work in every respect as well as less expensive
than living in hotels'. 165
Immediately following her arrival Wright sent a letter to Bertelink. but
she did not receive an answer. She had to manage it all by herself and
'being a stranger with no letters of introduction to anyone [...] and having come to present a totally unknown, all-inclusive religious movement'.
that was not an easy task. The more so as she was 66 at the time and did
not speak Dutch. However, before long she became acquainted with
some kind and delightful young Quakers who. having heard that a world
peace movement was being introduced for the first time to Holland. came
to the club several times and brought some of their acquaintances to investigate the teachings of Bahd'u'll:ih and were much impressed with His ideas
of bringing to pass the unity of mankind and the establishment of world
166
peace and federation of nations.

Eventually an invitation came to attend a meeting, held in the drawing room
of one of these ladies. In her small diary Wright wrote of this meeting:
Sunday 17 July: Up and out to 9.15 train to Leiden [thenl to Wassenaar.
Quaker meeting at house of Mr. and Mrs. Daamen. Such nice true man and
woman. Nice little house. 2 children. Some 15 persons present. Mostly men.
So kind and cordial ! Long meditations. 3 spoke. at intervals. I felt at home !
I was asked to speak. I did. Talking how I found out about [the] Cause.
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Read short account of lives of Prophets and quoted from the Words. All listened intently. Expressing much interest and asking for literature. 1 directed
them to Miss Lena de Beer's delightful and choice little book shop on Lange
Voorhout, The Hague. They were people of capacity. All remained to lunch.
And the host took me for a short walk to show me attractive gardens. Lunch
round big tables. One big tall fine faced man was helpful when I said I was
sorry I was not a great speaker. He said that my sincerety and devotion to
the cause drew people to it ! 167

month's stay Wright left Amsterdam for Southampton (England)
on the Oldenbarnerelt on \1 August. She had found it difficult to come
into contact with the Dutch. 'The people here are all Holland for the Hollanders, led by the Queen who is intrusive in her leaning in this direction.
1...] They feel no need of any others. They feel far superior to all surrounding countries'. she wrote at the end of her stay. Since she had also
noted that the Dutch never welcomed strangers 'unless introduced in some
way that they can feel interested in', she had seen it as her main task to
make 'as many contacts as possible so that the next one who comes will
have an easier time'.16X Apparently she had not expected that she herself
would be that next one.

After

a

The New Era
Only days before leaving the United States for 'a second attempt to promote knowledge of the Bah:i'i Revelation in the Netherlands' in the
spring of 1933, Louise Wright received a letter from Haifa containing
what must have been an encouraging and welcome message: 'According
to the reports we have received from Mrs. Greeven, Captain Liebau has
completed the [Dutch] translation of Dr. Esselmont's book. Should it go
immediately to the printers, as Shoghi Effendi hopes it will, it will be a
source of great assistance to you'.'69 Wright had first met the Greeven
,7
couple during her stay in Bremen (Germany) the previous year. 0 There
Max Greeven (1869-1961), who was a naturalized American citizen since
1921, but had been born in Monchengladbach (Germany), had acted as
her translator. His wife, Inez Marshall (1889-1983), had been born in
Alexandria (Virginia, USA). She and her two sisters, india and Daisy,
had accepted the Bah:i'i religion in 1919 in New York. Like Wright, Marshall had known 'Abdu'l-Baha personally and had visited him several

1(,7
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times in the Holy Land. After she was widowed - her husband died in
the Spanish influenza of 1916 - she had married Greeven in 1927.
Greeven had embraced the Bahfi Faith two years later. In 1930 the couple had settled in Bremen as Greeven had become partner in the European branch of Anderson, Clayton & Co., a large cotton firm from Houston (Texas, USA) and had been sent there to reorganize the business. 171
The Greevens had a long-time Dutch friend who was a captain of the
Holland-America Line. Despite his Lithuanian name Jacob (Jaap) Asmus
Liebau (1886-1969) had been born and bred in Rotterdam in the Netherlands. He came from a Protestant family and had joined a Masonic lodge
in 1917. After naval college he had started his career with the famous
shipping company. He had first learned of the Bahai religion 'via a book'
but it was his profession that had given him 'the great privilege to make
the acquaintance of many Bahti'is in America', in 1919.172 Among
Liebau's New York Bahai friends was Marshall. the woman whom he
later designated as his 'spiritual mother'. It was she who had asked him
171 BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 909.
172 Liebau to Straub. letter 12 July 1946. NBA.
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to translate into Dutch Balia'u'llah and the Neil· E, a. an introductory
handbook on the history and teachings of the Bahd'f Faith written by the
Scottish physician John E. Esslemont. Since Liebau did not have the time,
he had engaged a professional translator. the wife of a fellow Freemason,

and had paid her $150,- for the work.173
The book was however not yet available when Louise Wright sailed away
on the S.S. lie de Fi anc·e. changed to the S.S. Lafayette in Plymouth,
caught the Nm th Star Express from Paris to Amsterdam and was once more
'happily established' at the Nederlandsche Vrouwenclub on 27 March
1933.174 Two weeks later Inez Greeven informed her of the state of affairs
concerning the publication:
I have been thinking of you so much recently, as there has been much correspondence between Haifa and here regarding the Dutch publication [of
The New Era] and you were always in Shoghi Effendi's thoughts in this
connection. He has urged me by letter and cable to allow nothing to delay
the publishing and. as I found things moved too slowly by letter. I dashed
about ten days ago. [ . . .1 at long last the
to Rotterdam for one day only
translation is complete and we have chosen Nijgh & van Ditmar for publisher. They own the largest newspaper also and this will assure us free
advertising and the usual press criticism
which, it seems to me, will be
excellent towards getting the Cause before the public in a country where it
is as yet practically unknown. 1...] I am to have 250 copies to send to the
various centres that Shoghi Effendi has advised and I have asked for an
additional 50 copies to be held for you and Capt. Liebaus disposal. There
may be times when you feel someone can't afford a copy and yet just the
person who needs it most. The remaining volumes ( 1000 copies in all being
printed) are to be placed in all the book shops in R'dam. [...] I had no idea
where I was to find the money to finance this, even though Shoghi Effendi
sent me £ 30,-, as conditions are so discouraging here + business poor. But
I am arranging a loan and my husband is giving me all he can. [...1 The book
should be off the press in about three weeks time. I cabled Shoghi Effendi
yesterday and today he answered: "Delighted. loving appreciation". He
feels now that you have something to lean on, and I fear you will need a
prop! It seems formidable to me and I wrote Shoghi Effendi it was certainly
up-hill work for one woman alone. [...1 Capt. Liebau has promised to translate, during his present voyage to Amer. the pamphlet: "What is the Bahai
Movement?" and I shall have 1000 copies of that printed to help you.
1 think we need some small, free literature - don't you? 175
-

-

All this support did not prevent Wright from starting her second 'campaign'
with

a

heavy heart. and she vented her feelings to Greeven. Who answered

'71 I. Greeven to Wright. letter 13 May 1933. NBAUS. The translator was Mrs. A. Mui-

der-Engelken.
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right away that she could always write her, 'no matter in what mood'.
And she continued, 'It is so difficult to find oneself working alone and
with no one to share the daily progress or limitations. I sensed during my
one day in Rotterdam what you had ahead of you: not only was the very
atmosphere depressing to me but everyone told me the people as a race
are full of prejudice. But I know you will win out, otherwise Shoghi
Effendi would not have sent yoU'.'76
Ba118'it'lldh en het Nieitwe Tijdperk appeared in May 1933.177 But the
design, especially 'its very horrible cover in thin paper' was a great disappointment for Wright. 'In a library no one would want it because by
the time one person had read it it would be dilapidated!'.17X She discussed
the matter during her first meeting with Jaap Liebau - 'a big. plain man
of fine instincts beneath a rather simplistic Dutch face'. 'He thinks the
contract calls for a cover like the one on the English Esslemont. And he
is going to see about it'. There was another unpleasant surprise too. The
publishing company had printed a review of the book in the Saturday
edition of its newspaper Het Vaderland of 13 May. That of course was
welcome, since everything now depended, as Inez Greeven commented,
'on bringing the interest of the people to the point of wishing to investi179
The one column article gave a basically accurate outgate and read'.
line of Bahri history and teaching, but it had one major drawback: its
opening line. It read: 'THE BAHA'I MOVEMENT. We received some
reading matter on a new religious movement, yes indeed a new religion'.
To describe the Bah:i'i Faith as 'a new religion', was a terminology that
both women had painstakingly wanted to avoid. 'For of all things to say
to a Hollander that [term] is the worst. They are like limpets and adhere
with all atoms to preconceived ideas' Wright explained. t8(1 She immediately informed her pen-friend, who was 'quite heartbroken' and advised
her to consult Liebau on a possible rectification, as he not only spoke
Dutch but knew Zijlstra, the publisher, very well.18' But Liebau considered the whole matter a detail and did not want to become involved. Now
that the book was out, his share of the work had been done and he wrote
Wright that no better person than she could be found 'to take care of all
the details of having it made known and distributing it'. And he continued: 'Please be not disturbed by little things like the review of the book
I. Greeven to Wright. letter 26 Apr ( 1933). NBAUS.
177 Zijlstra to Wright (?). letter 18 May 1933. NBAUS.
17% Wright to sister, letter 31 May 1933. NBAUS.
179
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in "Het Vaderland" because we Dutchmen in general like nothing better
than to start a long unnecessary argument about an unimportant item and
in doing so lose sight of the forest on account of looking too much at the
trees.'82 At the suggestion of Zijlstra the matter was resolved by enclosing in the copies that would be sent to the press a small circular where
in a few lines the Bahd'i movement was outlined. In Liebau's opinion his
translation of the small pamphlet What is the Balid'i Movement? would
be just the circular requested: 83

Apart from the publication of Balid'u'lldh en het Nietiwe Tijdperk.
Wright's stay was dominated by three other topics: the publication of the
Kitab-i-ician,the influence of Ahmad Sohrab. and her list of introductions.
Only a few days after her arrival she went to The Hague 'to see how that
Miss De Beer [wasl feeling'.184 Lena C. de Beer. the owner of the small
Synthese bookshop at the Lange Voorhout in The Hague. was very glad
Liebau to Wright. letter 8 June 1933. NBAUS.
"3 Liebau to Wright. letter 9 June 1933. NBAUS.
jx4
Wright to fister. letter 29 March 1933. NBAUS.
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to see her again and put all aside to talk with her. When Wright told her
that she 'wanted to get in touch with those interested in Peace movements and societies of all kinds and their heads: De Beer immediately

introduced her to the publisher Carolus Verhulst of the Senhe publishing company in that same city. 185 The two met at the home of Verhulst
described by her
that afternoon. To the surprise of Wright, Verhulst
as 'a man of about forty years of age and with a quiet, dignified intellectual and manly aspect'
offered to undertake the translation of the
Book of Certitude (Kitdb-i-jqdn). The offer was repeated by letter that
same day: 'After your visit I have had a look again at the Baha'i books.
and again it was my impression, that the Book of Certitude was certainly
one of the best to introduce the Baha'i Movement in Holland. [...] Provided the Baha'i Movement supplied the money for it, we might undertake the job of publishing and pushing it. The translation could be done
by myself or by one or two of my friends'.186 Wright immediately
informed the Guardian and asked him for his consent. His answer came
on 24 April 1933:
-

-

Dear and precious co-worker. your two letters April 6th and 7th have just
arrived and I am delighted to hear of the splendid start you have made.
I wish you could induce Mr. Verhulst to undertake and finish as soon as he
can the trans. of the Iqan, which has already been published in four languages, the latest being the Chinese version. The book constitutes an essential preliminary to an intensive and intelligent campaign of teaching in Holland. I wish he could complete the translation before the end of the present
year! If he cannot undertake it in person. I trust his collaborators may enable
him and complete it. The "New Era" is being trans. into fifteen additional
languages ! May the Beloved bless richly your historic work. Rest assured.
I will continue to pray for you. Your true brother Shoghi. 187

On Wednesday May 17 Carolus Verhulst and his wife came to tea. Wright
- who had meanwhile moved from Amsterdam to The Hague - read
them the Guardian's letter as to the translation of the book, and told Verhulst 'that in translating that great book he would have wonderful vistas
of newness and vision'. The Verhulsts went away 'cheered', and Wright
herself was in a good mood too. 'After they left I had a realization of peace
and joy not felt for some time. [...] How I hope that Shoghi Effendi can
allow Mr. V.[erhulst] to publish it! ', she wrote in her diary.188 A day later

a letter of the Guardian came:

185 Wright to sister. letter 3 Apr 1933. NBAUS.
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Dear and precious co-worker, 1 wonder whether it would be possible to
induce the translator to print the Iqan at his own expense to obtain whatever
profit he can make from the sale of the books, with a definite assurance that
we would purchase from him a fixed percentage of the books immediately
they are published. If this is not acceptable I would appreciate an estimate
of the cost of publication, and trust it will be possible in the near future, to
provide the sum that is required. I trust and pray that the Beloved may guide
and sustain you in your arduous, your pioneer and highly meritorious
endeavours for the spread of the Cause in Holland. Shoghi.1%9

Wright telephoned Verhulst and told him what the Guardian had said
about his translating it.'*i On June 7 the Guardian informed her that he
would send the sum of $ 174 as a first instalment immediately after she
had been able to 'confirm and approve the proposition of the publisher'.
In a P.S. the Guardian's secretary added however: 'Shoghi Effendi would
like you to find out whether [the] publisher is wholy genuine'.'9' Wright
considered that a 'startling' assignment. for how in a foreign land and in
an unknown tongue could she do that? To solve the problem she first
sought the advice of Mr. G.H. Mees, one of her contacts in The Hague.
He told her that he 'thought the publisher would do a most attractive publication and that he was honest'. In his opinion the translation would be
done well.192 She immediately wrote the Guardian what Mees had told
her. But sending the letter she realized that she had consulted only 'one
person and that one having put money into the firm and had his own
books published there'. So the next day she also consulted Lena de Beer
in her bookshop in The Hague. The latter's advice was the opposite. 'Miss
de Beer said instantly that she thought this publisher not the one to trans. ' 1' 193
late the Iqan, that he is a communist and somewhat Bolshevestic:
.
Wright canceled her letter to the Guardian by a cable of June 10, and the
translation and publication of the Book of Certimde was dropped for the
moment. The work was eventually published in 1937 in a translation made

by Liebau.
When Verhulst had made his offer in early April, Wright had initially
felt 'that Baha'u'lldh [had] arranged it'.194 A week later however doubt
had set in: 'The more I think of how I asked that man to translate Iqan
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the "queerer and queerer" I feel. [...] I was so happy at the idea of that
book in Dutch that I lost my reason [...] Such a student of the Cause is
needed to translate such a book !'. 195 It was however not merely concern
over the quality of translation. Her emotional U-turn was probably also
caused by uncertainty as to what extent
if any - Verhulst and his
friends had been influenced by Sohrab.'m On April 15 Wright wrote in
her diary:
-

Mrs Brinkman from Rotterdam came to see me here at the Club and we had
tea and glorious talk. She is a friend of Mr. Verhulst and big minded, and
saw instantly much that was said. Asked many questions. was delightfully

responsive. Had met Ahmad Sohrab in Italy. Asked about him. I said little
but that having had a great opportunity he had fallen into a stall where
he wished to lead. She instantly came out with how she had felt. How he
sat in his chair all bent over and careless as to showing others respect in this

way. As if

he

cared for no ones spirit. She said she had seen ego in his

147

eye.

A few days later Wright went to see another friend of Verhulst, Mrs.
M. Mayer of Amsterdam. They talked for several hours. 'She has read and
thought deeply. So I proceeded quite to the center of things', Wright
wrote to her sister. and she continued. 'She is open. But like all others
I speak with she does not wish to join any organization. Still we met
on about every point'.'vx Mayer told her that in the summer she used to
go to the 'summer school' at Ascona in Switzerland for 3 weeks 'to hear
wonderful things'. But then Wright discovered that Sohrab held lectures

there too:
Mr. Mees, Mr. Verhulst and Mrs. Brinkman all met Ahmad at Ascona for
two summers ! And Mrs. Mayer I. . .1 sounded me on the subject. She said
the first summer he was very interesting and all heard the history of Bab,
Bahd'u'lltih and Abdu'l-Bah:i. But he never mentioned Shoghi Effendi. Mrs.
Mayer said yesterday that she thought he had finished and would not return
to Ascona. That he just repeated what he had said the year before. I told her
that to me he was a pathetic figure having been called to a high service and
having been caught in ego. She saw it. And she believed what I said of the
need of Guardianship ! To think I am led to the doors of those who need to
know the truth ! I. . .1 Mrs. Mayer produced a book in Dutch telling me a German had sent it to her. Ruth White ! ! 1. . .1 I told Mrs. Mayer of Mrs. Whites
strange desire to pull down administration 1. . . ] Now Mrs. Brinkman of Rotterdam said to me she thought something was not right with Ahmad. She
said. "He sits in his chair like this" (and she drooped and let her face look

I
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about with mouth open) 'as it he had no respect for those around him.
0 it is remarkable how I have come to all those deeply spiritual persons who

go to Ascona.

199

Apart from the Guardian and her sister, Wright apparently also mentioned
her chance discovery in a letter to Inez Greeven, who wrote back that she
would be surprised to know 'how many persons over here [in Bremen]
seem to have heard Ahmad [Sohrab] speak, or who know of him through
this latest idea of a "New History Movement", and she continued:
1 do think it too unfortunate that he has had sufficient money to back his
-self-to-the-fore" project, not only in America but Europe, and yet, who
can say that good may not come out of it? In this particular case, where you
were guided to contact these very persons who had heard him, it seems more
than mere coincidence'.20(1

Eventually Wright came into contact with six different Dutch people who
had met Sohrab in Ascona. He had told them of having been a secretary
to 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. had given the history of the three central figures of the
Bahii'i Faith, but had kept silent on the guardianship. And although most
of them had been convinced of his sincerity none of them had been drawn
further into the Bahii'i religion or had investigated it.
Other Dutch people also knew Sohrab. In his book on pacifism entitled
Vrede als Daad ('Peace as Action') published in 1931 the Dutch anarchist, anti-militarist and former church minister Bartholomeus (Bart) de
Ligt (1883-1938) also briefly discussed the Btibi and Bahd'i position on
violence and war. With approval, he mentioned Bahd'u'll ih's rejection of
violence in the defence of religion. And qualified him as a 'pacifistic relativist'. But De Ligt had a critical remark t00. He reproached the present
day Bah:i'fs for not translating their lofty ideals into direct action against
war. The cause of this passivism could partly be found, according to De
Ligt, in the fact that in the West the Bah:i'i religion had degenerated
into a 'bourgeois religion'. The ethics of such a religion were 'individualistic, more or less mystical. and vaguely humanitarian' in character,
and did not call for a clear commitment in socio-political matters. It
mainly attracted 'friendly ladies: and that was not conducive to heroism.
2()1

""' Wright to sister. letter 27 Apr 1933. NSAUS. The book mentioned in this quotation, probably was a German translation of White's work. as a Dutch version could not be
found in Dutch libraries.
2<" I. Greeven to Wright. letter undated IMay] 1933. NBAUS. The New History Society
was founded by Sohrab and others in New York in 1929 to promulgate 'the constructive
and universal principle0 of Bahai-O-Llah Sohrab was excommunicated in 1930. See:
P. Smith 1987: 124-]25
." Wright to sister. letter 27 Apr 1933. NBAUS.
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according to De Ligt. Before closing the subject. De Ligt mentioned how
in 1931 he received an issue of the Australian Commonwealth in which
the establishment of the New History Society was reported. In his book
he quoted parts of a lecture by Sohrab, and continued by reporting that
he and three other members of the International Anti-Militaristic Bureau,
had personally met Sohrab during the latest congress of the War Resisters
International at Lyon, 1-4 August 1931. It is of some importance to note
here that De Ligt did not mention Dutch Bah:i'is in that connection and
apparently was not aware at the time of Sohrab's break with the Bahai
community at large.202 The matter took up a great deal of Wright's thoughts
and energy during her second visit. And as the people to whom she spoke
were 'much more assured of the victory and conquering power of the
[Baha'1] Cause' when they learned of the guardianship, she set out to write
an article in which she would put forth Shoghi Effendi's position as
Guardian in order to help stem the tide of Sohrab's and White's books
and lectures. 2(}3 But it never came to that. Instead she concentrated on
finishing her list of introductions.
During her previous visit to the Netherlands Wright had found it
difficult to come into contact with those who might be interested in the
Bah:i'i religion. To get round this obstacle she had arranged for two letters of introduction. The first was by the National Spiritual Assembly of
the Baha'fs of the United States and Canada, and included several names
of internationally minded persons and societies that might be of service.
particularly in The Hague. The other was a letter she received from Dr.
Herbert Putnam, the head of the Library of Congress in Washington D.C.,
and a 'much valued family friend of many years standing', who introduced her to all librarians of the Netherlands. Armed with these letters,
Wright telephoned Prof. J.S. Theissen, the head librarian of the Amsterdam University Library, to make an appointment for presenting him a
book 'concerning a world peace movement little known among his people'. The meeting, that took place that same morning of April 21, was a
success. Theissen listened with 'rapt attention' and made the 'generous
and unexpected offer' to assist in making the Bahai message known to
Holland. Wright thereupon asked if it would be possible for him to give
her a list of the names of the persons to whom 'so universal a Movement
would appeal'.204 This request was fully complied with, and in the weeks
that followed Wright presented Bah:i'i books to Ms. Gebhard, the head

2()2

20'

De Ligt 1931: 318-325 vol I.

Wright. diary 7 and 31 May 1933. NBAUS.
21" Wright 'Pioneer Introduction' In: BW vol VIII 1938-1940: 878-879.
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of the Public Library in Amsterdam, Ms. Louise M. Boerlage of the Nws
Kinderleesrcial in The Hague, Dr. Jacob ter Meulen and Dr. Lysen of the
library of the Peace Palace, Mr. S. de Vreese the head of the Roman Catholic
Library in The Hague. Dr. H.E. Greve, head of Public Reading Room in
that same city, as well as to Dr. Molhuysen director of the Koninklijke
Bibli otheek ('Royal Library').
Apart from these librarians Wright also 'brought the message' to a
wide variety of other persons, which included the Dutch feminist and
publicist Esther Welmoet Wijnaendts Francken-Dyserinck ( 1876-1956).
founder of the Soroptimist clubs who later wrote an article on the Bahri
Faith; Miss M.L. Fleddtrus of the International Industrial Relations Institute: Mrs. Van der Hoogt, an American widow who had her portrait
painted by the New York artist and Bah:i'i Juliet Thompson: members of
the Dutch aristocracy like the countesses Van Limburg Stirum, Baron
Cornelis Schimmelpenninck van der Oye, and the Dowager Van Heerdt,
who knew Prof. Forel but was 'too busy with her own ideas of peace to
pay attention to the Cause'; as well as the Esperantists Mr. and Mrs.
Isbrucker, who 'both had met Martha Root, [...] were friendly toward the
2(15
Cause and knew a good deal about it'.
At the end of June her 'list of names' given to her by Theissen and by
others she had met, had nearly come to an end. As she was told 'from all
sides' that 'Holland [would] not listen to serious things in the summer too much mental strain all the rest of the year', and the dollar was very
low in exchange, Wright felt inclined to return before long to America.206
On July 18 she left for Paris by train. 'Am I to return to Holland?'.107

Isolated believers
As the winter of 1933 approached, the Guardian again asked Louise
Wright to resume her work of 'service to His [Baha'u'llah's] Cause in
Holland: And so the first week in January of the next year found her
'ready and eager' to carry out her beloved Guardian's wishes.20* Upon
reaching The Hague on 15 January 1934, her work proceeded much as it
had before, going from person to person and at times speaking to drawing room audiences, where 'the Message received close attention' and
usually a few of those present asked to see her again to talk further about
2115

106
3117
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Wright. diary 11 July 1933. NBAUS.
Wright. diary 23 June 1933. NBAUS.
Wright. diary 18 July 1933. NBAUS.
Wright 'Pioneer Introduction'. In: BW vol VIlI 1938-1940: 882.
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it. When Wright left the Netherlands for the last time on 20 April 1934.
she had spoken to at least a hundred different people about the Bah:i'i religion.2(' But although Wright certainly had been able to spread out what
she called 'a network of the knowledge' of the Bahd'f Faith's existence
and aims, her endeavours had not resulted in a single enrolment, let alone
the formation of a Bahri assembly, the nucleus of a Bahai community.21(1 One of the reasons for that failure might have been the fact that
she had to work alone. It is striking to notice that apart from Jaap Liebau
she did not meet with other Baha'is living in the Netherlands at the time.
Besides Gerrit Jan Bertelink, who did not respond to her letter, there were
at least three German Bah:i'is: Kathe Braun in Haarlem, and Eugen and
Mrs. Epple in Brummen (Gelderland).211 Wright not only failed to join
forces with these German fellow-believers, she was completely unaware
of their existence. 212
During her latest stay in the Netherlands in 1934 Louise Wright also
tried in vain to contact Wim Grosfeld, who the previous year had left the
Dutch East Indies for a journey around the world. He had gone to Japan
and China. Had sailed the ocean from Shanghai to San Francisco, crossed
the United States, and arrived in New York at the end of September
1933.213 On his way to Holland, he had visited Haifa where the Guardian had requested him to visit the believers in Syria, Turkey, Bulgaria,
Austria and Germany.214 To announce this visit the Guardian had sent a
letter of introduction to Bah:i'is and assemblies in these countries:

Mr Grosfeld. a devoted and capable Bahti'f from Holland is leaving Haifa
for his native land, where he is planning to teach the Cause. On his way
home he is at my request endeavouring to visit as many friends and centers as possible. I am sure that all the believers will be delighted to meet
him and to make his acquaintance. and will facilitate and render pleasant
his stay among them. His devotion to the Faith fully entities him to such a
consideration. 215

2*,9 This

figure could be calculated from her diaries and letters of the 1932-1934 period.

Wright 'Pioneer Introduction'. In: BW vol VIII 1938-1940: 883. Kok mentioned
her in his article on the Bahii'i religion. See: Kok 1948: 28.
-" The Epples and Braun are mentioned in BW vol IV 1930-1932: 272. Although
in a letter from the NSA of the USA to Wright of 17 May 1934, a fourth German is
mentioned. it could not be confirmed that this Else Backer actually was a Bahdi. She
most likely was not. Biicker had been born in 1901 in Solingen, and in 1931 had married
J.A.H. Mulder in Amsterdam. During the war the couple lived in Gouda. See: CABR.
211 Wright to NSA. letter May 1934. NBAUS.
21 ' Grosfeld to Bedikian, letter 6 Oct 1933: and Grosteld to Bosch. letter 2 Febr 1934.
NBAUS.
214 Guardian to Wright. letter 9 Febr 1934. BWC.
215
Guardian to SAs. letter 17 Febr 1934. BWC.
21()
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While in the Netherlands Grosfeld lived in Den Bosch. But the two
Bahii'is did not work together. According to Wright, the Guardian had
directed Grosfeld 'to establish himself in business before entering the
field of teaching' and in May 1934 the latter appeared to be deeply
engaged in that undertaking. A plan to talk about the Bahai work in
Holland failed to materialize. Yet Wright had high hopes. The fact that
Grosfeld would be able 'to speak to the Dutch people in their own tongue'
would be of 'incalculable value' and she was 'exceedingly grateful that
Bahii'u'lldh [hadl provided this means of furthering the Faith in this
land'.216 Apart from the fact that Grosfeld discussed his religion with
members of his family, little is known of his promulgation activities in
the Netherlands.217 In August 1936 he was still in his native country. In
a letter to the Guardian he wrote, 'the beautiful Cause is beginning to
live in Holland. In a very short time we have together 8 or 9 friends, all
very kind and zealous souls'. And he mentioned 'Mr. and Mrs. Verhoeven.
Mr. Liebau, Mr. Bertelink, Miss Braun, Mr. and Mrs. Epple and Mr. Grootenhuis'.218

A few months later, October 1936, the German-born but at that time
Canadian Bahai Jeanne (Ruhangiz) Bolles and her daugther Jeanne
(Negar) visited the Netherlands as part of a 'travel-teaching trip' through
Europe from September to December of that year. In their report to the
Guardian they mentioned to have visited 'five out of the seven believers'
in the Netherlands, among them Braun, 'a German Bahai who has lived
there [Haarlem] for a number of years'.
Although she is working for her living, and in spite of her long hours. she
spends most of her free time in service to the Faith. The latest news she
receives from Germany, and in this manner she keeps up to date with Bahai
activities. She corresponds with the Dutch friends and visits them on feast
days. [...] In Brummen is a German Bahii family. the Epples. Frau Epple
attended the German Summer School I in Esslingenl in August. She and her
husband are both firm in the Faith, but find it difficult to teach in their small
town. However they lend Dr. Esslemont's book \.BaIM'ti'llah and the New
E,·a] to their friends whenever possible. Occasionally Mr. Grosfeld visits
them.219

From what the Bolles heard, Wim Grosfeld was the most active Baha'f
'He seems to be able to stimulate and spur on the other

at that moment.

'16 Wright to NSA. letter May 1934. NBAUS.
217 E. Grosfeld to De Vries. personal communication 2 Oct 1997.
21.
Grosteld to Guardian. letter 7 Aug 1936. BWC. Note: Grosfeld did not mention
Backer.
i I.
Bolies tc, the Guarclian. repc,rt 1936. BWC.
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believers to intensify their work for the Faith'. Like Wright before them.
the Bolles tried to contact him, but since 'he had no permanent address'
they were unable to get in touch. Finally Jeanne Bolles and her daughter
went to The Hague to visit the Verhoeven couple. Johan (John) Verhoeven, a barber and sometime cook and his wife Diana had formerly lived
in Canada, where they had been among the first Bahii'is of the Montreal
suburb of St. Lambert.22( They had returned to their native country in the
hope of being able to get a position in Java or Sumatra in the Dutch East
Indies.221 Although the Bolles reported that the Baha'is living in the
Netherlands met 'whenever possible, [came] together especially for Unity
Feasts and [were] busy spreading the Faith in their liberal country', it
was clear that there was no Dutch Bahai community in existence at the
time.222 The believers were few in number, lived far apart and were not
organized. In these circumstances a co-ordinated and systematic effort to
propagate the Bah:i'i religion in the Netherlands was of course out of the
question.

Apart from Grosfeld. the Bolles had also been unable to meet Captain
Liebau, for he was at sea at the time. After his involvement in the translation and publication of Baha'„'lldh en het Nieuwe Tijdperk Jaap Liebau
had himself translated a short mystical work of Bahti'u'lldh called The
Hidden Woi ds. Upon publication of the book in 1935 - in a thousand
copy edition - he had received news from the International Bahii'i
Bureau in Geneva, 'that any future translations did not have to be sent to
, 0 ./
Fortified by this appreciaHaifa for approval or correction any more .-tion for the quality of his translation work, he had started on another early
work of BahA'u'll:ih: the Kittib-i-fqdn or Book of Certitude. Although
Liebau was still not a Bahdi at the time, he 'was so fired by study of the
word that he said he felt he could not be without this work for some hours
each day. So he began on the Iqan as soon as he had Shoghi Effendi's
permission to do so'.224 In September 1936 the Greevens were able to
inform the Guardian that Liebau had completed the job. The Guardian was
'rejoiced to learn of the good news'. and 'deeply grateful' to him and to
the Greevens 'for this most valuable and indeed historic service'. He felt
confident that their labours would yield 'good and far-reaching results'.225

220 Van den Hoonaard 1996: 182.
221 Bolles to the Guardian. report 1936. BWC.

223 Bolles In: BW vol VII 1936-1938: 36.
„.
-- Liebau to NSA. letter 13 Aug 1967. NBA. I. Greeven to Guardian. letter 15 Febr
1935. BWC.
2,4
I. Greeven to Wright. letter 24 Nov 1938. NBAUS.
225 Guardiant secr. to Greevens. letter 18 Oct 1936. BWC.
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The Dutch edition of Esslemont's book had cost about $ 500 and the
Book of Certittide was estimated at approximately the same figure. Due
to the worldwide Great Depression it seemed impossible for the Greevens
to publish the work. even though Inez Greeven's sister, India Haggarty,
had offered to pay one half.226 Greeven therefore must have been very
pleased when the news came from Haifa that when it was feasible to publish the book, the Guardian would be only 'too glad to contribute half of
the expenses'. 'He does not think it necessary', the Guardian's secretary
continued, 'that the manuscript should be sent to him. He is confident
that whenever feasible, through your able and devoted efforts, the book
will be published in a most attractive and suitable form and that the literary value will be such as to seriously attract the interest of the readers'.227
The book came out in November 1937, but it was not a success. A year
after its publication Inez Greeven wrote Louise Wright: 'there were no
sales (I believe) and of course the bookstores returned their copies to
the publisher'.228 Still Liebau continued to translate. As soon as the Boek

van Zekerheid i'Book of Ceititude') manuscript was out of his hands he
started work on the translation of Some Answered Questions, a work of
'Abdu'l-Bahd.229
Meanwhile, the vitality of men's belief in God [was] dying out in every
c·ottnt,-y.13 The spiritual void inevitably resulting from the cotrosion of
ungodliness had in the heart of Europe been filled by 'a heady brew of
irrationalism', a more or less occult ideology made up of nationalism,
racism and militarism.23' Following general elections in November 1932.
the incarnation of this Weltanschauting ('worldview') had become Chancellor of the German Republic. And when in the spring of 1933 the Parliament had suspended the constitution following the destruction of its
seat in an arson attack, the Nazi Revolution had really taken off. With the
Fiiliver as its riilkisclier messiah Germany had turned into a totalitarian
state. Every need was about to be satisfied but, as with Stevenson's bottle imp, there was a price to be paid. 'Another war, fiercer than the last',

.26

1. Greeven to Wright, letter 24 Nov 1938. NBA.

22- Guardian's secr. to 1. Greeven, letter 18 Oct 1936. NBAUS.
22.
1. Greeven to Wright. letter 24 Nov 1938. NBAUS.
229 That most of this translation work was done on board. is suggested by the fact that

the unfinished manuscript of Sprokkelingen uit de Geschriften van BahO'u'llcih \'Gleanings from the Writings of Baha'u'lldh' I was written on the blank pages of the nautical
weekly Ncitice rci Maritiei-A. volume 1938. NBA. See also: Guardian's secr. to Greevens,
letter 31 Aug 1937. NBAUS.
23(, Bahii'u'lliih. In: Guardian to Baha"is. letter 11 March 1936. See: Shoghi Effendi
(1938) 1974: 181.
31' Kershaw 1998: 134-135.
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The Greevens.

as 'Abdu'l-Baha had foretold in his letter to Ahmad Yazdani in 1920.
was about to break out.232
Apparently the German Bahai community fell victim to the new order
at an early stage, for in a letter to Wright of April 1933 Inez Greeven
wrote: 'Of course for Bahais the boycot [of German goods by the United
States and several European countries] is an agony - but it is better not
to discuss it by letter. I hear the mail is censored'.233 To discuss the
ominous situation in their country the Guardian invited some prominent
German Bahti'is. Max Greeven being one of them, for consultations
which took place in Haifa in March 1934.234 Following that meeting
Greeven was elected to the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is
of Germany and became the Guardian's chief instrument in the 'delicate
and difficult mission' of having the Ministry of Church Affairs' measures for curtailing Bahd'i activity rescinded. Despite the fact that his
American nationality and German background as well as his 'mature
experience, wisdom and above all unwavering loyalty and attachment to
the Cause' made Max Greeven 'the man of the situation'. his efforts were
of no avail.235 The situation for the German Bahd'is did not improve, on
332 .Abdu'l-Bahd to Yazdani, letter 17 July 1920. BWC.
-"3 1. Greeven to Wright. letter 14 Apr 1933. NBAUS.
274 M. Greeven to Wright. letter 15 Febr 1934. NBAUS.
235
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the contrary. In 1936 the Nazis closed the annual Bah:i' i Summer School

in Esslingen, and a year later the National Spiritual Assembly was dissolved and all Bahd'f' activity forbidden by order of the Gestapo owing
to the faith's 'pacifist and international teachings'.236 Europe's largest
Bahdi community had been 'momentarily eclipsed through the restrictions
which a regime that has sorely misapprehended its purpose and function has
chosen to impose upon it. Its voice, alas, is now silenced, its institutions
dissolved, its literature banned, its archives confiscated, and its meetings
suspended', the Guardian observed.237 With foreign trade at a complete
standstill too, the Greevens were forced to leave Germany. In the autumn
of 1937 they moved to The Hague in the Netherlands. But the economic
situation was hardly better there, and they were therefore not in a position
to do anything more than just make ends meet.238 Publishing a new book
was out of the question, even though they now had ready for the press a

Dutch translation of Some Answered Questions as well as of a booklet,
entitled No. 9.239 In order 'not to entail the outlay of much money' the
Greevens tried to interest a publisher. but they were told that the book had
'no sales value other than for people who already [knew] something of
240
the Cause', and apparently those were too few.
Other Bahd'is fled the Third Reich too. The Dutch-German couple Petrus
Joseph Hubert Tijssen (1892-1955) and Emma Margarete Hartmann
(1888-1979) left for similar reasons. Jos Tijssen had been originally from
Amsterdam, but had lived in Germany since he was nine. There he had
married Margreet Hartmann who was from Dettenhausen, in BadenWurtenberg. The couple had lived in Birkazh, a small town near Stuttgart.
In the latter place there was a strong Bahd'i community and in 1921 the
Tijssens had become Bahd'fs at the summer school in Esslingen. When

Rainer. the couple's eldest son. had refused to join the Hitle,jugend
('Hitler Youth') it had become impossible for him to take his final examination at high school and so the family had decided to move to Holland.

They settled in Soest. near Utrecht. There Jos Tijssen struggled to earn a
241
living as a private piano teacher and photographer.
In that same period Wim Grosfeld returned to the Dutch East Indies
and in late 1939 or early 1940, the Greevens and the Verhoevens left for
North America. So when the German army invaded the Netherlands on
King 1983: 241. Bavarian State Archives. Munich. Rd s-PP ( 118) 4()30/37.
'17 Guardian to Bah:i'fs. message 25 Dec 1938. See: Shoghi Effendi ( 1939) 1974: 3.
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10 May 1940, only six Bahd'is remained in that country.242 The Tijssens,
as well as all other Germans living in the Netherlands, were immediately
arrested by the Dutch authorities out of fear for a fifth column. The couple were transferred to Amsterdam, where they were released after the
capitulation of the Netherlands only a few days later. What happened to
Kiithe Braun and the Epples is not known. but it is likely that they were
also briefly detained. Jaap Liebau managed to escape. In the early morning of the invasion he had just left the port of Antwerp in Belgium, when
his ship was attacked and damaged by German warplanes.243 He reached
England safely, but had to leave his wife and four children in Rotterdam.
They survived the bombing of that city on May 14; all the remaining
Bahai books that were stored at the warehouse of the publishing firm
went up in flames, however. 244

Stony ground
The religious situation in Europe at the beginning of the 20th century
was perplexing, even for specialists like Pierre Daniel Chantepie de la
242
It is likely that Bertelink and Grootenhuis no longer considered themselves Baha'fs
at that time.
24' Scheepsjournaal nr. 1-72 Delftdi ik. journey nr. 35. Archives of the Holland-America
Line. GAR.
244 Greeven. BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 909. The Nijgh & Van Ditmar N.V. publishing
company had its offices at Wijnhaven 113 in Rotterdam.
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Saussaye. 'Who had expected it?'. this professor of the History of Religion at Leiden University asked in 1914:
proud of its enlightenment, the century of science ended with a revival of various. even the most exotic, forms of religion.
[...1 In the lower circles of society superstition proliferates despite all
improvement in school education. in the higher ones a mystical mood is in.
It is not only in books and ideas that all this lives, everywhere circles come
together and churches are founded. Paris is teeming with "petites religions".
having curious rituals. one can find there servants of the light and servants
of Satan, Luciferists, new Esseners, worshippers of Isis and Buddhists of
various kinds. 245

The 19th century

-

What had caused this situation? The answer could be given in one word:
science. Never before had science been so vast in its ramifications and
power as during the second half of the 19th century and its immense
advances as well as its application in industry and communication had
changed the face of the earth and the whole of society, Chantepie acknowledged. But he also saw a dark side. Blinded by their successes, scientists
and the (uneducated) masses that followed them had turned science from
a mere method into a way of life, a religion. The 'priests' of this 'religion
of science' - he mentioned: physicians, sociologists, educationalists,
and schoolteachers - had then used 'the battering-ram' of materialism
against Christianity and the inevitable result had been a 'demolition' of
civilisation.246 Unable to serve as an alternative itself, for science could
not answer the 'great questions of life', the initial enthusiasm and intoxication of its advocates and followers had turned into disillusionment and
meaninglessness. All that remained now was barren land. 'Do you see
these vast fields ploughed up by science?', Chantepie asked, 'What an
achievement ! But no harvest is growing there yet. Yes. over there is colourful growth: they are the garish poisonous flowers of magic and superstition: do not touch them'. 247
Chantepie's colleague from Leiden University, the theologian Professor Jan R. Slotemaker de BruYne, also explained this 'flourishing' of nonchurch religion (buitenkerkelijke religie) as a reaction against the materialism and intellectualism of the previous century. Although Slotemaker
de Bruine was aware that non-church religion expressed itself in different forms, he also saw certain common characteristcs. The new religious
movements (NRMs) often originated in the East. but had their first revival

245
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in the United States: they were inclusive and ill-defined, without clearcut
notions Conbelijnde op\,attingen), they were pantheistic and 'evolutionistic' in that they considered life to be a continually evolving divine unity,
and finally they were characterized by occult phenomena, like spiritualism,
telepathy, magnetism. and various forms of 'being possessed' (bezeten-

heid).
The new non-church religion had another characteristic as well, but
here Slotemaker de BruYne noticed a contradiction: the various NRMs
all sought salvation, a 'lifting of the ban'. by material and intellectual
rather than spiritual means. hence their names: christian .w·ienc·e, theosophy. astro-logy or Geistes-wissenschaft. This of course was 'very
remarkable' as he considered these movements to be reactions to that
very same materialism and intellectualism. Like Chantepie, Slotemaker
therefore explained these NRMs as various expressions of 'the religion
of science', as forms of materialism that is. Both scholars were unable (or
unwilling) to recognize that non-church religion could equally be seen as
attempts to bridge the widening gap between religion and science,
between mind and heart; a divide that the traditional churches had been
unable to span. For Slotemaker de BruYne non-church religion resulted
from a disappointment with science, not from a disillusionment with traditional Christian religion (of which he was an exponent).248 Yes. science
had been incapable of replacing religion. but the churches had not been
able to answer to the expectation of a new age either. The steady decline,
since the second half of the 19th century. in formal church membership
made that painfully clear; and not only in the Netherlands. In 1899 about
2% of the Dutch population did not belong to any church, and in 1930
that percentage had risen to some 14%.249 This wave of secularization
went hand in hand with religious fragmentation or, to put it positive, reli-

gious pluralism.
Up to the end of 19th century the spread of the Baha'i religion had been
confined to the Middle East, but in December 1892 the first Bahd'is had
come to the United States. By 1905 a few small but active Bahti'i groups
had formed in France, England, Italy and Germany too.25( It had probably been the publicity generated by 'Abdu'l-Baha's journeys to Europe
that had resulted in the first Dutch Bahd'is in 1913. The first Bahdi 'missionary' activity in the Netherlands - most notably by Jenkyn, Remey,
Yazdani, and Wright - had met with little succes. Although the number

24* Slotemaker de Bruine 1919: 5-15.
249 CBS 1994: 33.
25" Stockman 1985: and P. Smith 1987: 106.
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could be (slightly) higher. for there had not been any membership registration at the time, only a dozen Dutch people had called themselves
'Bah:i'is' between 1913 and 1945.
As is illustrated by the Enzlins and Van Ginkel. it had been Theosophists
who where among the very first to take an interest in the Bahai Faith.
Despite the doubt that (some) Theosophical support might well have
sprung from rather self-centred motives - the need to incorporate Islamic
elements into their scheme. or the interpretation of the Bahd' i religion as
a sign of the times - the bare fact of a substantial theosophical contribution towards the introduction of the Bah:i' i religion in the Netherlands
cannot be denied. It was they who had written articles on the new religion, translated Bahti'i literature. published the first Bahdi pamplets. and
offered their lodges as a platform for Bah:i'i speakers.
Yet. the prominent presence of the Theosophical Society in the Netherlands could also be seen as detrimental to the Bahdi cause. At the turn

of the century the growth of the Theosophical Society had been slow, but
after its leadership had started to emphasize the coming of a messianic
figure called the 'World Teacher' - that is when Theosophy had actually developed into a messianic movement - it had attracted a relatively
large membership. At its peak in 1928 the society had 2,759 members in
the Netherlands.251 Apart from the messianic aspect, other factors possibly
contributed to this rapid growth too. The sociologist Hofstra mentioned:
dissatisfaction with the churches, the synthetical character of Theosophy.
252
a growing interest in the East, and popularity of the evolution theory.
Without doubt the new and rapidly increasing technological and scientific
developments posed a challenge (or threat) to traditional Christian beliefs.
New possibilities for international travel and mass communications
increasingly exposed the European believer to intriguing exotic cultures
and their religions. While at the same time he was about to lose his ideological anchors in the heavy seas of Biblical criticism, evolution theory
and psychoanalysis. How should he respond? Where his church fell silent
or was tempted into the rearguard actions of fundamentalism. Theosophy offered the tormented believer a new way out: neither disregard nor
confrontation, but assimilation. The apparent gap could be bridged by a
new synthesis that inevitably resulted from a genuine search for the esoteric core that united all science and religion.

24' Jaarverslag der Ned. Afd. 193(1. That there indeed existed a causal relationship
between the messianic expectation and attraction is further suggested by the rapid decline
in membership after Krishnainurti had left the Theosophical Society in 1930.
2<2 Hofstra 1927: 530.
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Since the Theosophical Society and the Bah:i'1' Faith more or less
shared these two major characteristics of messianic promise and inclusiveness, it is very likely that they recruited their membership from the
same strata of society. This hypothesis is supported by the observation
that a relatively large proportion (about 8%) of early (post-Second World
War) Dutch Bah:i'fs came from a Theosophical background. And because
the Theosophical Society had a far greater following by the time the
Baha'f religion was first propagated in the Netherlands, it could well be
seen as its major competitor on what had been dubbed the 'market place

of religion'.

253

Apart from rivalry by similarity there undoubtly must have been competition by contrast too. For, compared to Theosophy with its complex
cosmology, its esoteric teachings and its spiritual hierarchy of initiates
and masters, the Bahai Faith was rather down-to-earth, transparent and
egalitarian. It had no esoteric teachings, no initiations, no clergy, and few
rituals. Undoubtedly the veil of secrecy and mystery in which Theosophy
was shrouded must have been highly attractive, for it not only aroused
curiosity, it also offered a kind of exclusiveness and status. By embarking on 'the occult Path' mortal man had the opportunity of belonging to
the secret hierarchy of Masters that ruled the world! 254
Having its share of the 'market' checked by Theosophy. the frail Dutch
Bahdi community would not benefit from the subsequent 'bankruptcy'
of its main competitor either. On the contrary. If ever the messianic idea
had been a determinant for the growth of the Theosophical Society. it
certainly became the major cause of its collapse. By December 1925 the
education and training of Krishnamurti had made such progress that the
World Teacher was about to address mankind through him. The first
'manifestation' happened during a Star Congress with some three thousand attenders at the society's headquarters in Adyar, India. And a few
months later, in July 1926, during a Star Camp in Ommen, the Netherlands, a second manifestation took place. Hardly six months later Besant
made the news public by informing the Associated Press news agency that
the World Teacher had come. But Krishnamurti found it hard to accept
the role he had been intended for. He did not like 'to be imprisoned in a

253 Schepens 1999: 42.
254 On a more concrete level this latter motive might well have been reinforced by the
fact that the

Dutch branch of the Theosophical Society had some wealthy and

aristocratic

members. The Van der Leeuw brothers for instance were the sons of the co-founder of the
Van Nelle coffee and tea enterprise: Cochius was the owner of the famous glassworks in

Leerdam: while it was Baron van Pallandt who had offered the use of his estate for the
Star Camps.
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cage. as an object of your adoration', and he eventually denied being the
vehicle of another consciousness or having been inspired by the Masters.
He did not want a following. and rejected the occult path of discipleship
and initiation and in 1930 left the Theosophical Society. 'The inevitable
result', the secretary-general of the Dutch branch said. 'was a process of

decomposition, in which many of the serious members left a movement
they no longer trusted'.255 Because of this 'shaking of the rank and file'
the Dutch membership fell to 'almost 2000' in 1937 and this decline
would continue.256 Book sales dropped 'considerably' too, a number of
lodges were closed, and the temple in Amsterdam turned out to be no
longer profitable. Like a real Frankenstein monster, the World Teacher
project had turned against its creators.
Krishnamurti and the thousands who attended (or continued to attend)
the Star Camps in Ommen
between 1930 and 1938 six were held turned into 'freethinkers'. 'Truth is a pathless land, and you cannot
approach it by any path whatsoever', Krishnamurti declared. All masters, teachers, gurus, systems, rituals, organizations, or religions were
counter-productive. they only hid the truth. Man had to be completely
free and independent. He should even give up his desire and search for
truth. Only then would the truth come to him.257 In fact Krishnamurti's
action became a paradox: teaching that teachers and teachings were to
be discarded.
In 1927 Hofstra published the first sociological study on the various
NRMs in the Netherlands. He arrived at to a total of 30, which included
such groups as Woodbrookers, various forms of religious Socialism, New
Thought. Theosophy and its related organizations of the Liberal Catholic
Church, and the Order of the Star, Anthroposophy and its sister-organisation the Christian Community, Christian Science, Mazdaznan, the Sufi
movement, various Rosecrucian and Spiritualist societies, Swedenborgians, as well as two 'Islamic denominations': the Ahmadiyya movement. and Bahai movement. If, and to what extent, these two processes
of secularisation and religious plurality were interconnected is beyond
the scope of this study. It is however of importance to note that Hofstra
found that the majority of those who abandoned their church-membership,
did not substitute it for that of another religious organization. They either
-

255 J. van der Leeuw 1930: 12.

Boissevain 1937: 145. At present the various Theosophical Societies - with their
respective headquarters in Adyar, Pasadena. or Point Loma - have a total of circa 700
members. In a personal communication Jansen put the membership of the TS (Adyar) at
400 in 1999.
257 Van der Kroft 1995: 23-27.
256
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turned their backs on religion in general or expressed their spirituality in
a more individualistic form. Hofstra speculated that 'literature, theatre,
popular science, cinema, [and] radio' all played their part in replacing or
suppressing the religious feelings of those who in the population surveys
had been classified as 'non-religious'. Of the more than 240,000 people
who had left their traditional Catholic. Protestant. or Jewish 'church'
between 1909 and 1920 only a small fraction had joined one of the NRMs
instead, and by 1927 Hofstra estimated their total membership at only
about 10.000.258
Since the 1929 Star C amp in Ommen had been the place were the
World Teacher project had come to a much publicized and broadcast end.
this debacle as well as Krishnamurti's individualism probably reinforced
many a Dutch person not to join any (religious) organization (any more).
As Wright had noticed, some of her contacts were very sympathetic
towards the Baha'i Faith, but 'like all others I speak with. Ithey do] not
wish to join any organisation'.259 Whatever had been the cause, the interest in the Bahii'i religion, or probably religion in general. seemed to have
been minimal in the 1930s. Sending her Christmas greetings in 1933. De
Beer felt sorry for being unable to give Wright better news about the
Bahli' i books she had in her bookshop: 'I did not sell a single copy of
the English books and only one of all the Dutch books I bought myself.
But it is not only that your books cannot be sold: for nobody has money
here for spiritual food, they want all (they think) for physical food, clothing. etc:.26(' And two years later another of Wright's contacts in The
Hague wrote her: 'It is as you know very seldom that the Bahii'i movement is mentioned in our country - not only the Bahri movement but
in general all eastern religious movements - the western ones do it better'.261 Yes. 'giving the Baha'i Message' had not been easy in those days.
Wright had personally experienced that. 'This old lady seems out of place
trying to present a Cause that no one wants to hear about: she had complained. and in another letter she continued: ' I cannot feel that anyone
should be sent to such stony ground alone ! '.262 Writing from Holland in
October 1939. that 'dangerous spot between the two great countries',
Greeven echoed similar feelings: 'I have been able to accomplish so very
little in the way of teaching [the Bahdi Faith], but am hoping that after

25* Hofstra 1927: 519-543.
259 Wright to unknown. letter 27 Apr 1933. NBAUS.
26(t
De Beer to Wright. card 20 Dec 1933. NBAUS.
2hi Romeyn to Wright. letter 16 Oct 1935. NBAUS.
2( 2
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the coming war (if I be alive !) that the people will be more ready to hear
what I have to say:263
Describing the religious situation in the Netherlands between the wars.
the Amsterdam theologian, Professor Gerrit Cornelis van Niftrik concluded
that the vast majority of workers had broken away from the moorings of
church and religion. and that the intellectuals had finished with them too.
'When a church minister still finds a physician in his audience he shows
a tremendous success, and a notary in a church council has become a
white raven'.264 ,In those days of mounting tension in the summer of
1939 there was only one topic in the whole world that really passionately
interested the people', Professor Gerardus van der Leeuw, theologian at
Groningen University, cynically remarked, 'and that was the Tour de
France'.265

261

264

I. Greeven to Wright. letters 23 Aug and 12 Oct 1939. NBAUS.
van Niftrik 1948: 75-81.

265 G. van der Leeuw 1947: 40.

III. Participants
The systematic development of a Dutch Bahdi community (1945-1962)
An act, however infinitesimal. is, when viewed in
the mirror of the knowledge of God. mightier than
a molintaiti.

Baha'11'Illih

As the Second World War came to an end, little had remained of the
rudimentary pre-war Bahdi community of the Netherlands. De Greevens
and the Verhoevens had returned to the United States, Liebau stayed in
England and the German pioneers
Braun and the Epples - had been
forced to leave their posts.' The Tijssens had moved from Soest to
Rijswijk, near The Hague, but due to Tijssen's German origin the family had to keep a low profile. In August Grosfeld was released from a
Japanese prison camp in the Dutch East Indies. The only Bahli'f in a position to promulgate the Bahdi religion in the Netherlands at that moment
was the then 29 year old Arnold T.M. van Ogtrop (1916-2000) from Bussum, a small town near Amsterdam. Van Ogtrop came from a wealthy
Catholic family. In the mid-thirties he had joined the Jooss Leeder School
of Dance which - because of the Jewish background of its artistic leader.
choreographer Kurt Jooss - had traded Germany for England as its home
base. The ballet lived and practised in Darlington Hall, a progressive
school of arts in Devon established by an American benefactress.
'
One of the other permanent residents of that utopia for creative people' was the American painter Mark Tobey ( 1890-1976), who in 1930
had been appointed head of the painting department. Once every week
Tobey gave drawing lessons to everyone who was interested
artists,
dancers. musicians, housewives, servants and gardeners.2 It was through
these drawing lessons that Tobey
himsel f a Bahii since 1918 - had
met Van Ogtrop and had introduced him to the Bah:ii Faith.3 In 1937 Van
Ogtrop had become a Bahdi himself.4 Two years later he returned to his
native country.5 He was still there when the German army invaded the
-

-

-

'

Braun returned to Stuttgart in 1941. and the Epples had left Brummen by 1946. NBA.

1 Leach 1977: 28.

i BW vol XVII 1976-1979: 401. NBC.
4 Tobias to De Vries, interview 29 Apr 1998.
Widger to De Vries. letter 14 Aug 2000, and Tobias to De Vries. letter 4 Sept 2()00.
s
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Netherlands. During the occupation Van Ogtrop hid in the house of his
parents. When liberation came in May 1945, his first action was to get
in touch with the Bah:i'i friends in England and America. 'After years of
isolation and spiritual starvation (perhaps worse than the lack of food) 1
was longing to talk to Bah:i'is. Never had I realized how terrible it is for
a Bahti'i to be cut off completely from fellow believers and to be alone,
even though I was accustomed to be an isolated believer'. The food situation in the Netherlands soon improved and Van Ogtrop also received
food parcels from American Bahti'is, but what he needed most was 'spiritual food'. So he was very happy when in the Spring of 1946 the English
Baha'fs sent him an invitation to attend their summer school. 'I can't say
in words what this Summer School did to me. Being like a dry sponge,
I just drank it all in every minute of the day. Back in Holland, I wanted
to give the Message - but how and to whom?'6 The answer came a few
weeks later when Van Ogtrop received a letter from Jetty Straub, a Dutch
Bahdi staying with her sister in the United States at the time.

The European Teaching Project
In his Tablets of the Divine

Plan

-

a

series

of letters

written

in

1916-

had appealed 'to the Assemblies and Meetings of
the believers of God and the maidservants of the Merciful in the United
States and Canada' to travel to the remote corners of the world and to

1917 - 'Abdu'l-Bahd

teach the Cause of God. He confronted them with early Bahai pioneers
like Agnes Alexander, who had introduced the faith in Hawaii and Japan:
Alma Knobloch, who had travelled alone to Germany; and Margaret
Green who at that moment taught the Bah:i' i cause in Alaska. 'Abdu'l-

Bahd had compared these women to 'the apostles of Christ'. His letters
had been addressed to the 'assemblies and meetings' of the believers, but
the North American Bahai community had been very loosely organized
at the time. And although several individuals had responded to this call,
their efforts had not been coordinated. The fact that Mason Remey did
not know that Ahmad Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq were in the Netherlands

during his own visit, may serve as an example here.
After the passing of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i in 1921. the Guardian had almost
immediately set out to organize the Bah:i'is along the lines set out by his
predecessors. There appear to be at least two reasons for the Guardian's

(

Van Ogtrop In: Stirrat. Light

1/1

Hcilland. unpublished manuscript, 1948. NBA.
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emphasis on building the Bah:i'i administrative order. First, the Universal House of Justice needed a firm base of local and national assemblies
for it to be elected: and second, it would serve as the 'machinery' for an
efficient and systematic unfolding of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine Plan.
Without doubt, the Guardian highly appreciated the individual teaching efforts. Still, he considered these enterprises 'tentative' and 'intermittent'.7 So for nearly twenty years the Divine Plan was held in abeyance
while 'the fabric of an indispensable Administrative Order designed as a
divinely-appointed agency for the operation of that Plan' was being constructed.x In April 1937 the Guardian initiated the first of his systematic
and specific plans for the expansion and consolidation of the Bah:i' i community. The first Seven Year Plan (1937-1944) was assigned to the Bahai
community of North America and had three major objectives: the completion of the exterior of the temple in Wilmette (Illinois); the establishment of a local spiritual assembly in each state and province of the United
States and Canada; and the establishment of a centre in each of the republics

of Latin America. At the completion of the plan in 1944 - the centenary
of the declaration of the Btib - all three objectives had been met. There
were now 1356 places - including 146 local spiritual assemblies throughout the Western Hemisphere where Bahii'is could be found. from
Anchorage in the north to Punta Arenas in the south.
A short respite followed, but as soon as the Second World War had
come to an end - in Europe in May and in Asia in August 1945 - it
became clear that new tasks awaited the American Baha'i community.
In anticipation of the 38th Annual Bah:i'i Convention (1946) the Guardian
cabled the National Spiritual Assembly (NSA) of the United States and
Canada:
1 advise that you address a special and immediate appeal to the American
believers to insure a large representative attendance at the approaching
Convention owing to momentous historic decisions to be disclosed to the
assembled representatives of the increasingly blessed. spiritually maturing
American Bah:i'i community.9

Among those planning to attend the convention in April also were two
Dutch women: Hendrika (Rita) van Bleyswijk Sombeek (1903-1981) and
her sister Georgette (Jetty) Straub ( 1906- 1979).'c' Only a few days before
1 Rabbani 1969: 383.
A True 1948. Record of the First Eurcipean Teaching Conference. NBA. See also: Rab-

bani 1969: 381.
Guardian to NSAUS. cablegram 25 Febr 1946. In: BN March 1946.
",
Van Bleyswijk Sombeek's first name was Rika (short for Hendrika). but Rita is the
nank by which she is generally known.
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the start of the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands Van Bleyswijk Sombeek had been transferred to New York by her Amsterdam based bank.
She had arrived there on 1 May 1940. It was in the New York Bahd' f
Centre that she in September 1944 heard for the first time of the Bahai
Faith. Having been brought up 'as a complete heathen' it was the social
teachings, rather than the religious ones, that 'appealed strongly' to her.
'
She became immediately attracted and enthusiastic', and thereafter
hardly missed a study class or lecture. Yet, despite her enthusiasm, she
did not accept the religion. 'I attributed my indecision to my atheism and
my deep-rooted prejudice against all mission work'. But then in June
1945, she heard Dorothy Baker speak about the Bahii'i administrave
order. 'I realized then, that what held me back was my selfishness and
lack of spirit of sacrifice. for I recognized that if I became a Baha'i, I
would feel obliged to return to the Netherlands'. In her decision to become
a Bahd'f Van Bleyswijk was probably also influenced by a sense of divine
predestination, for why else had she been so 'fortunate' to have escaped
the war by only a few days? 12 After her formal declaration of faith at the
Bah:i'i Summer School in Green Acre, Maine, on 26 August 1945 Van
Bleyswijk visited Louise Wright in Boston, who told her about her prewar activities in the Netherlands and gave her the adress of the Greevens
in California. From them she learned that apart from Bal18'11'11811 en het
Nietiwe Tijdperk several more books had been translated into Dutch by
Jaap Liebau, but that the editions had probably been lost during the war.
Inez Greeven also wrote that the health of her husband prevented them
from returning to the Netherlands.
In the meantime Van Bleyswijk was joined by her sister. Unlike Van
Bleyswijk, Jetty Straub had spent the war in the Netherlands, but she had
come through without personal loss. When her husband, who was a physician in Rotterdam, had volunteered to return to the Dutch East Indies for
18 months to help in rebuilding the colony, Straub had decided to try for
a passage to the United States to visit her sister. The waiting lists had been
long, but by a lucky coincidence - she was mistakenly taken for a naval
captain's wife
Straub was able to sail for New York in early December 1945. Only a few days after her arrival on December 16. she joined
Van Bleyswijk in attending a lecture at the New York Bahdi Centre. 13
Straub too was touched at once. For the next few months the sisters regularly attended the meetings, study classes and feasts at the centre. And
l

1

-

Van Bleyswijk to Guardian. letter 20 Febr 1946. NBA. H 14.1.
12 BW vol XVIII 1979-1983: 763.
u Straub In: Stirrat. Light in Hollatid. unpublished manuscript 1948. NBA. The lecture was given by Mrs. Dr. Edris Rawshan Rice-Wray that evening.
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like her sister. Straub soon felt the moral obligation 'to bring this plan of
Bah:i'u'lldh to Holland'. Straub had noticed that 'some months after the
end of the war a search for higher values had come up'. And in her opinion 'these values could not be provided for by the existing churches.
which following their wartime cooperation had already started to fight
each other again'. 4
Van Bleyswijk Sombeek must have been happy that her sister was willing to help her in bringing the Baha'i Faith to the Netherlands. Yes, she
felt obliged to return, but she had left her native country before the war
and now had the American nationalty. Would she be the right person to
present a doctrine to a people whose suffering she had not shared and
therefore might not understand? 15 Now that her sister had joined her, she
apparently regained her confidence for in February 1946 Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek sent a letter to the Guardian and offered her services. 'Mrs.
Greeven [...] wrote me that because of his health Mr. Greeven could not
comply with your wish to return to Holland. Beloved Guardian. the purpose of this letter is to ask your permission to go in his stead, although I
am only a new and unexperienced Bahai'.16 About two weeks later she
received a reply written on the Guardian's behalf stating that the need for
'Baha'i workers' was 'tremendous' in Europe and that those who like
herself had relatives and facilities there 'should certainly do all they can
to carry this hope-giving message to people who have suffered so much
misery and disillusionment'. In his own handwriting the Guardian added:
'May the Beloved enable you to undertake the journey to your native
land in the near future, and may He bless richly your work. guide every
step you take. and fulfil every hope you cherish, for the establishment
of His glorious Faith in that country. Your true and grateful brother
I

Shoghi'.17
Jetty Straub certainly was very interested in the Bahgf religion at the
time, but she had not declared herself a Bahei'i yet. For that to happen
a more mundane reason was needed. Her sister wanted to go to the
national Bahai convention at the Bahd'i House of Worship in Wilmette.
And of course Straub wanted to join her. But as the convention was
for Baha'is only. she first had to become a Bahii'i too. And so she did.
On 18 April 1946 the New York assembly formally enlisted her as a
believer, and a week later both sisters travelled by plane and train to

Wilmette near Chicago.
14 Straub to Liebau, letter 25 June 1946. NBA.

'< Straub to Liebau, letter 25 June 1946. NBA.
m Van Bleyswijk to Guardian. letter 20 Febr 1946. NBA. H 14.1.
1' Guardian to Van Bleyswijk, letter 5 March 1946. NBA. H 14.1.
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The 38th Annual Convention, held in the Foundation Hall of the House
a message from the Guardian, in which the
second Seven Year Plan (1946-1953) for the Bahd'is of the United States
and Canada was disclosed. This second seven year plan, operating in
three continents, covered four main objectives, the last one of which, in
the words of the Guardian was 'the initiation of systematic teaching activity in the war-torn. spiritually-famished European continent [ . . . ] aiming
at the establishment of administratively firm, well-grounded Assemblies
in the Scandinavian countries, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Italy, Spain and Portugal'. This part of the plan also became known
as the 'European Teaching Project'. The subsequent days were filled with
convention sessions, public meetings in Wilmette and Chicago, prayers
at the house of worship, shopping in Evanston, dinners at the homes of
Baha'i families, as well as 'a lovely drive' with ice cream soda along
the shore of lake Michigan. Apparently the sisters had made it known by
then that they intended to return to their native country. for during the last
evening session on the message of the Guardian, Straub was invited to
the floor to speak on her mission for Holland. 18
Anticipating the Guardian's next plan, the NSA of the US had already

of Worship, opened with

appointed a 'European Teaching Committee' (ETC). This eight (later six)
member committee was to coordinate and support all promulgation activity in Europe; to establish an office in Geneva; to confirm membership
applications: to bring out a monthly news bulletin; and to print translations of standard Bahai works."' It was this committee that was to support Van Bleyswijk Sombeek and Straub in their return. In June 1946
Rita was formally appointed 'pioneer' by the NSA, and that enabled her
2(I

to resign from her job.
Of course the pioneers needed Dutch literature, but it soon became
apparent that there was nothing left. The 1933 Dutch edition of Esslemont's

'* Straub. memo 1946. NBA. It had been especially the Rice-Wray and the Scheffier

families who entertained the sisters at that time.
m NSA of US to believers. In: BN Sept 1946. During its existence from 1946 to 1962
the ETC had the following members: Edna M. True, Julia Shows, Katherine K. True,
David Ned Blackmer. Henry Jarvis, Clara R. Wood. Edwin Mattoon, Mary R. Barton,
Nellie S. French. Leroy C. Ioas, Sylvia Ioas, Etty Graeffe, John P. Shurcliff, and Mary
Keene Sprague.

20 Straub to Liebau. letter 25 June 1946. NBA. Within the Bahii'i community the term
pi(ineer \S used for those who have left their homes and established their residence in
another locality or country to propagate the Bah:i'i Faith. Pioneering is not a job, but occasionally pioneers are financially supported until they can provide for themselves. Pioneers
must not be mistaken for some kind of clergy, for the Bahii'f religion has no priesthood.
See: P. Smith 200(1.
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handbook on the Bahdi Faith, Bahd'u'lldh en het Nietiwe Tijdperk, had
been lost in the bombing of Rotterdam and the 15 copies still remaining,
had to come from the Baha'i International Bureau in Geneva. The book
therefore had to be printed again. But since the original translation had
been made by an outsider
Liebau had delegated the work to the
wife of a fellow Freemason - it contained many inaccuracies. In consultation with the ETC it was therefore decided to make a new one. Back
in New York Straub wrote a letter to Liebau and asked him if he had any
objections:
-

We received your address from Mrs. Greeven. who also informed us on
the wonderful work you did in the service of Baha'u'llah in the Netherlands. We heard that you had the Esslemont translated and printed, but as
the copies were lost in the bombing of Rotterdam. the book will have to be
printed again. I suppose that it must have struck you afterwards too that the
Esslemont has not been translated very well. First the translation shows very
little respect. and second it often is totally wrong. I. . .1
Some months ago I started to revise the translation, but after some chapters
I abandoned revision and started to translate the whole all over again. I hope
to continue this work in Green Acre, where I will be during the whole summer, in order to have a new edition printed as soon as possible after returning to the Netherlands. I would like to ask you if there are any objections
to this. Do we have any obligations towards the translator of the present
edition (of which hardly anything remained; here in America there are no
copies left and the last 15 we received from Swiss)? Are there any obligations
towards the printer?
I also heard from Mrs. Greeven that you translated The Hidden Words, the
Kitab-i-Iqan, and Some Answered Questions.
The manuscript of Some Answered Questions was lost in Rotterdam, but
you [also] gave the manuscript to Horace Holley. Would you allow me to
take care of this publication and to take with me this manuscript at my
departure? If so, would you be so kind as to write to Mr. Holley on this matter? And could you inform me on the state of affairs of the Kitab-i-Iqan?
Is there a Dutch edition or were these copies lost too? Have the prayers
been translated?3I

'Dear Mrs. Straub'. Liebau - he had joined the Navy during the war, had
sailed in convoys across the Atlantic Ocean and was now stationed in
Hamburg, Germany - answered,
Your letter of 25 June reached me in good order and I took note of its contents with great interest and joy. I can imagine very well how you must
have felt among the Bahai friends. Having been a seeker for many years
myself I vividly remember the impression my first encounter with the Bahai
teachings made upon me. This was in 1919 and ever since I have noticed.

21 Straub to Liebau. letter 25 June 1946. NBA.
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with an open ear and eye. all over the world that the relatively small group
of Bahais has exerted a great influence on the mind of large groups of peopie who had never heard of the existence of Baha'o'llah or Abdul Baha.1...]
It is my intention, after the completion of my naval career. to occupy myself
with as much translating as possible. But I expect to work here in Germany
for quite some time. and to have no opportunity to continue this translation
work. So what a blessing to find you willing to take my place in this.

Liebau continued by informing Straub that there were no obligations
towards either the translator nor the publisher: that he had no objections
if the rough draft of Some Answered Question was given to her to take care
of: that the copies of the Kittib-i-iqtinhad been destroyed in the bombing;
that there had not been any translation of the prayer book; and that he had
lost 'many precious papers' during the war. including the manuscript of a
translation of Gleanings from the Writings of Bahd'u'llah.22 'If you ever
meet Mrs. Greeven would you please convey to her and her husband my
very best greetings and tell her that I would like to hear from her again.
You understand that I wish you lots of success in your work. Maybe we
[will] meet each other sometime in this small world. With Bahai greetings your J.A. Liebau'.23
The summer of 1946 was spent at the Green Acre Bah:i' i Summer
School. There both Straub and Van Bleyswijk Sombeek completed a
course in the writing of radio scripts given by William and Marguerite
Sears.34 They also contacted Arnold van Ogtrop to inform him of their
return to the Netherlands. He was 'intensely pleased' and 'anxiously'
awaited the news of their arrival. 'At present I am the only Bahai here.
I just returned from the English Summer school (Matlock Bath). It was
an unbelievable experience. [ . . . ] Would you be so kind as to let me know
where you will live in Holland. If I can be of any assistance to you, please
do not hesitate to ask me'.25
Because of the difficulty of getting exact and definite information about
believers and Bahti'i literature in the different countries included in the
European Teaching Project, the ETC had felt that a personal survey would
be of great benefit to them in the launching of the campaign. It had therefore been decided that Etty Graeffe, who had been placed in charge of the
ETC office in Geneva and the committee chairman, Edna True, would
visit as many of the goal countries as possible on their way to Geneva.
22

This manuscript was later recovered and now is in the NBA.
'4 Liebau to Straub. letter 12 July 1946. NBA.
24 BN Febr 1947. When the 15-minute dramatic-type script on the history of Green
Acre was ready for production. the class arranged for broadcast time with a radio station
in Portsmouth. The programme was broadcast on Sunday September lst.
2s
Van Ogtrop to Van Bleyswi.ik. letters 2(} Aug and 29 Sept 1946. NBA.
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at their arrival in Rotterdam.

Graeffe arrived in Norway with the first pioneer to that country - or in
Solveig Corbit, on 17 September 1946. While she made
fact to Europe
her survey through Norway, Sweden and Denmark, the two Dutch pioneers sailed, together with True from New York to the Netherlands. In
the early morning of Friday October 4 the passenger-cargo liner Westerdani moored alongside the Wilhelminakade ('Wilhelmina quay') of the
Holland-America Line in Rotterdam. The ship's log stated a cool and
cloudy day. During its October meeting the NSA could finally report to
the Guardian that the first contingent of pioneers had arrived. and that a
pioneer couple was scheduled to sail for Denmark. 'Assure the departed
and the prospective pioneers of my boundless gratitude, fervent prayers
and loving admiration, and abundant reward for exemplary response and
magnificent labors', the Guardian answered. 26
On October 8 Van Bleyswijk Sombeek, Van Ogtrop and True were
joined by Graeffe in Straub's house in Rotterdam. 'We discussed the
whole afternoon and evening our Bahd'i work for Holland. That day I finished to be an isolated believer'. Van Ogtrop wrote.27 The next day True
-

26 Guardian to NSA of US. cable 19 Oct 1946. In: BN Nov 1946.
21 Van Ogtrop In: Stirrat Light in Holland unpublished manuscript 1948. NBA. See also
BN Apr 1947.
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and Graeffe left the Netherlands, to continue their survey and to establish an office for the ETC in Geneva. Reinforced by a letter on behalf of
the Guardian, Straub and Van Bleyswijk Sombeek continued their translation and publication of Baha'it'llah en het Nieuwe Tijdperk.
He was so happy to see that your sister has embraced the Faith and arisen
to serve it with you with so much devotion and enthusiasm [ . . . ] The work
in Holland is very promising, and he feels sure you both, with Mr. van
Ogtrop, will soon see tangible results of your devoted labours. The translation work is of the utmost importance, and as soon as you have at least
the Esslemont in printed form you will be able to start your teaching work
on a large scale. You should keep in close touch with Mrs. Graeffe in
Geneva and as far as practicable, with your co-workers in nearby countries. This will both help and inspire you and cement the bonds of the love
of Bahti'u'llah which is spreading over Europe through the efforts of His
consecrated servants. You may be sure your work will be remembered in
his prayers, and that he will pray for you both, your happiness and your
success. lin his own handwriting the Guardian added: ] Dear and valued
co-worker, The work on which you and your dear sister have embarked
is historic, meritorious, and rich in possibilities. Future generations will
extol your labours and derive inspiration from the example you have set.
I am deeply grateful to you both, admire your spirit. will pray for your success, and am eager to receive the report of your activities. Never lose
heart. be assured, happy and grateful. Your true and grateful brother,
Shoghi.lK

In January, after they had worked on it 'for many hours a day for four
months, in an ice-cold room with only school dictionaries available', the
manuscript was sent to the printer and in June 1947 the book came out,
together with the first post-war pamphlet: De Weg naar een menswaardige

wereld ('The road towards a human world'). 'I never realized how much
work is connected with the publishing of a book', Van Bleyswijk Sombeek remarked. 'We had to do everything ourselves, as the firm that is
printing it is not a regular editor, but we do think the book looks alright
[ . . . ] One has to take into consideration of course that there is a tremendous shortage of

paper, printing machines etc'.29 But scarcity had its

bright side too. With a sense of humour Straub noticed that the pamphlet's cover had been printed in red, 'at no extra cost', because the
printer had been forced to save ink and had therefore printed it in the
same colour he had just used for an advertisement for Dutch gin !30

3X Guardian to Van Bleyswijk, letter 2 Febr 1947. NBA. H 14.1.
29
Van Bleyswijk to Lynch. letter 1 June 1947. NBA.
Straub. diary notes 1947. NBA. The irony of the situation is due to the fact that
Bah.i' is are prohibited from drinking any form of alcohol.
31}
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Pioneers and converts

In Switzerland Edna True and Etty Graeffe soon secured a six room
appartment in 'one of the most desirable sections of Geneva' that was sufficiently large to house both the office of the ETC, as well as that of the
Bah 'i International Bureau, headed by Anne Lynch. Apart from a work
room containing the mimeograph machine, there was a bedroom each for
Lynch and Graeffe, and 'a very attractive salon large enough for gatherings
of from fifty to sixty people'.1' Upon her return to the US in November
1946, True was able to report that the office of the ETC was completely
installed and functioning. Proudly the NSA of the US announced to the
community that the American Bah:i'is now collectively had 'a bridgehead in Europe', an advance post that had been established 'to prepare
the way for the army - the army of the Lord of Hosts. as the Master
['Abdu'l-Bahd] called those who attain'.32
That army moved slowly, however. In a cable to the NSA of October
the Guardian urged it 'to appeal to the believers to arise in far greater
numbers, and go abroad at once, heedless of the sacrifices involved'.33
And to the American Baha'is in general he wrote: 'An immediate notable
increase in the number of pioneers, particularly for the newly-opened
transatlantic field of service, is the supreme necessity of this challenging
hour. The present trickle must at all costs swell into a steady flow of
consecrated settlers and itinerant teachers'.34 By November, the ETC had
sent out a total of six pioneers. It was not enough. In a letter to the American Bahti'i community the Guardian again stressed the importance of
the project.
The present European project heralding the spiritual regeneration of the entire
continent is the pivot on which hinges the success of the second Seven Year
Plan. I appeal to the national representatives of the community, in conjunction
with the European Teaching Committee. to focus attention upon its immediate requirements. The dispatch of nine additional pioneers to facilitate the
immediate formation of stable groups in the goal towns of the ten selected
countries is imperative. The selection of suitable literature, its prompt tran 3lation into languages required, its publication and wise dissemination. is essential. The visit of an ever-swelling number of intinerant teachers designed to foster the development of the groups is urgently required. A more liberal alloca35
tion of funds for the furtherance of the most vital objective is indispensable.

1' BN Apr and Dec 1947.
2 NSA of US to community. In: BN Jan 1947.
" Guardian's secr. to NSA of US, letter 5 Oct 1946. In: BN Nov 1946.
Guardian to American Bah:i'is, cable 7 Oct 1946. In: BN Nov 1946.
15
Guardian to American Bahii'is. letter 3 Dec 1946. In: BN Jan 1947.
1 4
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Although in the winter another five pioneers left for Europe. the Guardian
reinforced his appeal by a cable in January 1947: 'Impelled plead afresh to
ponder responsibilities incurred in transatiantic field of service. Time is flying. First year of second Seven Year Plan is drawing to a close. Shadow of
war's tragic aftermath is deepening. Initial stage of colossal task undertaken
in European continent still in balance'.36 The Guardian's repeated appeals
for an increase in the number of pioneers to Europe brought forth a 'magnificent' response on the part of the American believers. This response was
such that the ETC was able in the next few months to send abroad many new
pioneers and settlers to reinforce those already in the field. It also made
plans to send several 'wonderfully equipped intinerant teachers' to Europe. 37
On March 12, five pioneers sailed from New York on the steamer Veendam
for Europe. One of this group was John Carr6, a 26 year old mechanical engineer and second generation Bahti'i from the Los Angeles community, who
was to reinforce the pioneers in Holland. Upon arrival ten days later. he
temporarily moved in with Arnold van Ogtrop and his parents in Bussum.
That same month the two started a weekly 'fireside' meeting - a small
informal gathering in the home for the purpose of teaching the Bahd' f-Faith.
Two weeks later a second American pioneer to the Netherlands arrived.
Originally from Texas Charlotte Stirrat had become a Bahdi in Los
Angeles in 1937. She had lived in Houston for five years as a home-front
pioneer when she in early 1947 had volunteered for Europe. In a letter to
her non-Bahdi parents dated February 25 of that year, Stirrat explained
that since she 'happened to be available - it's bound to take others

longer than it does one who is not tied down by

a

bunch of kids' - she

had made the decision to go to Europe. 'Believe it or not. I am to be the
Baha'i representative in Holland - that sounds very exciting'.38 After a
'whirlwind visit' to her parents in Amarillo, Texas, Stirrat took the train
to Chicago. She arrived there on Tuesday night March 20. 'Some Bah:i'i
friends got lost in coming for me to take me to the New Year's Feast held
for all of Chicago and environs at the Temple. We got there in time for
refreshments and I got to see some of the Baha'is. It was a real treat'.39
36
Virginia Orbison from Rio de Janeiro went to Portugal, Madeleine Humbert to
Belgium. Alice Dudley to Sweden. and the Giachery couple from New York to Italy. See:
BN Febr and March 1947. Guardian to American Baha' fs, cable 30 Jan 1947. See: BN

March 1947.

" BN March 1947.
'* Stirrat to parents. letter 25 Febr 1947. NBA.
39
Stirrat to parents. letter 23 March 1947. NBA. The Baha' f religion has its own calendar. Beginning on the ancient Iranian new year (Naw·-Rtiz) at the spring equinox - 2().
21. or 22 March - the year is divided into nineteen months of nineteen days. Kittib-iAqdas 177. See also: P. Smith 2()0(): 98.
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Then the next day the ETC chairman came by. Stirrat described her as a
'wonderful person, efficient, attractive, witty, [andl spiritual'. With Edna
True came the two pioneers to Switzerland: Fritzi Shaver and her sister Elsa Steinmetz. That day the three were being 'processed', as Stirrat
described it, for their pioneer posts.
4()

learning about
It was a thrilling day - from the beginning to the end
conditions in Europe. discussing ways and means, going by the Temple
(which seems so alive. breathing as something living), meeting more
Baha'is, having luncheon at a lovely little place in Evanston, etc. The Comincluding steamship ticket,
mittee to-date has spent about $ 1000 on me
traveler's checks. railway fare, etc. I am the 9th Baha'i to be sent to Europe
during March
twenty-one so far and 25 in all by May 1. While we were
having tea with Edna True's mother [Corinne True] and her doctor. sister
and others - a cablegram arrived from the Guardian regarding the number
of pioneers they should send. Before. in his cablegram, he had been indefinite as to the number and they (the National and the European Teaching
Committee) thought it wise to get an idea as to numbers. While there that
41
afternoon, his reply came.
-

-

-

'Feel ten additional pioneers next six months advisable. Deeply appreciate response call pioneers European field. Loving fervent prayers surrounding valiant band embarking highly significant historic mission.
Shoghi'. The telegram was 'the thrill of the day'. From that moment on,
their hearts were wedded to their 'True Brother whose inspiring words
never failed to thrill and bring us joy', Stirrat wrote in her diary.42 From
Chicago Stirrat and the Steinmetz sisters went to New York, where the
local Baha'is had organized a farewell reception for the three pioneers at
the home of the Kinney family, 'people who were the first Baha'is in NY
some 40 or 50 years ago - have always heard about them and the meetings at their studio, so was very glad to meet them'. Two days later on
Wednesday March 26 they boarded the Westerdam at the Hoboken ter'
minal. Maurine [a non-Bahdi friend] came down to the boat to see me
off. [...] Whatta gal! She's simply priceless. It did me worlds of good
[ . . . ]W e had our pictures taken on the boat by the Baha'i photographer'.43
Among the passengers also was the American ambassador to the
Netherlands. Mr. Baruch, 'a very distinguished looking gentleman about
75 with a white beard and goatee. He came to our little Baha'i services
on Sunday morning and told us afterwards that he had entertained Abdu'lBaha in his home in 1912'. After a crossing of ten days the Westerdam
Stirrat. diary 21 March 1947. NBA.
i' Stirrat to parents, letter 23 March 1947. NBA.
42
Stirrat. diary 21 March 1947. NBA.
4' Stirrat to parents. letter 3 Apr 1947. NBA.
4(3
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put in per schedule at Rotterdam on Saturday April 5. The ship's log
reported a 'stiff breeze and floating clouds in a clear sky'. At one in the
afternoon the passengers disembarked. 'Was I ever glad to get my two
feet on good solid ground again ! I don't care too much about the sea it's all right to look at, but give me terra firma every time', Stirrat sighed
with relief.-'4
The three were welcomed by the Van Bleyswijk sisters. As the Steinmetz sisters left for Switzerland, Charlotte Stirrat stayed 'with Rita and
Jetty at the Straub's lovely home in Rotterdam' until she found a 'tiny
room in some of the best parts of Amsterdam' and only a few blocks
away from Van Bleyswijk and Carr6 who had moved to Amsterdam at
about the same time.45 Proudly the ETC reported in Bahai News: 'With
the three native Dutch Baha'is, reinforced by Carrd and Stirrat, we will
immediately have a nucleus of five Baha'fs toward the first Spiritual
Assembly in Holland'.46
These were busy days. Stirrat and Carrd studied hard on the linguaphone and worked through a lot of red tape: 'going to the police, getting
visas extended (they give only 30 day visas), getting ration coupons, being
registered with the housing authorities, as getting registered with the City
of Amsterdam'. At the fireside meeting on April 25 in Bussum
Straub
gave that evening a 'lucid talk on the Faith' and showed slides of the temple in Wilmette, while Van Bleyswijk described its meaning - the five
Bah:i'is and their friends came together for the first time.
-

We had a lovely meeting out at Arnold van Ogtrop's beautiful home, about
30 minutes from here [Amsterdam}. They must have several acres all in
beautiful lawn. tulips, flowers of all kinds. He's t...] a young man about 30,
an actor. singer and dancer... son of a wealthy banker. He has been having
firesides for the past several weeks - and you should see the group of
young, enthusiastic men. They stayed until 11.30 last time - you couldn't
get young men in America out for even one evening. They all seem to be
quite interested in the Cause - it just breaks my heart that 1 can't understand Dutch and know what's going on. 47

In the following months the propagation of the Baha'i Faith in the Netherlands was taken up systematically. At first there was some confusion as
to where the centre of activity was to be. The second Seven Year Plan
had asked for the establishment of a spiritual assembly in every capital
of the goal countries. but what was the capital of the Netherlands: The
44 Stirrat to parents. letter 6 Apr 1947. NBA.
45

Stirrat. diary 5 Apr 1947. NBA.
46 BN Apr 1947.
47 Stirrat to parents. letter 30 Apr 1947. NBA.
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Hague, the seat of the government or Amsterdam the commercial centre ?
The ETC in Geneva was consulted. 'In regard to the Administrative headquarters to be established in Holland, the Guardian instructs us in his
cable "to concentrate on Amsterdam". This in spite of the fact that he
mentions The Hague in his letter', the ETC answered.48
The fireside meetings in Bussum were supplemented by weekly information evenings at Van Bleyswijk's in Amsterdam. And in Wassenaar
too, at the home of non-Bahd'i friends, meetings took place. Of all these
activities a monthly report was sent to the ETC in Geneva and Wilmette.
As of June the so called 'itinerant teachers: the term was changed later
to 'travelling teachers', began to arrive. The first who came to Holland
was Mason Remey. He spoke at the fireside meetings in Bussum and
Amsterdam. As it was announced that Remey was to be followed by Mildred Mottahedeh from New York at the end of June, the plan emerged to
organize two public meetings, one in Rotterdam and the other in Amsterdam. On June 30 the Van Bleyswijk sisters welcomed Mottahedeh at
Schiphol airport and drove her to Rotterdam. The next day the first
public meeting took place at Straub's house. Including the Bahd'is and
members of Straub's family, there were 27 present that evening to hear
Mottahedeh speak on 'World Order through World Religion', giving an
explanation of the important role each individual was to play in establishing a new civilization. Afterwards there was a brief question and
answer period and then the guests left. Seven of them asked 'to be notiincluding the
fied of the next meeting and two of the books on display
Arabic part of The Hidden Words which was translated and mimeographed by Jetty [Straub] just in time - were sold'.49
In looking for a suitable place to hold a public meeting in Amsterdam
Stirrat had contacted Ms. Kwast, secretary of the Netherlands-American
Institute and she had made the necessary arrangements to hold the meeting
-

in the attractive club room of the American Businessmen's Club - and
paying for the janitor services only.
this 'without any cost whatsoever
say two dollars'. And Stirrat continued.
-

In the reception room. the Baha'i books were displayed impressively and
free literature given out. Everywhere were beautiful bouquets of flowers, all
from Arnold van Ogtrop's gardens. Arnold was an able chairman I. . . ] and
most graciously welcomed Mrs. Mottahedeh. who again spoke on "World
Order through World Religion", but it was entirely new to those of us who
heard her talk the night before. There were 38 present excluding the Baha'is.
4x ETC Bulletin. July 1947.
49 Stirrat to sister. letter 28 June and 6 July 1947. NBA. See also: Stirrat to ETC, revised

report July 1947. NBA.
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I...1 We had mailed out 180 invitations. about hal f to people in Amsterdam
and about half to people in Bussum and other close-by cities. After the talk.
Arnold I...] asked for questions and few responded.
5()

Later Mottahedeh would speak at the fireside meetings in Bussum and
Amsterdam. On July 16 she returned to New York. but not before she had
visited the tourist sights of Marken and Volendam, the Cheese Market in
Alkmaar and the Frans Hals museum in Haarlem.51
It was August 1947 when all these efforts began to bear their first
fruits. On the third of that month Jan Piet de Borst was officially registrated as a Bahd'i. The then 23 year old De Borst was the youngest of
three children of an Indonesian mother and a Dutch father. The family
was of Protestant (Hen,ormch origin, but De Borst's parents were 'liberal
and certainly no regular churchgoers'. He himself sometimes had 'whims
to go to church twice on Sundays'. At the start of the war De Borst had
attended high school. He had taken his final examination in 1942, but
was not able to go to university as the German occupiers had demanded
a pledge of loyalty. At the end of the war De Borst had landed in a concentration camp near Amersfoort. 'People around me suffered - and
blood and tears belonged to daily life. 1 saw the complete submission
of the real believers in their last hours and. as a contrast, I looked with
horror in my heart to other human beings completely changed into beasts
by hunger and filled with hate and jealousy. Here it was I understood the
need of a true religion'.52 It was against this background that De Borst
had first heard of the Bahd'i religion in the summer of 1947, as he was
recovering from a tuberculosis infection he had contracted during the
war. During his illness he was visited regularly by his friend Hans Slim.
'It must have been September as Hans brought with him an American
[Carrd], who came to tell me something about a religion for which he
had come as a pioneer from the USA and that he wanted to propagate in
fireside meetings'.53 The seed fell on fertile soil. Together with Slim, De
Borst visited the meetings at Van Ogtrop's parental house in Bussum.
and became deeply interested. ' I am not able to explain my feeling exactly
but it was a kind of homecoming in my spiritual life after a long demoralizing voyage. I was surprised to read exactly what I needed'.54 At a
meeting on the evening of 2 May 1947 - Van Ogtrop spoke on 'What

Sc' Stirrat to ETC. revised report July 1947. NBA.
2 Stirrat to parents. letter 10 July 1947. NBA.
52 De Borst to Stirrat. 1948 In: Light in Holland, unpublished manuscript. NBA.
53
De Borst to De Vries, letter 6 March 1998.
54
De Borst to Stirrat, 1948 In: Liglit in Holland. unpublished manuscript. NBA.
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isa Bahdi?'-De Borst made it known that he 'understood and wanted
to be a Baha'i'. The next day he visited John Carrd in Amsterdam and
told him how he was 'confirmed by the short article by Abdu'l-Baha on
group spirit'. But becoming a Baha'f was not that simple. As De Borst
left for Paris the end of that month 'to deal with [his] war experiences
more easily', he carried a letter of introduction in which Carrd requested
the Paris Bah:i'fs to 'teach Jan what he needed to know to become a
Baha'i'. During his stay in Paris De Borst read Balid'u'lldh e,1 het Nieuwe
Tijdperk and The Renewal of Civilization and soon felt ready to formally
declare himself a Bahd' i. In final preparation Stirrat and Carrd went over
the Will and Testanient of 'Abdu'1-Bah:i with De Borst to make sure that
he knew the main points. Then in the evening of 3 August 1947. during
a meeting at the house of Jetty Straub in Rotterdam and in the presence of
Edna and Corinne True, Jan de Borst finally became 'the first new Baha'i
in Holland'.55
To become a member of the Bahgf community the applicant had, and
still has, to recognize the station of Bahd'u'lldh and to observe his ordinances. In Bahti'i theology the acceptance of these twin inseparable duties
actually is a two party agreement: God bestows His bounties on man
and in return demands recognition of His Manifestation and obedience
to His laws. Due to its reciprocal character the agreement is often designated as 'the Covenant'.56 The formal procedure of entering the Covenant
is simple and devoid of any fixed ritual. The applicant, who must have
reached the age of 15, is asked to sign a membership card with the following text:

I, the undersigned. testify: to my full recognition of the station of the
Forerunner (the BAb). the Author (Bah:i'u'll:ih). and 'Abdu'l-Bahd, the True
Exemplar of the Bahd'f Cause: to my unreserved acceptance of, and submission to. whatsoever has been revealed by Their Pen: to my loyal and
steadfast adherence to every clause of 'Abdu'l-Bahii's sacred Will: and to
my close association with the spirit as well as with the form of present-day
Baha'i administration throughout the world.57

ti Stirr;it to ETC. report 1 Aug 1947. and Stirrat. diary 3 Aug 1947. NBA.
56
The first duty prescribed b>· God for His servants is the recognition of Him Who is
the Dayspring Of His Revelation and the Fountain of His laws. I...1 It behoreth ever> one
it'ho reacheth this most

sublime

station

I... j

to

obsen·e

el·en·

ordinance of Him Who is the

Desire of the world. (Kinih-i-Aqda.,· 1 ). Abdu'1-Bah:i explained: '0 party of the Covenant!
Verily. the Beauty of El-Abhd [Bahii'u'llih] hath promised the most great assistance to the
beloved who are firm in the Covenant and to confirm them through the mightiest power'

See: The Covenant and Adminii.tration: a c·ompilation. Wilmette. 1971: see also: P. Smith
2000 : 1 1 4.

37 ETC bulletin nr. 1. Jan 1947. NBA.
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Two weeks later De Borst's friend also became Bah:i'i. Hans Slim's
contact with the Bahdi Faith had gone roughly along the same lines. He
too had been imprisoned during the war. During that time he had been
amazed to see how the inmates - 'boys of all different religious backgrounds' - had come closer to each other each day, prayed together and
often saw God in the same way. But as soon as the war was over 'we saw
in spite of the wonderful contacts, the same narrow circles as before'. So
when he was invited to a fireside meeting at Van Ogtrop's - the subject
being 'Universal Peace based on a World Religion' - the Bahai religion
literally came as a revelation: 'Then I knew that there had been a Manifestation of God and all my questions became answered'.58
The third travel teacher that came to Amsterdam certainly must have
been a personality. A non-Bah:i'f contact at the time, qualified the American Baha'f Marion Little (1891-1973) as 'an "ace" of a woman, extremely
intelligent and one of the most impressive ones for the "Cause".59 And
Stirrat too praised her as a remarkable person. 'It is uncanny the way she
gets things figured out. No one needs to say a word to her - she just feels
things'.60 Little intended to give a press conference, like she had done
during her visit to Scandinavia, but the Dutch - both Bah:i'is and nonBahti'is - had told her that no such thing as a 'press conference' existed
in the Netherlands. But, as Stirrat noted, Little was 'a go-getter' and doors
were opened one after the other.6' At the press conference Little gave
an interview to a reporter of the Algemeen Nederlands Persbureau ('General Dutch Newsagency'), but as far as we know it did not result in a
newspaper article. Still. her three-week visit
'thrilling times' according to Stirrat
brought many new contacts which included groups such
as social workers and members of the International Students Exchange.
It was estimated that nearly one hundred people heard about the Bahgi
religion for the first time in Holland during those few days. 62
Valeria (Val) Nichols (1903-1985), who arrived at about the same
time, seemed to have been a completely different personality. Stirrat who
'knew her when she first came into the Cause about ten years ago in Los
Angeles' picked her up in Rotterdam as she arrived with the motor vesse\ Noordam. 63
-

-

<* Slim to Stirrat, 1948 In: Light in Holland. unpublished manuscript. NBA.
" Richter. See: De Borst to De Vries. letter 30 March 1998.
6{)

Stirrat to parents, letter 13 Sept 1947. NBA. For

BW vol XV 1968-1973: 547-549.
M Stirrat to parents. letter 6 Sept 1947. NBA.
62 Pioneers to ETC. report Sept 1947. NBA.
61 Stirrat to parents, letter 13 Sept 1947. NBA.
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She came into the Cause just six months after I did 1...1 - and she has
devoted her entire life to it ever since. She has had plenty of money to entertain and hasn't had to earn a living - so she has studied perhaps two or
three hours each day. She was on the L.A. local Baha'i Assembly for about
3 or 4 years - which gave her invaluable experience; she has been pioneering in Wyoming, has been on many regional teaching circuits in which
she was the principal speaker. and has been for seven months in South
America teaching. Her grasp of the Teachings, her explanations. insight and
depth of spirituality are wonderful. She's done more studying in one week
than I have done in several months - and boy, it does make a difference.64

Despite this reference, Nichols never spoke at large public meetings during
her stay in the Netherlands. She obviously preferred personal contact and
visited many individuals. Although her functioning might be characterized as rather introvert and modest. she did not fail to leave a deep impresSion with her fellow believers. When she left for Portugal two months later,
she was 'dreadfully' missed. 'Honestly', Stirrat wrote,
she comes as near being a saint as anyone I have ever known - she is definitely the most unselfish person in the world. She always thinks of others,
and even though it is a little difficult for her to get around (she was in an
accident a few years ago and fractured badly both legs and lost all but one
finger on her left hand), she is always doing little as well as big things for
people. [...] I consider it one of the most wonderful privileges of my life to
have been able to work with her for three months. 65

On the evening

of November 11 all

these efforts

-

there had been weekly

public meetings at hotel De Haas, regular study classes, lectures presented at a meeting of the American Businessmen's Club, an Esperanto
Congress, the International Conference of Social Workers in Scheveningen, as well as at De Hoeksteen ('The Cornerstone') where about thirty
Dutch Nazi youth who had recently been released from camps were being
reoriented, heard Van Ogtrop speak on 'This Earth is One Country' culminated in the public celebration in the American Hotel of the birth
of Baha'u'llah.
The life of Baha'u'llah and his spiritual mission, given so inspiringly by
Rita IVan Bleyswijk Sombeekl. and the appropriate translations of His
sacred words, read by all the Dutch believers touched every heart and created an atmosphere of spirituality which is experienced only in true Baha'i
gatherings. An added warmth of hospitality was contributed by lovely

autumn flowers, soft indirect lighting. beautiful German songs by Arnold

64 Stirrat to parents. letter I Nov 1947. NBA.
65 Stirrat to parents. letter 14 Dec 1947. NBA. For Nichol's biography see BW vol XIX
1983- 1986: 690.
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C. Stirrat.

Ivan Ogtropl, and refreshments which were served at the close of the meeting. None of the 33 present (26 non-Baha'is) could help but feel the power
and joy of the Spirit - and many were the expressions of appreciation for
this perfect occasion. [...1 certainly a highpoint of all our activities. 66

A spiritual assembly
The main objective of all Bahai activity during that first year (1947) was
the formation of a spiritual assembly (SA) in Amsterdam. For that was
the main objective of the second Seven Year Plan. But that was not
an easy job. for such an assembly could only be declared or elected on
21 April of each Bah:i'i year and had to consist of nine adult believers.
who had to be residents of the place. With the enrolment of Jan de Borst
en Hans Slim in August. the total number of Bah:i'is living in the Netherlands had come to seven. excluding the Tijssen family in The Hague.
Not only did their total number fall short, neither were all residents of
the same place. In December 1947 Charlotte Stirrat wrote in her diary:
'No real prospects for an Assembly by April' and Rita van Bleyswijk

66 Pioneers to ETC. report Nov 1947. NBA.
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Sombeek was 'very discouraged' about the prospects too. But reinforcements were on their way. In December Henry Jarvis from the US and
Manuchir Zabih from Iran visited Amsterdam. And a few weeks later the
ETC announced that Dorothy Baker would come to the Netherlands.
Being one of the (few) woman members of the National Spiritual Assembly of the United States for many years, Baker was a prominent and well
known Bahai. Stirrat described her as 'the most outstanding a spiritual
woman I have ever known. She has a great gift of intuition, a keen sense
of justice, a loving and understanding heart'.67 Undoubtedly Van Bleyswijk and Straub, who both had met her in the United States, held similar
views. Of course the Dutch believers wanted to take full advantage of this
'wonderful opportunity'.68 Together with Van Bleyswijk, Stirrat spent
hours over plans for public meetings and making arrangements for the
visit of this 'finest Baha'i speaker in America'. They wrote some 700
personal invitations, containing some Bahai principles as well as nonBahdi appreciations of the faith. It was also decided that Baker should
69
speak on: 'Human values in a changing world'.
Dorothy Baker started her tour on Wednesday afternoon 4 February
1948 by giving a press conference at hotel De Haas. Thirty invitations
had been sent to newspapers, and 5 representatives came. That evening
she spoke at the University of Amsterdam to 42 people, about thirty of
whom were students. One of those, probably the psychology student Bob
Wolff who in 1949 would become a Baha'i himself. acted as chairman
for the evening and afterwards presented Baker with a book on Holland.
The next day the large public meeting with 80 or more at the Pariljoen
Minerva was held. Stirrat acted as chairman while the musical intermezzo
was provided by Van Ogtrop. After the break, about thirty remained to
ask questions.711 On Friday Baker was invited to a dinner by the Vroitwen-

club ('Women's Club'), after which she spoke on the Bah:i'f religion to
about 20 of its members. The next day she spoke to about 25 in an informal meeting at the Pdmatishitis, and finally on Sunday evening she presented a 'perfectly thrilling talk - so inspiring it brought tears to my

eyes', Stirrat wrote - in hotel De Haas. Baker must have been exhausted
when at 2:30 a.m. her plane left from Schiphol airport. 7I
As a result of this boost, the situation took a turn for the better. In
March the small community was enlarged as Josephine Caroline Diebold
<'7 Stirrat to parents,
6,
Stirrat to parents.
69 pioneers to ETC,
m pioneers to ETC.
71 pioneers to ETC,

letter 8 Febr 1948. NBA.
letter 3 Jan 1948. NBA.
report Jan 1948. NBA.
report Febr 1948. NBA.
report Febr 1948. NBA.
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(1876-1966) enrolled. Diebold was a real world citizen. She had been
born in a village near Manchester in England as the daughter of a German mother and a Swiss father. When she was four the family had moved
to the continent and finally settled in Basel, Switzerland. After she had
finished her studies to become a teacher. Diebold had come to the Netherlands in 1896 to work there as a governess for many years. In the 1930s
the Depression had forced her to find employment as a secretary. She
had come into contact with Theosophy. But 'after having read many
books in this line, from which I have learned a lot of our terrestrial life,
I stayed again alone with myself, because Theosophy did not agree with
my surrounding and even did not satisfy me totally'.72 Soon after the start
of the war Diebold had been fired, and she had kept alive by doing all
sorts of odd jobs. In April 1947 one of those jobs brought her in contact
with Stirrat, who wrote: 'My landlady and little girl have been gone for
a week - but she had asked a woman of about 70 to stay here with me
at nights. Miss Diebold is a very wonderful person and quite educated she speaks three languages fluently and knows besides English and Italian, but not as well as she does German, French and Dutch'.71 Diebold
was glad to have found somebody to discuss 'spiritual matters' with and
in the subsequent months she and Stirrat had 'many an interesting talk on
the Faith'. 'She is really a very lovely person - you feel a faith, a calm
serenity in her presence. It would be wonderful if she could grasp the
true meaning of the Cause'. Stirrat wrote to her parents. When Diebold
left for a holiday in Switzerland that summer, Stirrat had the International
Bahdi Bureau in Geneva send her the German translation of Baliti'u'11(th
and the Ne , Era. Upon her return Diebold became a regular attendent of
the Bahii'i meetings. 'She says she must have been a Baha'i all her life
and didn't know it. [...] she has a deep love for humanity and life yes, she can teach us much'.74 On the Saturday afternoon of March 2 1,
on the eve of the Bahti' i New Year, Josephine Diebold was officially weIcomed as a Bah:i'i. 'Perhaps I can be of some help (to the world) with
the experiences I have had in the years behind me. I think the Baha'i
Faith indicates the only right way we have to go in order to become happy
and with this happiness in our heart we can help mankind to find this
way too', Diebold told Stirrat. Enthusiasticly the latter wrote in her diary:
'What a beautiful faith ! She's certainly worthy of being the first believer
to declare in Amsterdam'.75 Naw-Rd. ('New Year') was celebrated that
72 Diebold to Stirrat, letter 9 May 1948. NBA.
7'
Stirrat to parents, letter 8 May 1947. NBA.
74 Stirrat to parents. letter 10 Aug 1947. NBA.
75

Stirrat. diary 16 Apr 1947. NBA.
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evening in the Americ·a,i Hotel for none of the Bah:i'is had a room large
enough to hold a public meeting. In spite of its being on Saturday, fortyeight people came.
The entire evening was in keeping with the happy, friendly spirit of Naw
Ruz - the room was decorated with tulips and nat·cissus and in the "pauze"
we served coffee and cookies. Rita [Van Bleyswijk Sombeek] gave a warm
welcoming talk: there were gay, joyous duets and solos sung by Arnold
[Van Ogtropl and a lovely soprano: Jetty [Straub] said some stirring poems
on the New Day. written by a great Dutch poetess; [and] we ended with the
showing of the beautiful Temple slides. 76

The joining of Diebold was however not enough to form an assembly.
And although the ETC in February had given permission to count the
three Bussum Baha'fs for the assembly in Amsterdam, there still was
deep concern over whether or not it would be possible to meet this goal.
Three more Baha'is were needed. On 4 April 1948 Harry Dieperink and
Frieda van Houten (1921-1995) enrolled. Dieperink had been one of the
first to visit the fireside meetings when they had started the year before.
Charlotte Stirrat had described him then as 'rather depressed' and as an
agnostic who had 'difficulty in believing in the power of prayer'.77 By
December Dieperink could not wait to be a Bahil'f. but some were of the
opinion that he was ' not ready for the Cause' at that moment. and so it
was not until April that he was allowed in. These reservations did not
apply to Van Houten. Nichols and Stirrat had met her in November 1947
during a visit to her mother.
Recently. we have met a very lovely girl about 25 - she is one of those
pure souls so seldom found in life. She is a delicate-looking, sweet girl
whose strength of character and thought is in her purity. Her perception of
the Cause is tremendous. [ . . .1

She said. "All religions that I know of are different - but the Baha' i Cause
is the only objective one 1 have come into contact with - the first thing
1 heard was about relinquishing all prejudices, about uniting all the people
in the world - you have a definite program on a sound spiritual basis".I...]
Her mother is an American - and as a child she learned English as her
mother did not speak Dutch then - and she had a French governess who
didn't speak another language. So she speaks three languages without an
accent - one is as easy for her as Dutch - then she also speaks German
and is studying Spanish. 7*

After this first meeting Van Houten had regularly come to the Bahii
'
meetings and had been, according to Stirrat, immediately attracted by the

Pioneers to ETC, report March 1948. NBA.
77 Stirrat to ETC. report April-May 1947. NBA.
76

7M Stirrat to sister. letter 10 Nov 1947. NBA.
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(Left to right) H.B. Dieperink. G. Straub. J.R de Borst. M. Zabih,
C. Stirrat, H. van Bleyswijk Sombeek, and V. Nichols.

Baha'i teachings which she in her purity recognized as the Truth for this
day'. But Frieda van Houten could not participate in the formation of the
assembly. She had plans to attend an interpreters school. and only a few
days after becoming a Bahdi she left for Switzerland.
On April 5 with just two weeks to go before the elections, the Bah:i'is
of Holland reported to the ETC that their present 'line-up' included twelve
persons. But there were some problems: Van Houten was in Geneva,
while Van Ogtrop, Slim, De Borst, Straub and Denise Sohet lived outside the civic limits of Amsterdam. Moreover the twelfeth person, 'a
young man in Bussum [...] with a profound and spontaneous understanding of the Cause from the very first', had not declared himself a
believer yet. So would all be eligible for the assembly?79 A few days
later - the letters had crossed each other - the ETC made it known
that as 'a special arrangement' Straub, who lived in Rotterdam, could
serve as an assembly member in Amsterdam. And that De Borst and
Sohet - Van Ogtrop and Slim were not mentioned - could be considered 'as members of the Amsterdam community' provided that they
both expected to be there during the coming Bah:i'i year.80 In a next
letter the ETC made it clear that of the twelve people mentioned only
Van Bleyswijk, Stirrat, Van Ogtrop, Slim. De Borst, Straub, Dieperink,
™ Baha'is to ETC. letter 5 Apr 1948. NBA.
ETC to Amsterdam group. letter 5 Apr 1948. ABA. Denise Sohet was a Bahd'f from
Belgium. who lived in the Netherlands for a short time. ABA.
%()
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Diebold, and Sohet were 'evidently eligible for membership' of the
assembly. Van Houten could vote by mail from Geneva, but was not be
considered as eligible for the assembly.MI Finally three days before the
deadline a cable from the ETC arrived stating that Carrd - who had been
in France for several months - was eligable for the assembly too."2 And
so the first spiritual assembly of the Netherlands could be declared on the
evening of 20 April 1948.83 After some 'trial and error voting' Jetty
Straub was elected chairperson, Arnold van Ogtrop vice-chairperson. Rita
van Bleyswijk Sombeek secretary and Josephine Diebold threasurer, Jan
de Borst, Hans Slim, Harry Dieperink, John Cari, and Charlotte Stirrat
X4
being the other members.
In eight of the ten European goal cities it had been possible to form a
SA. The ETC immediately transmitted the news to the Guardian: 'Heart
overflowing gratitude report Assemblies Oslo, Stockholm, Amsterdam,
Brussels, Bern, Madrid, Rome, Geneva. Glorious demonstration power
Divine Plan your unerring guidance. Devoted love. Earnest prayers your
safekeeping'.85 The Guardian responded:

Hearts flooded with joy remarkable victory exceeding fondest expectations.
Convey heartfelt congratulations. assurance, admiration, loving gratitude,
[and] prayers [for the] newly formed Assemblies. Supplicating Bah:i'u'lldh
[to] enable both pioneers [andl native believers [to] unitedly achieve still
greater triumphs. Eagerly await photographs [of the] newly constituted
Assemblies [tol adorn [the] walls [of] Bahd'u'lldh's Mansion adjoining [the]
Most Holy Tomb Bahjf.86

Consolidation and extension
That year, 1948, activities continued much the same way as before. In May,
Van Bleyswijk Sombeek, Straub, Diebold, Carrd, Slim, Stirrat, and Van
'quite a nice representation of Holland' - were in the Swiss
Houten
town of Geneva to attend the first 'Bahd' f European Teaching Conference'. K7
In his Challenging Requirenients c,f the Present Hour, the Guardian had
instructed the ETC to convene
-

*' ETC to Amsterdam group, letter 13 Apr 1948. ABA.
M' ETC to Amsterdam group. cable 19 Apr 1948. ABA.
X3
Bah8' i days start at sunset, like in Judaism and Islam.
84
Stirrat. diary 20 Apr 1948. NBA.
85 ETC to Guardian. cable 21 Apr 1948. Quoted in: ETC to SAs, letter 28 Apr 1948.
ABA.
x(, Guardian to ETC, cable 26 Apr 1948. Quoted in: ETC to SAs. letter 28 Apr 1948.
ABA.
*7 Stirrat to uncle. letter 9 July 1948. NBA.
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The jirst Spiritual Assembly of Amsterdam. ( From left to right): J. R de Borst,

J.C. Diebold, H.B. Dieperink, J. Carr*, C. Stirrat, H. Slim, H. van Bleyswijk
Sombeek, AIM. van Ogtrop, and G. Straub.
. . . whenever circumstances are favorable [...lconferences which will bring
together as many pioneers laboring in these ten [European] countries, and
newly converted believers, as possible, enabling them to jointly consider
their plans, problems and activities, concert measures for the progress of
the Faith in that continent and pave the way for the future formation of
regional National Assemblies, which must precede the constitution of separate independent national institutions in each of these countries. 88

On a question by the ETC if it would be advisable to hold the first of these
conferences as early as 1948 the Guardian had replied favourably, and in
July 1947 the ETC had announced in its bulletin that the first European
Baha'f gathering would be held in Geneva in the spring of the next year.
While the ETC made preparations the Guardian had stressed that 'the
greatest care and utmost effort' had to be exercised and exerted to ensure
the success of this first conference 'which will constitute a landmark in
the history of this newly-launched and historic campaign in Europe'. 89
In her opening address on Saturday afternoon May 22, Edna True, the
chairman of the ETC, presented the background of the European Teaching
Project and its relation to 'Abdu'l-Baha's Divine Plan. After each group
of representatives from the different countries was asked to stand in turn
88

Shoghi Effendi 1947: 22.
89 Guardian In: BN Apr 1948.
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to be greeted by the other participants, a special cable from the Guardian
was read in which he shared 'the joy and elation of the attendants at the
first historic Bahd' i Teaching Conference on the European Continent'. The
Guardian also appealed to the newly constituted assemblies 'to preserve,
at whatever cost, the integrity of the prizes gloriously won, to consolidate
the institutions recently established, and to simultaneously initiate extension work designed to form nuclei destined to reinforce the administrative structure of the Faith in the respective countries'.9<' In its answer
the conference was able to report back that 'over ninety Bahd'is [and]
several guests representing all ten goal countries and Australia, Austria,
England, France, Germany, Scotland, land the] USA. including 18 new
believers, [and] 30 pioneers' were present. A few Bahd'is from Iran and
Iraq so identified with their new country, Switzerland, that they forgot to
add their nationalities to the list. Through the special contributions from
Bahri friends it had been made possible for the ETC to invite all of the
pioneers as well as one newly declared believer from each country to
attend the conference. 91
That evening there was a 'Unity Banquet' at the Hotel de la Pair, after
which the room was cleared and re-arranged for the commemoration of
the Declaration of the Bdb. 'Three friends from Copenhagen, who had
been studying the Faith for some time, declared themselves as Bahd'is:
Sunday was filled with an explanation on the nature of Bahii'i administration, and a talk on the Covenant of Bahii'u'llih. Monday was devoted
to a consultation on the spiritual requisites for teaching, as well its practical methods and techniques. While the Swiss believers attended a special
question and answer session in the evening, the others went to a public
meeting where two speakers gave short addresses in French and English.
On Tuesday the programme continued with consultations on teaching.
translating and publishing, while in the evening Mildred Mottahedeh
spoke on her experiences as official Bahai representative to the UN con-

ference on human rights, and Laura Clifford Dreyfus ("5£ Barney) related
how she had obtained the material for her compilation Some Answered
Ottestions.92 After words of thanks and appreciation the conference was
formally closed late in the evening by the chanting in Arabic of the Tablet
of Ahmad.93

9(1

Guardian to Conference. cable 2 May 1948. In: BN July 1948.

w BN June 1948.
Some Answered Questions is a collection of talks delivered by 'Abdu'l-Bahd in Akka
between 1904 and 1906. See: P. Smith 2000: 325.
93
A prayer revealed by Bah:i'u'll:ih in 1865. It is regarded by Bahd'fs as having a special potency, and is frequently used at times of difficulty or distress.
92
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There was also time for more mundane matters as was the case the
next day when the delegates and their friends left Geneva in three motor
coaches for a scenic ride to Bern, the Swiss goal city. That evening a
farewell dinner was arranged by the Bern believers. 'Special decorations
and above all the warm spirit of joyous comradeship pervading the athmosphere made it a gala occasion'. The 'unforgettable day of true Bahdi
fellowship' was concluded that night with a public meeting in Bern that
gathered a fine audience in spite of pouring rain.94 When the different
groups turned homeward after breakfast on Thursday, the ETC could look
back on a very succesful conference at which five new believers had
declared their faith. The Guardian thanked them:
Greatly heartened profoundly grateful magnificent success achieved in
the historic conference. Congratulate heartily European Committee for this
splendid, enduring achievement. Urge that you guard in the course of the
current year, against a relaxation of effort: that you maintain a flow of pioneers and itinerant teachers; ensure the continued translation and steady
expansion of literature: initiate extension work: consolidate the existing
Assemblies; enable the groups in Lisbon. Luxembourg and Copenhagen to
attain Assembly status. Prayer ever increasing success in this momentous
enterprise launched on the European continent. 95

While the Dutch delegation prayed with the first pioneer to have
arrived in Europe, attended lectures on the history of their faith and the
Covenant of Baha'u'lldh, listened to cablegrams from the Guardian and
several Bahri communities, received a special French-English edition of
'Abdu'1- Bahd's Tablet to the Hagite. enjoyed the Unity Banquet, celebrated the Declaration of the Bdb, and had their questions on Bahai
administration answered, Arnold van Ogtrop and Jan de Borst organized
a public meeting on the occasion of the Declaration of the Btib, manned
a Bahdistand at the Exhibition of the Broederschaps Federatie a week
later, and organized a public meeting at hotel De Haas for May 31 in
which the ETC members Leroy and Sylvia loas, Edna True and Mary
Keene Sprague, on their return from the Geneva conference, would
speak.0
In his cable greeting to the conference the Guardian had appealed to
the newly constituted assemblies to consolidate their results. Upon their
return the Bahai.s therefore decided to establish their own Bah:i'f Centre
in Amsterdam. In June they found a place located across from the Amer-

ican Hotel to hold their meetings and it was 'not too expensive - $15 a
w Record of the conference. NBA.
95 Guardian to ETC, cable 20 June 1948. In: ETC bulletin July 1948.
m BN June 1948.
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month'. 'It is above a restaurant and we have a separate entrance - so
it should work out very nicely'. Stirrat remarked.97 The address of the
place was 19 Leidse Plein. Since that number has a special significance
in Bahdi thinking it certainly was considered a good omen:8 But heart

and head had to be in balance, and so before taking a definite decision.
a trial public meeting was held on Friday July 23 'to find out whether the
speaker and the audience would experience much hindrance from the traffic noise'. On Friday afternoon August 13, a month earlier than expected,
the 'sunny, cheerful room with four large windows on the sunny-side and
two on the north-west'. was officially opened with a tea reception. 'There
were about 35 people who came to the tea. including five Baha'is which was pretty good considering the fact that this is summer time and
everthing is folded up during August'.99 Soon fireside meetings in Dutch
and in English were being organized on Tuesdays and Fridays.
Apparently the new assembly also discussed the Guardian's appeal to
initiate 'extension work'. But to start this activity was not opportune at
that moment. as the ETC made clear:
We realize that the hopes the Guardian expresses imply extension teaching
work but since this is always predicated on a strong "home" Assembly we
feel that the first step before you is to build up in numbers and strength the
Amsterdam Community. To help you in this achievement we have voted a
monthly allocation of $25.00 instead of $15.00, this to begin with the September budget [...] We are also going to reinforce you with an additional
pioneer whom we will be writing you about in the very near future. 100

In the opinion of the ETC the safeguarding of 'the prizes gloriously won'.
i.e. the spiritual assembly. called for at least 19 local Bah:i'fs. Building a
community in another city would come later. At this moment all efforts
had to be canalized in systematic teaching plans with one immediate

objective: 'sustaining a strong Assembly of native believers'.a" Extension teaching work, the ETC explained to the SA, must be undertaken

47 Stirr:it to parents. letter 26 June 1948. NBA.
..

The purpose of religion as revealed from the heaven of God's holy Will is to estab-

/ish unin and concord amongst the peoples c,f the world. Bahii'u'll ih had revealed. 'Unity',
'oneness' or 'solidarity' therefore is an important concept in the Bah:i'i religion. Since
the Arabic letters of the Persian ,alphabet all have a numerical value and the word 'unity'
or,yihid in Arabic has a total value of 19. that number represents a hallmark of Baha' i
teaching. The emphasis on 19 is also represented in the Babi-Bahai calendar which has
nineteen months of nineteen days. It must however be stressed in this connection that
Bah:i'is do not believe in numerology.
" Stirrat to parents. letter 16 Aug 1948. NBA.
1"t

ETC to SA. letter 21 July 1948. ABA.

"" ETC to SA, letter 2 Aug 1948. ABA.
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'under the direct instruction' of the ETC which would indicate to each
new community when and where to initiate such activities. 102
With so many new Baha'is working for the first time in a SA the ETC
had deemed it necesary to send Beatrice Ashton from Chicago to Europe
'to instruct the new Assemblies in Administration and to show them how
their local activities are to be carried on within the administrative framework'. Since Ashton was not a member of the ETC, the assembly members
were reminded not to take up 'administrative or other personal problems'
with her.'(,3 Ashton arrived in Amsterdam on July 17 for a one week visit.
The assembly members had all agreed that they would learn more from
an actual assembly meeting with Ashton as an observer than from a simulation. So two days later Ashton attended a meeting of the SA in order
to evaluate the technique of its members during a follow-up meeting the
next evening. Details of Ashton's analysis are scanty. She said 'for us not
to limit ourselves either in money or concepts', Stirrat noted in her diary.

'Things should flow easily and not be dammed up. The Dutch like to
dam up things and stop the natural flow '. 'c)4 Ashton's advice was sought
on a variety of administrative problems and the Dutch believers received
'sound, logical, practical answers' as to the Bahii'i way of solving them.

'In countless little ways - such as making motions, voting, appointing
committees, writing minutes of meetings, etc. - we have received tremendous help. as well as in more important matters. She has shown us how
to streamline our assembly meetings and it was encouraging to compare
the first assembly meeting with the last - we could all see a great
improvement'.105 Apart from attending four assembly meetings Ashton
also held several classes on administration for Bahd'is and their contacts,
as well as a public lecture on the same subject in the new Bahai Centre.
'Many questions were asked and admirably answered by Beatrice to the
great satisfaction of all except a few diehard vegetarians', Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek reported.'06
A month later Elinor Gregory, a former American pioneer to Oslo,
Norway, arrived to help the Amsterdam Baha'is for two months until
their new 'permanent pioneer' arrived. Since Gregory was 25, Stirrat
expected that her presence would be 'good for our younger contacts:87
102

"3

ETC bulletin Sept 1948.
ETC to SAs. letter 20 June 1948. ABA. See also: Stirrat to parents. letters 17 and

26 July 1948, and BN Apr 1949.
1(14
Stirrat diary 19 and 20 July 1948. NBA.
SA to ETC. report July 1948. NBA.
m SA to ETC. report July 1948. NBA. Bahii'is have nothing against vegetarianism,
on the contrary. See: P. Smith 2()0(): 39.
w1 Stirrat to parents. letter 16 Aug 1948. NBA.
1()5
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Gregory must have met the expectations since only a few days later Stirrat wrote: 'It is thrilling to see what a wonderful boost a new person
can give to a community
immediately, there is new interest created,
new contacts and a renewed perspective on our parts'.'08 In September
Dr. Ugo Giachery, a prominent Bahii' i from Italy, presented a lecture on
-

'Moving toward a United World' in the American Hotel. And on October 22 Eleanor Hollibaugh ( 1897-1987), the permanent pioneer arrived.
'Eleanor came in looking cute as a bug's ear. She certainly is a dear!
Said they have 11 native believers in Copenhagen - much better than in
Holland', Stirrat remarked.'" Hollibaugh originally came from Nebraska,
but after her acceptance of the Bahdi Faith in 1939 she had lived as a
pioneer in Bolivia, and the southern United States. At the end of the
Second World War the ETC had asked her to go to Denmark. im Now that
her replacement had arrived Charlotte Stirrat could proceed to her new
pioneer post. In November 1948 she left the Netherlands to join Val
Nichols in Lisbon, Portugal."'
Although Rita van Bleyswijk Sombeek, the assembly's secretary, was
'very happy' to report to the ETC the declaration of Pieter Holtzapffel
in February 1949, the public lectures held that winter each attracted at
least some 20 interested people, and a meeting at the debating club had
an attendance of about 40 to 45, the growth of the community was slow.
Most contacts were 'only intellectually interested'. 'There is a kind of
hopelessness here in Holland [ . . . ]a complete lack of faith, not only in
God, but in human endeavour too. There is no enthusiasm whatsoever',
she diagnosed. If the Amsterdam community was to keep its assembly status 'miracles had to happen', especially since Dieperink and De Borst
were planning to leave for South Africa and Indonesia respectively. and
she hersel f would return to the United States in August.' 12 Despite this
rather bleak picture the much needed reinforcements soon came in. Hollibaugh was joined by her fellow Americans Ed and Mary Bode, who on
March 24 sailed on the Nieuw Amsterdam from New York to Rotterdam.
Mary Hotchkiss (1896-1969) was a daughter of one of the first Bah:i'is
in Washington D.C. and as a child she had met 'Abdu'l-Baha. After her
marriage to Edward L. Bode (1906-1976), who also had become a Bahai,
the couple had helped in the formation of the first SA of Beverly Hills

M Stirrat to parents. letter 22 Aug 1948. NBA.
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a

Bahii'i pioneer the rest of her life. After Namibia

she now lives in Mozambique.

112 SA to ETC, letters R and 19 Febr 1949. ABA.
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in California. In 1946 - Bode served as a pilot during the war - the
couple had embarked on what would become a series of pioneering
assignments abroad. They had lived successively in Brazil, Chile, Panama,
Mexico and Portugal, before coming to the Netherlands where they settled
in Amsterdam. 113
Despite all this, the numerical situation remained far from strong and
in a letter of 8 April 1949, the ETC felt it necessary to inform the SA that
for another year all of the believers in Holland were eligible for membership in the Spiritual Assembly of Amsterdam. The ETC also expressed
the hope that in the coming year the community of Amsterdam would be
so strengthened that the SA in 1950 would consist of only those living
within the civic limits of that city.'14 That hope appeared to come true
only a few days later when the 'united and strenuous efforts' of the last
weeks before the election of the new assembly on April 21, resulted in
six new believers: Li Hoffmann, a young war widow who had her own
pottery business: Marie Theresa Buys, a housewife from the Dutch East
Indies; Antoinette (Netty) Rijnenberg, a young teacher. who was half
Indonesian; her friend Gerda Romer who also had 'some Indonesian
blood'. Rijk Johannes Frans (Luis) de Frdtes, a 'pure Indonesian' teacher
and 'an asset to the Cause'; and finally Robert (Bob) J. Wolff, a recently
graduated psychologist and 'a man of great capacity':15 So at the start of
the new Bahdi administrative year, the secretary of the SA could report
to the ETC that it had reached its goal in consolidation - a community
of 19 believers."6 In the other European goal cities similar results were
achieved and so the ETC was able to announce to the Guardian that
twelve SAs had been elected in the European goal countries on April 21.
and that the number of new Baha'is had been increased from 80 to 173: 17
Soon after its election, the Amsterdam assembly appointed 5 committees: a Teaching Committee, a Translating and Publishing Committee, a
Centre Committee, a Feast Committee, and a Service and Hospitality
Committee. 'Sometimes I feel that we have too many committees for so

113 ETC to SA. letter 9 March 1949. ABA.
14 ETC to SA. letter 8 Apr 1949. ABA.
115 SA to ETC. letter 25 Apr 1949. NBAUS.
lit' SA to ETC. letter 25 Apr 1949. NBAUS. Apart from three American pioneers
- the Bodes. and Hollibaugh
there were now 18 native believers including eight who
had entered during the last year - Boekhoudt, Holtzapffel, Hoffmann. Rijenenberg.
ROmer. De Frttes. Wolff. and Buys. The other Baha'is being Van Houten. Diebold, De Borst.
Slim. Dieperink. Van Bleyswijk Sombeek, Straub. and Van Ogtrop. Sohet had returned to
Brussels. while the Tijssen family still was not active at that time.
H7
For the Guardian's response see: Guardian to ETC, cable 25 Apr 1949. In: ETC
1
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Bulletin May 1949.
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small a community', Wolff the secretary of the assembly wrote. 'but I see
also that with true Baha'i optimism we have created an administration that
could serve a community at least double its present size!'.'18 Among the
various committees appointed, the Translating & Publishing Committee
was a little different from the others in its relation to the ETC. Because
of the budgets required, which necessarily came at the expense of the
American Bahd'i community, all of the European Translating & Publishing Committees were ordered 'to work in very close cooperation'
with the ETC, and 'to submit all projects for translating or publishing to
the ETC for approval'. 'Naturally all such projects will first be worked
out in consultation between the members of each Translating & Publishing Committee and its Spiritual Assembly'. the ETC clarified. Since the
committee was national in its functions the ETC pointed out to the SA
that it could draw on the believers anywhere in Holland for its membership. The ETC requested however that Straub was made chairman of this
committee and that 'the full membership be worked out in consultation with her'. 119 Apart from Straub the SA duly appointed Boekhoudt,
Van Ogtrop, De Fr tes, and Wolff on the Dutch Translating & Publishing
Committee. 0
Now that the Amsterdam community had elected its SA for a second
time. and the number of believers had reached the goal of 19, it was felt
that the SA could contemplate the start of the 'extension teaching work'
mentioned by the Guardian. The ETC warned however - as it had done
against spreading out too soon, and it again
in the previous year
stressed that 'all plans for extension work must be carefully thought out
by the SAs and then submitted to the ETC for approval before any such
projects are initiated'.12' At the second European Bahai Teaching Conference held in Brussels in August that year - the first conference had
been a great success and the Guardian had cabled the ETC that he wanted
it to organize another one - the topic of extension teaching work again
was brought up. As he had done the previous year. the Guardian had sent
a message to the conference. and from that message the ETC had distilled
seven goals which it shared with the European SAs: 'the preservation of
the prizes already won; the conversion of the larger groups into Assemblies; the expansion of recently-instituted extension work; the increased
participation of the native believers in both administrative and teaching
-

liM Wolff to ETC. 1 June 1949. NBAUS.
"" ETC to SA. letter 26 March 1949. NBAUS. See also: ETC to SA, letter 12 June
1949. NBAUS.
SA to ETC. letter 21 June 1949. NBAUS.
121 ETC bulletin May !949.
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activities; the acceleration of the translation and publication of Bah:i'i
literature; the gradual institution of regional Summer Schools; and the
promotion of closer fellowship and more active collaboration [...] among
the budding communities'. In regard to the extension work, the ETC
asked each SA to give that matter its 'earnest and prayerful consideration and then communicate to the committee the results of its consultation'. 'We wish to reiterate again', the ETC continued, 'that extension
work should only be undertaken and expanded where the "Mother" community is strong enough to sustain it without being unduly weakened
2
itseir. 12

Following the gathering in Brussels, a 'Conference Echo' was held
in the home of Van Ogtrop in Bussum. Although we only know that it
was a 'lively echo', it is likely that the possibilities of extension were
discussed there. 123 Where to start? Apparently the first thoughts went to
Rotterdam where Straub was living. In April Etty Graeffe had presented
a successful lecture there to some 60 Esperantists, many of whom had
left their names for further information. 124 Maybe it would be possible to
expand on these contacts. The more so since already in 1947 the Guardian
had pointed out to Van Bleyswijk Sombeek and Straub that Esperantists
had been for many years 'one of our closest contacts in Europe'. And he

had continued:
They are working for one of our greatest principles. and we certainly should
associate with them. In Germany the Bahti'is published an Esperanto
Magazine, and Martha Root represented the Cause at Esperanto congresses.
We cannot say we are sure this language will be the international one, but
we are anxious to see it spread as it fosters unity and understanding. By all
125
means foster your contact with them.

Despite this general recommendation the assembly decided in October
1949 that since the BahA'is had 'some contacts in The Hague, one of
whom has repeatedly asked for more information', it would 'do everything to promote the spread of the Faith in that city'.126 There already
had been a few information meetings in the parental house of Jan de Borst
in Wassenaar, a wealthier suburb of The Hague, as early as 1947. But
although both De Borst's parents considered themselves 'Baha'i in spirit'
and De Borst senior, who was a colonel in the army, regularly took Bah:i'i
pamphlets with him and left them one by one on the reading table in the
122

ETC bulletin Oct 1949.
GBNE, June-Aug 1949. NBA.
124
GBNE, March-May 1949. NBA.
125
Guardian's secr. to Van Bleyswijk Sombeek. letter 5 Apr 1947. NBA.
126 SA to ETC, letter 7 Nov 1949. NBAUS.
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library of the officers club, they had not felt it necessary to 'join in the
work'.127
The actual foothold in The Hague had come in September 1948 as
Jeanne (Jane) Boekhoudt (1901-1975).a resident of that city. became a
Bah:i'f in Amsterdam. Like Diebold it had been mainly through the
activities of Stirrat that Boekhoudt had been introduced to the faith. On
27 February 1948 the first wrote in her diary: ' Miss Jeanne Boekhart
[sic] came for the first time'. And she described her as 'warm-hearted, fun
loving. not as critical as most Dutch', as well as being a 'very understanding person' and 'a very good listener'.128 Boekhoudt, who was 47
and worked as a corrector of a local newspaper, had a Theosophical background, but Stirrat was confident that she would 'change about Theosophy being the only way of truth'. A few months later Boekhoudt was
'seriously thinking about becoming a Baha'i'. She was however 'still a
little confused about the masters' and 'wanted more and more books'.129
By June, Boekhoudt had 'a strange feeling [that] she was going to be
a Baha'i soon - that God was preparing her for His work'.im After Stirrat had taken her to Van Bleyswijk so that 'Rita could talk to her about
[the] procedure' to become a Bahdi and they had studied Fundamentals
of Bah(i'i Menibe, ship, Boekhoudt finally had signed her membership
card on the evening of September 7. 'She will be a wonderful worker',
Stirrat had predicted.111
Apart from Boekhoudt there was also the Tijssen family. After the war,
anti-German sentiments were high and the Tijssens had again spent some
time in a prison camp, accused of collaborating with the enemy. 132 At

Margreet Tijssen's release in September 1946 - Jos was set free several
months later - she and her children had moved to Rijswijk, a suburb of
The Hague, where Straub had helped her. In June 1947 Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek and Remey had also visited the family. But the Tijssens had not
wanted to participate in the BahKi activities and preferred to keep a low
profile. l.'3

After the assembly's consultation in the autumn of 1949 it was another
year before the extension work in The Hague actually took off. For

127 Pioneers to ETC, report 5 Nov 1947.
12*

Stirrat. diary Febr and March 1948. NBA.

129

Stirrat. diary 7 and 11 Apr 1948. NBA.
Stirrat. diary 12 June 1948. NBA.
"' Stirrat,
diary 2 and 3 Aug 1948. NBA.
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132 CABR.
133
Report to ETC. 5 July 1947. It was only after the death of her husband in 1955 that
Magreet Tijssen, her son Walter-Frank and his wife Dora (again) became Bahdi.
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although in July two new believers had enrolled - Henk Buys and Mia
Trouw
followed in October by Adriana Hendrica (Pief) Richter, the
Amsterdam community also had to cope with a major drain on its
resources: the departure of first Dieperink, and later Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek, Buys, Van Houten, and De Borst in the second half of that
year. Moreover in early 1950 Professor Garreta Busey, an American visitor who had stayed in Amsterdam as a kind of pioneer since July, would
return to the United States, while at the same time Ed and Mary Bode
would be transferred to Lisbon. 134 The ETC therefore voiced serious
reservations about any propagation activity outside Amsterdam:
-

In reviewing the situation in Holland where the Community has been so
markedly reduced in numbers, because of the departures of so many of its
members, the Committee feels that extension teaching by your Assembly
would be premature at this time and that your chief efforts should be
concentrated on building up a strong Community of Amsterdam residents.
As you know. the basis on which your Assembly has been formed during
the past two years has been a special one, allowing any believer in Holland
to serve on it. lt seems to us that the first step in establishing the Cause on
a firm administrative basis is to build up your Community in numbers so
that an Assembly from residents in Amsterdam could be elected, which
would enable those living in Bussum and Rotterdam to start their own
groups and build toward their own Communities. 135

Going out to Indonesia
The Dutch (-Indian) writer Hella S. Haasse once qualified the influence of
the Dutch on the various peoples of the Indian archipelago as 'scratches on
a rock'. How could it possibly be otherwise? True, the Dutch had come to
these waters in the late 16th century, but it was only since the start of the
20th century that they had gained political and military control over the
inhabitants of the more than 13.000 islands they called the Dutch East

Indies. Subjecting people to your will, however, is not the same as gaining
access to their minds and hearts. On the contrary. And judging by the Dutch

(fictional) literature concerning the East Indies, the inlander ('native')
remained 'unfathomable' and 'mysterious' to the Hollander to the very end.
Whether or not he subscribed to that opinion we do not know, but the
fact remains that in spite of his long stay in Java. Wim Grosfeld had not
succeeded in making any converts. In a cablegram dated 5 May 1948, the
1

84 ETC to SA, letter 14 Dec 1949.

5 ETC to SA. letter 20 Oct 1949. ABA. See also: ETC to SA. letter 10 Nov 1949.
ABA.
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Dutch Balid'is and visitors, Amsterdam August 1949. From left to right:

(in front) M.Th. Buys, B. Deleuran, and G. Straub: (seated) J.P. L. Deleuran,
J.M. Boekhoudt, G. Busey, T. Deleuran, H.. van Bleyswijk Sombeek,
A.L. Rijnenberg, J.C. Diebold, and L. Hoffman. (standing first row ) E.L. Bode,
H. Buys, D. Dole, M. Bode, G. van Kooten, E.G. Hollibaugh, E van Houten,
M. Trouw, J.P. de Borst, and R.J. Wolff: (backrow) C.M. Remey, A. van Ogtrop.
C.P.R. Holtzapffel, and H. Slini.

Guardian had therefore urged the regional SA of India, Pakistan and
Burma (Myanmar) to 'dispatch volunteers [to] Siam [and] Indonesia'.
Pioneers had not been easy to find, however. The colony had declared its
independence in 1945. But since the Dutch government had not been
prepared to give up its (very profitable) overseas territories, a period of
turmoil and military conflict had begun. It must therefore have come as
welcome news when Jan de Borst and another new Bahti'i informed the
Guardian that they intended to go there.
'There is a publisher', Charlotte Stirrat had written from Amsterdam
in November 1947, 'who last month wrote in to "Mr. Esselmont in
Geneva" asking for permission to translate "Baha'u'llah and the New
Era" into Dutch. Esslemont has been dead for several years, but the
letter was opened by our Geneva office and forwarded to u S to contact
him'.136 And so Stirrat had invited the publisher and his wife to a Bah:i'i
136

Stirrat to parents. letter 24 Nov 1947. NBA.
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meeting at her place. There Hendricus (Henk) Buys (1891-1962) turned
out to be a wonderful person' who had read Baliti'ti'lldh and the New
Et'a from cover to cover. The couple had been 'really most impressed by
the Cause', had asked for other books and had become regular visitors to
Bahri meetings.137 Henk Buys had been born in Amsterdam where he
was trained as an electrician. At the age of 37 he had entered the Freemasonry in the Dutch West Indies island of Cura ao. A few years later
he had gone to the Dutch East Indies where he had risen to the rank of
captain in the Koninklijk Nederlands Indisch Leger ('Royal Dutch Indies
Army'). In that period he had been one of the founding members of the

Masonic Lodge of Palembang in Sumatra in 1932.138 During the war Buys
had been imprisoned in a Japanese prison camp. After his retirement and
return to the Netherlands he worked as a publisher and an editor - that
at least was the profession he stated on his stationery - but he also
repaired wind instruments. 139 Marie Therese Hulshoff (1903-1991), who
was Buys' second wife, had also spend the war in the Indies and she was
now recovering from a 'nervous breakdown' after her awful expierences
during that time. She painted and wrote poems, and like her husband she
was interested in Freemasonry, World Federalism and Esperanto.
After Henk Buys had attended the meeting to commemorate the birthday of Bahd'u'lldh (12 November) held in the Amei kan Hotel that year,
he wrote an account of the meeting for the Zaterdagarondblad Wei-eld
Eenlieid. a World Federalist fortnightly paper. The article appeared in the
December 13 issue and carried the heading BAHA'U'LLAH in large
print. A month later Buys wrote a second article on the Bah:i'i religion
which was carried by the monthly news bulletin of the Viouwenclub. 140
By April 1948 Buys expressed the wish to become a Bah:i' i. 'His face just
shone. He knows it will change one's entire life !', Stirrat recorded. 141 It
would, however. take more than a year before the Buyses signed, or rather
were allowed to sign. their membership cards; Marie Buys was 'a lovely
person but [needed] fundamental teaching'. 142 Yet it was she and not her
husband who in April 1949 enrolled first. Buys was accepted as a new
believer in July. 'Mr. Buys has studied the teachings conscientiously. no
doubt coached by his wife, who is very active', the assembly's secretary

137 Pioneers to ETC. report Oct 1947: Stirrat. diary notes 29 Oct 1947. NBA. and Stirrat to parents letter 24 Nov 1947.
'
# Snoek to De Vries. letter 3() March 1999.

13" Tobias to De Vries. interview 29 Apr 1998.
SA to ETC. report Febr 1948. NBA.
'4' Stirrat.
diary 10 Apr 1948. NBA.
142
Stirrat, diary 20 Oct 1948. NBA.
14()
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wrote, and he continued: 'Personally I think that his talks with Mr. Gholi
Khan, when he visited us, have made a profound impression: 141
Soon after their official declaration Buys made it known that he
intended to go to the East Indies again and he also informed the Guardian
of his plans. In a letter dated October 25 the Guardian's secretary wrote:
'Dear Bah:i'i Brother, Our beloved Guardian was very happy to receive
your letter of October 2, and also to hear you are going out to Indonesia. You can do an immense lot of good for the Faith there by teaching
people whom you find open-minded and receptive to the wonderful message of Bahil'u'lltih'. She then urged Buys to get in touch with the secretary of the regional SA of India. Pakistan and Burma, as well as with
the Iranian pioneer already in Indonesia, to find ways to have the book
Bah(i'u'lltili and the New Era translated into Malay and 'to make every
effort to have at least a small pamphlet translated and printed as soon
as possible'. The letter ended with the request 'to receive some copies of
these [publications] for the Baha'i libraries of Haifa and Bahji as soon
as they are available'.144 A few days later, the Guardian informed the
regional SA of the imminent arrival of two Dutch Baha'fs, and that he
had requested them to co-operate with the SA in spreading the faith in
Indonesia.
ia. 145 In December 1949 Henk Buys and Jan de Borst arrived in
Java. Because of the unstable political situation their wives had stayed
in Holland.
Unfortunately very little is known of Buys and De Borst activities in
Indonesia. We do know that De Borst worked for the Deli Maatschappij
in Sumatra, while Buys was one of the three Bahai delegates to the
United Nations Non-Governmental Organizations Regional Conference.
held in Den Pasar on the island of Bali, from 29 July to 3 August 1951.
During the course of that meeting, the Baha'i delegates were interviewed
by a reporter from the leading newspapers, which resulted in an article

about the Bahdi Faith appearing in the July 24 issue of the Algemeen
Indiscli Dagblad ('General East Indian Newspaper'). This publicity was
the first secured for the faith in Indonesia. 146 Buys. De Borst and Pief de
Richter, who married De Borst by proxy and joined him in 1950, left
Indonesia in 1952 orearly 1953. By February 1953 the number of Bah:i'is
in the capital Jakarta was still only four. Apart from some newspaper
reporting on the faith, the translation of one Bahdi pamphlet into Bahasa
!43

SA to ETC. letter 24 July 1949. NBAUS. Mr. Ali-Kuli Khan was an Iranian diplo-

mat in Washington DC.

'44 Guardian's secr. to H. Buys, letter 25 Oct 1949. NBA.
w' Guardian to NSA India. In: Shoghi Effendi 1970: 137.
146 BW vol XI 1946-195(): 34 and 522: BW vol XII 1950-1954: 607 and 839.
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The first Spiritual Assembly of Jakarta. Grosfeld seated in the middle.

Indonesia, and the reactivation of Grosfeld, the Bah:i'is had achieved little in Indonesia between 1950 and 1953. In their attempt to spread the

Bahd'i religion in a country, so soon after it had gained independence
from its former colonial power, the four Dutch believers were probably
handicapped, as Mobini-Kesheh commented, by the 'stigma of their nationality'. It was only after the arrival of Persian pioneers that the first SA in
Jakarta could be formed in 1954. Its membership consisted of Grosfeld
and eight Persians. 147

The Dutch Bahii'i involvement in Indonesia came to an end in 1956
when Grosfeld, too, returned to the Netherlands. He settled in Amsterdam,
visited a Baha' i meeting once, but never became active in the community.
Wim Grosfeld, 'our dear Baha'i pioneer in Java', as Keith Ransom-Kehler
had once called him, died in 1960 in Amsterdam. He did not have a Baha' i
burial. 148 •I never was able to find out whether or not he really was a
Bahii'f'. Van Ogtrop who had once met him in Amsterdam, commented.149
.17 For additional information on the introduction of the Bahd'f Faith in Indonesia. see:
Mobinih-Kesheh 1991.
148
The deceased is shrouded in silk or cotton. with a specially inscribed ring on the
finger. and buried in a coffin with feet facing towards the (jil)lill.\.e. Baha'u'lltih's resting
place in Bahji, Israel. At the burial a special congregational prayer is read.
14
" Van Ogtrop to NSA Netherlands, letter 7 Nov 1987. According to a relative of
Grosfeld. he was (also) a member of a Rosecrusian society when he died. The Dutch
branch of AMORC could not confirm that. however. AMORC to De Vries, letter 19 June
2000.
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From Amsterdam to The Hague
The weekly public 'reflections on the Baha'i Faith' in the centre at the
Leidse Plein continued that winter and spring, and in early 1950 the
Bodes were replaced by a new American pioneer couple: George and
Mildred Clark. Travelling teachers, like Lilian Wyss en route to Norway
and Gwen Inwood from Montreal, also continued to visit Amsterdam.
In January Wilhelmina (Willy) van Beem enrolled, followed in February
by Christina Marina van der Post. and in March by Harry and Hedwig
Wielinga, and Anita Zagwijn. So when the time for new elections arrived
the ETC felt that the Dutch Bahdi community was now 'strong enough
1. . . ] for a group to be formed in Rotterdam where there are at present
three believers'. And it therefore instructed the Dutch Bahd'is to 'consider
all of the believers with the exception of those from Rotterdam eligible
to be elected on your SA'.151) Bussum was still to be included in the Amsterdam community, 'for although there is no set rule in this regard,
through experience we [the ETC] have found that it takes at least 18
members to safeguard a Spiritual Assembly and community'.151
It was the 'prospect of a new believer in The Hague' in June 1950 that
caused the ETC to express the hope that 'this may mean the beginning
of the spreading of the Faith in that important city'. 152 The new believer
referred to was Adriana (Jeanne) Petronella Kranen (1907-1993), who as
governess to the children of the Dutch ambassador in Tehran had been
introduced to the Bah:i'i religion there. Upon her return to the Netherlands
she had contacted the Dutch believers to become formally a Bahdi herself in August 1950. 'She is a vivid, energetic person, [who] is busily
spreading news of the Bah:i'i Faith among her friends in The Hague',
Clark wrote.153 There were now three believers in The Hague: Boekhoudt,
Kranen, and a certain Julie Morales, a Peruvian Bahd'i of whom unfortunately nothing is known. Jeanne Kranen's activity in The Hague was
shortlived however. for in April 1951 she took up a new position in London. 154

At the same time, that is in August 1950, Arnold van Ogtrop met some
people from The Hague during a Wei-eld-Eenheids Kamp ('World Unity
e ETC to SA. letter 15 Apr 195(). ABA. Apart from Straub the other two believers
have not been identified.

"' ETC to SA, letter 18 Apr 1950. ABA.
152 ETC to SA. letter 14 June 1950. ABA.

1" SA Amsterdam to ETC. uncomplete letter 31 May 1950. NBA.
154
In 1954 Kranen went to Cyprus where she played an important role in the development of the local Bah:i' i community. In 1962 she returned to the Netherlands. For details
on Kranen. see: Beekhuizen-Voerman 1979: 36-45.
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Camp') who became interested in the Bahdi religion. When two of them
offered the use of their house for fireside meetings and invited their
acquaintances, the extension teaching project of Amsterdam for the city
of The Hague commenced in earnest. There were weekly public meetings
at the 1/0/ks Unirei siteit ('Adult Education Centre'), regular study classes
by Van Ogtrop and Hollibaugh, public lectures by Isobel Locke and Gustaaf de Cocq and a children's class organized by Aukje Lafontaine and
Laura de Cocq. All these efforts resulted in three declarations of faith.
K. Theo Beets, a retired high-ranking civil servant from the former Dutch
East Indies, enrolled in February 1951.155 Elly Becking, who also came
from the former Dutch colony, entered the faith in June, and was followed a month later by Antonius (Ton) Johannes Josephus Bloem, a close
and personal friend of Beets. 156
The Guardian had been so 'tremendously pleased and encouraged' by
the success of the first Bahai Teaching Conference in Geneva in 1948,
that he had asked the ETC to organize such a conference on a yearly
basis. 'The vital effect of the Baha'is meeting together and consulting
is so great and lends such an impetus to the work, not only in the ten
goal countries, but throughout Europe, that a Teaching Conference should
by all means be held every year, but in a different country each year', he
explained. 157 After Brussels in 1949, and Copenhagen in 1950, the next
(fourth) European Teaching Conference was scheduled to take place in
Rome.158 But due to reasons outside the control of the ETC that location
was first changed to Amsterdam and later to Scheveningen, near The
Hague. If# It was Jetty Straub, Luis de Frates and Theo Beets who selected
the hotels for the conference. 160 It was decided that the participants would
stay at the Grand Hotel, but the conference itself would be held in the hall

of the

Palace

1-lotel.,6,

Prior to the conference, a press conference was scheduled in the Ame,-

kan Hotel in Amsterdam on Friday August 3 I at 11 am. 'Ms. Edna True,
second secretary of the National Spiritual Assembly of the Bahd'is of
the United States and a number of delegates will be glad to inform you
on the work of the International Bahai Community, for instance at the
non-governmental conferences of the UNO. the latest of which took place

155

15.

ETC to SA, letter 23 March 1951. ABA.
Bloem to SA. letter 18 July 1951. NBA.

57
Guardian's secr. to ETC. letter 18 Dec 1948. In: ETC bulletin March !949.
155 ETC ln: BN Dec 1950.
194 BN July and Sept 1951.
Straub to SA. letter 30 June 1951. NBA.
1"' SA, annual report 1951-1952. NBA.
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Baha"is iii froilt of the "Grand Hotel" in Scheveningen.

some weeks ago on the island of Bali (Indonesia)'. the press release
On Saturday morning September 1. Rita van Bleyswijk Sombeek
welcomed some 140 representatives from 22 different countries to the
fourth Bahti'i European Teaching Conference'63, after which Edna True,
the chairman of the both the ETC and the meeting. read the Guardian's
read. 162

cable to the conference:

Acclaim joyous occasion (of the) convocation on Dutch soil (of the) historic
European Teaching Conference. constituting yet another link ( in the) chain
(of) annual gatherings (of the) Faith (of) Bahd'u'llih (in the) ten European
goal countries as well as (in) Baha'i communities (of the) Eastern (and)
Western hemispheres'. The Guardian then expressed his joy at the 'range
(and) quality (of the) service rendered' and welcomed 'with feelings (of)
particular gratification (the) participation (of the) newly enrolled Dutch.
Danish (and) Portugese believers (in the) enterprises initiated (by the) Indian.
Canadian. British Baha" i communities in Indonesia, Greenland (and the)
African continent.

'wholly unexpected. manifold achievements
illuminating (the) annals (of the) first five years (of the) second Seven
Year Plan'. warned that the time was short, and reminded the believers
that the future edifice (of the) Universal House of Justice' depended for
its stability and power on the establishment of national assemblies. The
He then commemorated the

'

162 SA to press. letter 24 Aug 1951. NBA.
167

ETC bulletin May 1952 and BW vol XII 1950-1954: 50.
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cable concluded by expressing the hope that the conference may 'lend
unprecedented impetus (to the) present evolution (of the) Administrative
Order and accelerate (the) progress leading (to the) future emergence (of
the) World Order of Baha'u'llah: 164
In her opening remarks True referred to some of the achievements of
the last year: the formation of the first International Bahii'i Council, the
acquisition of Baha'u'llah's houses in Akka and Mazra'ih (Israel), and the
launching of the African Teaching Project. She reminded the audience of
the Guardian's appeal to assist him in the completion of the Shrine of the

Bdb, and of the work ahead.
though our personal efforts may seem very unimportant and the part that
we, as individuals, are to play, far removed from the world-wide sweep of
the Cause. we may come to realize that, endowed with the eternal spirit of
God. we become an integral part of His plan for the redemption of mankind.
As the drop of rain both partakes of and adds to the wealth of the ocean, we
will joyously contribute our share and thereby gain inestimable spiritual
.

blessings.

The morning session was concluded by the reading of messages from the
National Spiritual Assemblies of the US and of South America, the ETC.
the Spiritual Assemblies of Rome and Brussels as well as messages from
various individual Baha'is. In the afternoon Jean Deleuran from France
presented a talk on 'Living the Bahai Life', which was followed by a
consultation on the Covenant.
On Sunday morning the Belgian Bahii'i Louis Hanuzet lectured on
'Building the Baha'i Community'. In the discussion that followed an Iranian Bahdi raised the topic of loyality to the government: 'What to do if
the assembly tells us one thing and our government another? Whom to
obey?' A German Bah:i'i answered that Shoghi Effendi had said not to
vote for Hitler, but to show utmost loyalty to him if he was elected. 165
Another added that they had to obey in everything except if breaking a
principle or law. 'We cannot deny our faith'. There were other questions
too, like: Can an individual ask the assembly about personal problems?
Yes. Can a member deprived of voting rights attend the Nineteen Day
Feast? 'Yes, but [he or she] cannot enter into [the] consultation'.166 Must
Guardian toconference. cable 31 Aug 1951. BW vol XII 1950-1954: 345.
In a message dated 21 March 1932. the Guardian had urged the Baha'fs to 'refrain
from associating themselves. whether by word or by deed. with the political pursuits of
their respective nations. with the policies of their governments and the schemes and programs
of parties and factions.' See: Shoghi Effendi ( 1938) 1974: 64.
166
On the first day of each Bah:i' i month Bahii'is meet at a communal feast. Such a
Nineteen Day Feast consists of three distict sections: a devotional. an administrative or consultative. and a social section. The suspension of voting rights of an individual believer is
1

e>t

165
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we investigate the private lives of persons applying for membership? No.
Can Bah:i'is belong to a trade union? Yes. And so on. In the afternoon
Amelia Bowman spoke on 'Cooperative Efforts', followed by a consultation on the nature and aims of the summer schools.
The next day, Monday, all entered into a consultation on teaching the
Baha'i Faith. 'Arrange firesides; never say: "We don't know enough to
teach"; the purpose of a public meeting is to make the Faith known; we
do not have paid teachers only for special projects we have a pioneer',
were only a few of the remarks made. The delegates also visited the Peace
Palace and were happy to find the Bahai books which had been presented
to the library there by Louise Wright.167
The three-day conference, which had been for Baha'fs only. was immediately followed by the second European Summer School - 'An Experience in Fellowship'. Here non-Bahd'i friends and relatives were welcome
too. Elisabeth Charlotte (Lottie) Tobias, who was not a Baha'f at that
time remembered:

It was then that I met for the first time those crowds of Baha'is. I was
surprised by the number. [...] it had all started in 1949 as efforts were
made from Amsterdam to create a foothold in The Hague. Van Ogtrop knew
people in The Hague and so he asked them if he could talk about the Baha'i
Faith. And I was invited there. I had worked on an exhibition for the 50th
anniversary of Queen Wilhelmina's reign [31 August 19481 in the HoutrustHallen. and there I met a woman who knew the people who invited me to
a lecture by Arnold van Ogtrop. [...1 They were friends of Arnold in The
Hague. These people never joined [the faith]. Being interested I was invited
to the summer school in Scheveningen and there I met participants from
numerous countries, also from outside Europe [...] Everybody seemed to
know each other and I really felt like a stranger in Jerusalem. But that did
not last for long.

168

The summer school opened on Tuesday morning with a lecture on 'God
and the Universe' by David Hofman. The participants could make their
own programme by choosing from a number of courses on different
subjects followed by discussion. The subjects ranged from 'Individual
and Group Responsibility in Teaching [the Baha' f Faith]' by Eleanor
Hollibaugh, Virginia Orbison, Donald Corbin and Angela Giachery:
'The Dispensation' by Honor Kempton, Elsa Steinmetz, Marion Little
and Charlotte Stirrat; 'Personal Glimpses of 'Abdu'l-Baha' by Dr. Zeine
N. Zeine: a special session on 'The Message of the Guardian' chaired by
a conditional and therefore temporary administrative sanction which at present can only
be effected by a NSA.
167
1/.

GBNE Apr 1951. BN Febr 1952.

Tobias 1993. and Tobias to De Vries. interview 29 Apr 1998.
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Marion Hofman: 'The Divine Art of Living' by Elsa Steinmetz; and 'The
History of the Bah:i'i Faith' by David Ned Blackmer. This last 'magnificent course. lasting five sessions' was given special appreciation. 'Such
visual aids as maps and slides (prepared by George Clark) showing the
scene of historic places and photographs of well-known 19th-century figures and a most inspiring dramatic presentation of the swiftly moving
and tragic events of the early days up to and including the present,
brought us close to the beauty of lives which by their sacrifice had laid
the foundation for the social structures we are called upon to erect'.169 In
the evening of the opening day there was a public meeting at the Puk ht'i
Stitdio in The Hague. The overall subject of the meeting was 'The Bah:i' i
Faith'. Dr. Alessandro Bausani of Rome spoke in English on 'The Spiritual Dynamics', while Van Ogtrop lectured on 'The Social Principles'.
The attendance approximated 270, resulting from the efforts of only four
believers who had sent out 1500 invitations.
Wednesday morning True pronounced the meeting 'a tremendous
successs'. She praised the dignity of the occasion and reminded everyone that Baha'is should always be conscious of the quality of presentation. 'We cannot give it in too beautiful a setting. The gardens
on Mount Carmel show how the Guardian demonstrates this'. That
evening there was a social get-together called 'Fellowship Evening' at the
hotel.
The next day the attendance had 'a half holiday'. Motor buses arrived

Grand Hotel in the afternoon at three, complete with guides to
explain points of interest between Scheveningen and Amsterdam, where
at the

public meeting would be held that evening. En route, the participants passed through the old cities of Leiden and Haarlem
arriving in Amsterdam just in time to take 'a quick boat excursion through
the fascinating network of canals in this historic city'. The public meeting took place in the Concertgebou,t·. and as it had been in The Hague.
the subject was 'The Bahdi Faith: its Spiritual Dynamics and its Social
Principles'. In both The Hague and Amsterdam, the meetings were conducted with 'a dignity and charm enhanced by the beauty of Holland's
a second

-

flowers'.
On Friday the courses continued and in the evening the Baha'is celebeing the first truly
brated the nineteen day feast of '/--at or Power
-

international feast for many of those present. 'There was somehow a distinctly different atmosphere - no doubt due to the meeting of east and

18" Report Sept 1951. NBA. See al#o BN Nov 1951.
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Dutch Baha'is at the conference in Scheveningen. (From left to right, seated)
H. Van Bleyswijk Sombeek, unknown. G. Straub, (standing) M.Th. Buys,

A.T.M. van Ogtrop, H. Watrin, A.J.J. Bloem, Z.N. Zeine, K. Th. Betts,
E.G. Hollibaugh, R.J.E de Fr2tes. and unknow,i.

west and the confirming power of the Sacred Word spoken in so many
10

tongues'.
The courses continued on Saturday. The discussion period following
Steinmetz' presentation on 'The Divine Art of Living' was 'lively indeed
- especially when the question of smoking came up'.171 Giachery
pleaded for 'books, books and more books' as they were 'our tools in
teaching'. The participants came together on Sunday evening for the last
time to discuss 'Goals Ahead', an evening given over to the elected representatives from each of the goal countries. The conference was closed
with the 'expressions of gratitude' to the chairman, the European Teaching Committee, the American community, and to 'our hosts, the Dutch
friends'.172
Following the conference and summer school there was 'an upward
surge in activities'. A follow-up meeting held at the Pulchri Studio in
The Hague was attended by some 90 people. Several participants wanted
to join the Bahai community.
Report Sept 1951. NBA.
are encouraged not to smoke tobacco. but it is not forbidden.
17' Report Sept 1951. NBA.
17(J
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The first Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of The Hague. April 1952.
(Front left to right, seated). E. Becking, and E.C. Tobias, (standing) S.C.H. van
Duyne-Oubc,rg. A. Leenart, A.J.J. Bloem. J.M. Boekhoudt, E.G. Hollibaugh.
A. Bichnese, and K.Th. Beets.
In those days you expressed your wish to be reckoned among the followers
of Bahti'u'lltih in writing. You then received a letter saying that the assembly (of Amsterdam that is. for there was no other at that time) would soon
be heard from. You were expected to have read at least the Dispensatioil of
Balid'it'll th as well as the Wit/ and Testament of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. And I still
remember very well a cold windy afternoon on the terrace of the Kurliatis
in Scheveningen, Autumn 1951, during which one of the American pioneers. Mrs. Eleanor Hollibaugh, tried to find out what I had understood from
it all. The membership application had to be confirmed by the ETC."'

In December Hollibaugh, who two months prior to the conference had
moved from Amsterdam to The Hague, could report that 'a group of seven
earnest believers' had formed in that city. And four months later, in April
1952, the Hague community came together at the Beets' house to elect its
first spiritual assembly. the second in the Netherlands. Its members were:
Boekhoudt, Beets. Hollibaugh, and Bloem, as well as six new believers:
Lottie Tobias, Fippie van Duyne. Agnes Bichnese, Elly Becking, and Agnes
Leenart. The tenth member of the community being: Chris Westenbroek.
173 Tobias 1984: and Tobias to De Vries. interview 29 Apr 1998.
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In Amsterdam public interest was great, too. The follow-up meeting
there was attended by about 75 people, most of these were new inquirers.
And as in The Hague there were new declarations. On 9 January 1952
four enrolled: Jacob Eduard (Bob) van Lith (1922-1983), his wife Marijke Boxman, Jannis (Jan) Sijsling and his wife Hillechien (Gieny) Smit.
'All four of these friends [had] attended the Scheveningen Summer
School and absorbed much knowledge therefrom. Also, they shared with
all the friends the great spiritual bounties that were descending during
those happy days', the Geneva Bureau News Excliange reported.174
The publicity surrounding the conference also resulted in bringing back
Jaap Liebau. Reading an article in the Haagsche Post while on leave in
the Netherlands in October 1951, Liebau requested the editor to inform
him on 'the proceedings of this conference', and to give him an address
for information. He explained that he 'for many years' considered himself to be 'a follower of Baha-u-llah: and over the years had translated
into Dutch 'various works on the Bahai movement'. 175 The editors sent
his letter through to the SA of Amsterdam, which was 'happily surprised'
and gave Liebau Bah:i' i addresses in Amsterdam, The Hague and
Rotterdam. In a letter a few weeks later Liebau wrote that it had been
'a great source of happiness' to him 'to hear that a "spiritual Assembly"
of the Bahais had now been established in the Netherlands', and that he
had visited Straub in Rotterdam and had had 'a very fruitful conversation'
with her. He asked to be informed of future Bahai publications, wished
the assembly success in its work and sent it his 'Baha'i greetings:176 In
May 1952, after an interval of several months, the newly elected assem-

bly of Amsterdam again got in touch with Liebau. It informed him of
Bahdi developments in recent years, and invited him to formalize his
membership:
As part of the Bahd'i Administrative Order all believers are called Upon to
sign a declaration so that they can be registrated as voting members and be
given

a

letter of credentials, so that they can attend the Feasts in other places

than their own. We hereby send you such a declaration. We hope that
you will give this matter your attention and are anxiously awaiting your
response'.177

In early June Jaap Liebau returned the signed membership card, and after
the ETC had approved the application. he - a Bahtii for well over 30

'74 GBNE. Nov 1951 - Jan 1952. NBA.
175
Liebau to Haaesche P„.4. letter 1 Nov 1951. NBA,
176 Liebau to SA. letter 4 Dec 1951. NBA.
17„ SA to Liebau. letter 14 May 1952. NBA.
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years

-

finally joined the community. At

a

national level that commu-

nity now consisted of 40 members.
Royal interest?
The Spiritual Assembly of the Bah 'is of Amsterdam had taken the arrival
of several prominent Bah;i'is to the Netherlands as an opportunity to send
a letter to Queen Juliana requesting her to grant an audience to a delegation consisting of Jetty Straub, Theo Beets, Edna M. True, and Leroy
C. Ioas. The last two being members of the ETC as well as the second
secretary and treasurer of the NSA of the United States, respectively.
After a brief expost on its own place within the Baha'i administration and
the role of the ETC in all Bahd'i activity in Europe, including the organization of the fourth European Bahd' i Conference and the second Bahd'i
Summer School, the assembly continued by stating how greatly it would
appreciate it 'when the Bah:i'is mentioned above were given the opportunity: to inform Your Majesty of the work of the Baha'is: to offer some
books in the English language as well as the first gleanings from the writings of Bah:i'u'llih. the Founder of the Bahai World Faith, published in
Dutch under the aegis of the "European Teaching Committee"; and to
express on behalf of all members the respectful gratitude for the many
words You. Madam, personally spoke for the benefit of brotherhood,
unity and peace: as well as for the kind hospitality Your country offered
to the Fourth European Bahii'i Conference'.178 The audience was not
granted. 'Much to her regret' the Queen was not able 'to meet the representatives of the Spiritual Assembly of the Bah:i'is'. She would however
'greatly appreciate' receiving the books. 179
Since Hans Slim was a 'personal friend' of one of the Queen's secretaries, had spoken to him about the faith on several occasions, and had

presented him, on behalf of the spiritual assembly. the English Bahti i
Sc·riptiti'es and the pamphlet of the Guardian's writings A Rising Common3,·ealth, it was he who telephoned the Royal Palace to make an appointment for the delivery of the books. 18" On 31 August 1951, the birthday
of the Queen's mother as well as the day on which Bah:i'is were gathering
in Scheveningen for the conference which was to start the next morning,
Slim presented himself at the gate of the Soestdijk palace and was conducted to the secretariat of the Queen, where two of Her Majesty's private
17X

SA to Queen Juliana. letter 11 Aug 1951. NBA.

179

Queen Juliana's secr. to SA. letter 22 Aug 1951. NBA.
SA to ETC, report July 1948. NBA.
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secretaries: Walraven J. Baron van Heeckeren van Molecaten and Mrs.
N. Smitt-Avis, cordially received him.
At Straub's suggestion the books had been specially bound in green
Moroccan leather with the title in gold, and placed in a simple handmade
181 6
When the case was unwrapped both secretaries expressed
pigskin case.
their admiration for the artistic and lovely way in which the Bahai books
were presented. For almost one and a half hours they inquired about the
Faith and looked through the books'. Queen Juliana was at the Loo palace
to visit her mother on the occasion of her birthday, but the secretaries
promised to present the books to her as soon as she returned to the Soestdijk palace.182 A few days later the assembly received the following let-

ter, signed by Van Heeckeren: ' Her Majesty the Queen has asked me to
convey to you her sincere thanks for the offering of the Bloemlezing uit
de Geschriften van Baha'u'llah and some English books about the Baha'i
World Faith, which Her Majesty has accepted with special gratitude'.'83
It had not been the first time that members of the Dutch royal family
had come into contact with the Bahai religion. As we have seen, Prince
Hendrik 'the Mariner' had heard about it in 1874. And in 1928 Martha
Root had sent Bah:i'i books to Queen Wilhelmina (1880-1962). Twenty
years later both the National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is of the
United States and the Spiritual Assembly of the Bah:i'is of Amsterdam had
sent her a cable to congratulate her on her last birthday as Queen: 'May
the Baha"is of Holland convey to your Majesty their heartfelt congratulations. They pray to God that the peace and unity which your Majesty has
endeavoured to establish during her vigorous and inspiring rule will be
speedily established'.184 Queen Juliana had earlier heard of the faith, too.
In September 1947 Charlotte Stirrat, Val Nichols and Marion Hofman
had 'glimpsed' her at the 'International Conference of Social Workers' in
Scheveningen. sent her a pamphlet and flowers, and had asked to meet her,
to explain that they 'were in Holland to teach the Bahai Faith'.185 Would

this latest presentation result in more enduring contacts? It certainly
appeared so. for only one month later Eleanor Hollibaugh, much to her
surprise - 'How my name got on the list of those invited, is still a mystery to me' - was invited to attend a three-day conference at Het Oude
Loo. a small gray

15th-century hunting castle surrounded by a moat on the

estate of the Loo palace of the Queen's mother in Apeldoorn.
'M' Straub to SA. letter 30 June 1951. NBA.
IX2
Straub. caption to photo of the leather box. NBA. See also: BW vol XII p. 64.
1:3
Van Heeckeren to SA. letter 3 Sept. 1951. NBA. See also: BW vol XII p. 64.
184 SA to ETC. report Aug 1948. NBA.
1*5
Stirrat. diary 18 Sept 1947. NBA: and Stirrat to ETC. report Sept 1947. NBA.
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The Dutch nation had been born in 1581 as the result of a Protestant
revolt against Catholic Spain. And the Dutch royal family had therefore
always belonged to the Protestant Church. Queen Wilhelmina was a
devout Protestant who, from an early age, had considered it as her misSion in life to 'bring all people to Christ' and who had been increasingly
annoyed by the religious and social fragmentation that resulted from
narrow-minded dogmatism and theological hairsplitting. What she had
aimed at was a national unity that superseded the hokjes geest ('pigeonhole mentality') that paralyzed Dutch society. Her experiences during the
Second World War had only reinforced that zeal. For if it was possible
to settle religious differences in favor of a fight against Nazism, it also
had to be possible to maintain that national solidarity by replacing the
common enemy, by a common ideal: Christ. 186
Queen Juliana, who had ascended the throne in 1948, had a strong spiritual inclination too, and without doubt shared her mother's ecumenical
ideals, not only at a national level but at an international level as well.
During the late 19306 both she and her mother had witnessed how Frank
Buchman's 'Moral Rearmament' had attracted quite some interest in the
Netherlands. And although this ecumenical revival movement. that
stressed a spiritual awakening by turning towards Christ and the pursuit
of four absolute moral principles: honesty, selflessness, purity, and love.
had not been able to prevent the war, there was no reason to refrain from
attempting a new spiritual mobilisation. On the contrary, the dark forces
that now caused and prolonged the 'Cold War' and that threatened
mankind with nuclear annihilation, had to be counterbalanced.
Like her mother, who had been 'deeply impressed by [the] life and
teaching' of the Christian missionary of Indian background Sadhu Sundar Singh (1889-1929), Queen Juliana seemed to have had her spiritual
guide too. In 1947 she had given birth to her fourth daughter. But the
happy occasion had turned into a severe test as it had become clear that
Princess Marijke Christina was visually handicapped in both eyes due to
a congenital cataract caused by a rubella infection. Early surgery at the
famous Eye Hospital of Utrecht was only partially successful and in desperation the Queen had heeded to the advice of Walraven J. Baron van
Heeckeren van Molecaten to consult the faith-healer Margaretha (Greet)
Hofnians (1894-1968), who had miraculously cured his niece from
alleged tuberculosis. Hofmans came from a Protestant background, but
she had also become interested in Theosophy and the ideas of Krishnamurti. In the 1930s she had visited several 'Star Camps' in Ommen. After
8. Fasseur 1998: 280-294 and Fasseur 2001

:

234-250 and 551-557.
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the war Hofmans had started a practice as a healer, based on her gift of
receiving messages from the world beyond. The source of these spiritual
messages she later identified as Christ himself. 187 Although Hofmans in
the end was unable to cure Princess Christina's eye condition, the Queen
had increasingly come under the influence of Hofmans and her supporters - the most articulated among them being Johan (Jan) Willem Kaiser
(1897-1960), a former member of the Order of the Star, and like Hofmans
a strong advocate of Krishnamurti's ideas.
In support. Princess Wilhelmina (she preferred that title to 'Queen
Mother') had offered the Oude Loo castle to be used for an international
conference to propagate the pacifist ideals of her daughter and to serve
as a meeting point for like-minded persons. The first so called Oude Loo
Conferentie had taken place in July 1951. The meeting had been a success
and others were planned. It was to the second conference that Hollibaugh
was invited. Of course she accepted the invitation, but would she be able
to follow the proceedings? A second letter from Mrs. E.C. Pierson-van
Tienhoven, one of the organizers of the meetings, soon reassured her:
'As the speeches and discussion will be held in the English language,
there exists no obstacle for you in this respect to join the meeting'. 188
Apparently Hollibaugh offered to contribute to the programme, for in a
third letter Pierson-van Tienhoven wrote to her:
Reading again your letter in which you mention that you are willing to
contribute to our programmle]. I would like to let you know that eventually
we would gladly accept this proposition.
We intend to form smaller circles in the evenings in which special subjects
are discussed. Of course, we cannot arrange these things beforehand. but
there might be a chance that you could form a group and I think it is nicer
for you that you know that in advance, so that if an opportunity presents
itself you might be prepared. 11,9

The theme of the meeting which was to be held from 16 to 18 November
1951 was 'Peace. a Divine Creation'. The 93 guests of different national,
social and professional backgrounds were invited 'to express themselves
on the Foundation of Peace'. They were expected to orientate themselves
to 'the single postulate that God is the Founder of the World and therefore Invincible'. Those who had prepared the project were 'steadfast
in their conviction that it [was] possible to redeem the world, not by a
third power which would mean only a refined strategy of war, but by
Bredenhoff and Offringa 1996. Kikkert 1996. Hofmans described herself as 'a chosen one, at most. certainly nothing more'. See: Het Parool 19 Nov 1966.
1xx pierson-Van
Tienhoven to Holli baugh. letter 3 Nov 1951. NBA.
1*9
Pierson-Van Tienhoven to Hollibaugh. letter 8 Nov 1951. NBA.
!*7
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orientation [towards] the postulate already mentioned', the invitation
explained. The organizers neither belonged to 'a particular political or
religious conviction' nor did they have the intention of establishing 'a
new institution', for that would 'gradually absorb the love, devotion and
energy which may only be given to the unseen One and His Plan'. They
did not strive after 'resolutions' or 'visible definable results: but only
wanted to present an opportunity for 'giving witness and having an audience'. Then gradually the understanding would be realized that man was
not able to solve 'the evils and problems' he had created. No. man had to
step back. Only 'unconditional emptiness' would make him receptive to
'the Grace of God'. The mere realization that God was the true 'Governor'
of the world would open the way to World Peace and avert 'the threat of
the self annihilation of mankind'.'w 'This was all I knew about when I
started out', Hollibaugh wrote, and she continued.

My invitation read that lunch and dinner would be taken at the palace, but
that reservations at a hotel must be made personally at one of the hotels in
Apeldoorn. Therefore. I reserved a room at the "Bloemink Hotel", opposite
the Palace "Loo", Over the radio, the night I left here [The Hague]. we
heard that Mrs. Roosevelt Ithe widow of the former American presidentl was
also invited as one of the guests. 191

On Friday morning 10.30 am. F.C. Mijnssen, a banker, opened the
conference by inviting his audience to the little thought experiment of
considering the O tide Loo castle as 'an uninhabited island' were it would
be 'free from our groups, free from our personal habits, free from our fear
of unkindness and merciless criticism, trying to find the way, the Supreme
allows us to go. Should we not come to a balance in ourselves that inspires
us to become active not for the sake of ourselves but in order to become
192
a cooperating particle in the creation of God?'.
There were three key talks. given by Professor Dr. W. Hartner of Frankfurt.
Prof. Dr. H.Th. Fischer of Utrecht and Dr. J.H. Jaarsma of the Hague in the
mornings. After the morning session and before two o'clock questions or
comments could be turned in for reading or answering latl the afternoon
session. but there was no discussion, and these comments must pertain to
the content of this address, of course. After dinner. the guests assembled in
the two halls in the palace reserved for the purpose of personal converftion or discussions in small groups.
Queen Juliana and Mrs. Roosevelt were present at all meetings and meals.
Twice Queen Juliana sat one person removed from me at table. One day on
:'*1 Printed invitation to the Oude Loo conference, NBA.
'"' Hollibaugh to True. letter 19 Nov 1951. NBA.
193
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the way to the Aula, I passed Mrs. Roosevelt and Queen Juliana and could
have approached them, but except to speak of the Baha'i Faith there would
be no purpose for doing so. I felt it could not be done at that time. 1. . .1
somehow I was waiting for the request to come from them. In the meantime,
people were coming up to me constantly and asking me to tell them of the
Baha'i Faith. I had told the Baroness van Till [-Tutein Nolthenius]. a charming woman and the first person I met at the Conference on the first day. She
had asked me what I was doing in Holland and she was so interested that it
turned into quite an explanation. She turned to one of the other members of
the Committee who had arranged the meeting. and said..."I have heard
something new"... this got around to everybody therefore. I was telling
individuals constantly. Dr. Maria Montessori was there and her son asked
to meet me as he was interested in the Baha'i. and had had some previous
correspondence in regard to it during the years. especially his mother. [sic]
People were talking to each other about it. Mrs [E.C.] Pierson I-Van Tienhovenl was constantly bringing people to me who asked to be introduced
in order to speak of the Faith. Others introduced themselves and asked. I. . . ]
The Baroness [Van Till-Tutein Nolthenius] was taking Mrs. Roosevelt to the
palace of the Queen which is a drive of about 30 or 40 minutes away and
then would be taken to the Airport from there. She made this plan for me
to come with her. She had spoken to the Queen about my accompanying her
and the Queen said it would be lovely.....so the Baroness adroitly brought
the purpose of my being in Holland to the fore and Mrs. Roosevelt said she
had met other Baha'is... asked me some specific questions about it, the history. etc...I explained further on the principles. emphasizing the need for
a world government based on certain requirements. She asked me if there
were definite writings on this... and I had in my purse the booklet, the title
of which escapes my memory at this moment.'93 I...]
When we arrived at the palace, Queen Juliana came down the steps and
greeted us, shook hands with me and I expressed my happiness and gratitude at having the opportunity to attend the Conference. Then Mrs. van Till
drove on to Bussum and I was to take the train there. She asked me to come
for coffee and meet her husband who had accompanied Prince Bern[h]ard
on his recent trip to America and some of the other countries, and we spoke
of this until in a few moments we were speaking of the Faith because he said
there was a need for a World Faith.
At the beginning of the Conference, I had given Baroness van Till "Unity
of Conscience"'94 as she asked me for the spelling of Baha'i so I handed
her the book so she could see it and asked her to keep it if she would like
it... she kept it with her, everytime I saw her she said "You see, I have it".
She was carrying it around with her and showing it to others. It is the only
reading material I gave to anyone with the exception of the one given to Mrs.
Roosevelt. When she took me to the station she said she often visits the
Queen informally and that she would speak of it again to her. take her the
143 Hollibaugh later remembered that it had been the pamphlet The Dawn of World

Civilization: Selections from the Bahdi Writings on Universal Peace. Wilmette \945.

m Unity of C ins(·ie,m·r by Abdu'l-Bahd Excerpts from the letter written to the Central
Organisation for a Durable Peace, The Hague. 17 December 1919. Geneve. 1948.
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"Unity of Conscience" and see what happens. You see. the Queen may or
may not have gotten the books during the Conference. but if she has not.
this will open the way. and if she has. it may cause her to read the books if
she has not already done so. 1. . . ]
I regret my timidity at not speaking to the Queen, for all say the formality
of the Queen speaking first is not observed... but I believe something even
better will develop since there was much activity and it will be more important if others speak to her of it. 195
Eleanor Hollibaugh's presence at the second Oude Loo Conference did
not result in the establishment of permanent ties between the Bahd'is
and the Royal Court. Although the conferences continued to be held two
to three times a year the Bahti'is were never invited again. Had it been
Kaiser who had prevented this? In a letter to Hollibaugh, written only a
few days after the conference he explained his position, which in view
of its aversion to organized religion clearly showed the influence of
Krishnamurti.
Dear Mrs. Hollibaugh, the booklet you kindly gave me at the Loo induces
although typed on Het Oude Loo-paper
me to write this letter which
because of my personal connection with you - has of course nothing to do
with the Oude Loo meetings.
1 read this booklet with great interest, and of course would not dream of
denying that in truth there is only One Universal Religion. The many forms
of religions merely reflect the many ways and many moods and attitudes of
nations and races in their blind search for Re-union with the Supreme.
It is not only very striking, but also of the utmost importance, that those who
have really given up all in order to devote themselves to that Re-union with
Him, have been lonely and even tragic individuals. They attracted, however, a number of quite different natures, who called themselves followers.
yet were not followers but worshippers. These formed an organisation with
rules. regulations, doctrines and members. And the spirit living in such an
organisation never was the spirit that dwelled in the lonely men, whom they
called "founder" of their institution.
What Baha'Ullah wrote to the Shah of Persia bears the unmistakable quality of the man who was governed by his love of God. Unless any man or
woman lives in this selfsame overshadowing, his relation to God is continually betrayed and denied. And yet the great majority of people all over the
world (and pertaining to all known forms of religion) will not admit this,
but constantly tries to replace the unique re-union with God by the acceptance of some bundle of doctrines or creed. You know of course that the
general trend of the masses always is to obey some "strong man" and leave
it to him to do what they themselves shirk from fulfilling. It is the same in
religion. Everywhere people are willing to become "sheep" following some
human "shepherd". Everywhere people are willing to make sacrifices in
-

1.'.

Hollibaugh to True. letter 19 Nov 1951. NBA.
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money. labour and freedom. if in return they may have a "temple" and some
Father-image "who is expected to do the trick".
Therefore, to me it is not a matter of choosing one form, or choosing a synthesis
of forms, called world-religion, but to me it is the holy duty of each of us. not
to dream in forms, but to get awake and go the lonely path. The path that is
common to all lonely ones, however differently described by "followers".
And therefore. the Bahai-group, though sympathetic in its universal intentions, to me is a "group", a form, a painful betrayal of the originality of the
very lonely few. whom they worship as their founders. The analogy between
Jesus and the Paulinist churches (called Christian) and Baha Ullah and his
dollar-organisation is not casual but unmistakable to anyone who really tries
to rise and go to the Father.
Please do not consider this letter as an attack. I am simply bound to say what
I have said now, whenever I am shown some attempt to fulfil in "form",
where the "spirit" alone carries and substantiates "the one thing needful".
Yours very truly, J.W. Kaiser.196

The Oude Loo Conferences continued until 1956, then the Dutch Government intervened. The activities of Hofmans and her circle had brought
the Queen into conflict with her husband. as well as with the government.
The royal marriage was on the brink of a divorce and ministers had serious difficulties in being held accountable - as the Dutch constitution
stipulated - for the content of the Queen's speeches, larded as they were
with, at least in their eyes, obscure spiritual themes. The Van Heeckeren
- Hofmans
Kaiser circle was forced to leave the court.197 The group
organizing
went on
its gatherings, however. But as the Queen had distanced herself from these activities, the Otide Loo was no longer available
to them. The organizers now switched to a hotel in Zeist and changed the
-

name Oude Loo Cotifet-enties

- meaning

'meetings in the old forest' in

Dutch - into Open Veld Ontmoetingen or 'gatherings in the open field'.
One can hardly escape the impression that this new name served as a kind

of rationalization or excuse. What in fact had been a humiliating expulsion, was presented here as a necessary transformation: the seclusion and
shelter provided by the forest had to be followed by exposure and vulnerability in the field; after his forty days in the wilderness Christ had to
return to the world. But perhaps all this amounts to a contrived reading
of events, for the word /00 not only is a synonym for 'forest'. it can also
designate quite the opposite: an open space among the trees. Whatever the
case. further decay was inevitable. In 1960, only a few months before his
death, Jan Kaiser sent a letter to the Bah:i'i Centre in The Hague, inviting Hand of the Cause Hasan Balyuzi to attend one of his meetings.'98 As
19.
Kaiser to Hollibaugh. letter 5 Dec 1951. NBA.
1"7 Kikkert 1996. Bredenhoff and Offringa 1996.
198
Kaiser to Bahd'i Centre, letter 6 Jan 1960.
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to the reason or motive of this gesture we can only guess. It does not seem
to be a logical sequel to the letter he had sent to Hollibaugh several years
before, however. And why was it that an English-Iranian rather than a
Dutch Bah:i'i was asked to attend? An ill-fated attempt to restore some

(international) prestige to a languishing enterprise'i The invitation was
passed on to Balyuzi, but he declined it."„ There are indications that Jan
Sijsling and Arnold van Ogtrop took his place during the meetings in May
and August. but this could not be confirmed. 20()

Crowned in glowing gold
The Scheveningen conference had another spin-off as well. On 31 August
1868 Bahti'u'lldh had arrived by boat in the bay of Akka, in the then
Turkish province of Palestine, to be incarcerated together with 66 family
members and followers in the citadel. Only four months earlier Tinco
Lycklama A Nijeholt on his return journey from Iran to the Netherlands
had visited the area. In his travelogue Lycklama summarized the long
history of Akka, but in doing so he unfortunately forgot to present his
readership with a contempory description of the city that would play such
a prominent role within Bahri history. He did however eleborate a little
on Haifa and Mount Carmel as he continued his journey a few days later:

It is a journey of about three and a half miles along the coast. the semicircular bay of which Saint-Jean-d'Acre [Akkal and the cape of Carmel constitute the ends. [...] After two miles the road crosses a stream, the Cison,
called Nahr-el-Moukata by the Arabs. that has its source in the mountains
of Judea. 1. . . ] Across the Cison the gardens that announce the neighbourhood of the little town of Kaipha [Haifal stretch out, and there I noticed
some enormous palm trees which reminded me of the environs of the Persian Gulf. We rested half an hour in KaYpha before climbing the Carmel. the
mount that dominated the town. [...] Twenty to twenty-five minutes after
we had left KaYpha we reached the foot of the Carmel. which is covered by
a small strech of wood of age-old olive trees. After a rather steep climb one
reaches after about twenty minutes the apex of the cape. where one finds a
monastery about 600 meters above sea level. [ . . . ]
Kaipha does not have a harbor but a beach instead. The town. surrounded
by an old crumbly wall and a dirty fortress. accommodates three to four
thousand inhabitants, of which only about a thousand are Muslim: the rest
consist of almost equal parts of Jews and Christians of which the Greek are

I99
Balyuzi to NSA Benelux, letter 3 May 1960.
21*l DTC to Kaiser. letter 16 March 196(). Sijsling could not remeinber having attended
juch a meeting. Sijsling to De Vries. letter 7 Dec 1999.
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in the majority. European trade also calls in on KaYpha, and most powers
have a consular agent there. 2()1

That went for the Netherlands too. From 1856 the Dutch representative
in Haifa was R.A. Leon, a Dutchman from the Jewish community of
Smyrna (Izmir) in Turkey. Although none of the seven- member Leon
family had been born in the Netherlands, they were the only inhabitants
of Haifa with the Dutch nationality. And that would remain so during the
19th century. After Leon died the Dutch consulate was occupied in 1886
by the French Jules Jean Bonaventura Germain. In his first annual report
Germain stated that apart from his own family - all had French nationality
there were only eight Dutch nationals living in Haifa. With the
exception of the Amsterdam couple Abraham Buono de Mesquita and
Maria Goldman, all belonged to the Leon family.202 In contrast to his predecessor Germain did notice the Bah:i'is. He mentioned them for the first
time in his annual report on 1897: 'The Persians (Babi sect) are intending to build near Bahji a huge and unique monument in honour of their
"Idol" Baha-Allah, who died three years ago. The design of the monument
has been made by English engeneers and architects'.203 Two years later
-

he continued:
The Persian "Babi" refugees of Acre and Caiffa have obtained a nice piece
of property between the German colony and the north slope of the Carmel.
they intend to transfer to there the body of their god " Baha-Allah". who died
some years ago and has been buried in 'Bahgd" in the vicinity of Acre.
An English engineer, Mr. Cotrell has made a plan for the sanctuary that will
immediately increase the number of pilgrims and tourists to Caiffa. 2()4

The spot on which to build the mausoleum of the Bdb - for that is what
the sanctuary was - had been appointed by Bahd'u'llih himself during
one of his four visits to Haifa. Acting on the clear instructions of his
father, and helped - as Germain reported - by the English engineer
Henry Edward Plantagenet, Count Cottrell, 'Abdu'1-Bahd had started its
construction in 1899. Ten years later the simple rectangular shrine on the
slope of Mount Carmel had been completed. And on 21 March, Naw-Rliz
Day, 1909 the remains of the Blib, entombed in a marble sarcophagus
presented by the Bahii'is of Rangoon (Yangon, Myanmar), had been finally
laid to rest.

201 Lyklama. 1873 IV. 380-388.
'02
Germain, annual report 19 May 1886. ARA. CB. inv. nr. 325.
-"='
Germain, annual report 30 March 1898. ARA. CB. inv. nr. 337.
214 Germain. annual report 24 March 19(X). ARA. CB, inv. nr. 339. A transcription of
the original French manuscript is included in Appendix I.
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After the six rooms of the tomb had been supplemented by an additional three in 1929, the Guardian had started the erection of the superstructure of the shrine of the Bdb, the 'shell designed to preserve and
adorn the original structure raised by 'Abdu'l-Baha as the Tomb of the
Martyr Herald of our Faith', in 1948. By the centenary anniversary of
the martyrdom of the Bdb, in July 1950. the 'initial stage' of this 'irresistibly advancing enterprise' had been completed, and the arcade with its
Rose Baveno granite columns. its curved and exquisitely carved corner
panels of gleaming Chiampo stone, and the green marble mosaic panel
of the Greatest Name in the north fagade, 'the fairest gem set in the crown
of the Arcade', gave breath-taking promise of what was yet to come. 205
It had been 'Abdu'l-Bahfs intention to crown the mausoleum with a
golden dome. And the studies for a final design made by William Sutherland Maxwell (1874-1952), a well known Canadian architect. a Bahdi
and the father-in-law of the Guardian, therefore had included a golden
dome right from the start in 1941. By 1944 a completed and accepted
design, in model form, had been exhibited to the Baha'is gathered on the
100th anniversary of the declaration of the BAb's mission, in the precincts
of his resting-place.206 Right from the moment the construction had started,
the search for a suitable and lasting material for the outer finish of the
dome had began. One by one such materials as gilded copper laminae,
mosaic, and vitreous coating had been rejected, leaving the possibility
of using faience or terracotta tiles. 207 After the Guardian had agreed, Dr.
Ugo Giachery, an Italian Bahdi who had been appointed by him as his personal representative for the project, had begun his search for a producer
of these tiles. Searches were made in Italy, Sicily, Spain and Portugal, all
with the same negative results. It was as a participant of the fourth European Teaching Conference at Scheveningen that Giachery had the opportunity to look for a Dutch manufacturer. After securing a list of the best
known and most reliable factories, he spent two days visiting each firm.
'The affair proved to be disheartening'. Giachery recollected, 'because
our inquiries were either received with incredulity or were declined for
technical reasons: In the afternoon of the second day 'after having already
travelled throughout the Netherlands' he came in contact with Jonkheer

Robert de Brauw (1890-1974), director of the N.V. Faience- en Tegelfabriek Westraven in Utrecht. De Brauw proved to be 'a well-spoken, competent, responsive and eager person'. 'He was', Giachery continued,
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a chemical engineer by profession, a member of the nobility, and had taken
on the management of this modest factory at the end of the war, and he was
struggling to make it successful.[...1 From the very beginning of our conversation he won my confidence and trust. and relieved me of all my anxiety.
His statement: "We have only made flat gilded tiles for a vertical suspension" - and he named a project just completed in another country - "but
we are willing to try", was the most decisive point in his favour.

That night Giachery returned to Scheveningen with a heart 'singing with
praise and gratitude to the Almighty'. The next morning, another visit to
De Brauw 'consolidated our understanding and opened the way to start
the meticulous and lengthy researches and preparatory work'. 208
It took months of experimentation to find the right composition, but
then De Brauw turned out to be able to produce tiles for the dome and to
cover them with a layer of gold in such a way as to make them resistant
to all weather conditions. After these months, came endless calculations
and further experiments. Most of the 13,000 tiles needed to cover the
two hundred and fifty square metres of the dome's surface had different
dimensions because of the curve of the dome, which included a sphere,
a cone and a cylinder. Moreover it was very difficult to touch up these
tiles by grating after they had come out of the kiln. One had to calculate
in advance, therefore. what changes would occur during the firing proces.209 A year later 'having finally established every detail - with samples on hand approved by the engineer'- a contract for production was
signed.21(1

At the start of Ridr(iii 1953, the annual twelve-day religious festival in
April during which Bah:i'is commemorate the start of the Bahri revelation. the first gilded tiles were laid. And on the ninth day of that festival

the Guardian, with his own hands, reverently placed a fragment from the
plaster ceiling of the B:ib's prison cell in the castle of Mah-Ku (Iran)
beneath one of them.21' A few months later the Guardian announced the
end of all the structural work on the shrine, including the placing of the
gilded tiles:
[The] five-year-old, three-quarter million dollar enterprise, constituting [the]
final stage [of the] initial epoch [in thel evolution [of the] process initiated
over sixty years ago Iby thel Founder [of the] Faith, [in the] heart [of the]
Mountain [of] God. [is] consunimated. 1. . . ]
[A] steadily swelling throng [of] visitors Ifrom] far land] near, [on] many
days exceeding [a] thousand. [isl flocking [to the] gates leading [to the]
2118 Giachery 1973: 103-1()4.
2,14 Misse/'., Boitit·,i·e,·e/d 14 Apr 1959.
211' Giachery 1973: 105.
211 B'W vol XII 1950-1954: 35.
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Inner Sanctuary [of thisl majestic mausoleum; paying homage [to the]
Queen of Carmel enthroned lon I God's Mountain, crowned [inl glowing
gold, robed [in] shimmering white. girdled [inl emerald green. enchanting
every eye from air. sea. plain land] hill.'11

Yes. Germain had certainly been a man of foresight.
There were other important developments in Israel, too. Already in the
first Dutch publication on the Bahai religion in 1893 the concept of
Huis der reclitvciardigheid ('House of Justice') had been mentioned.
Jan de Goeje had written that this institution had been stipulated by the
Bdb' and 'guarded the affairs of the community in every city' besides
being 'responsible to provide for the Poor'.213 And again in 1909 Marie
Denier van der Gon had mentioned a body called 'House of Justice' that
administered the funds to take care of the poor.214 In contrast to Maurits
Wagenvoort, who remarkably enough did not mention this concept in his
publications, Henri Dunlop wrote: 'The settlement of differences, the
allocation of donations, and handling of the affairs of the community are
put in the hands of "the house of justice".215 So far, the Dutch publications had not made clear how these bodies were to come into being. by
appointment, election or otherwise, or of how many members they would
consist. These matters were first addressed in a Dutch translation of an
article by the American Bahti'f, Sidney Sprague, that was published in
Eenheid in 1911. Sprague wrote that in the Ki M b-i-Aqdas ('The Most
Holy Book') Bahd'u'lltih had advised every Bahai community 'to elect'
an assembly to manage its affairs. In Bombay, he reported, such an
assembly was already in existence. It was composed of nineteen persons,
'mainly [former] Muslims and followers of Zoroaster', and called the
'House of Justice'.216
'
Up to now there had been no mention of an international' or universal' House of Justice. That concept was first touched upon in the first
Dutch Bahai pamphlet printed in 1913: 'The affairs of the Bahai Movement are conducted by assemblies. Eventually there will be a general
assembly. composed of representatives of all parts of the world. This will
be called The Universal House of Justice ( Universeele Huis der Rechtraardigheid)'.1,1 In Algemene Beginselen der Bahaibeweging. the first
Dutch compilation from the writings of Bahti'u'll:ih and 'Abdu'l-Bahd
'12
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published in 1914 by the Theosophical Publishing Company, the concept
of ' House of Justice' and the Allergrootste Huis ran Rechtraardigheid
('Supreme House of Justice') was again mentioned.218 Although the first
Dutch Bahd'fs must have been familiar with the concept of a Universal
House of Justice. and had witnessed the election of its first precursor at
a local level - the Local Spiritual Assembly of Amsterdam in 1948 it was not until 1951 that this mainly theoretical notion had its first
practical expression. On January 9 of that year the Guardian sent a cable
to the nine national spiritual assemblies then in existence, in which he proclaimed the 'weighty epochmaking decision [of the] formation [of the]
first International Bahai Council', the forerunner of the Universal House
of Justice. The nascent institution was invested with a threefold function:
first. to forge a link with the authorities of the newly emerged State of
Israel: second. to assist the Guardian to discharge responsibilities
involved in the erection of the superstructure of the B:ib's mausoleum:
and third, to conduct negotiations related to matters of personal status
with the civil authorities. To these would be added further functions in
the future. The Guardian considered the constitution of this council to be
the 'greatest event' since the 'inception [of the] Administrative Order [of
the] Faith [on the] morrow of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Ascension'.219 At first the
International Bah:i'i Council consisted of six members, all appointed by
the Guardian. It was enlarged to eight members in 1952 and to nine in
1955.220

Apart from the Council there were other administrative developments
too. During his lifetime Bah:i'u'll:ih had designated four prominent believers by the honorific title of 'Hand of the Cause of God' (Ayadi Amru'llah).
among them H:iji Akh ind and Ibn-i-Abhar, who had received Wagenvoort during his visit to Tehran, and Ibn-i-Asdaq. the one who together
with Yazdani had delivered 'Abdu'l-Bah:i's Tablet to The Hague. Although
'Abdu'1-Bah:i had only posthumously appointed another four Iranian
believers as Hands of the Cause, he had further developed the institution
in his Will & Testament:
The Hands of the Cause of God must be nominated and appointed by
the Guardian of the Cause of God. All must be under his shadow and obey
his command. 1...] The obligations of the Hands of the Cause are to diffuse
the Divine Fragrances. to edify the souls of men. to promote learning, to
11* Algemene Beginselen der Bahat'beweging \914: 23-24 and 50.
219 Guardian to NSAs, cable 9 Jan 1951. ln: BN Febr 1951.
/1(}
-The members of the council were: Rtihiyyih Kh:inum. Mason Remey. Amelia Collins,
Ugo Giachery, Leroy loas. Sylvia Ioas. Jessie Revell. Ethel Revell, and Lotfullah Hakim.
Remey was appointed president of the Council.
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improve the character of all men and to be. at all times and under all conditions. sanctified and detached from earthly things. They must manifest
the fear of God by their conduct. their manners. their deeds and their words.
This body of the Hands of the Cause of God is under the direction of the
Guardian of the Cause of God.13 1

On 24 December 1951 the Guardian appointed the first contingent of
Hands of the Cause: 'Hour now ripe to take long inevitably deferred
step in conformity with provisions of 'Abdu'l-Baha's Testament [...]
through appointment of first contingent of Hands of Cause of God, twelve
in number, equally allocated Holy Land, Asiatic, American, European
1.'

continents .--During his ministry the Guardian would name a total of 42, some of
them posthumously.223 Like the Hands appointed by Bahd'u'lldh. several
of those appointed by the Guardian had links to the Netherlands: Siyyid
Mustafa Rumi had been one of the first two Bahii'is who in 1885 had
introduced the faith in the Dutch East Indies. Mason Remey had been
the second Bahai to visit the Netherlands in 1914, Martha Root had sent
Bahai literature to Queen Wilhelmina during her stay in The Hague in
1926, Keith Ransom-Kehler had visited Wim Grosfeld in Batavia in 1932,
Dorothy Baker had boosted Baha' i activity in Amsterdam in 1948, Ugo
Giachery had found the gilded tiles for the dome of the Shrine of the Bdb
in Utrecht in 1951, and the list would not end here.
.

The start of the Crusade
The second Seven Year Plan came to an end in April 1953, and the European Teaching Project had been a success. Its objectives had been met:
each of the ten goal countries had at least one SA. The international Bahai
community was, however, not given any respite for in October 1952 the
Guardian had announced the next multi-year plan.
[Thel four-fold objectives [of thel forthcoming Crusade, marking [the] third
land] last phase [of thel initial epoch [of the] evolution [of] 'Abdu'l-Baha"s
Divine Plan [are] destined to culminate in the worldwide festivities commemorating the fast-approaching Most Great Jubilee. First. development
lof thel institutions [at thel World Center [of thel Faith [in thel Holy Land.
Second. consolidation. through carefully devised measures [on the] home
front [of the] twelve territories destined [to] serve [as] administrative bases
Abdu'l-Bahd. it'i// & Te.,wment In: Taherzadeh 1992: 422.
"'
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[ for the] operations [of the] twelve National Plans. Third, consolidation [of]
all territories already opened [to the] Faith. Fourth, [the] opening [of thel
remaining chief virgin territories [on the] planet through specific allotments
224
[tol each National Assembly functioning [in the] Bahdi World.

In fact the new Ten Year Plan could be seen as composed of thirteen
sub-plans: one for each of the twelve NSAs in existence at that time.
and one for the Baha'f World Centre in Haifa. The 'lion's share in the
prosecution of this global crusade 'designed to diffuse the Light of God's
Revelation over the surface of the entire Planet'. fell however to 'the stalwart American Bah:i'i Community'.
During the annual national Baha'i convention in Wilmette in April
1953 Hand of the Cause Rtlhfyyih Ell:inum presented her husband's elaboration of the role of the United States: 'My soul', the Guardian wrote,
'is uplifted in joy and thanksgiving at the triumphant conclusion of the
second Seven Year Plan immortalized by the brilliant victories simultaneously won by the vanguard of the hosts of Baha'u'lldh in Latin America, in Europe and in Africa'. After looking back on the last years, he continued by stating that the hour was now 'ripe for this greatly gifted, richly
blessed Community to arise and reaffirm, through the launching of yet
another enterprise, its primacy, enhance its spiritual heritage, plumb
greater depths of consecration and capture loftier heights in the course of
its strenuous and ceaseless labors for the exaltation of God's Cause'. 225
That enterprise involved 24 separate tasks, among them: the opening of
territories where no Bah:i'is lived so called 'virgin territories'
including Dutch New Guinea: the consolidation of the faith in twelve
countries in Europe, including the Netherlands; the establishment of a
national Hazi'iatu'l-Qi,ds ('Sacred Fold' or Baha'i headquarters) in the
capital of each of these countries as well as of national Bahai endowments in these same countries; the establishment of a national spiritual
assembly in ten European countries, including Holland; the incorporation
of spiritual assemblies in the leading cities of Sweden, Norway, Denmark,
Belgium. Holland. Luxembourg Spain and Portugal; the quadrupling of
the number of the local spiritual assemblies and the trebling of localities
in the aforementioned countries; and the establishment of summer schools
in each of the Scandinavian and Benelux countries.226 Not all Dutch territories fell under the responsibility of the United States however. The task
of opening the Frisian Islands to the faith was allocated to the NSA of
-

Guardian, cable 8 Oct 1952. BW vol XII 1950-1954: 253.
Guardian. letter 29 Apr 1953. BW vol XII 1950-1954: 367.
--* Guardian. letter 29 Apr 1953. BW vol XII 1950-1954: 367.
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Germany-Austria. While the Dutch Antilles. and Suriname were the
responsibility of the NSAs of Central America and of South America
respectively.227

Of course the new plan was the main topic at the Bahiii Intercontinental Teaching Conference held in the Swedish capital Stockholm from
21 to 26 July that year.22X Like the previous two intercontinental teaching conferences - one in Kampala (Uganda), the other in Wilmette
(USA) - the meeting opened with a message from the Guardian delivered by his special representative, this time Hand of the Cause Giachery.
After looking back on the last years the Guardian summoned the 'privileged prosecutors of so revolutionizing, so gigantic. so sacred and beneficent a campaign' to undertake the tasks allocated to them in the plan.
'A continent, occupying such a central and strategic position on the entire
planet [ . . . ] has at last at this critical hour - this great turning-point in
entered upon what may well be regarded as the opening
its fortunes
phase of a great spiritual revival that bids fair to eclipse any period in its
-

spiritual history'.
On the afternoon of this first day, following the reading of prayers,
the recounting of the meeting of the first believer with the BAb in 1844.
and the chanting of the Tablet of Ahmad by a descendent of the Bdb, 'the
sacred gift of our beloved Guardian - the blessed portrait of His Holiness the Bab - was unveiled'. While most Bah:i'is have a photograph
of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i, whom they consider to be their perfect example, the
portraits of the BAb and Bah:i'u'lldh do not circulate within the community. In fact their portrait is regarded as too precious and an ' inestimable
privilege and blessing to behold, as past generations were denied a glimpse
of the Face of the Manifestation, once He had passed on'.229 The gesture
therefore did not fail to have an impact: a 'profound reverence touched
each heart' as most of the 400 Baha'fs assembled gazed on the portrait
for the first time.
The public meeting, held that night in the Coni'e)'thils, brought an
audience of almost seven hundred. Thursday continued with a spontaneous fundraising session for the new Ma lriqu'l-Adllkar ('Dawningplace of the mention of God' or Bahay House of Worship) in Frankfurt (Germany). followed by reports on the conferences of Kampala and
Wilmette. The evening sessions were devoted to the early history of the
faith.

XII 195()-1954: 253-275.
22* BW vol XII 195()-1954: 30 and 167.
219 Guardian's secr. to individual believer. letter Nov 1944. BN Aug 1948.
227 BW Vol
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On Friday morning Giachery read the paragraph of the Guardian's
cable setting forth Europe's part in the 'Global Crusade' listing the territories to be opened by pioneers. 'We are young and strong and able to
go', he continued. ' we all have our business, our family connections and
things that are important to do, but when we realize that we can do without them and that by pioneering we can accomplish something that will
last for eternity ! . . . I am hoping that before the day is over we shall be
able to cable the Guardian that every place is filled'. Giachery made it
known that each pioneer would be given the honorific title 'Knight of
Bahd'u'll:ih' by the Guardian and that their names would be inscribed on
a roll of honour which would be placed in the inmost tomb of Bahd'u'lltih
in Bahji. He then read a second cable by the Guardian which 'set ablaze
the true spirit of sacrifice'. In all 63 'devoted souls' responded to the call:
27 from the Persian ranks, 11 from the British Isles, 4 from Germany,
15 from the ten goal countries with five offers from American pioneers
now serving under the ETC and one from the United States'.23(1 That afternoon the participants had the joy of seeing moving pictures of the holy
places of their religion in Israel. while in the evening Hand of the Cause
Horace Holley in his presentation 'traced the power and authority of
Bah:i'u'lldh perpetuated in Bahti'i institutions'. Hand of the Cause Tardzu'll:ih Samandari pointed out that 'today pioneering is the equivalent of
martyrdom and suffering', and Hand of the Cause 'Ali-Akbar Funitan
'instructed the believers to study the history of the Faith and compare it
with the early days of past religions'. 231
At the opening of the session Saturday morning a letter from King
Gustav Adolph of Sweden was read in which he acknowledged receipt
of the jubilee booklet. There was a consultation on the Guardian's cable,
a sharing of experiences by pioneers to Europe, and in the evening the
participants attended a 'Unity Banquet' at the Golden Room of Stockholm's Town Hall. As various speakers summarized the conference on
Sunday it was reported that $27,000 had been donated to purchase the
sites for future Bahii houses of worship, and that pioneers had been
assigned to all the territories to be opened to the faith in Europe. In his
farewell remarks Hand of the Cause Zikrullah Khadem drew attention to
other 'tangible miracles': the presence at the conference - as Baha'fs!
- of a descendant of N:isiri'd-Din Shah. and a descendant of the ImdmJum'ih whose father's uncle was the notorius 'Son of the Wolf', the mulld
that had been responsible for the persecutions of Bahd'is in Isfahan (of
230 BW vol XII 1950-1954: 174.
2,1 BW vol XII 1950-1954: 175.
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which Collignon had been a witness in 1890). The conference was closed
with 'Abdu'l-Bah:i's prayer for the unity of East and West.
Among those who had volunteered as pioneer were also two Dutch
believers: Geertrui Ankersmit and Elly Becking. Ankersmit was originally from Nijmegen but she had become a Bahti'f in Brighton, England
in November 1951. She volunteered to go to Texel, thereby opening the
'virgin territory' of the Frisian Islands. She arrived there in October or
November 1953, about the same time that Becking arrived in Hollandia
(now Jayapura) the capital of Dutch New Guinea (now Irian Jaya).232
Like Ankersmit, Becking was a relative neophyte, too. She came from
the former Dutch colony of Indonesia and had accepted the faith in June
1951 in The Hague.233 In going to Stockholm, Becking had not the slightest intention of becoming a pioneer. 'I thought that I knew too little of
the Faith, and teaching the Faith would be a very difficult task. I indeed
had plans to go to New Guinea, to build, together with my fiancd, our
future'.234 The Guardian was delighted by her initiative and he hoped
'that, in the near future, your future husband will decide to join the ranks
of the followers of Baha'u'll h, and will lend his reinforcement to your
teaching activities'. He also urged her to persevere in her task and 'never
to become disheartened, as this is a most meritorious work. and those
who pioneer in virgin territories are receiving special bounties from God
in this historic period'.235 A few months later Becking married Hector
Alexander (Lex) Meerburg, who soon became a Baha'f himself.236 On
behalf of the Guardian his secretary wrote on that occasion:
He was very happy indeed to see that you have been united. and that you
are going to be able to establish a permanent residence in New Guinea, and
teach the Faith there. He attaches the greatest possible importance to your
presence in that virgin country; and he urges you under no circumstances
to abandon your post, but to perservere, and with tact and patience gradually build up contacts with the local people, so that you can seek out those
souls who are waiting to hear the Message of Bah:i'u'll:th, and will prove
the most receptive.
The most important thing for the pioneers to do in these countries into which
it is difficult to gain entry. is to be very careful not to antagonize the officials. the missionaries or the local people. as this might cause them to be
deprived of their possibities of gaining a livelihood, or to be driven out of
the country and to have their visa suspended.
212 BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 452.
'ri Tobias to De Vries. interview 29 Apr 1998.
-"4 Becking to NSA of USA. letter 24 Nov 1953. In: BN May 1954.
2 5 Guardian's secr. to Becking. letter 27 Oct 1953. NBA.
2 6 Like his wife. Lex Meerburg was appointed 'Knight of Bahd'u'lldh'. See: BW vol XX
1986-1992.
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The Meerburgs at their
home in Dutch New
Guinea.

To remain, to keep the beacon burning, to teach the Faith discreetly and to
establish a foundation. is the work of every single pioneer in the Ten Year
Crusade.2 17

Unfortunately it was not possible for the Meerburgs to stay at their post,
Republic of Indonesia was claiming the territory. In 1959 they
returned to the Netherlands, where Elly Meerburg was elected in the SA
of Amsterdam. By April 1960 the couple had moved to nearby Diemen,
where again they were the first Bahii'i inhabitants.238 Ankersmit, too, was
unable to stay at her post.239 She returned to Nijmegen in October 1955.
A few months later she went as a pioneer to Luxembourg-Ville. 240
Although not present in Stockholm there was a third Dutch Bahd'i to
be awarded the title 'Knight of Baha'u'llah' Robert (Bob) J. Wolff.
Wolff had been born in the Dutch East Indies. When the war had broken
as the

237 Guardian's secr. to Meerburg, letter 7 May 1954. NBA.
238

DTC. report 7 Apr 1960. NBA.
Ankersmit to Guardian. letter 16 Aug 1955. NBA.
24" Ankersmit did not return to the Netherlands. She later married Ronald Bates, worked
at the Bah:i'i World Center in Haifa for many years and now lives in New Zealand.
23 )
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out. he was studying medicine in the Netherlands. He had hidden in the
home of Dr. Straub, a friend of his father and Jetty's husband. During the
war Straub and Wolff had held many a discussion on various philosophical topics. like 'scientific doubt'. 'determinism', 'spirit and matter'. 'fact,
truth and reality' as well as politics. Although they had lived in the same
house these discussions had mostly been conducted by letter.-141 After the
war Wolff had switched from medicine to psychology. Since he knew
the Straubs so well it was obvious that Wolff was to come into contact
with Bahd'is. It was probably during Dorothy Baker's visit in February
1948 that Wolff first attended a Bahdi meeting. Stirrat described him as
'extremely ambitious ! 6 yrs psychology in 3'.242 In March 1948 she 'jokingly' had said to him 'that I wanted him to think about the Faith. He said
he thought of nothing else'.243 Wolff helped in the translation of prayers.
and was 'thrilled with them', but it was not until after he had met his
future wife, Elinor Gregory a pioneer to Norway who stayed in the
Netherlands in August and September 1948. that he declared himself a
Bahii'i. That had been in 1949. He then left for the United States and in
December 1950 married Gregory in New York. After Wolff had completed his postgraduate work at the University of Michigan, the couple
were the first Baha'is to settle in Suriname, in October 1953. 244
By January 1954 the Guardian was able to inform the NSAs that
[The] number [ofl sovereign States land] dependencies within [thel orbit
[of a] divinely propelled Order now totals two hundred five. No less Ithan]
seventy-seven territories Ihave been] won over [by the] Knights lof]
Bahiu'llah during lai little over half [al year, representing two thirds [of
the] total number lof] virgin areas exclusive [ofl Soviet-controlled Republics
[andl satelites [which] must needs be opened [in thel course [of the] whole
decade. 24

f

Apart from the opening of new territories to the faith the Ten Year Plan
or World Crusade had other objectives too. like the appointment of five
so called 'auxiliary boards'. In a cablegram dated 8 October 1952 the
Guardian had called upon the (then) fifteen Hands of the Cause, 'by virtue
of their supreme function as chosen instruments for the propagation of the
Faith', to appoint during Ridi·cin (21 April to 2 May) 1954, 'five auxiliary boards, one on each continent, of nine members each, who will, as
Dr. Straub's letters were later published as: Nagelaten Filosofi.w·he Brie,·en. (c. 1962).
Stirrat. diary 28 Oct 1948. NBA.
Stirrat. diary 19 March 1948. NBA.
144 BNFebr 1951. BN Nov 1953: BW vol XIII 1954-1963,451. A letter from Wolff
was published in BN Apr 1954.
149 Guardian to the NSA3, cablegram 7 Dec 1953. In: BN Jan 1954.
24'
243
24g
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their adjuncts, or deputies, and working in conjunction with the various
National Assemblies functioning on each continent, assist, through periodic systematic visits to Bahai centers, in the efficient, prompt execution
of the twelve projected National Plans'.246 When its members had been
appointed the Guardian gave each board one thousand pounds. Additional
funding had to come from national budgets and individual contributions. 247
The European Hands of the Cause and their auxiliary board first met during a special conference in early October 1954 in Frankfurt-am-Main
(Germany).248

The Ten Year Plan also called for the acquisition of a premises that
could serve as a national Bahdi headquarters or Hazfratu'l-Quds, in the
capital city of each of the countries where national spiritual assemblies
were to be established. Funds totalling over one hundred thousand dollars
had been initiated for the purchase these centres. The initiation of these
funds had been made possible to a notable extent as a result of the successive contributions made by the American Hand of the Cause, Amelia
Collins.249 And so for each European goal country an amount of $1,000
was available. 250
As the Dutch 'Hazfratu'l-Quds Committee' - the ETC had appointed
Theo Beets, Jetty Straub, Henk Buys, Eleanor Hollibaugh, Bob van Lith,
and Geertrui Ankersmit - was about to start its task, the national headquarters of the Iranian Bahii'i community was seized by the government
as part of its campaign to suppress 'the Bahd'f sect'. Minister of the
Interior Batmangelich and General Timur Bakhtiar joined representatives
of the clergy in personally participating in the destruction of its dome. The
house of the Bifb in Shiraz was also pillaged and severely damaged, not
to mention the murder, injury, and robbery of Baha'fs that was reported
in many areas of the country.25' In May 1955 the NSA of the USA

246
Shoghi Effendi 1958: 44. Cablegram 8 Oct 1952. In accordance with the instructions of the Guardian, the four Hands of the Cause in Europe appointed their nine member Auxiliary Board from among the resident Bahd'is in April 1954. Marion Hofman and
Dorothy Ferraby from Britain. were to assist George Townshend. Eugen Schmidt and Anna
Grossmann from Germany. Louis Htnuzet from Belgium and Joel Marengella from France.
were to assist Dr. Grossmann and Dr. Adelbert MiihIschlegei. while Elsa Steinmetz from
Switserland. Angeline Giachery from Italy and Tove Deleuran from Norway, were to assist
Dr. Giachery. See: BN June 1954. and BW vol XII 1950-1954: 40.
247
Shoghi Effendi 1958: 59. Cablegram 6 Apr 1954.
2-IR BN Dec 1954: BN Febr 1955. In 1957 the Auxiliary Boards were split up into two
separate auxiliary boards, one for the propagation and another for the protection of the faith.
Again each Auxiliary Board had nine members appointed by the Hands of the Cause.
2.W
Shoghi Effendi 1958: 71. Letter 1 Oct 1954. See also BW vol XII 1950-1954: 170.

25! ETC to SA of The Hague. letter 3 Aug 1955.
251

Martin 1984: 22.
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cable from the Guardian in which he called upon all believers

to join him in 'special, fervent prayers Ifor] Divine protection [of the]
vital interests land] complete emancipation [from] shackles [of the]
beloved Faith [in] Bah:i'u'llah's native land'. Through the ETC, the NSA
thereupon asked the SAs and larger groups in the goal countries of Europe
to send an immediate appeal to the Shah and the Prime Minister of Iran. 252
The Dutch cables went out on June 7:

His Imperial Majesty Mohammad Resi [sicl Pahlevi Shahinshah of Iran.
Tehran. Very disturbed [by] press reports violence against Bah:i'fs [we]
urgently appeal [tol Your Majesty [tol apply justice for those Iwho] recognize [the] divine origin [of] Islam. Baha"is all over the world are devoted
[to] your country. Bahii'is Amsterdam Holland. 253

The purchase of the Dutch headquarters could be announced during the
fourth Baha'i Benelux Conference held in Aerdenhout near Amsterdam
in August 1955, and a few weeks later on September 15, the Dutch Bahai
community officially became the owner of a premises at 27 Riouwstraat
in The Hague. The purchase price was 34,000. The Dutch centre was
the sixth of the fourteen Haziratu' 1-Quds which were to be established
in Europe during the Global Crusade. 254 The dedication of the centre
took place during the fifth Bah ' i Benelux Conference of 19 to 21 May

f

1956.

Benelux co-operation

In his Ten Year Plan the Guardian had called, amongst other objectives, for the establishment of a national spiritual assembly (NSA) in
each of the ten European goal countries, and these included the Netherlands. As the Guardian had pointed out, the formation of these independent NSAs was to be accomplished in two stages. First would come
the gradual formation of three regional spiritual assemblies (RSAs),
one for Scandinavia and Finland, one for the Iberian Peninsula, and
one for the Benelux countries. Thereafter, as these nine countries were
ready for their separate national assemblies, one would be formed in
each.255

252

ETC to SAs. letter 29 May 1955. NBA.

SA to Mohammed Reza Shah. cablegram 7 June 1955. NBA.
254 BN Oct 1955.
2-93 BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 274.
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Dedication of the Baht'i' i Centre in The Hague on Sunday 20 May 1956.
(Standing at the back with liat is Liebau).

When the Guardian. in his cable to the Scheveningen conference, had
expressed his 'confident anticipation' that upon termination of the second
Seven Year Plan a start would have been made with the 'gradual formation' of RSAs, the ETC had felt that the European Teaching Project had
entered a new stage: that of regional development. In December 1951
the ETC appointed three new 'Regional Committees' (RCs), including
one for the Benelux. At that moment there were four local SAs in that
region - Amsterdam, The Hague, Brussels and Luxembourg-Ville. The
Benelux Regional Committee consisted of six members, two from each
country: Louis Htnuzet and Lea Nys from Belgium. Rita van Bleyswijk
Sombeek and Theo Beets from the Netherlands, and Claude Levy and
Suzette Hipp from Luxembourg.356 As its stationery made clear, the new
committee worked 'under the authority of the European Teaching Committee of the National Assembly of the Bahd'is of the U.S:. And its
functions were, the ETC explained, first 'to arrange for one regional con-

ference each year: and in consultation with the other RCs, plan the agenda

256 ETC to SAk, letter 28 Dec 1951. NBA.
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for these conferences as well as to be charged with all physical arrangements for them', and second 'to arrange for the bi-monthly exchange of
speakers between the communities and for the publicity in connection with
such public meetings'. The ETC hoped that the first regional conferences
could be arranged early in 1952 and that they would serve 'to stimulate
and develop the consultation and activities' of the fifth European Teaching Conference, during the summer. 257
As the whole idea of appointing these regional committees and assigning to them the responsibility of organizing such regional conferences
was to make a beginning in 'bringing the local friends together for the
discussion of ways and means to strengthen the Faith and better promote
the Cause in [their] particular area', a matter which would become very
important upon the formation of the future regional as well as national
assemblies, the Benelux RC immediately started its preparations for the
first Benelux Regional Conference.258 On 12 April 1952,47 Bahd'is from
Holland, Luxembourg and Belgium gathered for a three day conference
at the Bah:i'i Centre in Brussels, Belgium.259 While 'the sun streamed
through the open doors of the Center that revealed the white-walled garden and blossoming yellow branches', the conference opened with prayers
in the official languages of French and Dutch. Then Hand of the Cause
Zikrullah Khadem, brought the message from the Guardian, as well as
news of the developments at the World Center in Haifa. He also spoke
of the growth of Bahdi communities in Persia, and particularly of Tehran,
and of the activities in the various centres he had already visited in
Europe. The evening public meeting attracted a large. receptive audience
who heard Roger Swinnen speak on 'The Unfoldment of World Civilization'. The Sunday and Monday sessions were devoted to discussions
on individual and community responsibilities, teaching and extension
work, and coordination of press and radio activities in the three countries.260 The final session lifted the conference's sights to goals ahead,
most notably to the next European conference which was to be held in
Luxembourg that summer, for the ETC had made it clear to the Benelux
RC that the regional conferences 'must be considered in their proper proportion', that is, the chief emphasis 'must still be on this all-over Annual
Conference'. The regional conferences therefore had to 'remain simple

337 ETC Bulletin Dec 1951.
25*

ETC Bulletin 28 Dec 1951.
During its existence. the Benelux RC organized another four Benelux Conferences:
Rotterdam (Overschie) 4-6 April 1953. Oosterbeek 5-13 June 1954, Aerdenhout 6-14
259

August 1955 . and Den Haag May 1956.
26 1
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First Benelux Regional Conference, 12-14 April 1952, Brussels.

and not in any way divert interest in and attendance at the annual all-over
ETC Conference, which, as the Guardian has told us in his Challenging
Requirements are the "harbingers" of the future Bahdi world conferences',
the ETC explained.261
And so from 30 August to 7 September 1952, the fifth annual Bahai
European Teaching Conference was held in Luxembourg. As this was
'the last of those delightfully intimate conferences' - the next one being
an inter-continental conference - the ETC had written in its bulletin
'how wonderful it would be if we could have a one hundred percent
attendance'.262 But that percentage was not reached. The Luxembourg
conference was attended by 132 Bahii'is from 21 countries, but these
included less than 20% of the 503 registered believers in the ten goal
countries at that time. 263
The other committees working under the ETC were active too. In 1952
the first edition of Bali8'i Gebeden ('Bah:i'i Prayers') was published by
the Stichting Bahdi Literattlill ('Bahd'i Literature Trust'), which that
ETC Bulletin 28 Dec 1951.
ETC Bulletin May 1952.
16' BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 51 and BN Oct 1952. From Holland came: Hally Watrin,
Jopie Nijland. Ton Bloem. and Luis de Frttes. For the message of the Guardian to the Europearl conference and school see: BN Nov 1952.
261

262
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same year became the first legally recognized Bahd' i body to be estab-

lished in the Netherlands.
In his message to the Bahdi world at Ridvdn 1955 the Guardian designated the capital cities of Stockholm, Brussels and Madrid as the sites
for the first conventions for the election of the regional spiritual assemblies (RSAs) and named four Hands of the Cause as his personal representatives - Hermann Grossmann and Adelbert Mtihlschlegel in Stockholm, George Townshend in Brussels, and Ugo Giachery in Madrid. The
conventions were to be opened by members of the sponsoring United
States national assembly - Edna True in Stockholm, Borrah Kavelin in
Brussels, and Charles Wolcott in Madrid.264 By November 1956 the ETC
was able to share with the believers 'certain definite facts' in regard to the
establishment of the RSA during next Ridvan, April 1957. First, the
convocations for the election were to be held between April 22 and 24, and
the committee suggested that it be preceded by a one-day teaching conference. On the instruction of the NSA of the US the committee was to prepare the agenda for this first convention. Second, the ETC made it known
that the NSA of the US had set the total number of delegates to be elected
for each convention at 19, and that a call for their election would be issued
some time in January, by which time the NSA of the US would also have
assigned the number of delegates to be elected by each community. 265
On Saturday 20 April 1957, the Benelux Baha'is assembled at the
Baha'f Centre of Brussels. Two days later, on Monday afternoon, the 19
delegates elected from among all adult Baha'is living in that area, the
nine members of the first RSA of the Benelux. They elected: Louis
Hdnuzet, Claude Levy, the couple Jean and Lea Nys, Fernand Radar,
Roger Swinnen, Elsa de Koninck. Jan Sijsling and Bob van Lith. The last
two being from the Netherlands.
That same evening the newly elected Benelux Assembly had its first
special meeting with Kavelin. At this meeting the election results were
ratified, the officers chosen, and the Guardian informed of the results.
Kavelin presented the new assembly with a joint donation of $ 1600 by
NSA of the US and Hand of the Cause Amelia E. Collins, and informed
the RSA that 'a meeting should be held with him on Tuesday evening and
also on Wednesday morning if possible'.266 During these two subsequent
meetings. at which all assembly members were present with the exception of Sijsling, Kavelin gave an intensive course in practical Bahdi

144 BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 274.
265 ETC Bulletin Nov 1956.
266

NSA, report 22 Apr 1957. NBA.
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First Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Benelux, April 1957:

(left to right. seated) E Radar. E. de Koni,ick, L. Nys, J. Nys,
(sta,iding) J. Sijsling, R. Swinnen, L. Hinuzet. B. va,1 Lith, and C. Levy.

administration. He explained the competence and obligations of the new
assembly, made suggestions for the smooth operation of its functions,
and answered questions. The RSA was to be considered 'an entirely independent structure', destined to answer the needs in the Benelux. It had
'administrative authority throughout its own area of jurisdiction'. and that
included the direction of the work of American pioneers. For a period of
time, the NSA of the US was nevertheless ready to give any advice and
material support, and the latter included the financing of the two sponsored American pioneers.267 In connection with a planned meeting with
Hand of the Cause Grossmann, Kavelin warned that no consultation of
the RSA should be held in the presence of a Hand of the Cause, as the
administrative field was 'entirely different'.
The Guardian had to be provided with the minutes - in English, 'even

if it is poor English', and 'as brief as [they] can be' - of each assembly
meeting. as well as the annual report and the regional convention report.
On messages from the Guardian the assembly was supposed 'to take
action immediately and to answer by cable without hesitation'. To finance
267 There were more pioneers. but they were self-supporting.
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its activities the RSA was to open its own bank account. The treasurer was
to educate the friends to support the national fund, but 'all appeals must
be general and no pressure could be exercised'. He also must give a
receipt to every individual who made a contribution. The RSA had the
authority to confirm membership applications, and could also deprive a
believer of his or her voting right. To facilitate its work the assembly
could appoint committees. Kavelin suggested a Legal Committee, a Book
Sales or Publishing Committee, a Temple Site Committee. and a Teaching
Committee. And then of course there remained such diverse topics as a
telephone connection, stationery, a 'carefully organized' archive, a monthly
news bulletin, an official photograph, as well as the need for a pamphlet
emphasizing the spiritual principle of loyalty to the secular government.
In all. the report of these two meetings constituted 56 points.268
The first regular meeting of the RSA was planned for the weekend of
May 4 to 5, and would also take place in Brussels. It was at this meeting
that the recommendations of the convention were discussed. It was
decided to appoint three regional teaching committees. one for each country. Belgium and Holland would each have their own translation and book
sales committees. There would also be a legal committee, a committee for
the monthly news bulletin, as well as another to organize the next summer school, to be held in Holland that year. 269

In spite of us
While the procedure for admittance into the Bahai community was relatively easy - the Bahti'i authority involved, i.e. the ETC and from 1957
the Benelux Assembly. had only to make sure that the applicant 'acted
of his own will. was willing to uphold and follow the truth and guidance
set forth in the Teachings, and thus open his heart and mind to the reality of the Manifestation [of Godl' - the process of actually becoming a
Baha'f was, as the Guardian explained, 'necessarily slow and gradual'.27(1
Abdu'l-Bahd had once defined a Bahd'f as 'one who strives by day and
by night to progress along the path of human endeavour. whose cherished desire is so to live and act as to enrich and illumine the world;
whose source of inspiration is the essence of Divine Perfection, whose
268

NSA, report 24 Apr 1957. NBA.
Between 1957 and 1962 others would serve on the RSA too: Rita van Bleyswijk
Sombeek. Pierre Bas. Ben Levy. Lottie Tobias and Honor Kempton.
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aim in life is to conduct himself so as to be the cause of infinite progress.
Only', 'Abdu'l-Bahd continued, 'when he attains unto such perfect gifts
can it be said of him that he is a Bahii'i.27' In that lifelong endeavour to
be a true Bahd' i one's faith was inevitably put to the test. as the Almighty
had tested His servants before. Quoting from the Ow'an, Bahd'u'llah
had warned the believers: Do men think when they say 'We believe' they
shall be let alone and not be put to Proof? 272 And these tests often came
in the form of a fellow believer. For although the fourth Bahti'i European Teaching Conference in Scheveningen certainly was not the only
'experience of fellowship', the fragmentary biographies of the Enzlins,
Bertelink and Mesdag suggested that the Dutch Bahd'is had their experiences of disappointment and disunity too.
Time and again 'Abdu'l-Bahd had urged the believers to be firm in
their covenant with God, and to stick to their part of the agreement. Not
only for the benefit of their personal spiritual development - 'God will
help those who are firm in His Covenant in every matter '273 - but also
for the preservation of unity within the Baha'i community - 'no power
can conserve the oneness of the Bahii' f world save the Covenant of God'
- as well as the unity of the world at large - 'the axis of the oneness
of the world of humanity is the power of the Covenant'.274
One of the major occasions on which one's faith could be severely
tested was the assembly meeting. Working together in a spiritual assembly proved far from easy. In a letter to her non-Bahd'i parents, Stirrat
explained that Bahai administration was 'a rare combination of spirituality, consultation and practicality'. but that people who had become
Bahd'is only recently, naturally took into the cause 'their past experiences
which are based upon the leadership idea'. And although it was the
assembly that was the ruling body, it was 'difficult under any circumstances to find nine people from all walks of life to agree'. That was only
possible when they were 'bound together by spiritual ties', and even then
it was 'not always easy'.275 De Borst remembered how the first Amsterdam assembly had been 'a strange mixture' of young and old, that its
meetings had sometimes run 'a stormy course', but that prayers and Esslemont's book, Bahd'ti'lldh and the New Era.had kept them together. Later
De Borst clarified that some believers clearly had the 'structurel' of their
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mission in mind, by which he meant the 'administrative aspects' of the faith,
rather than the spiritual ones. 'In their enthusiasm they could provoke a
kind of resistance'.276 Many years after she had left the Netherlands. Stirrat commented:
lt is evident that all countries have had tests of one kind or another. Perhaps
this is the way we developed and matured. It is true that had there been unity
and love among the pioneers in Holland, the Faith would have gone ahead
at an amazing speed. Had there been that vital ingredient of trust and understanding, cooperation and love among the pioneers, tremendous would have
been the results.[ . . . ]I a m a t a loss to understand why there existed such a
clash of personalities. [...] The Faith of Baha'u'lldh goes on in spite of us. 277

As the composition of the Amsterdam assembly changed and the community grew, these minor differences never developed into serious problems, although they did resurface from time to time. In November 1949 for
instance, Diebold, who had been described by Stirrat as 'a steady rock'
during many a stormy assembly meeting, asked the Guardian for advice.
His secretary answered on his behalf:
He fully realizes how very distressing it is to see any disharmony in a Baha'f
community. However, a great deal of inharmony - if not all of it - is
due to the fact that Baha"is do not properly understand the administration.
They know that the spiritual assembly is the body to decide the affairs of
the community, but they do not let it do so ! This is usualy due not to lack
of a desire to see the assembly function but rather to over-anxiety to see it
do what one or two people think is the proper thing.
It is very hard for people to learn to function the way 'Abdu'l-Bahd says we
should: the friends on the assembly must consult freely, all of them, then
whatever the majority decides must be accepted wholeheartedly, for the sake
of God. Personal opinions are important, but once the majority has voted
they must be given up and not Clung to.
The Guardian appreciates very much your devotion to the Faith, and your
loving and helpful attitude towards your fellow Bahd'is. He urges you to go
on encouraging them. and pointing out to them that these are small problems - growing pains - and will and can be overcome. He will certainly
pray for the unity of the friends there. With Bahd' i love, R. Rabbani. [In his
own handwriting the Guardian added: ] Assuring you of my loving prayers
for your success in the service of our beloved Faith & for the realization of
every hope you cherish for the promotion of the interests of its institutions,
your true brother, Shoghi.17*

Apart from clashes of personality, faith and thereby unity could also be
threatened by a failure to live up to Baha'f moral standards. Somewhere
176
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in 1952, for instance, two Amsterdam believers resigned from the faith
after they had their voting rights suspended because of a refusal to give
up their companionate marriage.279 Of course no one had to be a perfect
Bahdi upon admission to the Baha'i community. And although the
Guardian, in his book The Advent of Divine Jitstice which had come out
in 1939, had called for 'a chaste and holy life', which included amongst
other things a condemnation of 'the practices of nudism and of companionate marriage, infidelity in marital relationships, and all manner of
promiscuity, of easy familiarity, and sexual vices'280, and had made it
clear that the Bahai teachings on that subject 'should be emphasized', he
also was of the opinion that 'the Bahd'is [had] certainly not yet reached
that stage of moral perfection where they [were] in a position to too
harshly scrutinize the private lives of other souls: Each individual therefore had to be 'accepted on the basis of his faith. and sincere willingness
to try to live up to Divine Standards'.28 'But while the Guardian had urged
'
Bah:i'is to be forbearing in the matter of people's moral conduct because
of the terrible deterioration in society in general', he had also made it
clear that a SA could not put up indefinitely with conduct which was
'disgracing to the Cause'.282 As the two believers soon left the faith. the
matter failed to have any long-lasting effect on the Amsterdam community. But in The Hague the impact of a similar problem was greater.
Obviously the Hague assembly experienced tests comparable to those
of its Amsterdam counterpart, but here the disunity resulting from the
'clash of personalities', seemed to be enhanced by a more fixed group
dynamics resulting from a less variable composition of the community in
that period. Although in his definition of 'a chaste and holy life' the
Guardian had not explicitly mentioned homosexuality, he had made it
clear in letters to individual believers. written in 1949 and 1950, that
Bahti'u'llah had spoken very strongly against 'this shameful sexual aberration'. Yet the relevant passages of the Kitab-i-Aqdas had not yet been
translated into English or Dutch and the subject had not been mentioned
in Bahd'u'lldh en het Nietiwe Tijdperk - the major work of reference for
the early Dutch believers - one wonders how much of that private correspondence was known to them at the time.283 It is likely, however. that
the Bahd'i position on homosexuality was generally known ever since
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the Guardian had spoken on the subject in a letter to the National Spiritual
Assembly of Canada of June 1953.
Before their enrolment in 1954 Mr. A. and Mr. B. had made no secret
of their homosexual relationship - they had in fact told their fellow
believers of it - and still the SA of The Hague as well as the ETC had
accepted them.2114 But when a year later both were elected into the SA
they could not escape the inevitable clash of personalities. And as a
'struggle for power' arose they soon were blamed for their way of life.28;
Matters escalated and the assembly became divided on the issue. Both A.
and B, pleaded their case with the ETC and the Guardian. as did, Jane
Boekhoudt. one of their supporters. She received the following answer:

Your letter of September 4th [19561 has been received by the beloved
Guardian. and he has instructed me to answer you on his behalf.
Homosexuality is highly condemned and often a great trial and cause of
suffering to a person, as a Bahd'i. Any individual so afflicted must. through
prayer. and any other means. seek to overcome this handicap. But, unless
the actions of such individuals are flagrantly immoral. it cannot be a pretext for depriving them of their voting rights.
The young believers in question must adhere to their Faith. and not withdraw from active service. because of the tests they experience. In one way
or another we are all tested: and this must strengthen us, not weaken us.
The Guardian will pray for these two young believers, and also for you and
for the situation there. With warm Bahdi greetings. R. Rabbani.'K6

At the end of 1956, B. had left the faith, while A. had his voting rights
withdrawn. Some members could not accept this situation and openly
sided with A. Disunity paralysed the assembly. In order to cope with 'the
great weakness of the Faith in Holland: Amsterdam because of 'its fewness in numbers' as several believers had moved away, and The Hague
because of 'regrettable personsal problems and disunity', the ETC called

for 'a prayerful consultation of all the friends jointly' on what could be
done to safeguard the assemblies in Amsterdam and The Hague.187 The
special 'All-Holland-Day' was held on 13 January 1957, at the national
centre in The Hague. Twenty-one Baha'is, including nine local believers,
attended this meeting. But as most time was spent on the subject of propagation, rather than on internal relations, the meeting proved insufficient

2*4 Although most persons involved in the events described in this chapter have paAsed
away, their names have been left out for privacy reasons and replaced by consecutive letters of the alphabet.
2%5 Van Lith and Sijsling to RSA. report 13 Oct 1957. NBA.
1* Guardian' s sea. to Boekhoudt, letter 6 Oct 1956. NBA.
2*7
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Baha'is at the "All-Holland-Day". 13 Janitary 1957 (left to right. seated)
S.C.H. van Duyne, J.C. Diebold, S. Alai, J.M. Boeklioudt, and M.Th. Buys,
(standing. first row) M. van Lith, K.Th. Beets, J. Nijland, M.M. Richel,
M. Rothschild, G. Straub, H. Buys, and E.G. Hollibaugh, (standing,
second row) H. Watrin. A.L. Rijnenberg, A. van der Hulst, W Venneulen,
R.J.F. de Frkles. A.T.M. Van Ogtrop, E.C. Tobias. and J. Sijsling.

to redress the situation in the community.288 In the following months
seven of the believers felt it necessary to retire from Bah:i'i activity, and
by September 1957 the SA of The Hague could no longer function.289
That same month the Benelux Assembly sent its members Jan Sijsling
and Bob van Lith to The Hague to investigate the matter. After meeting
several local Bahii'is individually they reported to the RSA that 'the main
reasons' for the problems were 'personal ambition. neglecting the Bahri
rules for working and living together, [and] authority-problems between
pioneer and spiritual assembly'. As a result the community had split up
in three factions, one around Fippie van Duyne, another around A, and a
third 'more or less neutral' group. In order to rebuild 'a Bah:i'i community, which would observe the Bahai rules' Sijsling and Van Lith offered
to attend the 19-day feasts and assembly meetings of The Hague.290 With
Report on the All-Holland-Day. 14 Jan 1957. NBA.
2*9 Hollibaugh to RSA. letter 17 Sept 1957. NBA.
290 Van Lith and Sijsling to RSA. report 13 Oct 1957. NBA.
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this external help, which was continued well into 1958, the SA continued
to function. Meanwhile three local believers moved abroad: Adrianus
Herweyer to Africa, Jopie Lef vre to Switzerland. and Eleanor Hollibaugh
to a new pioneer post in France. It was especially after A. had expressed
his intention 'not to act as a party once he would be accepted again into
the Faith', and 'to purify his sexual behaviour', thereby enabling the RSA
to restore his voting rights in March 1958, that the community recovered.
A month later the new local SA elected A. as its chairman. 291 And when
B. who had withdrawn from the faith desired to become a Bahai again,
unity seemed to be restored. 292
One wonders why the subject of homosexuality received so much
attention and even resulted in the suspension of voting rights - 'the
heaviest sanction [ . . . ] short of ex-communication'.293 There were other
Bahii'is whose behaviour was not totally conform Baha" i standards either.
In 1954, for instance, the Guardian had made it clear to the British believers that he 'disapproved' of a simultaneous membership of Freemasonry.
And he even warned that any Baha'i determined to retain his membership of that organization would lose his voting rights. When the NSA of
the United States learned of this directive, it inquired of the Guardian
whether this applied to the American believers too. In a letter written on
behalf of the Guardian, dated 9 July 1955, this question was answered:
'The directive regarding membership in Freemasonry should be carried
out by your Assembly in all areas under your Assembly's jurisdiction'.
The directive was therefore published in the September 1955 issue of
Bah ii News 'as a notice to the friends and to the administrative bodies
functioning in and for all U.S. territories of the Ten Year Plan', and that
included the Netherlands. Yet Henk Buys and Jaap Liebau, who had been
Freemasons before their enrolment, did not give up their old affiliation.
And although at least some fellow Bahd'is knew of their membership in
Freemasonry the two were never put on the spot. 294
w SAThe
Hague, minutes 8 March 1958. NBA.
292
Apparently the RSA had doubts concerning the sincerety of the latter's application.
It decided that Auxiliary Board member Sijsling would discuss the matter with the Hands
of the Cause in Europe at their conference in Brussels and that based upon their reply. the
assembly would make a decision. So the RSA answered B. that it needed 'more time to
come to a conclusion' and that it hoped to be 'in a position to give [...] an answer after
their next meeting'. By April 1961. however, the RSA still had the matter 'under consideration'. See: RSA minutes. 13 Dec 1958 and 9 Apr 1961. NBA.
19' Guardian's sea. to NSA of US and Canada, letter 30 May 1936. In: Homby. 1983:
45.

194 BN Sept 1955. The point is not that there is something intrinsically wrong with
Freemasonry. which as the Guardian acknowledged, 'no doubt has many very high ideals
and principles, and has had a very good influence in the past'. but that the believers should
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So why was a point made of a homosexual relationship? The answer
consists of at least three components. First the emphasis is only apparently so, for it did not result from the taboo on homosexuality as such,
but rather from the impact the matter had on the Hague community.
Secondly. Buys and Liebau did not draw attention. Neither advertised his
membership of Freemasonry; on the contrary. Therefore their choice to
retain their affiliation was never considered to be a provocation to the
small religious community that was still in the process of defining itself.
A. and B. on the other hand lived in the same house. and were clearly recognizable to the outside world as a gay couple. Yet, these circumstances
can only partly serve as an explanation. There were, after all, other homosexual Bahii'fs at that time who never lost their voting rights. The third
and breaking point was that A. and B. defended their lifestyle, tried to win
over others to their position, and thereby threatened to cause a split within
the community.295 In such a situation the RSA could not remain silent,
and it therefore eventually had to withdraw their voting rights. Referring
to the standard set by the Guardian
'unless the actions of such individuals [homosexuals] are flagrantly immoral. it cannot be a pretext for
depriving them of their voting rights'
Sijsling (later) somewhat clarified that conclusion by stressing that in general the only criterion for suspending voting rights had been whether or not certain immoral behaviour
was 'flagrant' or not.296 In other words whether or not it was a very obvious
expression of disrespect for Bahli'f law. Had these two believers admitted their weakness in the face of the Bahdi moral standard, refrained
from openly expressing their preference, and not acted as a party it would
probably never have come to this sanction.
The Hague community had come through its first test of loyalty to the
Covenant, but a new and far more serious test was about to present itself:
an archetype that had been described before:
-

-

How many souls advanced unto God. entered the shadow of the Word of
God and became celebrated in the world. as Judas Iscariot. Then, when the
stress their Bah:i'f identity. While Baha"u'llih had abolished the concept of "uncleanness' , whereby divers things and people have been held to be impure. and as an extension
of that loving pi·c,\·idence h·ad encouraged the Bahii'is to c·onsot·t H'ith the followers of all
religions. the Guardian in 1935 had made it clear that association should not be confused

with affiliation. And as in the 1950, the faith's own institutions rapidly arose and 'the
eyes of the people of the world are beginning to be focused on us'. the Guardian requested
the Baht'is 'to withdraw from membership in the church. the synagogue. or whatever
other previous religious organization they may have been affiliated with landl to have
nothing whatsoever to do with secret societies. or with political movements'. See: Hornby
1996: 421-424.
195 Sijsling to De Vries. interview 13 May 1999.
29" Sijsling tc, De Vries. letter 7 Dec 1999.
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tests became severe and trials great. their feet turned from the path; turned
from confession to denial: changed from love and affection to severe enmity.
Judas 1scariot was one of the greatest disciples. was called unto Jesus. he
thought that Jesus increased His kindness to Peter: the disciple. when saying to him: "Thou art Peter. upon thee I shall build my church". This speech

affecting Peter with special impression, whereby envy was created in the
heart of Judas and, therefore. he turned after advancing, denied after
confessing. hated after loving, until he became the cause of the crucifixion
of the Glorious Lord and Manifest Light. This is the end of envy which
causes people to turn from the right path. Such has taken place and will
occur in this Great Cause; but there is no harm in it. as it is the cause of
manifesting the firniness of the rest. 297

The Covenant had been severely tested after the death of Bahfi'u'll:ih.
and again following the death of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i. On both occassions there
had been attempts to seize control of the Baha'i community. Although
these initiatives - the first by Mirzd Muhammad 'Ali and the latter by
Ahmad Sohrab - had initially resulted in a split, they had not survived.
The Bahdi community had remained united. But when the Guardian
unexpectedly passed away on 4 November 1957, in London, half-way
caused by a heart attack as
through the Ten Year Crusade, his death
shook the Bahri community to its founa complication of influenza
dations. Almost everyone expected that the will and testament of Shoghi
Effendi would announce the appointment of a successor to himself, as the
wills of Bahti'u'lldh and 'Abdu'l-Bahii had done. For almost a month,
the Bahd'is of the world waited anxiously for news of this from the Hands
of the Cause, but when the news finally came, it was that the Guadian had
left no testament. When it became clear that Shoghi Effendi had not
appointed a successor to himself, some Baha'is, among them the by then
85 year-old Mason Remey, insisted that a second guardian must be created. But Remey failed to convince his fellow Hands of the Cause, and
more importantly, was unwilling to reconcile himself to the situation. 298
By November 1959 he set himself up as the candidate and secretly tried
to win over support from Baha'is around the world, including from
amongst his contacts in the Netherlands.
In January 1960 a member of the Hague community wrote a personal
letter to the Benelux Assembly on the 'peculiarities of some members in
the spreading of the Faith'. He reported that several members of the community had remarked that Mr. C. and Mrs. D. 'do not wish other Baha'is
to attend the public meetings, and on pamphlets changed the address of
-

-

'47 ·Abdu'1-Baha 1930: 88.
b. Taherzadeh 1992: 376-387.
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the Bahd'f Centre to their own address. They also told the audience during

public meetings that no Bahd'i community existed in The Hague, while
in fact there were 14 believers there'.299 In its answer the RSA referred
the matter back to the local SA, stressing the importance of working
through that institution.
Three months later, at the start of the new administrative year, the
situation deteriorated as Remey sent out a 'proclamation' to the annual
convention of the Bahd'is of the United States as well as to some individual Baha'is, among them two Belgian members of the RSA, in which
he declared himself to be the 'Second Guardian'. He based this claim on
the fact that he had been named president of the appointed International
Bahgi Council. The other members of the council and the Hands of the
Cause unanimously and immediately rejected this claim and called upon
all believers to join them in repudiation:
[We] deeply regret [the] necessity [to] inform [the] Bahd'i World [that] Hand
[ofthe] Cause Mason Remey [is] now asserting [that] he is [the] Guardian [of

the] Faith. This preposterous claim [is] clearly contrary [to the] Sacred Texts
land] can only be regarded as evidence [of a] condition [ofl profound emotional disturbance. Call upon [thel believers everywhere [to] join [the] Hands
I in the] Holy Land [in al complete repudiation [of] this misguided action.
Share this message [with the] friends. [The] Hands [in thel Holy Land. 3(10

Like all other

31

national assemblies - the NSA of France being the only
the Benelux immediately pledged its loyalty to

exception - the SA of
the Hands:

Remey's proclamation only reinforces our unswerving loyalty faithfulness
consecrated devotion [to the] Custodians [of the] Faith Haifa and firmness
in [the] Covenant. Undeviatingly determined [to] achieve [the] goals under
direction land] guidance [of the] World Center [and] praying [for] protection
[of the] Cause. Benelux Bahii'is. 301

In a letter dated 3 May the RSA shared the cables with all the believers
in the Benelux, and called upon them 'to unhesitatingly give an even greater
measure of loyalty to the revered Hands of the Faith at the World Center
and your National Spiritual Assembly:302 The Amsterdam Baha'is responded
by sending a pledge of loyalty:

The community of Amsterdam. after having read and consulted upon the
telegraphic messages exchanged between the Hands of the Faith in Haifa and
299 Westenbroek to RSA. letter 4 Jan 1960. NBA.
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Hands to NSAs, cablegram Apr 1960. NBA.
to Hands. cablegram quoted in letter to all believers in the Benelux 3 May
1960. NBA.
302
RSA to all believers, letter 3 May 1960. NBA.
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your institution regarding the proclamation of Mr. Mason Remey, wants to
inform you that we range ourselves completely and unanismously around
the declaration of loyality sent by your Assembly to the Hands of the Cause
of God residing in the Holy Land. Be assured of our united prayers for the
protection of our Glorious Faith. Devotedly. Local Spiritual Assembly of the
Baha'is of Amsterdam.wi

And the SA of The Hague did the same:
Very dear Friends, The members of the Local Spiritual Assembly of The
Hague feel unanimously at this critical moment the necessity to express their
wholehearted loyalty to the Chief Stewards of our beloved Faith, in Haifa. 104

By the end of May it was clear that Remey had only succeeded in bringing the NSA of France to his side. All other NSAs had repudiated his
claim. Yet Remey refused to renounce his attempt to seize control of the
Bahai community. And it therefore became inevitable for the Hands of
the Cause to expel him from the faith as a violator of the Covenant, which
they did in July:
[The] Entire body [of the] Hands [...1 announce [to the] Bah:i' f world [that]
Mason Remey [is a] Covenant breaker [and] expelled [from the] Faith.
[...we] call upon [thel friends everywhere [to] shun Remey and anyone
3()5
associating with him or actively supporting his claims.

Two weeks later the RSA presented an overview of the events to the individual believer, and concluded that the Remey affair had not resulted in
'unpleasant consequences in our three countries'.306 But that conclusion
turned out to be a little premature, for Remey continued to send his
'proclamation' and so called 'encyclical letters' to individual Bah:i'is.
And various letters written by his supporters - John Carrd the onetime
American pioneer to Amsterdam being one of them
circulated in the
community, also in the Benelux.107 By October the Hands of the Cause
felt it 'imperative to place before the believers certain facts and passages
from the Sacred Writings of our Faith in refutation of these spurious and
highly misleading statements'. They pointed to the fact that it was
'Abdu'-Bahti who had established the station of the guardianship and in
fact had appointed the successor of the Guardian 'as between Shoghi
Effendi's first born, or another branch', that Bahd'u'lldh had always used
the word 'branch' (ghusn) specifically to designate his own male descenincluding Remey - in 1957 had certified that
dants: that the Hands
-

-
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the Guardian had left no will and testament. and that all male descendants of Bah 'u'll:ih were either dead or had been declared violaters of
the Covenant by the Guardian; that 'if the President of the International
Baha'i Council [was] ipso facto the Guardian of the Bahd'i Faith, then
the beloved Guardian himself, Shoghi Effendi. would have had to be the
President of this first International Bahai Council': that the Guardian
had called for an elected council in the future as part of the evolution of
this institution and its eventual efflorescence into the Universal House of
Justice, that there was nothing to indicate anywhere in the teachings that
the officers of the elected International Baha'f Council would not be
elected according to the pattern of election of every other Bahii'i elected
body; that there was no possible reason for concluding that Remey or
any other council member would be automatically be carried forward into
membership in that body; and finally that according to the Will and Testame,it of 'Abdu'l-Bahii nine of the Hands of the Cause must be elected
by their fellow Hands and must give their assent to the choice of the one
whom the Guardian of the Cause of God hath chosen as his successor. 308
Apparently this antidote was not enough to neutralize Remey's activities. The whole affair, though unpleasant, so far had taken up only a
small part of the RSA's time. but that situation changed on 4 November
1960. That Friday - the date was not a coincidence: exactly three years
after the death of the Guardian - the secretary of the Benelux Assembly received a letter from Mr. E., a believer from The Hague, who wrote:
After a searching inquiry. a careful study and profound consideration of the
documents from Charles H. Gaines and Mrs. Mary Magdalena Wilkin. I
have come to the conviction that - according to the Bah:i'i instructions
and special Isicl according to the "Will and Testament" - the Bahdi Faith
requires the existence of a living Guardian. hi case of disagreement of the
succession of a Guardian I am under the impression that the International
Baha'i Council is the rightful claimant to take care of the Guardianship.
The late Guardian Shoghi Effendi has appointed Mr. Mason Remey as the
President of the International Baha' f Council, Therefore I believe Mr. Mason
Remey is the only person who has the right to claim to be considered as
the second Guardian. For that reason I think it is my duty to recognize Mr.
Mason Remey as the Second Guardian. A copy of this letter I sent to the
Chairman of the Local Assembly of The Hague (the Secretary is absent).
1()9
Devotedly yours. E.

Upon receiving this, what must have been disturbing, news Claude Levy
immediately telephoned Jan Sijsling who not only was a fellow assembly member but also a member of the Auxilliary Board for Protection.
«)8
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Levy confirmed his telephone call by a special delivery mail in which he
also included E's letter.3'ci As E. had sent a copy of his letter to D. who
was the chairman of the SA of The Hague at the time Sijsling immediately telephoned her. She told him that she had already made 'the same
decision'. They agreed to meet the next day. Although E. was invited
too, he did not come that Saturday afternoon. 'I heard from Mrs. D.. that
he did not want to meet me', Sijsling noted. During the two and a half hour
meeting it became clear that C. 'had made up his mind, too, to follow Mr.
Mason Remey'. C. and D. told Sijsling that Mr. F., another SA member,
would follow. Sijsling was unable to contact the latter and therefore could
not confirm this. The same went for Mr. G. However since G. had
recently become a Baha'i 'through the teaching activity of D.' he therefore might be susceptible to her influence.3" Following his meeting with
C. and D. Sijsling telephoned E. They spoke for half an hour. 'I explained
my position, and [that] I stick to my opinion that there has to be a Guardian.
Mason Remey is the only one who has claimed that and who has the right
to do that, in my opinion', E. wrote a few days later.312
On Sunday afternoon the three Dutch members of the RSA: Sijsling.
Van Lith and Tobias, consulted with some of the remaining The Hague
believers, as well as the members of the Dutch Teaching Committee at
the centre in The Hague. It was decided that all Bahai communities
would be warned, that the circular letter from the Hands of the Cause
dated October 15 on the Remey affair would be translated into Dutch. that
the three Dutch RSA members would have a consultation with the SA of
The Hague - of which both D. and E. were members - on Wednesday
evening. and ask the RSA for an 'emergency meeting' on Saturday at the
centre in The Hague in which it also would hold separate consultations
with C., D., and E. as well as the other 14 members of the The Hague
community.313 After that Sunday meeting, Sijsling sent a report on the
Hague situation to the Hands in Haifa. That same day. Monday November 7. invitations for the Saturday meeting went out. 314
In the meantime. D. sent a letter to the local SA as well as the RSA in
which she explained her 'real conviction' that Remey was her 'second
Guardian' and that she would obey him.315 All three dissidents declined

3II)
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the invitation to come to the meeting with the Benelux Assembly on Saturday - E. because of his wife's health. and the alleged 'uselessness' of
such a meeting and C. and D. because they expected 'no good': 'With
our whole hearts we believe in the appointment of the Second Guardian,
though this appointment is not in consonance with your anticipation'.316
In their emergency meeting at the centre in The Hague on Saturday
November 12, the birthday of Bah:i'u'll:ih, the RSA decided, after discussing Sijsling's letter to the Hands, to remove the voting rights of C.
and D., as the assembly was 'convinced that their decision [was] final and
that they [had] refused in writing to meet with the RSA and [were]
already active in trying to convince other believers'. All believers of the
Benelux were requested not to associate with them.317 Chairman Louis
Hdnuzet prepared a circular letter to be printed and dispatched from the
secretariat. With regard to E. the situation was somewhat different.
He had an excuse for not coming to the meeting and had not been active
in propagating his ideas. So the RSA felt 'that another attempt should be
made for him'. Since there was 'more chance that E. was misled'. it was
felt appropriate to wait until the next meeting before taking a decision.318
After this meeting there was a second meeting with the remaining members of the Hague community.
In a letter dated November 18, the RSA informed C. and D. that it had
withdrawn their voting rights. Only a few days later, E. informed the
local SA that he was leaving the Baha'i community. He had not been
able to convince his 'many friends nor any member of my family of the
values of Bahai doctrine or persuade them to become a Bah:i' f'. He moreover had not found 'spiritual satisfaction' within the Bahai community,
but instead had 'experienced in many ways much pain and disappointment'. Now that 'the unity has been disturbed' he finally had decided to
withdraw. 'To prevent possible misunderstanding' he requested the SA to
remove him from the list of Bahd'is - 'since I am no longer a Bahii'i' and to inform the Benelux Assembly of his decision.319 It is interesting
to note that E. did not mention the Remey affair. His decision appeared
to have sprung from disappointment: an impression reinforced by a letter to the RSA he had already written on 31 May 1957, in which he had
announced to leave the faith. 32()
316 E. to Tobias. letter 9 Nov 1960: C. and D. to RSA, letter 9 Nov 1960. NBA.
317
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Although C. and D. had been deprived of their voting rights. they were
not yet considered covenant breakers. And the Hands still urged the RSA
'to work diligently' to see if it was possible 'to win back to the Faith' C.,
D. and E.; if not, they would have to be declared covenant-breakers.321
It is not known to what extent the (Dutch members of the) RSA tried to
win over the defectors, but in its meeting of 17-18 December 1960 the
NSA decided to remove E. from the voting list, too.322 Disregarding his
latest letter, it informed E. of this decision. Angrily E. responded that
his voting rights could not be withdrawn, since he no longer was a Bahdi
and had requested that his name be removed from the membership list.
'Every sane person will understand that 1 can no longer be a member of
a Bahd'f community that had been described by the beloved Guardian as
a covenant-breaker'.323 possible contacts with C. and D. must have been
equally unproductive for in September 1961 the RSA announced to the
believers
that as a result of their continuous activities amongst the ranks of the
followers of Mason Remey. the Hands of the Cause in Haifa have informed
us that Mr. and Mrs. [C. and D.] and Mr. [E.] of The Hague are to be
considered as Covenant-breakers. Consequently, in conformance with the
letter from the Hands of the Cause dated October 15, 1960, all relations
with these persons, whatever be the nature, is [sic] absolutely forbidden'.134

By April 1962 - the end point of this study - no other Dutch Baha'is
had been declared covenant-breaker. Yet, the Remey affair would cause
much unrest in the subsequent three years. Not only would the number
of Dutch covenant breakers rise to a total of eight or about 6% of the
Bahai membership at the time. it is also likely that the matter had some
influence on the motives or reasons of those who would leave the community during that period.325 It is interesting to note that the process of
'covenant breaking' started in The Hague, and that with the exception of
only one believer, all covenant breakers came from that community. Had
the 'growing pains' that had troubled the Hague community a few years
before, not been completely cured?
Despite these detrimental effects, the Remey faction never posed a real
threat to the Dutch Bahai community. It never organized, nor did it
acquire any following. At an international level developments were equally
abortive. Remey's followers were not able to preserve unity within their
111 Hands to RSA. letter 10 Dec 1960. NBA.
132 RSA, minutes 17 Dec 1960. NBA.
23 E. to RSA, letter 24 Jan 1961. NBA.
124 RSA to all believers. letter 30 Sept 1961. NBA.
125 Between 1962 and 1965: 18 resigned. See also Stek 1981.
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own ranks. Serious rivalries resulted in several divisions. This process of
autolysis was further reinforced by Remey's death in 1974. By the 1990s
his defection had proved to be an utter failure and of no significance
whatsoever. A recent study of one of these divisions as well as the scope
of a bibliography of publications by covenant breakers as compared to
Baha'i publications clearly illustrate that. 326

Goal cities
The establishment of regional assemblies, including the one of the
Benelux, in 1957 had only been an interim measure. They were to dissolve into separate NSAs as soon as the constituant countries were ready
to do so. But when would that be? In his plan the Guardian had also
called for 'the quadrupling' of the number of local SAs in these countries,
and it was therefore deemed logical that these two objectives were linked.
Since there had been two SAs in existence in the Netherlands at the start
of the plan, this meant that for an independent NSA of the Netherlands
to be elected, an additional six local assemblies were neccessary.
But the growth of the Dutch Bahai community was slow. The Hague
community was paralysed by disunity, and the Amsterdam community
was seriously weakened by the departure of its members to other cities.
By December 1957 the danger of not meeting the goals set, was clearly
recognized. At least by the Hands of the Cause in Europe. When they met
in Brussels that month they decided to request the RSA to call a special
meeting 'designed to take emergency measures required to assure the
attainment of the goals of the Crusade in the Benelux as emphasized by
the Hands of the Faith in the Holy Land'.327 During its meeting that month
the RSA one by one analysed the situation in the three countries. Holland
had 34 believers in 7 cities: 10 in Amsterdam, 15 in The Hague, and 5
in Zandvoort, while Rotterdam, Arnhem, Haarlem and Leiden each had
only one believer. It was therefore concluded that it would not be possible
to form the necessary eight SAs in the Netherlands by native believers
only. Outside help was needed. Besides it was decided to appoint Van
Ogtrop as a full-time teacher for the Benelux. The minutes of the meeting were sent to the Hands in Haifa and Europe. the International Bahgi
Council. the NSA of the US, and the ETC.

326 Balch et al. 1997: 73-90. Collins 1990: 294.
327 RSA. minutes 11 Jan 1958. NBA.
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A direct request for pioneers was not yet made. But that changed. For
during its discussion on the convention recommendations at its meeting
in May 1958. the new RSA decided to write to its counterpart in Iran
regarding the scarcity of believers and explaining the needs of the
three countries.1211 Well before the Second World War Iranian Bahd'fs
had played their part in the promulgation activities in the Netherlands
- Ahmad Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq in 1920; and Muhammad Rawhtini
in 1928. After the war these pioneers were followed by other Iranian
'travel teachers'
Mildred Mottahedeh, Rustam Payman, Manuchir
Berdjis in 1948. The first Iranian to actually
and
Masoud
Zabih in 1947,
settle in the Netherlands for some years was Sanayeh Ala'i. She lived in
The Hague from 1953 to 1958 and then left for Switzerland. Ala'i was
succeeded early that same year by Ridvan Ahadieh from Tehran. At first
Ahadieh stayed with the Sijslings in Amsterdam, studying language and
planning to study psychology at Leiden University.329 She actually
moved to that city a few months later. Another Iranian settler at that time
was Qudrat'u'lldh Tamaddoni who lived in Delft. 33() But they were the
-

exceptions.
The real influx of pioneers started after the fourth Intercontinental
Bahai Conference that was held from 25 to 29 July 1958 in Frankfurt.
Germany. The conference was dominated by two great challenges: the
provision of funds to enable the early commencement of the European
Bahgi house of worship in that city, and the arising of pioneers to reinforce
Crusade goals and win the many local assemblies required in Europe. In
what was described as 'dramatic sessions', a total of one hundred and
thirty-three pioneers volunteered for Europe.33' At the August meeting
of the RSA Anna Grossmann transmitted the pioneer offers made for the
Benelux: three families and ten individuals, all Persian. The offers were
passed on to the nine-member Dutch Teaching Committee (DTC), that
was trying to achieve the goal of eight local spiritual assemblies by
'attracting pioneers, organising public meetings, firesides. and study
classes'. Priority was given to seven 'goal-cities': Haarlem, Rotterdam.
Utrecht, Arnhem, Zandvoort. Leiden, and Delft.332
In early April 1959. the influx of pioneers actually started with the
arrival of Jaleh Mouzoum.333 Mouzoum first lived in The Hague, but in
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September moved on to Delft to study at the Technical University. There

she joined a young Dutch-American couple, Theo Ruys and Olga Michalchik, who had come to that city in June. 'I emigrated to the US in the
Spring of 1954', Ruys later remembered:
and became a Baha'i in Champaign, Illinois in 1958. Dr. Garita Bussy
[Garetta Busey], a professor of literature at the University of Illinois, was
my Bahd' 1 teacher. [...1 After I graduated in May 1959. Olga Michalchik.
my fiancd, and 1 traveled to the Netherlands to meet my parents in Delft.
The NSA of the USA paid for Olga's ticket: she committed herself to three
months of travel teaching in the Netherlands. We met on the steps of the
House of Worship in Wilmette with Edna True for about fifteen minutes.
That was our 'teachers training institute'. She told us that we did not need
to deepen the Baha'is in the Netherlands in the Writings. but we should
help them with administration. We found that to be true after we got there.
I attended a deepening [class] with Luis de Frttes and they would dwell on
the meaning of one word for half an hour.
My parents gave us consent to get married and we were married on July 24,
1959 at the National Bahd'i Center in the Riouwstraat, Tile Hague. We were
the first couple to be married there. 334

In June Nosrat Rahnema Rabbani went to Leiden to assist Ahadieh, while
in August Pooran Rouhani. a nurse from Ab:id:in, started working and
pioneering in Haarlem.
That summer of 1959 the DTC asked the Bode couple, who had pioneered in Amsterdam in 1949 and was now living in Washington DC, to
return to the Netherlands. The Bodes wanted to come, but in August the
ETC informed them that it was planning on sending them to one of the
Scandinavian countries. The ETC recognized their, as well as the DTC's,
desire to have them serve in Holland, but it felt the Scandanavian countries were in the greatest need of pioneers at the time. Although the Bodes
had placed themselves at the disposal of the NSA of the US, were 'willing to go anywhere they needed us', and accepted the decision 'with complete devotion', they had to admit to being 'disappointed'. So they were
'delighted' to hear that the DTC was writing again to the ETC.335 Apparently this DTC action had success, for in early September the ETC wrote
to the Benelux Assembly that it was 'very happy indeed, to inform you
that during its session just finished. the National Spiritual Assembly [had]
approved of a pioneer project in Holland for Mary and Edward Bode,
and that these pioneers will be proceeding to their new post in the very
near future'.336 When it became known that the Bodes would sail from
84
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New York on October 20 on the S.S. Rotterdant and 'most probably'
would go to Arnhem, the DTC asked Hally Watrin (1912-1993), who had
become a Bahdi in 1951 in Bussum and had been an isolated believer in
Arnhem for several years, to assist in finding suitable housing accomodation.337 On October 28, Ed and Mary Bode were welcomed in Rotterdam by Luis de Frdtes and Arnold van Ogtrop. After staying in the home

of Gerda van Kooten in Zandvoort for four days they moved to Hotel
Bosc·h in Arnhem.

During our stay in the Hotel Bosch we were able to reach a number of
people and to tell them of our Faith, including the young woman receptionist I. . . ] Returning on the train from the Celebration of the Birthday of
Baha'u'llah [12 November in Amsterdam]. we held one of the most unusual
firesides. A young man in the Navy whose family lived in Arnhem, began
talking to us on the Amsterdam to Utrecht train and when we changed trains
for Arnhem, he followed us and found a seat across the aisle and continued
his conversation with us, which by that time included a charming older
woman from Bennekom and a young psychology student of Arnhem, suddenly leading to a point that gave us the perfect opening to speak of the
Teachings. And when we spoke of the Faith as the source of our beliefs all
showed interest and offered their names and addresses for literature. 338

A few days later the Arnhem Bahai group was formed, but is was not
until January 1960 that its work toward an assembly actually started with
'Sunday afternoon teas' at the Bodes. 'We feel these, and informal evenings
the means of bringing these new-found
friends into closer contact with the spirit of the Faith and furthering their
interest in the Teachings'.339 The teas were reinforced by weekly public
meetings in a hotel with guest speakers, like Ian Semple, Gieny Sijsling,
Arnold van Ogtrop, Ton Bloem and Luis de Frates, which were announced
in the local newspapers. As from March study classes were organized. At
Naw Rtiz (21 March) Frances Well showed a film on her pioneer time in
Alaska, after which she spoke about her work with the Eskimos. A week
later Col. John McHenry and his wife showed slides of Japan, Korea,
Mexico, Germany and the Holy Land. 340
Meanwhile the urgency of all these activities was stressed by the fact
that the Hands of the Cause called for the election of the first Universal
House of Justice at the time of the 'Most Great Jubilee' in 1963 - the
hundredth anniversary of the public declaration of Bahd'u'llah. 34 1
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Well aware of the fact that this great Faith of Baha'u'lldh stands in sore
need of the erection of that infallible and supreme legislative body which.
in the words of the Center of the Covenant Himself ['Abdu'l-Bah:i]. God
hath ordained as the source of all good and freed from error. and which
the Guardian said "posterity will regard as the last refuge of a tottering civilization", we have fixed the date for the election of the Universal House of
Justice at Ridviin [Aprill. 1963, coinciding with the termination of our glorious World Crusade and the celebration of the Most Great Jubilee commemorating the one hundredth anniversary of the declaration of Baha"u'lldh.

Much had already been accomplished but there could be 'no rest for any
of us if we are to achieve the goals of the Crusade', the Hands continued.
By studying the world-wide state of the plan they had been 'forced to
realize' that the election of the eleven independent NAs on the European
continent was much more difficult and presented a greater challenge than
was the case in Latin America. They therefore set the date for the election
of these European national bodies for Ridviin 1962, and expressed their
conviction that the requisite number of local assemblies be brought into
being by Ridvtin, 1961. 'The importance of the plans made for the election of these National Asemblies [...] cannot be overestimated'. 342
Like in Delft, Bahdi activities in Haarlem had started in September
1959 with a series of public meetings organized by the DTC, supported
by the Amsterdam community and reinforced by a weekly fireside meeting by De Frates, who lived in nearby Heemstede. In March 1960 Parvin
Nadimi. another pioneer and nurse from Abtid:in was engaged by the
St. Elisabeth Gasthuis because of the 'pleasant experiences with nurse
P. Rouhani'.343 But pioneering did not always go that smoothly. Margaret
Dettling, a x-ray technician from California, left husband and child to
join Jetty Straub in Rotterdam in October 1959.344 And in December
Ida Voss, a retired nurse from Germany came to Rotterdam too. But both
had to leave in early 1960 for health reasons. For Dettling this was a
blessing in disguise. 'It is good to be with my family', she wrote after her
reunion with them. 'I realize now it was foolish of me to try to pioneer
without them. I feel now that by doing so 1 caused them much pain and
trouble'.345
At the close of the Bahdi administrative year in April 1960 the DTC
was able to report that although it had not been possible to form new
spiritual assemblies. a total of 12 believers had settled in the seven goal
'1 Hands to Bah:i'i world. message Nov 1959. See: BW vol XIII 1954-1963: 351.
'44 Gasthuis to J. Sijsling, letter 13 Jan 196(): NTC to ETC. report Dec 1959. NBA.
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345
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Bahai community now numbered over 60 adult
believers.
Fortunately the influx of pioneers continued. At the end of April the
Irish teacher/translator Olive Sutton moved from Cambridge (UK) to Leiden, while Harold Gosney South, a steel die engraving pressman from
Hamdem, Connecticut, and his wife Jeanne Jacqueline Steed, a teacher
of classical ballet and their two sons, settled in Haarlem in May. ;47 At the
first group meeting that month it was decided that 'the group will reserve
Thursday evenings for special social gatherings to make friends amongst
non-Bahdi contacts, from which at a later date firesides and classes will
be formed'.9,348
In Utrecht Baha'i activity started in the winter of 1959 when Van
Ogtrop moved to that city as a home-front pioneer. Maybe the choice for
Utrecht had been prompted by the circumstance that in August that year
the nearby village of Woudenberg had seen the arrival of the Van Kantens, a Baha'1' family from Paramaribo in Suriname. The school teacher
Leo van Kanten, his wife Dora and their eight children had come to the
Netherlands for reasons of study, and would stay for about a year.349 With
the help of Van der Hulst, who lived in The Hague but who was originally
from Utrecht and had some friends there, Van Ogtrop started weekly
public meetings at the house of one of these friends: the Gramsmas. Years
later Rijndert (Rein) and Wilhelmina (Mien) Maria Gramsma remembered of that period:
cities.346 The Dutch

In 1955 we first came into contact with the Bahd' i Faith through our friends

Ab [van der Hulst] and Wim [Vermeulen]. They gave us an Esslemont
IBalid'u'lltih and the New Eral, but we thought it too good to be true. We
had just left the Theosophical Society as the members of two lodges clashed
during a meeting [...] The Bahd'is wanted to establish an assembly in
Utrecht and asked us if it would be possible to have firesides at our place.
But when the guests noticed that we did not become Baha'is ourselves,
they did not join either. The Bahii'is therefore rented a little room some
time later. We always came, but did not believe in the high ideals until we
met the Rahmani couple. They did not speak a word of Dutch or English.
We communicated with hands and feet. But they radiated such a love that
we suddenly realized that it was possible after all. 350

Muhammad-Jafar Rahmani Yeganeh (1907-1996) and his wife Talat
came to Utrecht in June 1960 and in October the Gramsmas declared
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347
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themselves Baha'is. During the second half of that year Utrecht was further reinforced by the arrival of Subhi and Iglimi Azami, Izzat Ahmadzadeh, and Ghamar Reyhani (1909-2000) with three of her sons.
Similar developments took place in the other goal cities. Mahbubih
Na'imi and her friend Bihjat Medhat from the Tehran community arrived
in Rotterdam in June 1960. In the subsequent months support arrived in
the persons of Shukhru'lliih and Furughiyyih Sana and their children from
Tehran, Houshang Nadimi, the brother of Parvin, as well as Marion
Michaeloff from the United Kingdom and a home-front pioneer from
Amsterdam: Ine Alexandre de Lind van Wijngaarden (1928-1996). By
September, Rotterdam needed only one additional Bah:i'f to form an
assembly. But that problem was solved when in November the Khavari
family, Khudabakhsh and Ishraqiyyih, from Tehran settled in that city.
The group in Delft was reinforced in August by the arrival in that
city of Colonel Faraj'u'llih Bakhshayesh (1900-1987), his wife Humayun
and one of their children, followed later that year by Ruhu'll h and
Furughiyyih Tawfiq and their two small children and Aman'ullah and
Victoria Samadani.
Also in August the three women pioneers in Leiden saw the arrival of
Khalil (1899-1977) and Shamsi Ala'i and two of their children from

Tehran. 351
At first my parents wanted to pioneer in Turkey, later in Afghanistan. The suitcases had already been packed. But after attending the congress in Singa-

pore [1958] it became Europe. We arrived by plane in Frankfurt, bought a
car and had the intention to first visit Holland. Belgium and Italy. After that
we would decide where to settle. We did not get any further than the Netherlands. On Sunday morning August 1 8- the church bells were ringing and
the streets were deserted - we came to The Hague. We asked the cleaning
woman at the Metropole cinema. behind the Peace Palace where we could
find the Baha'1' Centre. A lady who lived above the centre referred us to
the Tijssen family. The room was full of people: grandma, children and
grandchildren. We told them that we were Baha'is and without any identification we were warmly welcomed. They divided their huge apple pies to
give it to us.

352

Dr. Hamid and Faradukht Pakruh settled in Heemstede.353 While the
American couple Harold and Marzieh Gail (1908-1993) moved from
Salzburg in Austria to Arnhem that summer, raising the number of
Bahti'is in that city to five. 'We had our first group meeting with them
"
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last night and made some good plans for the fall "kick-off", Bode wrote
to Sijsling.354
Apparently matters did not go that smoothly in other parts of Europe,
for in a letter to 'the Bah:i'is throughout the East and the West', the Hands
of the Cause in September 1960 again stressed 'the most urgent need' for
pioneers to arise. There still remained twenty-seven local SAs to be established in nine European countries. And they reminded their fellow believers of the words the Guardian had spoken at the start of 'this great Global
Crusade' when he had said that pioneering was 'the single most important service in the Bahai world in that hour'. A service that remained
355
'unique and priceless'.

Such an encouragement appeared to be superfluous as far as the situation in the Netherlands was concerned. For already in November 1960,
after Gieny Sijsling the secretary of DTC had sent out more than 200 letters concerning pioneer matters, it became clear that additional pioneers
were not needed any more. And so the DTC was 'very happy' to be able
to inform the ETC, that the situation in Holland had improved very much
owing to 'shifts, arrival of pioneers and, last but not least, through sev-

eral new declarations'. The members of the DTC were 'very grateful for
all the support' the ETC had given them, and suggested that future pioneers to Holland would now be directed to Luxembourg.356 A similar letter went out to the Western Teaching & Pioneer Committee of the NSA

of Iran:
With deep gratitude we have pleasure in informing you that for Holland
the Crusade-goals as set forth by our beloved Guardian are almost won.
This means that we are no longer in need of pioneers from abroad. In view
of the present situation and the expected declarations from native believers
before Ridvdn 1961 we are sure that the 6 Local Spiritual Assemblies will
be formed during that blessed time. [ . . . ] May we use this opportunity to
express our warm gratitude and appreciation for all the assistance you gave
us. The Iranian friends in our country are wonderful people and real servants
of the Cause of Bah:i'u'lltih. Thanks to their sacrifices our goals will be
won in time. In Holland the Bah:i is from East and West have become one
big family.337

The influx of Iranian pioneers continued for some time. Early 1961
Ruhiyyih Granfar settled in Haarlem, Nasser Sayah and his wife in Rotterdam and Mehraban Hedayati and Mas'ud Mazgani in Leiden. Zia'ullah
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and Eshragh Faridiyan also went to Leiden. While
Paree Tebyani went to Heemstede. 358

Abdu'l-Shugi and

The size of the Iranian part of the Dutch Bah:i'i community became
such that a first 'special meeting' was planned by the DTC for Sunday
1 January 1961 'in order to enable our Persian Friends to consult upon the
latest messages of the Hands of the Cause in their own language'. and a
few months later the first Dutch-Iranian Bahri marriage - that between
Edward Zeepvat and Parvin Nadimi - took place. 34 The unprecedented
arrival of so many Persians did not escape the attention of the Dutch
authorities. In Delft, Theo Ruys was summoned to the police station.
When all the Persian pioneers arrived in Delft I was called to the main police
station (Oude Delft). I have no idea how they made the connection between
myself and them. Maybe one of the Persians mentioned my name when they
got their settlement papers. In any case. the police asked me what all these
Persians were doing in town. It was a nice 'fire-side'. I told them that we
were forming a Local Assembly. gave them literature, and told them about
the basic principles of the Faith. I thought that was the end of it. but several months later I was called in again. This time they were not as friendly.
There were about six police officers behind a green table and I had to sit in
front by myself. I recognized the Chief of police, who was a lieutenant and
lived next door to us when I was in High School. This time they asked me
how I knew this Russian couple in The Hague. who had just been arrested
as spies. (I don't remember their names) Our name showed up in their
address book. As it turned out some Bahdis in The Hague had invited us
to a fireside to meet this couple because Olga speaks Russian. which is her
first language. She was born in Chicago. but her parents came from White
Russia (Belarus now)
I explained what happened. The police wanted to know what we had talked

about. I smiled at them and said: 'babies'. They demanded an explanation.
We had just become parents the first time [September 1960], and so did
these Russians. This was at the time when Krushov was visiting New York
and took his shoe off at the United Nations and started pounding on the
table and insulted President Eisenhower. So the police. who knew about
this, asked me how. as an American, l could talk about babies with Russians
with all this going on in the States. I pointed out to them that I was not an
American and that as Baha'is we did not let politics get in our way, besides
we were more interested in babies. They finally let me go. 36()

Without doubt. the influx of pioneers - 38 from Iran, six from the USA,
one each from the United Kingdom and Ireland. as well as five from the
home front - had given an enormous boost to the development of the

'5x DTC to NSA. letter 28 Febr 1961. NBA.
15'1 DTC. invitation 1960. NBA.

w' Ruys to De Vrie1. letter 4 June 1999.
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Dutch Baha"i community. but so had the visits of several travel teachers
during those two years: Meherangiz Munsiff. Virginia Orbison, John
Long, Shirin Fozdar, Betty Reed, Flora Hottes, Owen Battrick, Alice
Dudley, Hasan-Ali Ridvani, and Hands of the Cause Balyuzi, Grossmann,
and Muhlschlegel.161 Without their help, the results which the DTC was
able to present in its annual report of 1960 would not have been achieved.
On the eve of the formation of the new SAs the Dutch Bah:i'f community numbered 111 adult believers, including 34 native believers who had
declared in the last two years. Bah:i'is could now be found in 20 towns
and cities: Amsterdam, The Hague, Utrecht, Rotterdam. Arnhem. Delft.
Haarlem, Leiden, Heemstede, Zandvoort, Bussum, Castricum. Noordwijkerhout, Diemen, Voorburg. Vlissingen. Heiloo. Leeuwarden, Roosendaal,
and Naarden.362
As it was clear that in April 1961 six new spiritual assemblies would
be formed. the ETC advised the Benelux Assembly to instruct the groups

'to organize and elect a secretary or correspondent, if they have not
already done so. and to set up a group study of the local spiritual assembly as an institition of the Faith, its election, and its functioning, so that
they may be prepared to assume the responsibilities of a local spiritual
assembly once they have achieved it'.363 The election was to take place
on the first day of the Ridvtin period and as in the Bahai calender, like
in Judaism and Islam. the days start at sunset, that meant the evening of
Thursday April 20. That evening not six, but seven new SAs were elected
or formed: those of Utrecht, Leiden, Arnhem, Haarlem, Heemstede. Rotterdam and Delft.
Dear friends. when you read this letter on the first day of Ridvtin 121 April].
your group just transformed into a Bah:i'i community and elected its first
Local Spiritual Assembly. A great moment indeed ! Not only for the development of our Faith in your city and in Holland, but also for all of you personally. Our committee sends you its sincere congratulations and shares the
feelings of gratitude which no doubt this moment fill your hearts. We know
the personal sacrifices made by most of you and the courage. steadfastness
and great belief in the Cause of Bah:i'u'llah shown by you in teaching our
beloved Faith in Holland and in your goal-city particularly. No doubt all our
thoughts this very moment move to Shoghi Effendi. First Guardian of the
Bahdi Faith. designer and soul of the World Crusade, under whose inspired
guidance we have learned to see and accept our place and tasks within this
10-Year Plan. May we all. strengthened by the victories of the past year.

"' '

62
/11

Arnhem group to DTC, report March 1961. NBA.
DTC to NSA Benelux. report Apr 1961. NBA.
ETC to

NSA

Benelux. letter 17 Jan 1961. NBA.
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undauntedly continue to give our energy to the Cause of God, so that also
through the work of the friends in Holland in 1963 the Crusade will find its
crowning in the erection of the Universal House of Justice, which ultimate
goal is: the unification of the whole human race under the divine principles
of Baha'u'll:ih, the Lord of this Age.,64

The foundation for the election in the following year of the first National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bah:i'is of the Netherlands was laid.365

The National Spiritual Assembly
During the last week of August 1961 some 125 Bahd'is and their friends,
not only from Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, but also
American and Persian pioneers, Canadians and English, as well as
Moroccans - all gathered together in the little North Sea resort of Oostduinkerke, Belgium for the last Bahai Benelux Summer School ever
to be held on a regional basis. The programme permitted intensive study
during the morning sessions; excursions, children's games and free
time in the afternoons: as well as various evening activities. 'Bahai

Precepts'. 'Abdu'l-Baha
Centre of the Covenant'. 'Question Box',
'Progressive Revelation', 'Epistles to the Sovereigns'. 'The Btib and
Bahd'u'lltih: 'The Kitiib-i-fqdn', and 'The Bahdi Community' were the
courses given. At a public meeting held in the Grand Hotel d'Oostduinkerke on Tuesday, August 28, Louis Henuzet gave 'a moving discourse' on one of Baha'u'lltih's better known treatises, The Seven Valleys, a mystical work, in which the journey of the soul towards God is
-

described.
Three participants. two from Belgium and one from Switzerland,
'declared their intentions of entering the Cause'. but 'particularly inspiring' was the announcement of the imminent departure of a Dutch pioneer,
Arnold Zonneveld (1933-1983), to the faraway island of Spitsbergen. 366
Zonneveld had been introduced to the faith by Van Ogtrop. In November 1960 he had become a Bahdi in his native town of Haarlem. While
attending the International Youth Summer School in Delft, he had met
Paul Adams. the Knight of Bahii'u'llih for Spitsbergen, had heard his

164 DTC to Bahd'is in the goal cities. letter 19 Apr 1961. NBA.
65 We do not have a photograph of the first LSA of Heemstede. Its members were:
L.G. Kool, F. C. Kuyken, M. Kuyken. H. Pakruh, F. Pakruh. A.B. Tebyani, N. Shademan,
R. Shademan. and R.J.F. de Frates.

' Benelitx Bahti'i Bulletill. Oct/Nov 1961. NBA.
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First LSA of the Baha'is of Leiden: (left to right, seated) Kh. Ala'i,
N. Rabbani, Sh. Ala'i, E. Faridiyan, and Z. Faridiyan,
(standing) R. Aliadieh, M. Hedayati, M. Mar.gani, and F. Taheri.
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First LSA of the Baha'is of Utrecht: (left to right, seated) R. Gramsma.

WM. Grams,na, T.C. ran Kanten, and T. Rahmani, (standing) M.J. Rahmani,
L.A.J. van Kanten, J. Koetsier, D. Reyhani, and A.T.M. van Ogtrop.
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First LSA of the Bahd'is of Haarlem: (left to right. seated) R Rouhani,
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First LSA of the Baha'is of Del.ft: (left to right, seated) 0. Ruys. J. Mouzoum,
V. Samada,ii, F. Taw.figh, a,id H. Bc,khshayesh, (standing) A. Samadani,
R. Sanicidani. T. Ruys, and F. Bakhsliayesh.
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First LSA of the Bahd'is of Amhem: (left to right. seated) H. Gail, M. Bode.
E. Bode, and M. T. van der Garde, (standing) H. Watrin, G. van der Garde,
J. Hutjens. C.C. Dudok van Heel. and M. Gail.

Fii·st LSA cd' the Bahd'is of Rotterdant (left to right). Kh. Kliavari, H. Nadimi,
LA. de Lind van Wijngaarden, N. Sayyah, G. Straub. T. Sayyah, Sh. Sana,
R Sana. a,id I. Khavari.
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account of life in that barren arctic region. and had decided to join
him.367

While the Iranian Bahd'fs in Leiden held weekly meetings, placed
Baha'i books in the University Library, and learned Dutch, the Sijslings
invited - on the occasion of the birthday of Baha'u'll:ih, November 12
- the Amsterdam Bahd'A and their friends for a slide presentation on
'the life of the Israelis in their own country' made by a non-Baha'f. A few
weeks later, on 'World Religion Day' the Baha'is of Delft organized a
'very successful' meeting in which six speakers of different religious
background presented introductions to Hinduism, Buddhism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity, Islam, and the Baha' i religion, to an audience of more
than 130. A similar meeting was organized in Haarlem:
Mr. Bob van Lith heartily welcomed a very interested audience of about
140 persons, to hear talks on various aspects of religion, in the Brinkman
Music Hall. Mr. Schuurman, leader of the Sufi group, read from the Holy
Books of the Hindus, the Buddhists and the Christians. Mr. Wolff of the
Jewish community commented on the Jewish Writings. Dr. Mellema from
the Amsterdam Tropical Institute spoke on the Koran, and Mrs. Marie
Buys from Castricum presented the Bahay Teachings. Then Mr. Ed Zeepvat of the Baha'i community gave a most thought-provoking discourse on
"The Oneness of Religion". A friendship dinner to which 70 people came,
was then enjoyed. After this pleasant meal, Mrs. Jeanne South greeted everyone. and presented Mrs. Marie Buys who explained the symbols of many
religions. Then Mrs. H. Hoffmann-Willing. a non-Bahdi from The Hague,

gave a most interesting talk, in a humorous way. on the self-knowledge and
spiritual renewal of Mankind. Mrs. Gieny Sijsling then spoke on -Progressive Revelation", and then after a showing of some slides, Mr. Van Lith
brought this day, unique in the history of the Faith in Holland, to a happy
close. A result of the excellent book exhibit was that 20 small books were
sold and 14 larger works on the Faith were ordered. All the free literature
was taken.368

In Arnhem a weekly discussion group met with ever-increasing attendance, at the home of the Bodes. Three students from Nijmegen who
attended these meetings organized a lecture on the Baha'f religion at their
university, which was given by Dr. Masoud Berdjis, a Iranian Bah:i'i
367 Zonneveld left for Spitsbergen in November 1961. He would live there for three
The rigorous climate and hard working
conditions would. however, affect his health and force him to leave. He went to Germany
and there in 1965 married Gisela von Brunn. In 1966 the couple moved to the jungle region
of El Beni in Bolivia. There they 'brought into the Faith about a hundred believers. including
members of the Baures, Siriono, Yanaigua, Chiquitana and Guarayo tribes'. Zonneveld died
of a brain tumor in 1983. His widow and children still live in Bolivia. See: BN Oct 1972
years, working as a hunter and later in coalmines.

and BW vol XVIII 1979-1983: 824.
368 Bene/i.rBah(i'i Bitiletin. Febr/March 1962. NBA.
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from Dusseldorf. Germany. The lecture was attended by some 200 students.
As a result the Vietens, a young German-Dutch couple from Nijmegen.
having first heard of the faith in Arnhem, 'declared their intention to
become Bahd'is'.
The nine delegates to the first National Convention, as well as their
eighteen substitutes, were elected on 6 February 1962.369 And on Saturday, April 28, of that year nearly a hundred Bah:i'is converged at the
Bahgi Centre in The Hague. There they signed the register, showed their
credentials. and received a button. An organizing committee had carefully planned the meeting according to the arrangements and procedures
for the formation of a new NSA that had been laid down by the ETC in
a five page document. Nothing had been left to chance. After prayers and
readings from the sacred scriptures, the convention was officially opened
at 2.15 pm. by Lottie Tobias, the assistant national secretary of the Benelux
Assembly, with a roll call of the delegates. All nine were present: Gieny

Sijsling from Amsterdam, Bob van Lith from Haarlem, Luis de Frates
from Heemstede, Mas'ud Mazgani from Leiden, Theo Ruys from Delft,
Ed Bode from Arnhem, Chris Westenbroek from The Hague, Jetty Straub
from Rotterdam, and Arnold van Ogtrop from Utrecht.370 After the delegates had elected Van Lith as their chairman and H. Sijsling as their
secretary, the floor was given to Hand of the Cause Hasan Balyuzi. He
conveyed greetings from his fellow Hands, both in Europe and Haifa,
and stressed the historic significance of the occasion. Historic in a double sense: for the members of the new NSAs would also take part in the
first election of the first Universal House of Justice next year. He then
dealt with the 'impressive list of victories won during the last twelve
months', and reminded his audience that all these had been the result of
the late Guardian's guidance and inspiration. The agenda of the convention was accepted unchanged. Letters and cables of congratulation were
read. Among them a cable and a donation on behalf of her parents of
$ 50 from Charlotte Stirrat, who was in Amarillo, Texas, at that time and
from a Bahdi from Morocco who donated 7000 frs. After a brief tea
break the convention continued discussing the Ridvan message from the
Hands of the Cause residing in the Holy Land.
In the evening at about nine, the delegates, one from each SA, cast
their vote and elected the first NSA of the Netherlands. Somewhat later,
the three tellers; Ruys, Westenbroek. and Mazgani; presented the results.
From among the well over a hundred Bahii'is eligible for election, 24 had
369
SA Amsterdam to RSA. letter 7 Febr 1962. NBA.
m' Bahdi Mededelingen. July 1962. NBA.
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received votes. Most votes had gone to Gert van der Garde (9), Lottie
Tobias (9), Bob van Lith (7), Jan Sijsling (6), Mas'ud Mazgani (6), Gieny
Sijsling (5), and Gunter Vieten (5). The votes for the eighth and ninth seat
on the assembly were tied between Arnold van Ogtrop. Chris Westenbroek, and Luis de Frates, who each had received four votes. In a second
vote from among these three, Westenbroek and Van Ogtrop were elected
with seven and six votes respectively. 37!
The next day started with the announcement of the results of the election of the officers of the NSA, which had taken place the previous night.
Van Lith had been elected chairman. Van der Garde vice-chairman,
Tobias secretary, Vieten treasurer. and H. Sijsling recording secretary.

Highlight of that Sunday morning session was the reading of the message

of the Hands to all conventions. The ensuing consultation centred on the
theme of 'mass conversion'. The morning session was closed with the
announcement by Balyuzi that Amelia E. Collins. an American Hand of
the Cause who had only recently passed away, had donated an amount
of $1000 to each new NSA. Since the Hands had doubled this amount,
and the balance of the Benelux Assembly had been equally divided in
three. the newly-elected assembly now had some 8000 guilders to start
its work. Then all present went outside for a group photograph in front
of the National Centre.
That afternoon the annual reports of the SAs and of the various committees were discussed. These included committees for teaching, consolidation. the library. Balia'i Bet ichten (Bahdi News). the youth, book sales,
translating. legal affairs, property. and the summer schools. The subsequent consultations resulted in a total of 47 recommendations for the new
NSA.372 At 6.30 pm. all items on the agenda had been dealt with and the
chairman closed the convention, but not before a cable to Queen Juliana
and Prince Bernhard, on the occasion of their 25th wedding anniversary,
as well as a letter to the Hands. had been approved and sent.
Beloved Hands. On this momentous occasion in the history of our glorious
Faith, nearly one hundred friends of Holland who gathered to witness
the formation of the first National Spiritual Assembly of the Netherlands,
listened. with feelings of profound gratitude. humility and joy to your two
inspiring Messages.
We wish to express our fulhearted devotion and dedicated determination to
persevere in our effort until it is crowned with the outstanding accomplishment so fervently prayed for and so lovingly expected by our beloved
Guardian.

371 Balia'i Mededelingen. July 1962. NBA.
ni Bahti'f Mededelingen. Aug/Sept 1962. NBA.
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Bahd'is at the first National Convention. The Hague, 28-29 April 1962.

We offer our love and heartfelt gratitude for the inspiring presence of your
representative, the Hand of the Cause, Mr. Hasan Balyuzi. for your continued encouragement and guidance. and the overwhelming and sacrificial gift
sent to our new National Spiritual Assembly.
May we ask your prayers that we may be fortified 'to arise and fulfill' in
every aspect, 'the work entrusted to our keeping'. With warm and loving
greetings from all the friends. Faithfully in His service, the Bahd'is of Holland gathered in the Hague during their first National Convention. 373

Following the convention the participants had a 'friendship dinner' in a
church that leased out its 'large but cosy' basement as a restaurant. There
the participants were escorted to tables that were arranged in the shape of
a horse shoe, and beautifuly set with candles and flowers.
When all were seated. we counted 79 table consorts: heading the table our
guest of honor, Hand of the Cause Hasan Balyuzi. The mood was very animated: how could it be different as this feast marked the conclusion of our
first National Convention. The cheerful mood. brought about by amongst
other things some personal experiences. reached its climax in the 'Ameri
can Sales' for the benefit of the Temple project [in Langenhain. Germanyl
of various oddments and ancient books. The nice sum of f250.- was reached
due to the generosity of the friends. but certainly also by the way in which
our friend Mas'ud Mazgani palmed off the objects. All enjoyed themselves
371

Convention to Hands. letter 3() Apr 1962. NBA.
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The jirst National Spiritual Assembly of the Balid'is of the Netherlands:
(from left to right. seated) J. E.. van Lith, H. Sijsling, E.C. Tobias, J. Sijsling,
(standing) G. van der Garde, M. Ma:gani, C. Westenbroek,
A.T.M. van Ogtrop, and G. Vieten.
tremendously, and as has been said, the result was touching. At ten o'clock
we all went home, strengthened, satisfied and in high spirits. 374

The framework for the national administration of the Dutch Baha' i community had been completed - almost 50 years after the first Dutchman had
called himself 'Bahai'.

The end of the beginning
Following the Second World War, the Dutch Bahti'i community had to
be built up from scratch.In April 1946 the Guardian gave the American

Bahri community its second Seven Year Plan. Because of the prominent
/4

Balid'i Mededelingen. July 1962. NBA.
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role of Europe. the plan also became known as the 'European Campaign'
or the 'European Teaching Project'. In October of that year the first two
pioneers from the United States settled in the Netherlands. Activity was
concentrated in Amsterdam and in April 1948 the first spiritual assembly was elected in that city. A second assembly was formed four years
later in The Hague, while assemblies in Leiden, Delft, Haarlem, Utrecht,
Heemstede, Arnhem and Rotterdam were formed in 1961. The Dutch
Baha'i community became 'independent' of its US mother community in
1962 with the first election of a national spiritual assembly.
So it was not until after the Second World War that the Baha'i religion
succeeded in establishing a permanent foothold in the Netherlands. In a
period of 16 years. from 1946 to 1962, 121 Dutch people entered the
Bah:i' i Faith in the Netherlands, and by April 1962, the end point of this
study, the national Bahai community numbered 136 adult believers.175
The difference in numerical growth as compared to the situation before
the war is striking. Without doubt this trend has to be explained by the
far greater emphasis on organization and planning within the Bahd'1' community itself. As Wagenvoort had indicated, the BahEi community of
Tehran had already a kind of collective leadership of (male) dignitaries
in operation by 1904. In the United States, too, there had been some kind
of organization, but as one of the first Dutch Baha'f pamphlets pointed

out in 1917 Bahd'is did not have any form of membership, nor any
'organization, ritual or clergy' at that time. True, Bah:i'is did profess a
'faith'. but they did not constitute a 'closed sect or cult'. On the contrary,
they formed a 'movement for universal religion, brotherhood and peace'.
No human or religious relations had to be severed in support of that
movement. 'Those who are members of a church continue to associate
with members of that church. Yet they do not keep silent about the new
light that has come to them'. Bahti'is held regular meetings and when a
group was large enough, some were 'elected to serve'. These representatives then consulted together and arranged for 'meetings, publications
and all other issues related to the progress of the work'. the pamphlet
376

explained.
Baha'i organization remained rudimentary, however, and it was during
the ministry of the Guardian, from 1921 to 1957, that the Bahai Faith was
institutionalized into elected assemblies at a local, national, and international level. In contrast to his grandfather. Shoghi Effendi never visited
Baha"i communities abroad. Instead, he directed Bahai affairs through
37 of the post-War Dutch believers went abroad. retired or died in that same period.
376 Remey 1917: 101-102.
375
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extensive correspondence and meetings with pilgrims. One of the hallmarks of the Guardians leadership was a series of organized campaigns
he directed to fulfil specific goals. particularly the world-wide expansion
of the faith. The first such plan was inaugurated in 1937 and concerned
the Baha"i community of North America. For the development of the Dutch
Bah:i'i community his second and third plan, the second Seven Year
Plan (1946-1953) and the Ten Year Plan (1953-1963), were of particular

importance.
From 1946 until the election of the Benelux Assembly in 1957, all
Baha' i activity in the Netherlands was the responsibilty of the National
Spiritual Assembly of the Bahii'is of the United States which had delegated this task to its European Teaching Committee. It was the ETC that
directed day-to-day activities, allocated pioneers, financed Bahai literature, confirmed membership applications, appointed national committees.
published regular news bulletins. and organized national and international
summer schools and conferences. They thereby cemented the (often
highly individualistic) believers into a community.
Apart from a higher degree of organization, another factor might also
have been of some influence on the success of 'teaching' in the Netherlands after the war, and that was the public's general favourable disposition towards all things American. Just as the Theosophical Society had
been favoured by a general interest in things from the East, the post-war
Baha'i pioneers were probably favoured by a leaning towards the West.
For the Dutch, it had been literally the West, the United States, Canada
and Britain. that had liberated them from the Nazis.377 So there certainly
was a pro-American mood in this early post-war period. Everything that
came from the US was at least interesting and often desirable. Since it was
the task of the American Bahii'f community to bring the Bahai religion
to the Netherlands, it is likely that the American pioneers capitalized on
that favourable disposition. To what extent they actually leaped on to it
we do not know. but had it been mere coincidence that many a public
meeting in Amsterdam was held in the American Hotel there?
This positive effect on the promulgation activities of the American pioneers was probably reinforced by the fact that there was little amusement
at the time. 'They [the Dutch] don't have the things to busy themselves
with - their cinenlas are crowded. over-crowded', Stirrat had noticed.378
Maybe that too was one of the reasons that public meetings with an attendance of 50 to 100 were no exception.
„7 To a lesser extent troops from France. Belgiuin. and Poland had also been involved.
'18 Stiff at to
parents, letter 15 May 1947. NBA.
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How does the growth of the Dutch Bah:i'i community compare to
that in other European Bah:i'i communities: It is not easy to answer this
question as reference material is not (yet) available. It seems certain that
at the end of the Second World War the state of the Dutch BahEi
community, or what was left of it, did not appear to be significantly different from other Western European countries. Local as well as national
spiritual assemblies were only in existence in England and France, or
could be easely restored in Germany. All other European Bahd'f communities had to be completely rebuilt. As a consequence. the European
Teaching Project was directed towards ten goal countries: Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Italy, Spain.

and Portugal.
From comments of the American Bahai pioneers to Holland one can
distill the impression that building the Dutch Bahai community was more
difficult as compared to the other nine goal countries. Initially the Dutch
appeared to be ready for the Bahdi Faith. 'Spiritually they are like dry
greedily grasping at something that offers a solution to their
sponges
problems', Stirrat reported to her parents soon after her arrival in Amsterdam in early 1947.379 Yet, that summer her initial enthusiasm appeared
to have been tempered somewhat, as she experienced that 'the Dutch will
tell you what a wonderful thing the Bahai Cause is - and yet they do
nothing'.38(1 ,you'll never find a country of people so much in favor of
the Bahfi'i principles - they offer no resistance - they offer no help they're just apathetic as a whole'.381 Mottahedeh apparently had that
same impression. Obviously referring to the Dutch polder landscape, she
concluded that its inhabitants were 'so broadminded that they're flat'.382
And Carrd was inspired by geography too: 'The Dutch build a dyke
around you then drain you dry'.383 So not opposition, but inertia seemed
to have been the major obstacle for a rapid spread of the Bahai religion
in the Netherlands in the early post-war period. Was this a typical Dutch
phenomenon? Some, like Little. thought so. She was of the opinion that
of all the countries in Europe
Holland was 'the most difficult to spread
she
'Most everyone thinks of the Dutch as
continued:
the Cause', and
being intellectual and critical. They are critical - but [ . . . ] not intellectual,
as intellectual people have a spark to them, a vibrant personality. But the
-

-

Stirrat to parents. letter 15 May 1947. NBA.
1*' Stirrat to parents. letter 10 June 1947. NBA.
in Stirrat to parents. letter 19 July 1947. NBA.
W.
Mottahedeh cited in: Stirrat to parents. letter 19 July 1947. NBA.
3'3
Carrd cited in: Stirrat, diary 18 Apr 1948. NBA.
379
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Dutch are as heavy as lead - no feeling, no warmth, almost something
oppressive'.184 Stirrat on the other hand thought that the problem of inertia was European rather then Dutch. 'All these old nations of Europe lack

the vitality and youthfulness. the energy and idealism of the Americans'. 385
And on another occasion she commented that Europeans 'like to Sit
around and discuss, analyze, pull apart, and chew over some idea by the
hours. [ . . . ] When the European comes to a meeting, he expects to listen
for at least one hour
better still two hours. Just try and get an American
-

to sit still that long ! ' . 386
Teaching results in the Netherlands do not seem to have been substantially different from those across Europe. Building Bahai communities
went slowly but steadily. At the end of the European Teaching Project
in April 1953 there were well over 500 registrated believers in the ten goal
countries, out of a total of about 1400 for the whole of Europe.387 In view
of the goals set by the new Ten Year Plan the numerical situation in
Europe remained a matter of concern, however. The conclusion that the
goals of the new plan could only be met by immigration, seemed to have
been drawn as early as October 1954 when the ETC issued an appeal
to the American believers to arise as pioneers to Europe. It cited the
Guardian that 'at least fifty Americans should go to Europe during the coming year'.388 Similar requests were presented to the Iranian Bahii'f community, and its response was overwhelming.
In 1962 all ten European goal countries were able to elect their NSA, and
at the conclusion of the Ten Year Plan the following year, the number of
Bahd'is living in the whole of Europe had increased to about 5000.389 As is
illustrated by the composition of the Dutch Bahd'f community, it must be
taken into account, however, that the numerical growth in Europe between
1960 and 1962 had for a substantial part been the result of immigration. Of
the 136 adult Bahd'is living in the Netherlands by April 1962,42 (or 3 1%)
were of Iranian background, while 8 (or 6%) came from the United States.
Meanwhile the process of secularisation continued unabated, and the
fraction of the Dutch population that proclaimed the death of God and
held the concept of spirit as 'merely the megalomania of insects on a tiny
planet' increased. By 1962. the end point of the present study, the fraction of those 'without religious denomination' had risen to some 20% in
,*4

Little cited in: Stirrat to parents. letter 6 Sept 1947. NBA.
'85 Stirrat to parents. letter 19 July 1947. NBA.
06 Stirrat to parents, letter 22 Aug 1948. NBA.
187 ETC in BN Oct 1952: and P. Smith 2000: 148.
'*8 ETC in: BN Oct 1954.
189 P. Smith 2000:148.
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population surveys.39(' And as Hofstra already had noticed in 1927, only
a very small fraction of those who left their church substituted their membership for that of another religious organization. So while the population segment classified as 'without religious denomination' grew from 2
to 20% between 1900 and 1960. the 'other denomination' segment, that
is the segment composed of those not belonging to either the Roman
Catholic, the Prostestant, or the Reformed Church, remained stable at
about (only) 5% in that same period. It therefore can be concluded that
the alternative religious segment of society, and that now included the
Bahil'is, had not been able to stop the corrosion of ungodliness.

391' CBS 1994: 33.

Summary and discussion
As in most other European countries, it was an attempt on the life of the
Shah of Iran in 1852 that first brought the BAbi-Bahai religion to the
attention of the Dutch public. The impact of this first (negative) publicity must not be overestimated. however. Not only were these reports
few in number, the time frame in which they appeared was small too.
Moreover, due to heavy taxes, the few Dutch newspapers of the time
were expensive and therefore only had a very small number of subscribers. The extent of their readership was further limited by the absence
of public reading rooms. like those in France and England.
Dutch-Iranian contacts were minimal in those days and it was only
after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 that the political and
trade relations between the two countries, which had been severed
some hundred years earlier, were restored. As a consequence, it was
agents of the major Dutch trading firm in Iran, the Perzische Handelsonderneming J. P.C. Hotz & Zoon, who first witnessed and reported on
Baha'f persecutions in Isfahan and Yazd, contacted relatives of both
the B:ib and Bah:i'u'lltih. and obtained manuscripts of sacred texts of
their religion. These manuscripts were later offered to Professor De
Goeje who in 1893 published the first Dutch article on the Babi-Baha'f

religion.

When in 1896 a second wave of (negative) publicity - generated again
reached the Netherby an assassination attempt on the life of the Shah
lands, its impact in making the B:ibi-Bahdi religion known must have
been greater. For due to the lifting of the dagbladzegel ('stamp tax') in
1869 newpapers had been able to develop into true mass media and the
information they provided could now be supplemented by (foreign) books
that had been published on the subject. In 1905 the entry 'Babism'
-

appeared in the prestigious Winkler Prins Encyclopaedie.
Meanwhile the scope of the Dutch-Iranian trade remained small, however. and in the early 20th century it even came to a virtual standstill.
Most of the circa 100 Dutch citizens who stayed in Iran for some time in
that period must have heard of the Bdbi-Bahai religion, yet none of them

converted. As was illustrated by the reaction of the journalist and writer
Wagenvoort who in the winter of 1904-1905 visited Tehran with the specific purpose of meeting the Bahdi.s, western chauvinism was probably
a major factor in that respect.
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It was in the wake of Theosophy and its publicity for the Bahti'i cause
- attention that was emplified by 'Abdu'l-Bah:i's journeys to Europe
and North America between September 1911 and June 1913 - that the

Bah:i'i religion had its first Dutch converts. These results could not be
consolidated or built upon, however. Soon after the Enzlins had enrolled.
their major Bahdi contact, Jenkyn. died. And then, of course, there were
those years of isolation caused by the Great War.
Although the 'missionary' work of Yazdani and Ibn-i-Asdaq, following their delivery of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i's Tablet to The Hague in the summer
of 1920, was a major boost for the new religion's name - as is illustrated
by the publication of the first Christian polemics - this was not followed
up either. In addition, the isolation of the frail Dutch Bahri community
- in fact the qualification 'community' appears to be inappropriate here was further increased by the death of 'Abdu'1-Bahd on 28 November
1921, which robbed these early believers of their great spiritual example.
By 1926 only one Bahai remained. So when Wright came to the Netherlands between 1932 and 1934 for what was the first more or less sustained
proclamation campaign, she had to work on her own. Besides her isolation, which was further aggravated by a language barrier, her efforts were
also hampered by the Theosophical World Teacher debacle as well as the
economic depression of those years which both appeared to have directed
attention away from religion. It was also in the 1930s that the first
German Bah 'f pioneers and refugees arrived in the Netherlands. But
since these believers were not only small in number, but also lived rather
far apart, they failed to form a community. When the Nazis invaded the
Netherlands in May 1940 only six Bahti'is remained there.
After the war the Dutch Bahai community had to be built up from
scratch. But this time that building process was far better planned and
co-ordinated. In April 1946 the American Bahai community was given
the task of establishing the faith in several European countries, including
the Netherlands. The National Spiritual Assembly of the United States and
Canada delegated this task to its European Teaching Committee, which
sent out its first pioneers to Holland in 1946 and 1947. Activities were
initially concentrated in Amsterdam and in 1948 a spiritual assembly
could be formed in that city. Results were consolidated by the organization of annual European conferences. It was in the wake of such a conference, the fourth European Bahdi Teaching Conference which was held
in Scheveningen in the summer of 1951, that a spiritual assembly could
be elected in The Hague. the second in the Netherlands. This first large
gathering of Bahd'is in the Netherlands had other spin-offs too. An American pioneer was invited to one of the religious conferences organized by
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Queen Juliana, and it was during the Scheveningen conference that contacts were made with the Dutch manufacturer of the golden tiles that were
to cover the dome of the mausoleum for the Blib in Haifa, Israel.
In 1953 the second Seven Year Plan was succeeded by the Ten Year Plan
or World Crusade. The main objective of that plan. as far as the Netherlands was concerned. was the establishment of a spiritual assembly at
national level. As the vitality of such a national body rested on a sufficient
number of local assemblies, its formation was preceded by an interim body
called the Benelux Assembly which was first elected in 1957 in Brussels.
Promulgation efforts were concentrated on seven so-called goal cities:
Arnhem, Delft, Haarlem, Heemstede, Leiden. Rotterdam, and Utrecht.
Numerical growth remained slow however; not in the least because of
disunity within the ranks of the believers themselves, most notably as a
result of the 'Remey affair' following the death of the Guardian in 1957.
after
These growing pains were overcome, however, and in April 1961
a (relatively) massive influx of Iranian believers - the then 136 man
strong Dutch Bah:i'i community was able to elect seven new local spiritual assemblies. A year later the framework of organization could be
completed with the election of the first National Spiritual Assembly of the
Bahd'is of the Netherlands.
Looking back over the early years of Dutch Bahai history, at least
six aspects draw one's attention: the fact that none of the Dutch citizens
living in Iran converted; the paradoxical role of Theosophy; the female
input; the difference in growth rate before and after the war; the relatively small size of the Dutch Bah:i'f community; and the absence of
-

opposition.

1) Although for only a few of the about one hundred Dutch nationals
that stayed in Iran during the 1844-1910 period it could be confirmed that
they personally came into contact with Baha'is, it is highly likely that all
heard of the religion. It is certain that in Isfahan, Shiraz and Yazd, Bahii'is
were among their (major) trade relations. An important factor in facilitating social contacts between these Dutch traders and their Bahdi counterparts undoubtedly was the fact that in contrast to Islam, the Bahai
Faith does not have the concept of ritual uncleanness. Not only had
Bahd'u'llah abolished that concept. he had also exhorted his followers to
consort, with amity and concord and ,vithout discrimination, ,vith the
adherents c,f all religions.1 One wonders if without this council it would
ever have been possible for Hotz to make a photograph of Bah:i'is in the
'

144.

Shoghi Effendi. In: Kitcih-i-Aqdas introduction p. 14. See also Kitab-i-Aqdas 75 and
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privacy of their home or. the other way around, for Bah:i'is to feel the
need to have themselves photographed with a westerner, like Wagenvoort.
As far as we know, these early contacts left a generally favourable
impression on the Dutch
Bahii'is were considered to be modern, and
orientated towards the West - yet they never culminated in a conversion.
The explanation for this fact probably Was the circumstance that the Dutch
visiting Iran were not 'seekers'. They stayed in that country for commercial, not religious, reasons. When Dunlop obtained manuscripts of
Btibi and Bahdi holy writings he apparently did so with the intention of
selling them. And a diplomat like Knobel was only interested in the persecution of Bah:i'fs out of 'humanitarian' concerns. Even in the case of
Wagenvoort, who had made his journey to Tehran with the explicit intention of meeting the Bahd'fs, one may have doubts as to what his motive
might have been. Did he contact them out of some personal religious
need, or merely for professional reasons? He was after all a journalist.
If we consider the latter's (published) response to the new religion as typical of the Dutch in general, their lack of interest must have been reinforced
by an overwelming sense of pride and complacency based on scientific
and technical superiority. What good might come from this degenerated
and sleazy Persian culture? Or more generally, what might the East offer
the West?
2) Much. if not most, of the credit for bridging the cultural gap between
East and West, as far as the West is concerned, undoubtly goes to the
Theosophists who. in spite of their small numbers, constituted one of the
'major spiritual movements' of their day. i.e. the first quarter of the 20th
century.2 Attempting to answer to the expectations of a new age - in
Bahd'i view: the unfoldment of world civilization - in which spectacular scientific discoveries and intensified international communications
had made the Christian monopoly of truth untenable, it was Theosophists
who - drawing heavily on Hinduism and Buddhism - made minds
ready for a more cosmopolitan and inclusive view of religion. Of course
one may pose the question whether Theosophy was a ('alise or merely a
result of this shift. But an attempt to answer that question is beyond the
scope of the present study. There is, however, no doubt that it was in the
wake of Theosophy that the Bahdi religion was introduced to the Dutch
public. For whatever might have been their motives. it was Theosophists
who first lectured about 'Baha'ism', wrote articles about the new religion,
published the first Dutch Bahd'i literature, and offered their lodges as a
-

platform for Bahdi speakers.
2 Chantepie de la Saussaye 1914: 239.
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The role of Theosophy in introducing the Bahri Faith in the Netherlands is, however. paradoxical. Since these two NRMs more or less shared
three major themes - a claim to the fullfilment of Christian eschatological expectations, a desire to bring science and religion into line with
one another. and an awareness of the fundamental unity of divine revelation - they could well be considered as 'competitors' in the 'spiritual
marketplace'. The observation that a relatively large segment of Dutch
Bahd'fs (at least 10 or 8% of the 133 national converts) had a more or
less Theosophical background, as well as the fact that the World Teacher
debacle not only nearly destroyed the Theosophical Society but also
seems to have had a negative effect - as was illustrated by Wright's as
well as Hollibaugh's contacts - on the willingness of the Dutch to join
any religious organization, support that conclusion.
3) In those early years of Dutch Bahai history, women, Baha'f as well
as non-Baha'f, played an important and prominent role. The Theosophical publications by Alblas-Sorber and Denier van der Gon, the translations
of IsbrUcker, the proclamation efforts of Wright, the publication activities
of Greeven, the pioneering work of Braun, Van Bleyswijk Sombeek, Stirrat,
Meerburg and Ahadieh, the financial donations of Collins, as well as the
organizational and secretarial support by women like True, Tobias and
Sijsling all come to mind in this respect.
In the 1930s the prominent role of women within the Bah:i'i community was also noticed by outsiders. like the Dutch anti-militarist and

pacifist De Ligt. But De Ligt had not been surprised by that for, like the
American Protestant theologian Professor Reinhold Niebuhr, he held the
'
opinion that the ethics of new 'middle class sects and churches - he
- mainly attracted
gave Christian Science and Baha'ism as examples
'friendly ladies'. And that was according to De Ligt - who in his day
was regarded by many as a champion of feminism - 'not conducive to
heroism'.3 The church minister Kok confirmed that observation. In his
eyes, too, it appeared 'that not for the least part rich ladies [were] charmed
by the Bahd'i-teaching'.4 In contrast to Kok, Nassuth, who in 1952
'
wrote a thesis on Babism and Bahai' during his study at the Technical
University of Delft, offered an explanation for that 'curious fact'. According to this Dutch-Indonesian Muslim it had been the 'babistic idea' of the
social equality of women and men that had caused the Bah:i'i religion to
develop round and about the First World War into 'a typical American
ladies' sect (dantessekte)'. And although he admitted that the 'modern
'

De Ligt 1931: 322
4 Kok 1948: 28.
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Bah:i'f movement' had developed into a 'global sect' (wereldsekte) it was
still 'directed from the United States by American ladies'.5
Of course Bahli'is are pleased by this outside recognition of the
leading role of women within their community; after all the essential
equality of the sexes certainly is a basic Bah:i'i principle. But had these
statements with their unmistakable smack of male chauvinism - for they
clearly had not been intended to flatter - been in agreement with reality? Well, not if we look at the strictly numerical situation in the Netherlands. In the period under study (1844-1962) a total of 214 adult Bah 'is
lived in the Netherlands for at least one month. Among this group there
were 133 local converts, i.e. those of Dutch nationality, of which 66
(or 50%) were women.6 And among the members of the local spiritual
assemblies in the Netherlands that percentage was the same. Only among
the delegates to the first national convention as well as among the members of the first NSA there was a marked disproportionate gender representation; 78% in both cases. but not in favour of women.
So how did De Ligt and company arrive at their conclusion? The
answer is that they did not have the Dutch situation in mind, for there was
hardly a Dutch Bahri community to describe at the time. NO, they were
thinking of the North-American Bahai community. In his study of the
Canadian Bahai community Van den Hoonaard found that 'women constituted at least 66% of all Bahti'is in Canada, with very little variation
(ranging from 66 to 71%) during the twenty-six-year period 1921-1947.7
Van den Hoonaard also found that proportionally more single women
(65%) than single men (39%) moved elsewhere in Canada to open new
localities to the faith.8 This female predominance was also reflected in the
gender distribution of the American pioneers who lived in the Netherlands
for at least one month during the study period: 9 out of the 15 (or 60%)
were women. as compared to 27 (or 53%) of the 51 Iranian pioneers.
Why women were over-represented in the North-American Bahd'i community we do not know. Van den Hoonaard suspected the Bahii'i principle
of the equality of men and women to be 'a magnet for maternal suffragists and social reformers'.9 This might well be the case, but why did not
this also hold good for the Netherlands?
' Nassuth 1952. I O and 14. Nassuth is carried away here, for women never had a
majority in the NSA of the USA.
6 Although detailed demographic data were not always available it is probably safe to
state that the 'typical' Dutch convert was a young Protestant middle-class adult. without
children. who enrolled after personal contact with a Bahd'i for about a year.
7 Van den Hoonaard 1996: 233.

8 Van den Hoonaard 1996: 235.
" Van den Hoonaard 1996: 280.
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4) Whether male or female, the early Dutch Baha'is without doubt
must have been individualists, for they had no community to lean on.
Apart from correspondence with fellow believers 'to teach and support
each other in the practical application of the doctrine, consisting of carrying out good works like social work, poor relief, education, Toynbee
work etc.', their religious life was limited to such personal 'rituals' as
daily prayer, the study of (the little available) Bahai literature, and the
observance of an annual fast. In June 1913 the Theosophist Alblas-Sorber - who presented us the above description of early Bahd'i life also reported that 'the small band of Baha'ists' had united itself in a
'Baha'ists centre' and that there were plans 'to convene all Baha'ists at
a meeting in Utrecht [...] to establish a Society of Bahaists:'0 The present study was, however, unable to confirm that such a meeting actually
took place, and it is therefore more likely that Enzlin, who had been
Alblas-Sorber's source of information. had inflated the facts a little. Even
after the succesful tour of Yazdani and Ibn-Asdaq in 1920 the (numerical)
situation apparently was such that it did not allow for the establishment
of a Bahdi centre in The Hague or Amsterdam at the time. It was probably not until the late 19305 that the isolated believers came together
more or less regularly in the Netherlands, and Bah:i' i religious life only
gained a real social dimension after the Second World War, when believers
started to meet each other at regular religious gatherings (called Nineteen
Day Feasts), study classes, public lectures, conferences, and assembly
meetings.
In contrast to the Interbellum during which the Baha'i religion failed
in actually establishing itself in the Netherlands, its reintroduction after
the Second World War was without doubt far better planned and co-ordinated. Although at first their actual number was even less than that in the
late 1930s the few believers in those early post-war years all lived in or
near Amsterdam, which enabled them to work together, to concentrate
their efforts, and to create a sense of community. Besides, they now had
continual support, both financially as well as in manpower, from abroad,
most notably from the American Baha'i community.
Right from the start, Bahdi life included the major moral obligation
to propagate the new religion. i 1 So when Baha'fs started to unite, finding ways to expand and consolidate the community became a major subject for discussion. Of course they also prayed and played together. but
these activities always seem to have been of secondary importance. Even
m Alblas-Sorber. In: Eenheid 1 June 1913:
11 Kitcib-i-Aqdas 38: Arise to further My Cause, and to exalt My Word amongst men.
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meetings that had been primarily organized to address specific problems
within the community soon turned into 'making plans'.12 Obviously
Bah:i'fs were also anxious to join forces with those non-Baha'is who
worked for a better world, hence their involvement with the CODP and
the United Nations, or their relations at a national level with. for instance,
Esperantists. No doubt Bah:i'is genuinely supported the idea of a universal (auxilliary) language. Yet when they contacted such groups it was
primarily for 'export' reasons. They not only hoped to find like-minded
people, but also those who might take an interest in their religion.
5) Despite this emphasis on spreading the Bah:i'i Faith. an activity in
which only a few methods remained unused, Bahd'i 'teaching' certainly
had its limitations; most notably in the principle, repeatedly stressed by
'Abdu'l Bahii, that everyone should investigate truth for themselves rather
than following tradition and the beliefs of others.13 So when people
wanted to become Bah:i'is, great care was taken to ensure that their choice
was made in freedom and with knowledge. 14 To what extent, if any, this
policy hampered the growth rate of the Dutch Bahai community we do
not know. What we do know. however, is that in comparison to some
other NRMs that were introduced in the Netherlands during the first half
of the 20th century that growth seems to have been rather slow. Take for
instance the Salvation Army which came to the Netherlands in 1887, and
at present numbers some 7.000 troops. 15 Or the Jehovah's Witnesses who
are active in the Netherlands since 1914: in 1945 there were some 2,500
Witnesses, and by 1962 their number had risen to some 12.000.16 Or take
the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints (Mormonism) that
arrived in that same period and had some 7,500 national members by
1996:7 Or the present day Church of the Seventh Day Adventists with a
membership of some 12.000. Ix
Of course one can also give other examples. As we have seen. the
Dutch branch of the Theosophical Society was granted its charter in 1897.
At first its growth had been slow, but after the movement had changed
into a messianic campaign its membership rose to a peak of almost 3,000
in the late 1920s. to decline to about 400 at present as a result of the
'Krishnamurti effect'. The first missionary of the Ahmadiyya Muslim

12 An example of such a meeting was the 'All Holland Day' in 1957.
P. Smith 2000: 194.
14 Those below the age of 15 cannot be registered as Bahii'is. for instance.
I

'

3

4 Hoekstra 2()00: 348.

'8 Singelenberg 1996.
17 Hoekstra 2000: 337.

w Hoekgra 2000: 612.
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Mission (Qadiani branch) arrived in the Netherlands in 1926.1" It was
however only after the Second World War, when the movement started
to send missionaries to the West in large numbers'. that it gained a
following in the Netherlands.21, In 1997 the Ahmadiyya Muslim Mission
had circa 300 national members.2 ' The Indian musician Inayat Khan
(1882-1927) brought his Sufi message to Netherlands in 1921.32 When he
returned to his native country at the end of 1926 his Sufi Movement
conducted religious services in Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague,
Delft, Haarlem, Deventer, and Nijmegen.2' At present the Dutch branch
numbers three mwshids ('tutors') and some 500 mu, ids ('seekers' or 'initiates', who pay an annual contribution) affiliated to a total of eighteen
'

centres. 24
Since the histories of the introduction of these NRMs in the Netherlands have not been published (with Theosophy being the exception). one
can hardly draw conclusions from such crude demographic data. It is
striking to notice. however, that those movements which can be dubbed
as more or less 'Christian' experienced a far more rapid growth than

those who came from a non-Christian or 'Islamic' background. It is
tempting to conclude from this observation that the immigration of relatively large numbers of Persian Bah;i'is in the 196Os, although essential
for the development of the Dutch Baha' community at the time, might
have further enhanced the 'Eastern' image of the Bahdi Faith and thereby
had the paradoxical effect of being an obstacle to enrolment. If so, this
'side-effect' must have been reinforced by the iranian Revolution of 1979,
after which all things 'Iranian' evoked all kinds of negative associations
in the West.
Might numerical results have been better if Baha'is had stressed Christian themes in their 'teaching' work? What for instance would have
happened if they had emphasized the eschatological 'solution' of their
religion. or had presented Baha'u'llah's claim to be the 'Lord of the
Vineyard'? The present study revealed several instances where such 'tactical' considerations influenced what might be called the 'recruitment

1"
Mint.ies 1985: In 1927 Hofstra reported that the movement had only one member in
the Netherlands. See: Hofstra 1927: 536.

2" Hafiz 1960: 3.
21 Hoekstra 2(*)0: 19.

22 De Jong-Keesing 1973: 128.
" Hofstra 1927: 534. Hofstra does not mention the size of membership. but reported
that the Amsterdam services usually had an attendance of some 20 to 30.
14 Jironet. LISOR lecture 26 Jan 2()01. The relatively large Dutch involvement in the
Suti Movement is probably explained by the circumstance that two of Inayat Khan's
brothers settled in the Netherlancis. Witteveen to De Vries, letter 5 Apr 20()0.
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strategy' of the early Bahd'fs. When for instance the first Dutch Bahai
publications of the 1910s presented the Bah:i' i cause as an all-inclusive
movement, without formal membership and clear organization, this was
not a matter of tactics but rather a description of a state of affairs. But
when Greeven and Wright in the 1930s preferred the designation 'movement' to 'religion'. that no longer was the case. Their preference was
clearly initiated for diplomatic reasons. as they feared that the word 'religion' might turn people away. Yet, even during the reintroduction of the
Bahdi religion in the Netherlands after the Second World War, which
was without doubt a centrally planned enterprise, these tactical considerations were never equally centralized, by for instance the ETC or the
Benelux Assembly. Yes, occasionally speakers were presented with a
specific topic for their speech - as was the case when Ashton visited the
Dutch believers in 1948 to teach them the ins and outs of Bah:i'i adminstration. The vast majority of speakers however without doubt decided
upon the topic of their lecture in consultation with those who at a local
level organized the meeting. And so it happened that many, if not most,
public lectures dealt with humanitarian or sociological topics rather than
specifically theological or Christian ones. Hence titles like: World Order
through World Religion (Mottahedeh). This Earth is One Country (Van
Ogtop). or Human Values iii a changing world (Baker). Of course this
observation does not mean that more theological or specifically Christian themes were not touched upon or even thoroughly discussed during
public meetings, it only indicates that they were not considered to be suitable entries for introducing the Bahai religion. Maybe speakers felt insecure with Christian themes, or wanted to avoid a fruitless theological
something that had been explicitly forbidden by Bah:i'u'llah.25
argument
It is, however, more likely that they had simply wanted to connect with
increasingly secular
audience that was longthe interests of their
ing for peace and justice after years of barbarism.
6) The modest size of Dutch Bahdi community, 136 adult believers
by 1962, might also serve as the main explanation for the fact that Baha'is
hardly experienced any opposition in their promulgation activities. Yes,
there were Protestant polemics, like those by Severijn and Kok, or an
occasional refusal to address a Christian audience, like at the YMCA in
Amsterdam, but all this never deteriorated into serious difficulties.26 Only
-

-

-

2s
Killib-i-Aqdas 177 : Take heed that,·e dispute not idly concerning the Almighty and
His Cause.
26
In December 1947 the Bah:i'is were met with a refusal to give a talk at the A.M.V.J.
(YMCA) in Amsterdam. because 'the introduction of new spiritual ideas would confuse
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in the 1980s, when there was an arson attack on the Baha'f conference
building near Nijmegen, did the Bah:i'i community experience anything
that might be called 'opposition'. But since the perpetrators of this act were
never apprehended, and their motives remained unclear, even that is not
certain. Apart from the small (and therefore non-threatening) size of the
Dutch Baha'i community, the non-aggressive nature of its 'recruitment
methods' might well have been another factor in this respect. For, as we
have seen Bah ti'u'lltih exhorted men to unite with the followers of all
religions, urged them to avoid any idly disputation, and warned them never
to allow religion to become the cause of strife and hatred. Indeed, unity
is the central theme of his religion. 27
Taking stock of Christianity in his book Balans van het Christendom
('The Balance sheet of Christianity') on the eve of the Second World War,
the internationally well-known Dutch Protestant theologian Gerardus van
der Leeuw had been forced to conclude that 'Christianity, and by that our
whole culture, [had] been secularized and humanized'. Christian eschatology had been replaced by secular utopianism: man would no longer
wait for the Kingdom of God to descend from Heaven; no. he would make
'
a perfect world himself. But what had started as the festive ball' of
Enlightenment had been followed by the 'terrible damasqua' of Nihilism.
All those who had advocated the religion of progress had turned out to be

'dressed-up theologians' whose ideals and engagements had been exposed
either illusion or ambition. Yes, the 'huge slimming process' of secularism had finally come to an end, but nothing had remained. From Nihilism,
this 'godless culture', the route had led straight towards new man-made
religions: the glorification of life, the worship of passions and the deification of man with at its apex the Flihrer or the State.
Van der Leeuw did not like that outcome. Would it be possible to
renew Christianity and thereby turn the tide? At first he had had the
hope that ecumenism, an emphasis on mission, a renewel of liturgics and
a theological rethinking would indeed be able to restore Christianity as
the c'ommune mest,re ('common standard'). but when in 1946 the third
edition of his highly popular book was published, he had been forced to
as

the minds of the young and make it difficult for them to know which shepherd to follow'
See: Pioneers to ETC. report Dec 1947 NBA.
13 0 contending peoples and kindreds of the earth! Set vour faces towards mity, and
let the radiance of its light shine upcm you. Gather ye together, and for the sake of God
resolve tc) rc,ot out whatever is the sciurce of contentioll amongst you. Then will the effulgence of the world's great Luminary envelop the whole earth. and its inhabitants become
the citizens of one ('ity, and the oic·upants of one and the same throtie. In: Gleanings from

the writings of Baha'u'llah CXI.
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admit that little had come from all that. Maybe he had realized that he had
been caught in the same trap as his ideological opponents: humanization
that is. For did not his endeavours amount to an equally reprehensible

degrading of religion? Christianity was, as he had diagnosed, in a state
of 'decline and decay' and he must have felt that any attempt of reanimation, however noble in its intention, was futile. It only evoked the
image of Baron Munchhausen trying to liberate himself from a swamp by
pulling his own hair. Was not man fundamentally unable to renew religion ? It had always been religion that renewed man, not the other way
around. Perhaps. therefore. Van der Leeuw had ended his audit with the
'
heartfult cry: Veni Creator Spiritus, come Creator, Holy Ghost and renew
our hearts and our world'. 28
With 34 local spiritual assemblies, some 1000 adult believers (age 21
or over) and a mean annual growth rate of about 3% (during the last
decade) it is still difficult to see the present day Dutch Bahgi community as the fulfilment of that prayer.29 Our hearts and our world have certainly not yet been renewed. No, the fields of Christianity (indeed of all
religion) have, to continue in the metaphor of Chantepie de la Saussaye,
indeed been thoroughly ploughed up, and with the land still bare this
study can therefore aspire to nothing more than an attempt to describe the
early days of a new sowing season on a single small farm, by one who
knows little of agriculture, but happened to be around.

Heed not your weakness and frailty:fix your gaze upon the invincible
power o.f the Lord, your God. the Almighty. Has He not, in past days,
caused Abraliam. in spite of His seeming helplessness. to triumph

over the forces of Nimrod? Has He not enabled Moses. whose
staff was His only companion, to vanquish Pharaoh and his hosts?
Has He not established the ascendancy of Jesus, poor and lowly as
He was in the eyes of men. over the combined forces of the Jewish
people? Has He not subjected the barbarous and militant tribes of
Arabia to the holy and transforming discipline of Muhammad. His
Prophet? Arise in His name, put your trust wholly in Him, and be
assured of ultimcite ricton'.
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2x Van der Leeuw 1947.

As per 20 Dec 20()0 (Districb division for election). Kersten 2000: 13. In Comparison. the growth rate of the general Dutch population is about 1.39. (CBS 1994).
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Samenvatting en bespreking
Zoals in de meeste andere Europese landen, was het een aanslag op het
leven van de Shah van Iran in 1852 die de babi-bahdi religie onder de
aandacht bracht van het Nederlandse publiek. Het effect van deze eerste
(negatieve) publiciteit moet echter niet worden overschat. Niet alleen
waren de verslagen gering in aantal, het tijdsbestek waarin zij verschenen
was eveneens klein. Bovendien waren, tengevolge van hoge accijnzen, de
weinige Nederlandse dagbladen in die tijd tamelijk kostbaar en hadden
zij daarom slechts een zeer klein aantal abonnees. Het bereik werd verder beperkt door het ontbreken van openbare leeszalen, zoals die in Frankrijk en Engeland.
Nederlands-Iraanse contacten waren in die dagen minimaal en het was
slechts na de opening van het Suez kanaal in 1869 dat de politieke en handelsrelaties tussen de beide landen, die ruim honderd jaar eerder waren
verbroken, werden hersteld. Het waren daarom agenten van de belangrijkste Nederlandse firma in Iran, de Per.ische Handels-onderneming
J.RC Hotz & Zoon, die als eersten getuige waren van bah:i'i vervolgingen in Isfahan en Yazd, in contact kwamen met familieleden van zowel
de B:ib als Bah:i'u'lldh, en manuscripten van de heilige teksten van hun
religie verkregen. Deze manuscripten werden later aangeboden aan professor De Goeje, die in 1893 het eerste Nederlandstalige artikel over de
babi-baha'i religie publiceerde.
Toen in 1896 een tweede golf van (negatieve) publiciteit
opnieuw
veroorzaakt door een aanslag op het leven van de Shah
Nederland
bereikte. moet het effect daarvan op de bekendheid van de babi-bahai
-

religie groter geweest zijn. Want door de afschaffing van het 'dagbladzegel' in 1869 hadden kranten de mogelijkheid gekregen om zich te ontwikkelen tot echte massamedia en bovendien kon de informatie die zij
gaven nu worden aangevuld door (buitenlandse) boeken die over het
onderwerp waren gepubliceerd. In 1905 verscheen het lemma 'Babisme'
in de vooraanstaande Winkler Prins Encyclopaedie.
Ondertussen echter bleef de Nederlands-lraanse handel gering van
omvang en in het begin van de 20ste eeuw kwam hij zelfs geheel tot
stilstand. De meeste van de circa 100 Nederlanders die in die periode
voor enige tijd in Iran verbleven, moeten van de babi-baha'i religie hebben gehoord, maar niet 6dn van hen bekeerde zich ertoe. Zoals blijkt uit
de reactie van de journalist-schrijver Wagenvoort. die in de winter van
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1904-1905 Tehran bezocht met het specifieke doel om er baha'is te ontmoeten, was Westers chauvinisme in dit verband waarschijnlijk de belang-

rijkste factor.
Het was in het kielzog van de Theosofie en haar publiciteit voor de
bahdi zaak - aandacht die werd versterkt door 'Abdu'l-Baha's reizen
naar Europa en Noord-Amerika tussen september 1911 en juni 1913 dat het Bahdi geloof zijn eerste Nederlandse bekeerlingen kreeg. Deze
resultaten konden echter niet worden geconsolideerd of uitgebouwd. Niet
lang nadat de Enzlins waren toegetreden, overleed Jenkyn, hun belangrijkste baha' i contact. En dan waren er natuurlijk nog de jaren van isolement veroorzaakt door de Eerste Wereldoorlog.
Hoewel het 'zendingswerk' van Yazdani en Ibn-i-Asdaq, volgend op
hun bezorging van 'Abdu'1-Bahd's Tafe! aan Den Haag in de zonner
van 1920, een belangrijke bijdrage aan de naamsbekendheid van de
nieuwe godsdienst vormde - hetgeen wordt geillustreed door de publicatie van de eerste christelijke polemieken - kreeg het verder geen vervolg. Bovendien werd het isolement van de tere Nederlandse baha' i
gemeenschap - de kwalificatie 'gemeenschap' lijkt hier in feite niet van
toepassing - nog geYntensiveerd door het overlijden van 'Abdu'1-Baha
op 28 november 1921. De eerste gelovigen werden daardoor van hun
geestelijk voorbeeld beroofd. In 1926 was er nog slechts 66n bahdi over.
Toen Wright tussen 1932 en 1934 naar Nederland kwam voor de eerste
min of meer aaneengesloten proclamatie campagne, stond zij er daarom
alleen voor. Naast dit isolement, dat nog werd versterkt door een taalbarriere, werden haar inspanningen ook gehinderd door het theosofische
Wereldleraar debacle en de economische depressie van die jaren die beide
de aandacht van religie lijken te hebben afgeleid. Het was eveneens in
de dertiger jaren dat de eerste Duitse bahd'i pioniers en vluchtelingen in
Nederland arriveerden. Maar daar deze gelovigen gering in aantal waren
en bovendien ver uiteen woonden, slaagden zij er niet in een gemeenschap
te vormen. Toen de nazi's in mei 1940 Nederland binnentrokken woonden
daar nog slechts zes bahti'fs.
Na de oorlog moest de Nederlandse bahai gemeenschap van de grond
af worden opgebouwd. Maar dit keer werd dat proces veel beter voorbereid en gecoOrdineerd. In april 1946 kreeg de Noord-Amerikaanse bahai
gemeenschap de taak toegewezen om in verscheidene Europese landen,
waaronder Nederland, het geloof te vestigen. De Nationale Geestelijke
Raad van de Bahti'is van de Verenigde Staten en Canada delegeerde deze
taak aan haar Europees Onderrichts Comit6 dat in 1946 en 1947 zijn eerste pioniers naar Holland zond. De activiteiten werden aanvankelijk
geconcentreerd op Amsterdam en in 1948 kon er in die stad een geestelijke
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raad worden geformeerd. De resultaten werden geconsolideerd door het
organiseren van jaarlijkse Europese conferenties. Het was in aansluiting
op zo'n conferentie, de vierde Europese Bahai Onderrichts Conferentie
die in de zomer van 1951 in Scheveningen werd gehouden, dat er in Den
Haag een geestelijke raad kon worden gekozen, de tweede in Nederland.

Deze eerste grote bijeenkomst van bahd'is in Nederland had nog andere
gevolgen. Zo werd een Amerkaanse pionier uitgenodigd voor 66n van de
door Koningin Juliana georganiseerde religieuze conferenties, en werden
gedurende de Scheveningse conferentie de contacten gelegd met de Hollandse fabrikant van de gouden tegels die de koepel van het mausoleum
voor de BAb in Haifa, Israel, zouden bedekken.
In 1953 werd het tweede Zeven Jaren Plan gevolgd door het Tien Jaren
Plan of de Wereld Kruistocht. Het hoofddoel van dat plan was, voor zover
het Nederland betrof, de vestiging van een geestelijke raad op nationaal

niveau. Daar de levensvatbaarheid van zo'n nationaal lichaam afhankelijk was van een voldoende aantal plaatselijke raden, werd zijn vorming
voorafgegaan door een interim bestuur met de naam 'Benelux Raad' dat
in 1957 in Brussel voor de eerste maal werd gekozen. De verbreidingsactiviteiten werden ondertussen geconcentreerd op zeven zogenaamde
doelsteden: Arnhem, Delft, Haarlem, Heemstede, Leiden, Rotterdam en
Utrecht. De numerieke groei bleef echter gering, niet in de laatste plaats
vanwege onenigheid binnen de gelederen der gelovigen zelf, vooral tengevolge van de 'Remey kwestie' die volgde op de dood van de Behoeder
in 1957. Deze groeistuipen werden echter overwonnen en in april 1961
kon - na een (relatieD massale instroom van Iraanse gelovigen - de
toen 136 man sterke Nederlandse bahd'i gemeenschap zeven nieuwe geestelijke raden kiezen. Een jaar later werd het raamwerk van de organisatie voltooid met de verkiezing van de eerste Nationale Geestelijke Raad
van de Bahd'is van Nederland.
Terugkijkend naar de eerste jaren van de Nederlandse baha'f geschiedenis. trekken tenminste zes aspecten de aandacht: 1) het feit dat niet 66n
van de Nederlanders in Iran zich bekeerde; 2) de paradoxale rol van de
Theosofie: 3) de inbreng van vrouwen: 4) het verschil in groeisnelheid
vddr en na de oorlog: 5) de relatief kleine omvang van de Nederlandse
bah:i'f gemeenschap en 5) de afwezigheid van oppositie.
1) Hoewel voor slechts een klein aantal van de circa honderd Nederlanders die in de periode 1844-1910 in Iran verbleven kon worden bevestigd
dat zij persoonlijk in contact kwam met baha'is. is het zeer waarschijnlijk dat
allen van de religie hoorden, Het staat vast dat in Isfahan, Shiraz en Yazd
bahd'is tot hun (voornaamste) handelsrelaties behoorden. Een belangrijke
factor in het mogelijk maken van de sociale contacten tussen Nederlandse
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handelaren en hun bahd'i collega's was ongetwijfeld het feit dat het
Bahii'i geloof in tegenstelling tot de Islam niet het begrip 'rituele onreinheid' kent. Niet alleen had Baha'u'llah dit concept afgeschaft, hij had
bovendien zijn volgelingen opgegroepen om in iriendschap en eendracht
en zonder onderscheid des persoons met de aanliangers van alle godsdiensten om te gaan. Men kan zich afvragen of het zonder deze oproep
voor Hotz ooit mogelijk zou zijn geweest om bah:i'is in de beslotenheid
van hun eigen huis te fotograferen, en omgekeerd of bahd'is ooit de
behoefte zouden hebben gevoeld om zichzelf te laten fotograferen met een
westerling als Wagenvoort.
Voor zover bekend lieten deze eerste contacten bij de Nederlanders een
gunstige indruk achter - baha'is werden beschouwd als modem en georienteerd op het Westen - toch resulteerden zij nimmer in een bekering.
De verklaring hiervoor moet waarschijnlijk gezocht worden in de omstandigheid dat de Nederlanders die Iran bezochten geen 'zoekers' waren. Zij
verbleven in dat land om commerciele en niet vanwege religieuze redenen.
Toen Dunlop in het bezit kwam van bdbi en bahdi heilige geschriften was

dat klaarblijkelijk met het oogmerk om die te verkopen. En een diplomaat
als Knobel was slechts uit humanitaire' bezorgdheid geYnteresseerd in de
vervolgingen van bahti'is. Zelfs in het geval van Wagenvoort. die zijn reis
naar Tehran ondernam met de uitdrukkelijke bedoeling om daar bahd'is te
ontmoeten, kan men zijn twijfels hebben over wat het werkelijke motief zou
kunnen zijn geweest. Zocht hij hen op vanuit een persoonlijke religieuze
behoefte, of louter uit beroepsmatige overwegingen? Hij was tenslotte journalist. Wanneer we de (gepubliceerde) reactie van laatstgenoemde op de
nieuwe religie als kenmerkend voor die van de Nederlanders in het algemeen
beschouwen, dan moet hun gebrek aan interesse zijn versterkt door een overweldigend gevoel van trots en zelfgenoegzaamheid dat voortkwam uit een
wetenschappelijke en technische superioriteit. Wat voor goeds zou er ooit
voort kunnen komen uit deze gedegenereerde en vervallen Perzische cultuur? Of meer algemeen. wat zou het Oosten het Westen nu kunnen bieden?
2) Veel, zo niet het meeste, in het overbruggen van de kloof tussen
Oost en West is voor wat het Westen betreft de verdienste van theosofen, die ondanks hun kleine aantal den van de belangrijkste geestelijke
stromingen van hun tijd, dat wil zeggen het eerste kwart van de 20ste
eeuw. vormden. In een poging om aan de verwachtingen van een nieuw
tijdperk te voldoen - in bahai optiek: het ontvouwen van een wereldbeschaving - een tijd waarin spectaculaire wetenschappelijke ontdekkingen en sterk toegenomen internationale communicatiemogelijkheden
het christelijke monopolie op de waarheid onhoudbaar hadden gemaakt,
waren het theosofen die puttend uit het Hindoeisme en het Boeddhisme
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de geesten rijp maakten voor een meer cosmopolitische en inclusieve
visie op religie. Natuurlijk kan men zich afvragen of de Theosofie nu juist

een oor.aak dan wel een gerolg van deze verschuiving was, maar de
beantwoording van die vraag valt buiten de reikwijdte van deze studie.
Er bestaat echter weinig twijfel over het feit dat de bahai religie in het
kielzog van de Theosofie aan het Nederlandse publiek werd geYntroduceerd. Want wat hun beweegredenen ook mogen zijn geweest, het waren
theosofen die het eerst lezingen hielden over het 'Baha'isme'. artikelen
schreven over deze nieuwe godsdienst, de eerste Nederlandse bahdi literatuur publiceerden en hun loges ter beschikking stelden als platform voor
baha'i sprekers.
De rol van de Theosofie in de introductie van het Bahdi geloof in
Nederland is echter paradoxaal. Omdat deze twee nieuwe religieuze
bewegingen drie belangrijke thema's min of meer deelden - een aanspraak op de vervulling van christelijke eschatologische verwachtingen,
een verlangen om wetenschap en religie met elkaar in overeenstemming
te brengen, en een bewustzijn van de fundamentele eenheid van goddelijke openbaring - konden zij zeker worden opgevat als 'concurrenten'
in de 'geestelijke markt'. De waarneming dat een relatief groot deel van
de Nederlandse baha'is (tenminste 10 of 8% van de 133 nationale bekeerlingen) een min of meer theosofische achtergrond had, als ook het feit dat
het Wereldleraar debacle niet alleen de Theosofische Vereniging bijna
vernietigde maar ook een negatief effect had op de bereidheid van de
Nederlanders om lid te worden van een religieuze organisatie, zoals blijkt
uit de contacten van zowel Wright als Hollibaugh, ondersteunen die conclusie.
3) In het eerste uur van de Nederlandse bahd'i geschiedenis speelden
vrouwen, zowel bahdi als niet-bah:i'i, een belangrijke rol. Men kan daarbij denken aan de artikelen van Alblas-Sorber en Denier van der Gon, de
vertalingen van Isbrucker, de proclamatie pogingen van Wright, de publicatie activiteiten van Greeven, het pionierswerk van Braun. Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek. Stirrat, Meerburg en Ahadieh. de financiele donaties van Collins. en ook de organisatorische en secretariele ondersteuning van True,
Tobias en Sijsling.
In de dertiger jaren werd de vooraanstaande rol van vrouwen binnen de
baha gemeenschap ook opgemerkt door buitenstaanders, zoals de Nederlandse anti-militarist en pacifist De Ligt. Maar De Ligt was hierdoor niet
verrast. want in navolging van de Amerikaanse protestantse theoloog professor Reinhold Niebuhr was hij van mening dat de ethiek van nieuwe
'middenklasse sekten en kerken' - hij gaf Christian Science en Baha'isme
als voorbeelden - voornamelijk 'vriendelijke dames' aantrok. 'Wat:
1
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volgens De Ligt, die in zijn dagen door velen werd gezien als een kampioen van de vrouwenemancipatie, 'niet ten goede komt aan heroYsme'.
Dominee Kok bevestigde deze observatie. Ook in zijn ogen scheen het
'dat niet het minst rijke dames door de Baha'i-leer worden bekoord'.
In tegenstelling tot Kok gaf Nassuth, die in 1952 tijdens zijn studie aan
'
de Technische Universiteit van Delft een scriptie schreef over Babisme
en Bahai'. w61 een verklaring voor dit 'merkwaardige feit'. Volgens deze
Nederlands-Indische moslem was het 'babistische idee' van de sociale
gelijkwaardigheid van man en vrouw er de oorzaak van dat de bahd' i religie zich rond de Eerste Wereldoorlog had ontwikkeld tot een 'typische
Amerikaanse damessekte'. En hoewel hij toegaf dat de 'moderne Bahaibeweging' een 'wereldsekte' was geworden, werd deze nog steeds 'door
Amerikaanse dames vanuit de Verenigde Staten geleid'.
Natuurlijk voelen baha'is zich verguld door deze erkenning van de
leidende rol van vrouwen binnen hun gemeenschap; per slot van rekening
is de essentiele gelijkwaardigheid der sexen een fundamenteel bahgf principe. Maar waren deze uitspraken met hun onmiskenbare bijsmaak van
mannelijk chauvinisme - ze waren immers zeker niet vleiend bedoeld

- in overeenstemming met de werkelijkheid? Niet als men de strikt
numerieke situatie in Nederland beschouwd. In de onderzoeksperiode
(1844-1962) verbleven er in totaal 214 volwassen bahd'is gedurende tenminste den maand in Nederland. Binnen deze groep waren 133 nationale
bekeerlingen, dwz. zij die de Nederlandse nationaliteit hadden, en daarvan waren er 66 (of 50%) vrouw. Onder de leden van de plaatselijke geestelijke raden was dit percentage hetzelfde. Alleen onder de gedelegeerden
naar de eerste nationale conventie en onder de leden van de eerste nationale
geestelijke raad (1962) was er een uitgesproken wanverhouding tussen de
geslachten; in beide gevallen 78% versus 22%, maar niet ten gunste van
vrouwen.
Hoe kwamen De Ligt en consorten dan aan hun conclusie? Het antwoord is dat zij niet de Nederlandse situatie voor ogen hadden, want er
was in die tijd nauwelijks een Nederlandse baha'i gemeenschap om te
beschrijven. Nee, zij baseerden zich op de Noord-Amerikaanse bahai
gemeenschap. In zijn studie van de Canadese bahai gemeenschap vond
Van den Hoonaard dat vrouwen in de periode 1921-1947 tenminste 66%
(met een top van 71%) van alle bahii'is in Canada uitmaakten. Van den
Hoonaard vond bovendien dat verhoudingsgewijs meer ongehuwde vrouwen (65%) dan ongehuwde mannen (39%) naar elders in Canada verhuisden om er nieuwe plaatsen voor het geloof te openen. Dit vrouwelijk

overwicht vond zijn weerslag ook in de geslachtsverdeling van de Amerikaanse pioniers die gedurende de onderzoeksperiode (1844-1962) voor
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tenminste Edn maand in Nederland verbleven: 9 van de 15 (of 60%)
waren vrouw, tegen 27 (of 53%) van de 51 Iraanse pioniers. Waarom
vrouwen binnen de Noord-Amerikaanse bahai gemeenschap waren oververtegenwoordigd is onbekend. Van den Hoonaard vermoedt dat het
baha'i principe van de gelijkwaardigheid der sexen 'een magneet vormde
voor suffragettes en sociale hervormers'. Dat zou goed kunnen. maar
waarom geldt dit dan niet voor de Nederlandse situatie?
4) Man of vrouw, de eerste Nederlandse bahti'is waren ongetwijfeld
individualisten, want zij hadden geen gemeenschap om op terug te vallen.
Afgezien van 'onderlinge correspondentie, dienende om elkaar te onderwijzen en bij te staan in het praktisch toepassen van de leer, bestaande in
het verrichten van goede werken, o.a. maatschappelijk werk, armenzorg,
opvoeding, Toynbeewerk, enz.', beperkte hun religieuze leven zich tot
persoonlijke rituelen als dagelijks gebed, het lezen van (de weinige
beschikbare) bahai literatuur, en het in acht nemen van een jaarlijkse
vastenperiode. In juni 1913 rapporteerde de theosofe Alblas-Sorber. aan
wie wij bovenstaande beschrijving van het vroege bahai leven te danken
hebben, tevens dat 'het groepje BahaYsten' zich had verenigd tot een
'BahaYstencentrum' en dat er plannen bestonden voor het bijeenroepen
van 'alle BahaYsten in Nederland, ten einde een Vereeniging van BahaYsten op te richten'. Dit onderzoek kon echter niet bevestigen dat een dergelijke bijeenkomst daadwerkelijk heeft plaatsgevonden, en het is daarom
waarschijnlijker dat Enzlin, die Alblas-Sorber's informatiebron was, de
feiten wat heeft aangedikt. Zelfs na de succesvolle tour van Yazdani en
Ibn-Asdaq in 1920 was de numerieke situatie klaarblijkelijk zodanig dat

de tijd niet rijp leek voor de oprichting van een baha'i centrum in Den
Haag of Amsterdam. Het was waarschijnlijk niet v66r de late dertiger
jaren dat de geisoleerde gelovigen min of meer regelmatig bijeen kwamen in Nederland. En het bah:i' i religieuze leven kreeg pas werkelijk een
sociale dimensie nd de Tweede Wereldoorlog toen de gelovigen elkaar
regelmatig begonnen te ontmoeten op religieuze bijeenkomsten (Negentiendaagse Feesten), studieklassen, openbare lezingen, conferenties, en
raadsvergaderingen.
In tegenstelling tot het Interbellum waarin het Bah:i'i geloof er niet in
slaagde om zich daadwerkelijk in Nederland te vestigen, was zijn reYntroductie na de Tweede Wereldoorlog ongetwijfeld veel beter voorbereid
en gecoBrdineerd. Hoewel aanvankelijk hun aantal zelfs geringer was
dan in de eind dertiger jaren leefden de weinige gelovigen in die eerste
na-oorlogse jaren allen in of rond Amsterdam, en dat stelde hen in
staat samen te werken, hun krachten te bundelen. en een gemeenschapsgevoel te creeren. Bovendien ontvingen zij nu voortdurende steun, zowel
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financieel als in mankracht, van buiten; dat wil zeggen van de Amerikaanse

bahai gemeenschap.
Vanaf het allereerste begin kende het bahai leven de sterke morele
verplichting tot verbreiding van het nieuwe geloof. Dus toen bah:i'is zich
begonnen te verenigen werd het vinden van mogelijkheden om de gemeenschap uit te breiden en te consolideren een belangrijk onderwerp van
beraadslaging. Natuurlijk werd er ook samen 'gebeden en gespeeld', maar
die activiteiten leken steeds van secundair belang. Zelfs bijeenkomsten
die in de eerste plaats waren georganiseerd om specifieke problemen
binnen de gemeenchap aan te pakken veranderden al snel in 'plannen
maken'. Bahd'fs zochten voortdurend naar mogelijkheden om hun
krachten te bundelen met die niet-bahd'is die zich voor een betere wereld
inspanden, vandaar hun betrokkenheid met de Centrale Organisatie voor
een Duurzame Vrede en de Verenigde Naties, of hun relaties op nationaal niveau met bijvoorbeeld esperantisten. Ongetwijfeld steunden
bahd'is oprecht het ideaal van een universele (hulp) taal. Toch traden zij
in de eerste plaats vanwege 'export' redenen met zulke groepen in contact. Zij hoopten niet alleen gelijkgestemden te ontmoeten. maar ook hen
die interesse in hun godsdienst zouden kunnen hebben.
5) Ondanks deze nadruk op de verbreiding van het Bahdi geloof, een
activiteit waarbij slechts weinig methoden onbenut bleven, kende bahd'i
onderricht zeker zijn grenzen: vooral in het principe zoals dat herhaaldelijk door 'Abdu'l-Bahd was benadrukt dat een ieder zelfstandig de
waarheid diende te zoeken in plaats van de tradities en geloofsopvattingen
van anderen te volgen. Dus wanneer iemand bah:i'i wilde worden, werd
er grote moeite gedaan om er zeker van te zijn dat die keuze in vrijheid
en met kennis van zaken werd gedaan. Of en zo ja in welke mate dit beleid
de groeisnelheid van de Nederlandse baha'f gemeenschap benadeelde
weten we niet. Wat we echter wal weten is dat, in vergelijking tot andere
nieuwe religieuze bewegingen die gedurende de eerste helft van de 20ste
eeuw in Nederland werden geYntroduceerd. die groei tamelijk traag was.
Neem bijvoorbeeld het Leger des Heils dat in 1887 naar Nederland kwam
en op dit moment zo'n 7000 soldaten telt. Of de Jehova's Getuigen die
sedert 1 9 1 4 i n Nederland actief zijn: in 1945 waren er zo'n 2500 getuigen
en tegen 1962 was hun aantal gestegen tot circa 12000. Of neem de Kerk
van Jezus Christus van de Heiligen der Laatste Dagen (Mormonisme) die
in dezelfde periode kwam en in 1996 zo'n 7500 nationale leden telde. Of
de huidige Kerk van de Zevende Dag Adventisten met een ledental van
12000.

Natuurlijk kan men ook andere voorbeelden geven. Zoals we reeds
zagen, verkreeg de Nederlandse afdeling van de Theosofische Vereniging
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in 1897 haar handvest. Aanvankelijk was de groei langzaam, maar nadat
de beweging was veranderd in een messiaanse campagne steeg haar
ledental in de late twintiger jaren naar een piek van bijna 3000, om als

gevolg van het 'Krishnamurti effect' tenslotte ineen te zakken tot de huidige circa 400. De eerste zendeling van de Ahmadiyya Moslim Zending
(Qadiani tak) arriveerde in Nederland in 1926. Het was echter pas na de
Tweede Wereldoorlog, toen de beweging begon met het 'op ruime schaal'
zenden van 'missionarissen' naar het Westen, dat zij in Nederland volgelingen verwierf. In 1997 telde de Ahmadiyya Moslem Zending circa
300 nationale leden. De Indiase musicus Inayat Khan ( 1882-1927) bracht

zijn soefi boodschap in 1921 naar Nederland. Toen hij eind 1926 naar zijn
geboorteland terugkeerde hield de Soefi Beweging regelmatig religieuze
diensten in Amsterdam, Den Haag, Delft, Haarlem, Deventer en Nijmegen.
Op het moment telt de Nederlandse afdeling drie mui-shids ('leraren') en
circa 500 mitrids ('leerlingen' of 'ingewijden', die een jaarlijkse contributie betalen) verbonden aan een totaal van 18 centra.
Omdat de introductie geschiedenissen van deze nieuwe religieuze
bewegingen in Nederland (met uitzondering van die van de Theosofische
Vereniging) niet zijn gepubliceerd kan men nauwelijks conclusies verbinden aan deze ruwe demografische gegevens. Het is echter opvallend
om te zien dat bewegingen die als min of meer 'christelijk' kunnen worden
bestempeld een veel snellere groei doormaakten dan die welke vanuit een
niet-christelijke of 'islamitische' achtergrond kwamen. Het is verleidelijk
om uit deze waarneming te concluderen dat de immigratie van een relatief groot aantal Perzische bahd'fs in de zestiger jaren, hoe essentieel
ook voor de ontwikkeling van de Nederlandse bahii'f-gemeenschap in die
tijd, het 'oosterse' beeld van het Bah:i'i geloof verder heeft versterkt en
zodoende als obstakel voor toetreding een paradoxaal effect kan hebben
gehad. Als dit inderdaad zo is dan moet deze 'bijwerking' nog zijn versterkt door de Iraanse Revolutie van 1979. waarna alles wat uit Iran
afkomstig was in het Westen allerlei negatieve associaties opriep.
Zouden de numerieke resultaten beter zijn geweest als bahdis christelijke thema's in hun 'onderrichtswerk' hadden benadrukt? Wat zou er
bijvoorbeeld zijn gebeurd als zij de nadruk hadden gelegd op de eschatologische 'oplossing' van hun religie. of Bahii'u'lldh's bewering dat hij
de 'Heer van de Wijngaard' is, meer voor het voetlicht hadden gebracht?
Deze studie bracht verschillende gelegenheden aan het licht waarin zulke
tactische overwegingen van invloed waren op wat men de 'recruterings
strategie' van de eerste baha'is zou kunnen noemen. Toen bijvoorbeeld
de eerste Nederlandse bahtii publicaties van rond 1910 de bahii'i zaak
voorstelden als een inclusieve beweging, zonder formeel lidmaatschap
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duidelijke organisatie, was dit niet een kwestie van tactiek maar veeleer de beschrijving van een stand van zaken. Maar toen Greeven en
en

Wright in de dertiger jaren de voorkeur gaven aan de benaming 'beweging' boven 'religie' was dat niet langer het geval. Hun voorkeur werd
duidelijk ingegeven door diplomatieke overwegingen omdat zij vreesden
dat het woord 'religie' mensen zou afschrikken. Toch waren deze tactische overwegingen zelfs ten tijde van de centraal geleide herintroductie
van het Bah:i'f geloof in het Nederland van na de Tweede Wereldoorlog
nooit in gelijke mate gecentraliseerd in bijvoorbeeld het European
Teaching Committee of de Benelux Raad. Bij gelegenheid echter kregen

sprekers wel eens een specifiek onderwerp voor hun lezing toebedeeld.
zoals dat bijvoorbeeld het geval was toen Ashton in 1948 de Nederlandse
gelovigen bezocht met het doel hun de kneepjes van het bah:i'i bestuursstelsel bij te brengen, maar verreweg de meesten kozen zelf, eventueel in
overleg met hen die op plaatselijk niveau de bijeenkomst organiseerden.
het onderwerp van hun spreekbeurt. En zo kon het gebeuren dat vrijwel
alle lezingen eerder handelden over humanitaire of sociologische dan over

specifiek theologische of christelijke onderwerpen. Vandaar titels als:
Wereldorde door Wereldreligie (Mottahedeh), De Aarde is slechts din
Land (Van Ogtrop), of Menselijke Waarden in een veranderende Wereld

(Baker). Natuurlijk wil 66n en ander niet zeggen dat er tijdens openbare
bijeenkomsten niet meer theologische of specifiek christelijke thema's
werden aangeroerd of grondig bediscussieerd, het wijst er alleen maar op
dat zij niet als passende aanknopingspunten voor de introductie van het
Bahai geloof werden beschouwd. Wellicht voelden de sprekers zich bij
christelijke onderwerpen onzeker. of poogden zij een vruchteloos theologisch dispuut - iets dat door Baha'u'llah expliciet was verboden --- te
vermijden. Het is echter waarschijnlijker dat zij eenvoudigweg wilden
aansluiten bij de interesses van hun in toenemende mate seculiere gehoor
dat na jaren van barbarij verlangde naar vrede en gerechtigheid.
6) De bescheiden omvang van de Nederlandse baha'i gemeenschap,
136 volwassen gelovigen in 1962, kan ook dienen als verklaring voor het
feit dat baha'is nauwelijks tegenstand ondervonden bij hun verbreidingsactiviteiten. Ja, er waren protestantse polemieken, zoals die van Severijn
en Kok, of een enkele weigering om een christelijk gehoor te mogen toespreken, zoals bij de YMCA in Amsterdam, maar dit alles ontaardde nooit
in ernstige moeilijkheden. Alleen met het in brand steken van het bahai
conferentie oord bij Nijmegen in de tachtiger jaren, ervoer de bahti' i
gemeenschap iets dat zou kunnen worden geduid als 'tegenstand'. Maar
omdat de dader(s) nooit werd(en) opgepakt en de motieven dus onduidelijk
bleven, is zelfs dat niet zeker. Naast de kleine (en daardoor niet bedreigende)
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omvang van de Nederlandse bahtii gemeenschap, zou de niet-agressieve
aard van haar rekruteringsmethoden in dit verband een andere factor kunnen zijn. Want zoals we zagen roept Bahii'u'lltih de mens op om zich te
verenigen met de volgelingen van alle religies, bindt hij hem op het hart
om ieder nutteloos dispuut te vermijden, en waarschuwt hij hem er voor
om godsdienst niet tot oorzaak van onenigheid en haat te laten verworden. Eenheid is inderdaad hti centrale thema van zijn religie.
Bij het opmaken van de staat van het Christendom in zijn boek Balans
ran het Christendom aan de vooravond van de Tweede Wereldoorlog kon
de internationaal bekende Nederlandse protestantse theoloog Gerardus
van der Leeuw niet anders dan concluderen dat 'het Christendom. en
daarmee onze gehele cultuur is geseculariseerd en vermenselijkt'. De
christelijke eschatologie was vervangen door een seculier utopisme: de
mens zou niet langer wachten op het uit de hemel neerdalen van het
Koninkrijk Gods, nee hij zou de volmaakte wereld zalf tot stand brengen.
Maar wat begon als het 'feestelijke bal' der Verlichting was gevolgd door
het 'verschrikkelijke ddmasqut' van het Nihilisme. Allen die de religie
der vooruitgang hadden gepredikt, bleken 'verklede theologen' te zijn
wier idealen en betrokkenheid als louter illusie of ambitie waren ontmaskerd. Het 'grote vermageringsproces' van het secularisme was nu
weliswaar ten einde gekomen, maar er was niets meer overgebleven. Van
het Nihilisme, die 'goddeloze cultuur', had de weg in een rechte lijn
geleid tot nieuwe door mensen bedachte religies: de verheerlijking van
het leven, de aanbidding der hartstochten en de vergoddelijking van de
mens met aan de top de F;ihrer of de Staat.
Van der Leeuw kon zich in deze uitkomst niet vinden. Zou het mogelijk zijn om het Christendom te vernieuwen en daarmee het tij te keren?
Aanvankelijk had hij de hoop dat oecumene, nadruk op zending, vernieuwing der liturgie. en theologische herbezinning er inderdaad in zouden

slagen om het Christendom als commune mesure ('gemeenschappelijke
norm') te herstellen. maar toen in 1946 de derde druk van zijn zeer populaire boek werd gepubliceerd. was hij gedwongen toe te geven dat er van
dit alles weinig terecht was gekomen. Wellicht was hij er zich van bewust
geworden dat hij in dezelfde val was gestapt als zijn ideologische opponenten: dat wil zeggen in die van het humanisme. Want neigden zijn

inspanningen niet naar een even verwerpelijke degradatie van religie?
Het Christendom verkeerde, zoals hij had gediagnostiseerd, in een toestand van 'achteruitgang en verval' en hij moet hebben aangevoeld dat
iedere poging tot reanimatie, hoe nobel ook in haar intentie, tevergeefs
was. Het riep slechts het beeld op van de Baron van Munchhausen die
zichzelf aan de haren trekkend uit een moeras trachtte te bevrijden. Was
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de mens niet fundamenteel onmachtig om religie te vernieuwen? Het
was altijd religie geweest die de mens vernieuwde, en niet omgekeerd.
Misschien was het daarom dat Van der Leeuw zijn balans had besloten
'
met de hartekreet: Veni Creator Spiritus. kom Schepper, Heilige Geest
en vernieuw onze haI-ten en onze wereld.'
Met 34 plaatselijke geestelijke raden, ruim 1000 volwassen gelovigen
en een gemiddelde jaarlijkse groei van 3% in de afgelopen tien jaar is het
nog moeilijk om de huidige Nederlandse bahdi gemeenschap als de vervulling van dit gebed te zien. Onze harten en onze wereld zijn zeker
nog niet vernieuwd. Nee, de akkers van het Christendom (en eigenlijk
godsdienst in het algemeen) werden, om in de metafoor van Chantepie
de la Saussaye te blijven, grondig omgeploegd, en met het land nog steeds
braak liggend kan deze studie dus niets meer trachten te zijn dan een
poging tot beschrijving van een nieuw zaaiseizoen op 66n enkele kleine
boerderij door iemand die van landbouw niet veel verstand heeft, maar
toevallig in de buurt was.
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Appendix I
Transcription (4 unpublished Dutch source material
The spelling. punctuation, underlining and paragraphs of the original text have been
maintained. Deletions or additions have been indicated by [square] brackets.

Collignon to Knobel, letter

12

April 1890:

Isfahan 12 April 1890. Waarde Heer Knobel. In antwoord op uwe geachte letteren van den 23. pass zal ik u gaarne in privt van de gebeurtenissen van eenig
belang. die in onze plaats voorvallen op de hoogte houden.
De Babi questie door u vermeld heeft zich als volgt toegedragen: een 20 taI
boeren van het dorp Benasfahan ca. 2 farsagh van hier, moesten voor ongeveer
een jaar het dorp verlaten, daar zij door de Moullahs en andere boeren beschuldigd werden Babis te zijn, zij begaven zich [naar] Teheran en bij de terugkomst
van den Shah verkregen een bevel van Z[ijne] Majesteit, naar hun dorp te mogen
terugkeeren en niemand het recht had, hen lastig te vallen.
Bij aankomst hier, wilden eenige der voornaamste Moullahs hen direkt gevangen nemen en ter dood veroordelen, het goevernement nam hen echter in bescherming en op kracht van het bevel van den Shah. gaf hen een escorte van ferashes,
om naar huune woningen terug te gaan.
Intusschen hadden de Moullahs van Isfahan. de boeren van Benasfahan dermate
opgeruid en hun doen weten, dat het afmaken dezer Babis, noodzakelijk was, en
zij alle verantwoording op zich namen, dat de bewoners van dit dorp alle met
knuppels, hooivorken etc. gewapend, op weg gingen, de feraschen van het goevernement verjaagden en 8 dezer ongelukkige Babis doodsloegen, hunne lijken
verminkten en verdere gruwelen begingen.
De 12 andere Babis. ontvluchtten naar Djoulfa werden ca. 14 dagen in het huis
van een missionair voor de Joden. Mr. Nouroulah genaamd, verborgen en aan de
woede van het volk onttrokken.
Mr. Ironside van de Engelsche legatie die zich hier bevond. rapporteerde het
voorval aan Sir Henry. en deze bewerkte den Shah maatregelen te nemen de gruwelen te stoppen: dit werd gedaan door den hoofd Moullah van Isfahan naar
Teheran te doen komen. en aldaar werd hij op bevel van den Shah voor 2 jaren
van hier verbannen, hetwelk in Perzie zeer dikwijls betekend [sic]. de man hier
of daar plotseling sterft, hetwelk men beweerd [sic] met medeweten van den
Shah gebeurd.
De overige Moullah's zijn hierdoor tot rust gebragt. daar zij alle vreezen ook
naar Teheran geroepen te worden, met al de gevolgen daarvan.
De ontvluchtte Babis, zijn op raad der europeanen en het perz. goevernement
naar eene andere provincie vertrokken, waar zij niet als Babis bekend zijn.
De bevolking van Benasfahan was eerst zeer bevreesd. zij voor hare wandaad
bestraft zoude worden. daar een van de Shah's vertrouwden. hierheen gekomen
was. om de zaak te onderzoeken. daar er op dit oogenblik echter niets gedaan
wordt. zijn de meesten. die hunne huizen reeds leeg gemaakt hadden en met
pak en zak waren gevlucht. weder teruggekeerd. en zal het waarschijnlijk des
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Zil-es-Sultan's aangename plicht zijn, zoovele duizend tomans voor den Shah en
zoveele meer voor zich zelf. uit dit dorp te schroeven, door de vermogenste boeren een voor een bij zich te laten komen en als hoofdschuldige te veroordeelen,
het welk dan gewoonlijk, met de betaling van zoovele tomans afloopt. en de
eenigste straf zal zijn, voor deze bloedige daad: daar de meeste perzen en vooral
de boeren echter meer aan hun geld hangen dan aan hun leven, is de straf onder
de omstandigheden, ten minste in de oogen der perzen zwaar genoeg.
Dat het moorden etc. niet verder gegaan is hebben wij in de eerste plaats aan
de humaniteit van Sir Henry te danken, die zeer krachtdadig opgetreden is en den
Shah om zoo te zeggen gedwongen heeft te handelen.
Vertrouwende u van mijne berichten met discretie gebruik zult maken, verblijf
ik. met beleefde groeten, hoogachtend. J.H. Collignon.
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Prins to Knobel, letter 24 May 1891:
Yezd 24 Mei 1891. WeI Ed. Heer. Mijn schrijven 2 dezer reken ik in Uw bezit
en had ik niet gedacht reeds binnen eene maand met geheel andere tijdingen te
moeten komen. Misschien hebt U het nieuws reeds vernomen daar de Heer Vaughan die hier oogenblikkelijk is den Engelschen afgezant ten Onzent van het een
en ander op de hoogte heeft gesteld.
Geheel onverwachts heeft men hier I.I. Maandag 18 dezer 7 mannen m.n.
Babis gedood. Ekn heeft men opgehangen vddr den Prins en de zes anderen heeft
men in verschillende wijken der stad gedood. Dit is de eerste keer, dat men Babis
hier gedood heeft, en heeft de terechtstelling dan ook eene geheele opschudding
tengevolge gehad. Nauwelijks waren de menschen gedood of zij waren door het
gepeupel in een oogenblik onder steenen begraven. De Prins gaf, nadat de terechtstelling volvoerd was, order, dat Maandag en Dinsdagavond de Bazaar open zou
zijn, en geillumineerd moest worden en dat hij zelf van plan was Dinsdagavond
te komen. Hierop gaf hij Dinsdagmorgen bevel dat de illuminatie gestopt moest
worden en dat iedereen die over Babi's sprak den tong uit den mond zou worden gesneden. Bijna iedereen dacht in het begin, dat alles bij het dooden dezer
7 menschen zou blijven, doch men heeft de vervolgingen sedert 1.1. [laatstleden]
Donderdag weer voortgezet. Men heeft ook den Priester der Babis, Mollah Ibrahim gevangen genomen en deze is heden morgen van Taft met muziek naar Yezd
gebracht. Verder heeft men een Yezdee die koopman is en voornamelijk in zijde
handelt en nog 4 menschen uit de omgeving gevangen genomen. alzoo tezamen
zes, en denk ik. dat men deze menschen a.s. week zal dooden. Zooals U misschien
weet. zijn er hier te Yezd zeer vele Babis. Men zegt alleen te Yezd, zonder omgeving, 12/14000. doch geloof ik, dat dit eenigzins overdreven is. De eerste en
voornaamste kooplui alhier zijn Babis en verscheidenen zijn onbedingd min of
meer in gevaar. De toestand is hier tamelijk kritiek en daar men erger dingen
vreest is er aan zaken natuurlijk niet te denken. ledereen komt geregelder dan ooit
in de Bazar om valsche geruchten enz. te vermijden. Eenige groote kooplui, als
Hajee Mirza Mahomed Taqi Shirazi en zijn zoon Hajee Mirza Mahomed. Hajee
Sejed Mirza Shirazi, Hajee Mahomed Ibrahim. Hajee Mahomed Sadagh Afgahi
en nog eenigen zijn bepaald in gevaar en zal de Prins eenigen [hunner] reeds
gezegd hebben, dat zij zich geloofsbrieven onderteekend door de eerste Mulahs
moeten verschaffen.
De Mulahs, die de oorzaak zullen zijn, dat men deze 7 menschen gedood en
de vervolgingen weer voortgezet heeft zijn: Shegh Hassan en zijn zoon Shegh
Taqi, Mina Syed Ali. Mulah Hassan en Mulah Hoessein, en de namen der menschen welke men gedood heeft:

Namen
1.

Mulah Mehti

2. Mulah Ali
3.

Asghar
4. Mahomed Bakar
5.

Woonplaats

Getki
Sabsewar
Yezd

..

Asghar

6. Hassan

7. Ali

-
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Allen uitgenomen No. 5 zijn getrouwd en hebben zoover als ik van de Yezdees
weet. vrouw en kleine kinderen. De meesten zullen dan ook in zeer behoeftigen
omstandigheden verkeeren. daar datgene wat ze nog hadden [hun] zoo goed als
afgenomen is en Babis oogenblikkelijk te bang zijn openlijk hulp te verleenen.
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Ik heb een mijner bedienden een Armenier order gegeven de nagelatenen der
slachtoffers te bezoeken en te zien iii hoeverre hulp verleend kan worden en heb
ik tot nu toe alleen slechts eenige Tomans gegeven. Ik zal zien, wat ik verder voor
deze menschen zal kunnen doen. Zoo is men b.v. Maandag nadat deze 7 menschen
gedood waren met muziek naar hunne huizen getrokken en heeft men de vrouwen en kinderen beleedigd. Zoals U weet hebben de Babis slechts 66ne vrouw.
Zie iets waaruit U het oprechte der Mulahs kunt beoordelen.
De Mulahs. die den meesten invloed bij den Prins hebben zijn: Shegh Hassan
en zijn zoon Shegh Taqi: deze laatste zendt naar verschillende menschen die hij
weet dat Babis zijn en zegt wanneer ze hem geen Tomaan 25.50 of 100 geven,
hij hen bij den Prins zal aanklagen. Het is natuurlijk, dat de menschen dit alleen
zullen bekennen n.m. of deze Sheghs al dan niet om geld hebben gezonden,
wanneer zij weten dat ze er hun hoofd niet voor zullen verliezen. Deze Sheghs
zenden alleen om geld bij de kleinere lui als bazaarhouders. wevers. enz. die te
bang zijn om direct hunnen klacht bij den Prins intedienen.
Het is merkwaardig, zooals deze Babis zich hebben laten dooden: als echte
martelaars. zonder eenige vrees en zonder een enkel woord te zeggen als alleen
goed te spreken van hunne godsdienst. De Prins verlangde alleen dat ze slecht
van Babis en de Babigodsdienst zouden bezoedelen, echter 7 weigerden dit te doen.
Twee mannen, zoons van Mulah Mehti deden het en werden vrugelaten.
Ik z.al U voortdurend omtrent het een en ander op de hoogte houden. Echter
oogenblikkelijk weet ik niets meer. Heden namiddag ga ik den Prins bezoeken
en misschien verneem ik het een en ander van hem.
Uw geeerd schrijven dd. 12 st komt zooeven in mijn bezit en las ik met genoegen dat de Heer Collignon reeds ten Onzent gearriveerd is. Ik hoop dat de paspoorten aangelegenheid op eene voordeelige wijze voor het kantoor alhier in orde
zal kunnen gemaakt worden. Op het oogenblik zijn de zaken hier zeer flauw,
doch ik hoop, dat alles zich weer spoedig terecht zal vinden.
Na onderdanige groeten. Heb ik de eer te zijn. Met hoogachting Uw ed. dienaar. C.F. Prins.

Prins to Knobel, letter 31 May 1891 :
WeI Ed Heer, Mijn schrijven dd 24 est reken ik in Uw bezit en heb ik deze
week omtrent de vervolgingen der Babis geen nieuws mede te deelen.
Men heeft hier eenigen gevangen. zoo ook de priester Hadji Mollah Ibrahim.
doch loopen er zeer uiteenlopende geruchten. De eene zegt, dat men eenige der
voornaamste Babis naar Teheran heeft gezonden. dan zegt men. dat men ze 's nachts
2 farraghs van hier op de weg naar Kashan gedood heeft en verder zegt men dat
de Prins ze hier alleen gevangen heeft. Dit is ook mijne opinie en geloof ik niet.
dat de Prins wanneer hij ze mocht dooden dit in het openbaar zal doen. Dit heeft
te veel opschudding teweeggebracht. Ik denk niet. dat de Prins de vervolgingen
op de zelfde wijze zal voortzetten, hier en daar en voornamelijk van de rijke
babis zal hij geld nemen en dan zal de zaak wei langzamerhand doodbloeden. Het
is echter ongelukkig voor de familien der slachtoffers. Deze hebben het zeer arm
en ondersteuning krijgen ze niet. Bijna allen laten vrouwen met 5 d 6 kleine kin-

deren na. [...1
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Knobel to FO, letter 1 June 1891:
Heer. Bij mijn missive van 29 april jl. No. 28 had ik de eer Uwer Exc. bericht
te geven van de dreigbrieven, ontvangen door den Schah en door sommige hooge
perzische autoriteiten. Men heeft hier deze wandaden - naar ik geloof tot Op
zekere hoogte ten onrechte toegeschreven aan de volgelingen van den "profeet"
Bab, over de vervolgingen waaraan deze dikwerf blootstaan, handelde reeds mijn
-

schrijven van 7 Juli 1890 No. 33.
Er hebben hier mitsdien in den laatsten tijd talrijke arrestatien plaats gehad.
O.a. heeft men den Mirza der Oostenrijksche legatie op grond dat hij Babi was
gevangen genomen. Dit is geschied zonder dat de Oostenrijksche Gezant vooraf
werd geraadpleegd, en velen maken den Heer de Rostu er een verwijt van dat hij.
in plaats van krachtig tegen deze handelswijze op te komen, genoegen heeft genomen met eene verontschuldiging welke hem namens den Schah daarvoor is aangeboden. [ . . .1

Knobel to Prins, letter 4 June 1891:
Tadgrize 4 juni 1891. Waarde Heer Prins, De eerste uitvoerige bijzonderheden omtrent de vervolgingen der Babis zijn hier ontvangen door uw schrijven aan
mij van den 24-sten van verleden maand. Ik heb dat schrijven met groote belangstelling gelezen en zie gaarne uwe verdere berichten over deze zaak tegemoet.
Wij interesseren er ons natuurlijk voor uit een algemeen oogpunt van humaniteit
en mocht het vervolgen der Babis worden voortgezet. dan is het niet geheel
onmogelijk dat de vertegenwoordigers alhier een collectieven stap zullen doen om
deze wreedheden tegen te gaan. Het ergste is dat zij geschieden zoo niet op bevel
dan toch met goedkeuring van de hoogste autoriteit.
Heden heb ik juist bericht gekregen dat ingevolge van diplomatieke zijde
gedane stappen de perz. regeering beloofd heeft de herhaling van gruwelen als
te Yezd zijn voorgekomen zoveel mogelijk te verhinderen. [...]

Prins to Knobel, letter 21 June 1891:
[ . . .1 Uwe geeerde letteren No's 394 /9 5 dd. 4 pass kwamen in mijn bezit en
haast ik mij U een antwoord te doen toekomen.
Wat de Babi's aangaat, hoort men over niets meer spreken en hoop ik. dat deze
gruwelen zich niet meer zullen herhalen. [...]

Dunlop to De Goeje, letter 27 October 1898:
Weledele Heer. Zeer aangenaam was mij de ontvangst van Uw geeerd schrijven van den 21-en sept. waaruit ik gaarne heb gezien dat de Babi-handschriften
U welkom waren. Met Uw voornemen deze aan de Leidsche bibliotheek af te
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staan kan ik mij geheel vereenigen. De heer Browne bezit reeds een groot
gedeelte dezer handschriften, maar zullen enkele nummers hem zeker belang
inboezemen.

De secte der Babi's schijnt zich slechts uit te breiden. tenminste dit ervaren
de meeste mijner Perzische vrienden. Maar betrouwbare gegevens zijn niet verkrijgbaar. Intussen geloof ik dat een enorm aantal Perzen eigenlijk vrijdenkers &

volgelingen van Omar Chayam zijn, en zich in godsdienstige vraagstukken weinig verdiepen. Het kan echter zeer goed blijken dat het Babisme, door zich aan
de modernere denkbeelden aan te passen, ook bij hen ingang zal vinden.
Voorloopig is het onmogelijk de toekomst der secte te voorspellen. De Perzische Regeering (die volgens veler bewering voor een deel uit Babis bestaat) laat
hen met rust.
Mocht ik U te eeniger tijd door het geven van inlichtingen van dienst kunnen
zijn, zoo ben ik altijd gaarne tot Uwer beschikking.
Ik verblijf, Weledele Heer. met de meeste hoogachting Uw dienaar, H. Dunlop.

Germain. annual report 1899
„

„,

I

. /

Les Persans Babl refugies a Acre et a Caiffa ont actret6 une belle partie de
terrain a Caiffa entre la Colonie Allemande et le versant-Nord du Carmel pour y
transfdrer le corps de leur dieu -Baha-Allah". dicddd il y a quelques anndes et
enterrd au "Bahge" aux environs d'Acre. Un inglnieur Anglais. Mr. Cotrell a fait
le plan de ce sanctuaire qui augmenter incessamment le nombre des pdlerins et
touristes a Caiffa.

Wagenvoort's journal 1905
5 Februari [1905]: Met mijn mirza Aziz Ullah ben ik heden op bezoek gegaan
bij het hoofd van de Babi's hier, den hadsji Achoend.
In een zijstraat van de Bazaar: in een huis waar een der Babi's, ons bezoek

was aangekondigd. ons al aan de deur stond te wachten om ons binnen te leiden.
wijl zij ofschoon niet meer zoo emstig als voorheen, nog slechts in 't geheim
voor hun godsdienst kunnen uitkomen. Om die reden moest ik mij ook door een
opening heen werken, die zeer laag en zeer smal was, om in het huis te kunnen.
Dit zag er wat wij zouden noemen burgerlijk uit, maar erg goed onderhouden.
Ik werd met Perzische plechtigheid ontvangen door hadsji Achoend: een
zwaarlijvig man met zware trekken, een groote wrat op de wang. een baard die,
dacht mij, zwart geverfd was. en zeer levendige zwarte ogen. Hoewel het gezicht
wat te materieel was maakte het toch den indruk van verstand en goedheid.
Hij was eenvoudig als een Perzische koopman gekleed en had een grote witte
tulban op. helder en zorgvuldig geplooid. Hem terzijde stond Eben Abhar: een
man, veel fijner in de kleeren, hoewel toch ook eenvoudig, een gelijke grote witte
tulban op: ook zijn gezicht was fijner, geestiger, hoewel er uit zijne magerheid
en donkere oogen zekere dweeperij sprak. Ook hij had den baard, scheen het.
zwart geverfd en dat gaf hem het uitzien van een onzekeren leeftijd. Hij maakte
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geheel den indruk van een dier wel [illegible] fanatieke mollahs. zoals men ze
overal in den Islam ziet: zeer ernstig, waardig, koel, maar wanneer hij sprak
kwam iets vriendelijks in zijn gezicht. en soms glimlachte hij. en die glimlach
deed mij werkelijk aangenaam aan. Er waren nog twee anderen. er kwam later
nog een jonge Perzische docter met een falset stem Mirza Rastoo, die hier op den
Amerikaansche school gestudeerd heeft en Engelsch sprak, terwijl een jonge zoon

van den hadsji Fransch kon spreken. Evenals de menschen maakte het huis een
aangenamen indruk: een erg grote, maar lage kamer met een groot venster over
de geheele breedte. dat klein van ruiten. in het rond een verspringing van gele
en blauwe ruitjes had. Tegen dat venster stond aan beide zijden een menigte
bloempotten, die hoogopgeschoten sierplanten en eenige lage citroen en oranje
appelen boompjes bevatten. zoodat de kamer met het gezicht naar het venster
den indruk maakte van een broeikas. Behalve een paar eenvoudige stoelen en
een kast was het enige meubel in het vertrek een zeer lage tafel met zware dekens
bedekt. kortom de tandoer der Turken. waaromheen mijn nieuwe vrienden zich
neerhurkten op fraaie tapijten met hun rug tegen dikke kussens, terwijl voor mij
een stoel was neergezet, waarop men mijne benen inbakerde onder de dekens.
Het gesprek was natuurlijk over het Babisme. Toen de "Bab" te Tabriz gevangen zat in de eerste regeringsjaren van Nasr-id-din-Sja schreef hij een brief aan
zijn meest geliefde en getrouwen volgeling Subh-i-Ezel waarin dezen. met die
mystieke woorden, die de Babische geschriften kenmerken, als zijn opvolger aanwees. Maar Subh-i-Ezels halfbroeder een man, klaarblijkelijk. van grote gaven
en misschien van nog grooter handigheid, Beha-Ullah usurpeerde het recht van
Ezel. die spoedig zoo goed als geheel verlaten was. De meeste Babi's zijn tegenwoordig Behai 's, de Ezeli's zijn zeer weinig talrijk. Beha-Ullah heeft een zoon
nagelaten. Abbas Effendi, die evenals zijn vader naar Akka verbannen, daar nog
leeft.
Wijl het bleek. dat ik nog niet goed genoeg in het Perzisch was om den woordenrijkdom en de vlugheid van Hadsji Achond te volgen, was Mirza Aziz-Allah

onze tolk.
Op mijn vraag of. indien de Babi's in Perzie konden doen en laten wat zij
goed en kwaad vinden. zij wederzijds ook huwelijken tusschen Christenen en
hen zouden toestaan, antwoordde de Hadsji bevestigend. Het doel van hun beweging was goedenwil en gelijkheid aan te kweken tusschen alle menschen op aarde
e n. . . de Babi-godsdienst overal te verspreiden.
Ik zei hen, dat ik dit bedenkelijk vond. wijl, evenals de geschiedenis van de
Christenheid bewijst dit aanleiding geeft tot fanatisme. en citeerde daarbij het
woord van Rousseau: Je pense que solliceter quelqu'un de quitter la religion on
il est nt est le solliciter de mal faire et pas consdquent faire mal sur mame.
"Maar hoe kan dan de Babi-godsdienst verspreid worden?" vroeg hadsji Achond.
"Door het voorbeeld van goede daden". antwoordde ik.
Dit. zei hij, geschiedde dan ook zoo, en hun godsdienst verspreidde zich ras:
er waren Babi-gemeenten in Washington. in Parijs, in Aksabad (Turkestan) en
men liet mij daarvan photographien zien. waarbij ik stil meesmuilde. want waarlijk, het Babisme hoe voortreffelijk ook voor de Perzen en Perzie, heeft onder
Joden en Christenen noch reden van bestaan noch toekomst.
intusschen had de Hadsji lichtelijk geprotesOp mijn vraag of de Babi's
teerd tegen den naam, wijl zij zich thans Behais noemden - niet ietwat ondank-

baar geweest waren tegenover Subh-i-Ezel. die in het laatst van zijn leven. in zijn
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verbanning op Cyprus zoo geheel verlaten was. dat hij ofschoon niet bepaald
arm. zelf naar den Bazaar moest gaan om zijne inkoopen te doen? vertelde de
hadsji mij de geschiedenis van het Babisme, die mij bekend was uit een vertaling
van Tarich-i-Djedid (Nieuwe Geschiedenis) door Mirza Hoseyn van Hamadan.
en hoeveel meer de Zaak van den Bab te danken had aan het lijden, de standvastigheid en de wijsheid van Beha-Ullah.
"Zijn er nu nog vrouwen als Qoeraat-el-Ain. de dichteres en zieneres, tijdgenoot van den Bab. en martelares, onder de BehaY's?" vroeg ik. En wat is de opvoeding der meisjes?
Qoeraat-el-Ain was een uitzondering onder de vrouwen gaf de hadsji mij ten
antwoord. en wij zijn niet vrij om te doen wat wij gaarne willen, dus moeten wij
onze dochters opvoeden zoals onze landgenooten dat doen, maar zeker geven
wij haar nu reeds zoo goed mogelijk een opvoeding als wij kunnen.
Er werden mij nog andere photo's getoond: hadsji Achond zelf geketend en
een blok aan het been. Eben Abhar, die, hoorde ik later zijn schoonzoon is, ook
geketend en tusschen twee Perzische soldaten; de hadsji had zeven jaar in den
gevangenis gezeten, Eben Abhar ik weet niet hoelang.
Nog geruimen tijd spraken wij over godsdienst. over Babisme. en wij spraken
over het niet bij deze eerste gedachtenwisseling te laten blijven. Met plichtplegingen werd ik uitgeleide gedaan, nadat de Hadsji - Perzische gewoonte om een
geschenk te geven: "kleine geschenken onderhouden de vriendschap", mij een
mooie citroen had gegeven. Het gesprek met die waardige mannen maakte een
hoogst aangenamen indruk op mij en zeker behoorden Zij tot die menschen die
het Perzische volk nog een toekomst belooven. 1. . . ]
1 Maart [1905]: Ik heb zooveel te doen, dat mijn dagboek er bij overschiet.
Toch zou er wel het een en ander aan te teekenen zijn. Ik kom nu geregeld bij
de Babi's, of liever de BehaY's en heb met hen gesprekken over God en godsdienst. Zondag legde ik hen de pantherstische wereldbeschouwing uit steeds vragende en het bleek dat hun godsdienst meer lijkt op PantheYsme dan op iets
anders. trouwens voor mij is deze aanschouwing de eenig mogelijke. Doch toen
ik zoover was om te zeggen dat de ziel onmogelijk een persoonlijk voortbestaan
na dit leven kan hebben kwam de "Hadsji Achont" daar tegen op, en vroeg mij
of hij dan zoovele jaren in ketens in de gevangenis was geweest en voor zijn
overtuiging had geleden zonder een belooning te mogen verwachten? Ik antwoordde hem dat deze dingen de belooning in zich zel f dragen: de heerlijke en
verheffende overtuiging dat de lillegiblel trotseerende voor de gewetensvrijheid,
de ware koning des levens is, en dat een goed man in moeilijke ogenblikken niets
anders dan goed zijn kan. Dit scheen hem eenigermate te verzoenen.
Ter mijner eere nu was er gisteren een vergadering belegd van de notabelen
der BehaY-gemeente. wat met eenige voorzichtigheid moest geschieden wijl de
"moestaheds" naar 't schijnt ontevreden met den gang van zaken weer trachten
een opstootje te maken waarvan de BehaY's de gebroken potten hebben te betalen. De bijeenkonist had plaats ten huize van een rijk koopman, die niet zoveel
Behai was. of hij had op Perzische wijze uitgepakt. Twee officieren. en twee soldaten. in hun mooiste uniform vormden een soort van lijfwacht die mij, eenmaal.
in huis, begeleidde naar een bovenzaal, waar in 't rond op tapijten reeds een veertigtal mannen zaten met Hadsji Achont in het midden. Voor mij was een stoel
klaargezet. naast een klein tafeltje met een zilveren rooktoestel. naast Ibn Abhar
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dien ik door mijne gesprekken zeer heb leeren achten. In de zaal was behalve mijn
stoel niets Europeesch, behalve dan spiegels op de schoorsteenmantels: aan de
want [sic] waarschijnlijk heilige teksten in lijstjes en photographien van lijdende
en strijdende BehaY's. In dit gezelschap ernstige mannen zou ieder dadelijk
gemerkt hebben [dat zij] in hun uiterlijk ieder volk tot een hebben gebracht: hunne
gezichten waren edel, verstandig en zacht van uitdrukking, hunne houding waardig hun toon van spreken gedragen en kalm. En haast niet een was of hij of de
zijnen had voor hun geloof geleden: gemarteld, geketend, gevangen en allen hadden door een gruwelijken dood een of meer hunner familieleden verloren.
Daarover liep eerst het gesprek dat hoofdzakelijk gevoerd werd door den
Hadsji Achont en mij. waarin Mirza Aziz-Oellah as tolk diende, want hoewel ik
reeds veel versta een tolk heb ik nog noodig. Intusschen bracht een pisj-chedmat
thee, en waterpijpen. Het gezelschap verwachtte mij te hooren spreken. maar ik
liet het hoofdzakelijk den Achont doen en de anderen die mij nog eens uitlegden, dat hun godsdienst enkel wil bekeeren door woord en voorbeeld en het dragen van het zwaard of ander wapen verbiedt, en voorts leert dat alle menschen
broeders zijn, zonder uitzondering van kleur of aard. Terwijl een mij vertelde
dat in "Zijn Hoogheid" Beha-Ollah niet enkel Daniels voorspelling was vervuld.
maar ook van de Openbaring ten opzichte van de laatste manifestatie Gods en het
einde der dagen.
Er werd mij nog gevraagd wat ik dacht over de bewering, dat in Beha God zich
opnieuw had gemanifesteerd, wat ik een eenigszins netelige vraag vond om te
beantwoorden. Maar ik kwam er tot hun tevredenheid en de mijne uit. door te
zeggen, dat ik geloofde, dat de goddelijke krachten van het leven zich een enkele
maal met tusschenpoozen van duizend jaren misschien concentreeren in 66n man
die dan mogenlijk telkens de manifestatie is van dezelfde goddelijke krachten
die nu eens Mozes dan Christus. dan Mohammed en dan Beha-Oellah genoemd
werden.
Maar het was mij minder te doen om zelf te spreken dan wel te hooren en
daarom leidde ik het onderhoud op hun leer. die mij trouwens reeds in hoofdzaak
bekend was. Om een vrolijke noot in den ernst te geven vertelde ik hen, toen de
Achont mij meedeelde dat de BehaY's, wanneer zij eenmaal wereldlijke macht zullen hebben, het essentieele van het Europeesche leven bijv. de gelijkstelling
vrouw met den man. niet zullen overnemen of navolgen. maar in hun Westersch
land overplanten. en hij mij een vers citeerde van Beha, waarin dem met alkeuring
sprak van die mannen die, in plaats van de waardigheid der ziel, de waardigheid
zoeken van den baard, vertelde ik hun het geval van dien jongen Spaanschen
ambassadeur bij een Paus. die door de H. Vader met geringschatting was bejegend wijl hij baardloos was. "Wanneer U.H. de waarde van een ambassadeur
meet naar de lengte van zijn baard", gaf de gezant ten antwoord, "moet de koning
mijn meester U in het vervolg een tolk zenden."
Hoewel er ook in dit gezelschap vele mannen met mooie baarden waren, hoewel geen een rood geverfd, zoals de Muselmans doen, werd mijn anecdote met

hartelijk gelach opgenomen.
Maar nog meer goedkeuring vond ik toen ik zei dat Europa met al zijn verstand voor wereldsche dingen [hetl nog nooit tot de uitvinding van een godsdienst heeft gebracht. Wij vinden den telegraaf zonder draad uit, maar in den
BehaY-godsdienst heeft Azie een andere telegraaf zonder draad uitgevonden, die
tusschen de goddelijkheid des levens en de aardschheid. Dit gezegde vond aller
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goedkeuring. en ik hoorde de Hadsji Achont op den toon van instemming zeggen: "In saheb cheile te kamal est."
Een even aangenaam moment was het. toen een. een Yezdi. hoorende dat ik
een Hollander was, vertelde van een Hollander, die twaalf jaar geleden bij de
vervolgingen en moorden der Behai's in Yezd - er zijn daar velen en ze worden
telkens vervolgd: vorig jaar nog - zeer hartelijk en moedig tegenover de Perzische overheid hun partij had gekozen. en vrouwen en kinderen in zijn huis had
opgenomen om hen tegen de woede van het gepeupel te beschermen. En op mijn
navraag hoe zijn naam was bleek het Prins te zijn. een door en door goed en
beminnelijk man inderdaad.
Intusschen had de pisj-chetmet nog een sorbet voorgediend, maar wijl ik eigenlijk
nog niet wist wie mijn gastheer was, vroeg ik daar naar. Op eigenaardig Oostersche wijze hield hij zich achteraf zat aan het lager einde. en leidde de bediening
zijner gasten: een nog jonge en ernstig uitziende man in ouderwetsch lang gewaad
met een casjmir-sjaal om het lijf
Tenslotte zong een der aanwezigen op die slepende Oostersche wijze, maar
met een welluidende stem, een gezang en sprak die van de voorspelling van

Daniel een gebed uit.
En werden door een photograaf nog een paar kiekjes genomen, en toen ging
ik heen, uitgeleid door mijn militair gevolg. I...]

Wagenvoort to Vierhout, letter

11

March 1905:

I. . .1 Hiernevens een aardige photographie van een aardig moment in mijn
leven. Ik studeer nl. hier den Babi-godsdienst. of liever den BehaY-godsdienst.
Vraag me niet wat dat alles is. want ik zal er later over schrijven. Ik heb met de
hoofdmannen talrijke besprekingen gehouden over hun godsdienst en over godsdienst en wijsbegeerte en levenskunst in 't algemeen en schijn hun wat geYmponeerd le hebben, waartoe misschien niet veel nodig is. Kort en goed zij bewijzen
mij sedert alle eer: de eene invitatie na de andere. Deze photo is gemaakt van
een bijeenkomst van notabelen. waar ik ontvangen werd met een lijfwacht van
twee officieren en twee soldaten in hun mooiste uniform. bij een rijk koopman.
Je weet: de Babis zijn en worden nog altijd schrikkelijk vervolgd en onder mijn
nieuwe vrienden is er niet een of hij kan de schrikkelijkste verhalen doen van
moord. doodslag. marteling. gevangenis in ketens, geeseling enz. die hij zelf of
zijne naaste bloedverwanten ondergaan hebben. Vandaar dat het nog een geheime
bond is en onze bijeenkomst in geheim moest geschieden. Toch zijn deze mannen wat Perzie het beste en verlichtste heeft. en neemt het Babisme, of Behaisme
met elke dag toe in alle kringen der Perzische maatschappij. zoodat ik deze week
'
s avonds de gast was van een schoonzoon van den Sjah. Maar alles zeer geheimzinnig, wat er nog een aantrekkelijkheid te meer van is. 1...]

Wagenvoort's journal 1905:
30 Maart 11905]: Afscheidsvisites van en aan mijne vrienden de BehaY's met
wie ik sedert een interessant ge+prek heb gevoerd over de ernstige vragen v.h.
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zichtbare en onzichtbare leven. Bij het afscheid van Hadsji Achont en Ibn Abhar
gaf de laatste nog eenige BehaY-relieken van voor hem en de BehaY's groote
waarde. Een photographie van een geschrift van Mirza Seyed Ali Mohammed.
den Bab, en een andere een photo van een tekst van Beha-Ullah geschreven door
zijn zoon Abbas Effendi, het tegenwoordig hoofd der BehaY. Bedenkende dat de
BehaY's Beha-Ullah op dezelfde wijze eeren als Christenen Jezus, is het begrijpelijk, dat de goede Ibn Abhar mij deze relieken met eenige ontroering ter hand
stelde en ze vooraf aan zijn voorhoofd drukte !
En zelfs was dit niet genoeg: ik kreeg een afdruk van het zegel van den Bab,
en een ander van het zegel van Beha-Ullah: relieken die in de BehaY-gemeenten
van groote waarde worden geacht.
Vooraf had het dochterke van Ibn-Abhar. een snoep van vier jaar met zwarte
ogen groot en glanzend mij haar photo aangereikt, waar zij met een lachend
snoetje zit en de BehaY embleem vasthoudt. En ik was zeer getroffen door de
vriendelijkheden van menschen aan wie ik niets anders dan wat belangstelling en
goede wil om hen te begrijpen en te waarderen heb geschonken. [ . . . ]

Ghoem, 3 April [1905]: [...] Het regent. Ik vind dat voor mij een kwaad
voorteeken, maar in een Oostersch land is 't andersom. De regen, niet heel erg
trouwens, belet de Hollanders - laatste avond nog heel gezellig bij de heer en
mevr. Knobel gepasseerd - mij een eind te vergezellen, maar niet de zoon van
Hadsji Achont. Ali Mohammed chan, die mij twee aanbevelingsbrieven komt
brengen voor BehaY's te Kasjan en te Isfahan en mij tevens vergezelt tot Sjah

Abdoel-Azim. [...]
Karavanseray van Passergan, 4 April [1905]: [...] wij zijn van ochtend half
acht vertrokken: mijn karavaan telt vier beesten. of liever zes, want twee BehaY's
hebben mij verzocht mij te mogen volgen. I. . . ]
7 April [19051: [...] Van Hadsji Achont had ik een brief meegekregen voor
een Behai chef alhier [Kashan], maar wijl gisteren den gouverneur der stad zijn
intrede deed kan ik den geadresseerde niet te spreken krijgen. Hij zond mij
daarom een Jood: een jongeman nog met langen rooden baard, eenvoudig maar
net in de kleeren. en met een buitengewoon zacht en gunstig uiterlijk. Deze bleek
nu ook een der BehaY-chefs te wezen en vertelde mij dat er in de stad goed 1000
BehaY's wonen, waarvan ongeveer 100 vroegere Joden zijn. wier gemeente 1000
leden telt. Zelfs hebben den Behai's, hier kortgeleden een oud huis gekocht voor
240 tomaan. d.i. goed f500; dat zij later voor hunne bijeenkomsten hopen in te
richten, een bewijs dat zij zich hier tamelijk veilig gevoelen. Ik ging tegen den
avond dit huis met hem zien: het lag in een achterstraat. de ingang was klein, en
wij moesten afdalen in een donkeren kelder, maar kwamen toen op een dier
groote binnenplaatsen, in het vierkant omringd van gebouwen. Het was ook reeds
half-vervallen: hier en op straat maakte ik nu kennis met andere Behai's, blij een
Europeaan te zien, die belang in hun zaak stelde, en die mij vele salaams en
andere zegenwenschen op mijn reis meegaven. I. . .1

Abadeh, 25 April:[...1 Abadeh is een der welvarendste plaatsen die ik tot
nu in dit land heb gezien.[...}De kinderen zijn beleefd in de straat, en geven
ons Europeanen. een vriendelijk salaam, wat een gunstige afschijning is van de
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opvoeding die zij krijgen. Trouwens een groot deel der inwoners is Behaistisch.
lk kreeg, nauwelijks aangekomen. bezoek van den postmeester en den rills van
den tsjapper-dienst, in hunne beste kleeren. doch ik was te vermoeid om veel
met hen te spreken. In den avond evenwel kwam er een andere Behai: een jonge
kerel, welgekleed, met energiek gezicht en levendige ogen. die de beste schutter
uit den omtrek werd geheeten. Deze vertelde mij, dat de Behai's op een bevolking van 6000 personen meer dan duizend tellen en de welvarendste van het
plaatsje zijn. Hun behoort het grootste deel van de plantages die ik gezien had
en wijl zij alle goed gewapend en goede schutters zijn, hebben zij den Muzelmans geleerd met hen rekening te houden en hen te vreezen. "Is dat niet tegen
den leer?" vroeg ik. Met een verwijzing naar Christus vermaning om de rechter
wang toe te keeren indien men op den linker een klap ontvangt, een bevel waaraan ook weinige Christenen voldoen, antwoordde hij, dat zij geduldig zouden
weten te lijden indien de Sjah hun dat verordende. Maar de uitmoordingen en vervolgingen zijner geloofsgenooten gaat 121 van den Sjah uit maar van een fanatieke. opgezweepte bevolking en daartegen hebben zij geheel recht om van de
wapens gebruik te maken. Gruwelijke toneelen zoals voor eenige jaren in Yezd.
zei hij, zullen in Abadeh niet voorkomen. En ik kon niet anders dan hem gelijk
geven, ofschoon het dan tegen de Behai-leer is.
Hij vertelde mij voorts, dat een tot den stad behorend dorp in den omtrek
geheel door BehaY's bewoond wordt die er hun plaats van samenkomst bezitten.
en twee scholen, een voor de jongens en een voor de meisjes.
Komt het door den gunstige invloed der BehaY's? Ik weet het niet. [ . . . ]
Sivend, 30 April [1905]:[...] Een van de Shirazi's, die mij reeds een paar
dagen geleden geergerd heeft door zijn domme bestrijding van den BehaY godsdienst, waarvan hij niets blijkt te weten, begint opnieuw over het roverswezen in
Perzit. I. . . ]

Chana Zenian. 10 Mei [19051: [...] Haidar, mijn jongen, mist het gezellig gebabbel op den weg van Haidar baba den BehaY, die mij in Teheran aanbevolen was,
en die mij als kostganger met zijn zoon Masjallah tot Sjiraz gezelschap heeft
gehouden. Hij had altijd een praatje: een beetje wijsgerig, een beetje zwaar, een
beetje pedant in zijn autodidactische geleerdheid van Perzische huisknecht die wat
gelezen had, maar altijd gemoedelijk. Hun gezelschap missen wij vooral zeer op

den langen dag voor onze rust in de karavanseray.

Yazdani to Theosophical lodge of Zaandam, lecture 18 July 1920:
Wij groeten U, geachte aanwezigen, en danken U dat gij zijt gekomen om de
beginselen te vernemen van het Bahaisme. Om het Bahaisme te bestuderen, dient
men het te behandelen in drie gedeelten: 1) De Geschiedenis, 2) De beginselen,
3) De Bewijzen. Natuurlijk kan ik in deze vergadering slechts een algemene
schets geven van de Baha'i-beweging en zal U enige bijzonderheden van het
Bahaisme verklaren.
1) De geschiedenis. In 1844 verscheen in Perzie een jongeling, welke geinspireerd was om te verkondigen. dat de wereldleraar, welke alle grote godsdiensten
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verwachten, spoedig zou verschijnen. Hij noemde zich de Bab. hetgeen betekent
"deur" of "poort". omdat hij als 't ware de poort was van het rijk Gods op aarde.
Hij verzekerde dat de grote Goddelijke Manifestatie spoedig zou verschijnen om
het rijk van het Goddelijk Licht op aarde te stichten. In alle heilige boeken van
verschillende godsdiensten wordt melding gemaakt van de komst van een groot
wereldleraar. die het geluk, de verdraagzaamheid, Universele Broederschap en
Vrede zal komen brengen. De vorm waarin die belofte is gegeven. is verschillend, maar het wezen is hetzelfde.
Zoals ik zeide betekent Bab "poort". Hij was de poort tot het Rijk Gods: zoals
de vorige grote leraren. die in verschillende heilige boeken beschreven worden,
zijn voorafgegaan door een voorloper, zo was de Bab de voorloper van Hem. die
komen zou. hetgeen hij voorspelde dat na 19 jaar zou gebeuren.
De Bab ontmoette veel fanatisme: hij kreeg volgelingen en vijanden en de
Perzische Mohamedanen verbanden de Bab van stad tot stad. Na zes jaren de
kornst van de Grote Leraar verkondigd te hebben, stief de Bab de marteldood.
Na de Bab stierven nog vele andere aanhangers en leiders der beweging de marteldood. Doch de beweging was hierdoor niet uitgeroeid en het ook in Holland
bekende woord: - Het bloed der martelaren is het zaad der kerk" was volkomen
van toepassing op het Bahaisme. Hoe meer Bahais de marteldood stierven. des
te groter werd de beweging.
Onder de toenmalige Bahais was een zekere Baha'o'llah, die zeide dat Hij de vervulling was van de voorspelling van de Bab, hetgeen hij bewees op grond van verschillende gegevens uit de heilige boeken. Hij werd het hoofd der beweging en
gedurende zijn leiding maakte het Bahaisme grote opgang. Doch ook in Hem zag
men gevaar. Men sloot Hem en zijn familie op in een gevangenis in Barda [sic].
Niettegenstaande de leider onschadeluk was gemaakt, maakte het Bahaisme
toch voortgang en de Perzische regering verzocht aan de Turkse om Hem nog verder van Perzie te verwijderen en zond Hem naar een verre vesting waar hij vier
jaar doorbracht. waarna Hij werd opgesloten in de vesting Akka (St. Jean d'Acre.
Palestina) een haven aan de Middellandsche Zee.
Vijfentwintig jaar heeft hij in die gevangenis doorgebracht en gedurende die
tijd zat hij niet stil. maar schreef brieven aan voorname personen. koningen en
keizers, zelfs aan de Paus, over het komnde Rijk Gods, de Universele Vrede en
Broederschap, en raadde hen aan Zijn leringen te volgen.
Men spotte met de Vrede en vond, dat alleen de wapens de ware Vrede konden
brengen. Alle profeten. zeide men, hadden de mensen een dergelijke leer als
Bahaisme voorgehouden, doch de bewapening was het enig ware middel.
Vddr Zijn dood benoemde Baha'o'llah Zijn oudste zoon tot Leider van de
beweging. Het is Abdul Baha, hij bevindt zich thans te Haifa bij Jeruzalem.
2) De Beginselen van het Bahaisme.
Ten eerste. Het vrije onderzoek naar de waarheid. Wij moeten breken met het
blindelings volgen van ouders en opvoeders en de waarheid zelf zoeken. Jezus
zeide dat wij opnieuw geboren moesten worden. Dit betekent dat wij opnieuw
moeten beginnen en weI naar ons eigen inzicht de waarheid te zoeken. Zelf moeten wij zoeken, zelf moeten wij vinden. opdat in ons de wijsheid worde geboren.
Dit is het eerste en voomaamste beginsel. Als wij alleen de waarheid zoeken.
kunnen wij niet anders dan vrienden zijn.
Tot nog toe is het regel dat het kind van een Christen ook Christen werd,
krachtens het geloof zijner ouders. Dan werd gezegd: Ik ben Christen onidat ik
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als Christen werd geboren. of: Ik ben Mohammedaan omdat ik als zo[da]nig
werd geboren. Dit is in alle godsdiensten hetzelfde. Christenen, Mohammedanen
en Joden hebben de waarheid gezocht en in het Bahaisme gevonden. In het Evangelie lezen wij, dat wie zoekt vinden zal: laat ons dan de waarheid zoeken.
Baha'o'llah zeide. dat wij moeten geloven in de eenheid van het mensdom.
De mensen hebben verschillende kleuren, gewoonten, talen enz. en toch zijn zij
allen mensen. Zij hebben allen dezelfde rechten.
Het bestaan van rangen in de maatschappij is onvermijdelijk. doch wij zon dan
in geest. Wij moeten het fanatisme in vaderlandsliefde en godsdienst verlaten.
Om de internationale vrede te grondvesten moeten wij geloven in 66n vaderland.
De Bahais denken niet aan verschillende landen. Er is slechts dEn vaderland.
Er zal moeten gesticht worden een -Kamer van Rechtvaardigheid" of Internationaal Gerechtshof, waar omtrent geschillen, welke zijn ontstaan tussen verschillende volken, zou kunnen worden beslist. In dit Intemationaal Gerechtshof
zouden de afgevaardigden van alle volkeren zitting kunnen hebben.
Wij huldigen de Volkerenbond, alhoewel het niet de ware vrede is welke daardoor gesticht zal worden; het is slechts de "Vrede na de oorlog["] die gesloten
wordt en de volkeren die niet rechtstreeks in de oorlog zijn betrokken geweest.
zijn er niet in vertegenwoordigd, en de mogelijkheid van een nieuwe oorlog is
niet uitgesloten.

De afgevaardigden van alle natien moeten zitting hebben in een dergelijk
lichaam: eerst dan kan men naar een werkelijke Vrede streven.
Deze "Kamer van Rechtvaardigheid" is dus het Centrum van de regering.
In alle landen zijn tegenwoordig Bahais te vinden. 't Is mij om 't even Holland of Perzie. lk gehoorzaam aan de wetten van het land. waarin ik verblijf houd
en wanneer er verandering in die wetten gebracht moet worden, moet het
Bahaisme eerst zo gegroeid zijn. dat wij er invloed op kunnen uitoefenen.
Bahaisme is de Grote Vrede tussen alle natien. Wij bedoelen met de Grote Vrede
niet de vrede tussen de mensen onderling. Kleine geschillen zullen altijd wel blijven bestaan tussen mensen. maar wij wensen de hinderpalen, die tussen de volkeren bestaan, weg te nemen. want zij zijn een beletsel voor de Universele Vrede.
Als wij de geschiedenis der mensheid bestuderen, lezen wij dat de enkelingen
zich voegden tot een gezin, de gezinnen tot stammen. de stammen tot natien.
Het mensdom lijdt onder de druk van die scheiding in verschillende natien. Zij
moeten nu overgaan tot het verenigen van de natien tot edn vaderland.
Alle heilige boeken hebben voorspeld dat eens de dag komen zal, waarop de
Vrede zal verschijnen en het militarisme verdwijnen: en de munitiefabrieken zullen geen munitie meer maken, doch alleen nuttige artikelen vervaardigen.
Het Bahaisme is niet alleen een Ideaal, het is ook praktijk. Wij moeten beginnen
met de veredeling van onszelf om de duurzame Vrede Ie grondvesten. Baha'o'llah gaf
nog verschillende leringen, die het bereik [sic} van de vrede kunnen bespoedigen.
Ten eerste. Een universele taal. Deze gedachte propageerde Hij reeds v66r 60
jaren. toen Esperanto nog niet bestond. Een algemene taal is een noodzakelijk
middel om de vrede te brengen. Er zijn vele talen en dit feit doet veel misverstand ontstaan.
Toen Abdul Baha, de opvolger van Baha'o'llah voor een Esperantisten-bijeenkomst sprak, geraakte hij zo enthousiast voor Esperanto. dat hij besloot te trachten
de raad van zijn vader aangaande een universele taal in praktijk te brengen en alzo
werd op het Bahai-Congres te New York officieel het Esperanto aangenomen.
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Zonder Esperanto zou ik in Holland niet kunnen leven en ik ben U allen
dan ook zeer dankbaar voor het genoegen dat ik hier over de vrede heb kunnen
spreken. Esperanto is zo logisch en gemakkelijk dat het met weinig moeite door
iedereen te leren is.
Vele mensen zeggen als ik over deze dingen spreek: "Ja het is mooi, het is
goed, het is prachtig", maar zij blijven koud en zij vergeten. Zij leren niet. Men
zegt: "Ja, wij hebben Eenheid. Liefde, Broederschap nodig". maar zij vergeten
en volgen niet, en deze slapheid is een moeilijkheid om de internationale vrede
te bereiken. Esperanto wil daarom ook zeggen: hoop hebben, en dit zal ons aanmoedigen.
Abdul Baha schrijft Esperanto ter bestudering aan zijn volgelingen voor. Het
einddoel is dat alle kinderen op alle scholen door de hele wereld een aangenomen wereldtaal wordt geleerd. De grootste invloed voor Eenheid en Harmonie tussen de volkeren gaat uit van het leren van een universele taal. Reeds
Baha'o'llah schreef over deze kwestie: Zolang die niet is verwezenlijkt zal misverstand de wereld afhouden van wederkerige samenwerking. Een universele taal
maakt de wereld tot een huisgezin en zal de grootste drijfkracht zijn lot vooruitgang. De standaard van eenheid wordt er door omhoog geheven en de aarde
wordt er door tot een Gemenebest gemaakt.
2e. De gelijkheid van man en vrouw.
Ook die bestond voor 60 jaar nog niet. toen dit voor 't eerst werd verkondigd
door Baha'o'llah. Man en vrouw zijn gelijk, er bestaat geen verschil tussen hen.
-Dit is een bijzonderheid van de leer van Baha'o'llah. want alle vorige godsdienststelsels stelden de mannen boven de vrouwen. Dochters en zoons moeten
dezelfde vorm van studie en dezelfde opvoeding meemaken. Edn wijze van
"
opvoeding bevordert de eenheid onder het mensdom.
Verplicht onderwijs voor jongens en meisjes.
Gij Hollanders hebt reeds verplicht onderwijs, maar gij leert wetenschap, uw
kinderen moeten echter ook de moraal leren.
Thans wordt nog geleerd dat de kinderen hun vaderland liefhebben. Maar het
Bahaisme leert, dat men de mensen, de wereld moet liefhebben.
Over enkele jaren zullen de wetenschappen zich met de moraal verenigd
hebben en dan komt het niet meer voor zoals tegenwoordig voorkomt, dat er
doktoren in de rechten en ingenieurs zijn die de wetenschap machtig zijn, maar
geen karakter hebben. Zonder moraal kunnen wij niet leven.
Wij hebben in deze materialistische wereld vele goede instellingen maar ook
oorlogen.

Tot Europa zeg ik: De wetenschap hebt ge, maar de zedeleer ontbreekt u.
De godsdienst moet met de wetenschap en rede in overeenstemming zijn. Men
zegt: "God bestaat niet", 'Godsdienst deugt niet", maar Godsdienst moet redelijk zijn; hij moet volkomen overeenstemmen met de wetenschap, zodat de
wetenschap de godsdienst en de godsdienst de wetenschap moet wettigen. Zij
moeten beide onverbrekelijk, wezenlijk saamgebracht worden. Tot op de huidige
dag zijn de mensen gewoon geweest iets te aanvaarden omdat het godsdienst
werd genoemd, zelfs al stemde het niet overeen met de menselijke rede. Alle
mensen moeten slechts een weg volgen. Sommige [sic] willen zich vasthouden
aan oude godsdienstige tradities. 't Is beslist noodzakelijk dat die ene weg
gevolgd wordt. Het Bahaisme is volmaakt. het is de omvatting van alle godsdiensten en onder de naam Bahai trachten wij het gehele mensdom te verenigen.
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Om dit alles te geloven behoeft gij u niet vast te klemmen aan deze ene redevoering. Gij moet over het beginsel lezen en corresponderen met onze geestverwanten.
Ik zal trachten in Den Haag een vereniging te stichten die de verbreiding van
de Bahaileer ten doel zal hebben en waar men lectuur kan verkrijgen.
Alle richtingen vinden een plaats in onze beweging, of zij Christelijk, Theosofisch, Islamitisch of Magonniek zijn. Er zijn verschillende bewegingen die een
doel hebben, doch die een ander beginsel, dat het hunne zou kunnen bespoedigen, laten liggen, bijv. de pacifistische ver[eniging] gebruikt geen Esperanto.
De feministische verenigingen gebruiken geen pacifisme en geen Esperanto. Voor
de Vrede hebben wij nile bewegingen nodig.
Hoe kunnen wij deze bewegingen verenigen? Naar mijn mening is dit alleen
mogelijk in het Bahaisme.
Ik moet nu eindigen. Ik geef U de raad le werken voor de goddelijke liefde,
want gij hebt de rust, de vooruitgang in Uw land behouden. In de wereld zijn
thans veel mistoestanden. In de meeste landen woedt de oorlog of gevoelt men de
naweeen ervan. Gij Hollanders zijt nog gezond, de ellende, waaronder de andere
naties gebukt gaan, zijn U bespaard gebleven. Gaat gij de zieken genezen.
Wanneer er onder U zijn die mij nog iets te vragen hebben. dan kunnen zij
dit per brief doen. Ik zal hen alle beantwoorden. Ieder mens heeft zijn eigen
mening en van daaruit zijn vragen stellen. Zij alle moeten afzonderlijk beantwoord worden.
Verder kan ik U mededelen dat omtrent de waarheid en het tijdstip der komst
van Baha'o'llah reeds vermeld staat in de Openbaring 11- 12 [e] hoofdstuk en
in het 8 en 12 [e] hoofdstuk van het Boek van Daniel. De berekeningen, welke
hierin gegeven zijn, stemmen nauwkeurig overeen met de komst van de Bab en

Baha'o'llah.
Ik dank U voor Uw aandacht.

Mesdag to Wagenvoort, letter 5 April 1926:

Zwolle

5

April '26. Den Heer Maurits Wagenvoort, 's-Gravenhage. Wel Ed

geb Heer,

Het is mij goed U eenige regelen te schrijven. waar ik in een burgelijke sfeer
Uw boek over Spanje en over de Bahais, uit een bibliotheek. ter hand nam.
Jammer. dat ik die mogelijkheid tot kennismaking vroeger in den Haag niet
aangreep want ik jongere zou als van een nestor veel kunnen leeren uit Uwe
ervaring. Zoo ook profijt trekken van Uwe grondige land- en volkenkunde.
Als nomade wacht ik tusschen atlas, [illegible] en Uw werk op 't gereed komen
van een licht torpedovormig wagentje om mijne zwerftochten te hernieuwen en
al zwervende mijn schrijflusten bot te kunnen vieren.
Ik, die Italie te voet doorzwierf van Ventinglia, Milaan en Udine tot in de
uiterste hoeken van Sicilie en die van zins ben nu door Spanje te trekken, heb Uw
boek gelezen.
Hoewel ik Spanje in het geheel niet en Spanjaarden bijna nooit zag geeft Uw
boek me reeds een grenzenlooze liefde voor al wat ik reeds als Spaansch in
flauwe vermoedens voor me afgeteekend had en ik wil er heen gaan naar Spanje
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en indrinken hun liefde, hun vrijheidsgevoel: der Spanjaarden eerlijkheid wil ik
aanvoelen, hun Oostersche zin tot mijn zin maken. Want ik zeg het DaCosta in
zijnen zang na: - ik ben geen zoon van de lauwe westerstranden - en ik gevoel
me hier zonder overschoenen: - wegdrijvende fantasie, grootsche reisplannen
inspiratie gelusten - op den burger Hollandschen bodem als in een kikkermoeras, waar mijne gezondheid in ondermijnt wordt, mijne angsten en zenuwspanning uit kikker schuwheid gewassen is. En waarlijk ik zie alleen kikkers en geen
betoverende prinsen en prinsessen: Canaan - Canards - Canaille.
En met weemoed en heimwee denk ik aan mijne bergen waarheen ik van deze
markt vluchten wil. "Es ist nicht dein Losz [sicl Fliegenwedel zu sein- Deze
kleine vijanden van Zarathrustra ze zijn de mijnen, ja die vliegen, die kikkers,
die "menschen" naar Zijn Beeld en Gelijkenis (dat God het betere).
Zoo kom ik van Zarathrustra naar Baha'u'llah en zijn Allah'u'Abha wat thans
door alle Bahais als groet wordt aangeroepen, hen die de leer van den Bab volgen. En dan denk ik aan de groote oogenblikken door mij in Akka en in Haifa
doorgebracht, aan de rustige wandelingen genadiglijk me toegestaan met Shoghi
Effendi. achterkleinzoon van Baha'u'llah en thans leider der Bahais. We wandelden dan over de Berg Karmel en staakten onze gesprekken over philosophie.
sexualiteit. godsdienst en drijverij om over de baai van Haifa de vet·re sneeuwbergen van Judea of westwaarts de zonsondergang te aanschouwen.
Ik denk dan en rijt de wonden met Edn open, aan den opgang in het fanatisme,
mijne nederknielingen op Karmel aan de graven van den Bab en zijn beide profeten, vader en zoon (de Vader in Akka) mijne hemelgaande vreugden, mijn vertrek naar Nederland om hier den leer te brengen... en dan de ontnuchtering, hoe
me alles werd afgegapt wat ik aan juweelen en edele steenen meebracht en hoe
ik gevaarlijk ziek werd als gevolg van zielesmart en ontnuchtering
En nu U over deze dingen me blijkt geschreven te hebben, nu U de Bahais kent
in hun land. Perzie. zelve nu kom ik even tot U. een dichter, een medemensch.
Ook ik zal nog schrijven over de Bahais en ik zal nog de klaagmuur bouwen
waaraan ik mijne smarten kan uitweenen en noodklagen. Ja zoo diep is de smart.
dat ik geen hunner nog ooit weer schrijven kon. Ik zou eerst een kern vormen in
Nederland. Dan naar Perzie. de taal te leeren, verder een hoofdleiding nemen in
het Bahai werk onder Shoghi Effendi.
Ik heb moeten terugtreden, want ik geloofde er zelve niet meer in. Maar dit
proces en die diepe smarten na grootsche vreugden. ze blijven me bij, zoo niet
meer of althans minder in schrijnende wonden, dan nochthans in diepingevreten
lidteekenen.
Nu, dit wilde ik U even zeggen. Ik ga dan met een week of zoo, andermaal
mijn voetreizen beginnen en ik zoek nog een metgezel, trouw medereiziger voor
een intiem samenbestaan - kon ik die of een verafschaduwing ervan maar vinden. Ik wilde dan weI wat avontuur wagen. Klein Azie en Perzie in of zouden

roovers den niet-bezitter afnemen. dat wat hij heeft?
U neme mijn vrijheid U te schrijven voor lief en hoop ik wat van U te hooren.
Een medemensch groetend, dien ik van aanzien ken uit de v/d Boschstraat.
Met goede gedachten, Hajo Mesdag.Hengelo (0), Jacobastraat 42 (permanent
adres in Nederland)
[PS] U ziet dus dat de Bahai leer door den laatsten wil van Abbas Effendi wel
in zekeren zin verpauselijkt is en ik als Nuntius bestemd ware, mede in hun

visioenen. Hajo.

Appendix II
Chronological Bibliography of Dutch-language publications on the

Bcibi-Balitii religion, 1844-1962
1852

Opt'egte Haarlenische Courant. Monday

1852

Nietiwe Rotterdamsche Courant, Saturday 16 Oct 1852 (GBR) [Refe-

11

Oct

1852 (KB) [Reference]

rence]

1852

Nietiwe Rotterdanische Courant. Saturday 30 Oct

1852

Opregte Haarlemsche Cout'ant. Thursday 4 Nov

1873

T. M. Lycklama il Nijeholt:

Voyage

e,1

1852 (GBR) [Article]

1852 (KB) [Article]

Rtissie. au Caucase et en Pei-se

dans M sopotamie, le Kitrdistan. la Syrie, la Palestine et la Turquie
extruu pendant les ann#es 1865,1866,1867 et 1868. \'Journey to of
Russia. the Caucasus, and Persia through Mesopotamia, Kurdistan, Syria,
Palestine and Turkey during the years 1865-1868'] C.L. van Langenhuy-

sen, Amsterdam, 1873 (GBR, 1405 D 40-43) [Reference]

1876

J.KJ. de Jonge: 'Kort verslag van de reis van jhr. T.M. Lycklama U Nijeholt door Perzie in 1866, met een overzicht van den vroegeren handel der
Nederlanders en van den tegenwoordigen staat des handels in dat rijk'
['Brief report on Jonkheer Lycklama h Nijeholt's journey through Persia,
with a review of the former Dutch trade as well as the present economical
situation in that country' 1 In: Tijdschrift ran het Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. Amsterdam. 1876 (GBR, V 33) [Reference]

1893 M. J. de Goeje: 'De Babi's'. ['The Babis'] In: De Gids. Oct 1893
(GBR) [Articlel
1896

Nietiwe Rotterdanische Courant. 3 May 1896 (GBR) [Referencel

1896

Utrechtsch Dagblad, 4 May \896 (KB) [Article]

1896

Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant. 5 May 1896 (GBR) [Reference]

1896

Standaard. 5

1896

Haagsc/ie Courant.

1896

'De Sultan en wijlen Sjah Nasr-ed-din (Particuliere Correspondentie)'
I'The Sultan and the late Shah Nasr-ed-din, Private Correspondence'].
In: Nieuwe Rotte,·dam,w he Courant, 16 May \896 (GBR) [Reference]

1896

'Perzie in rouw gedompeld' ['Persia in Mourning']. In: Bijblad van "De
Aarde en haar Volken",9 May 1896 nr. 23. (GBR, V 163) [Reference]

1897

Houtum
A.
Houtum
book
Eastern
Persian
hak
by
Schindler. ['Review of the

May

1896 (KB) [Referencel
5

May

1896

(KB) IReference]

A. Hotz: Bespreking van het boek: Eastern Persian Irakvan A.

Schindier'l Reprint from: Tijdschrift ran het Koninklijk Nederlandsch
Aardrijkskundig Genootschap.E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1897 (UBL, HB 5331)
[Reference p. 131
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A. Hotz: 'Perzie, Overzicht van in de Nederlandse taal uitgegeven werken, gevolgd door een Opgave van de voomaamste buitenlandsche schrij-

vers' [Persia. Bibliography of Dutch Publications, supplemented with a
List of the major foreign authors']. Reprint from: Tijdschrift van het

Koninklijk Nede,·landsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap. E.1. Brill, Leiden. 1897 (UBL. HB 29) [Reference p. 44]
1900

R. Dozy: Het /slantisnie I'The Islamic Culture'1.3e druk. herzien en

bijgewerkt door mr. H.W. van der Meij. Tjeenk Willink & Zoon. Haarlem. 1900 [Reference p. 3541
1900

'Onze oostersche gast, de Shah' ['Our guest from the East, the Shah'1.
In: Bijblad van " De Aarde en haar Volken", 15 Aug 1900 nr. 39. (GBR.
V 163) [Reference]

1903

G.T.J. Bettany: De godsdie„sten de, wereld I'The religions of the
world' ]. Voor Nederland bewerkt en op vele punten herzien en uitgebreid door Dr. J.G. Boekenoogen. Amsterdam, 1903 [Chapter p. 3893911

1905

Maurits Wagenvoort: 'Dwars door Azie: Perzische indrukken' ['Through

Asia: Persian impressions']. In: De Nieitwe Cotti'ant. Den Haag, 20 Apr,
16 July, 30 July. Aug, 10 Sept, Oct 1905 (UBL. HA) [Referencel
1905

1907

Winkler Prins' Gallustreerde Encyclopaedie. 3e druk. Amsterdam. 1905
(GBR, 1439 F 2) [Article]
Maurits Wagenvoort: Van Madi·id naar Teheraii ['From Madrid to

Tehran']. Amsterdam. 1907 (GBR, 739 G 4) [Chapter p. 215-252]
1907

A. Kuyper: On, de ot,de M·ei'eld ree ['Around the sea of the ancient
world']. Amsterdam. 1907 (GBR, 707 B 15-16) 1Chapter p. 481-487 vol

I: and Reference p. 34 and 508 vol Il 1

1907

'Het Bahaisme' I'Bahaism']. In: Theosophia. May 1907 IArticle p. 6162]

1909

F.M. Knobel: Van Bachtiaar naar Arabiei ['From Bachtiari to Arab'].
"Het Weston"
Drukkerij, Postbus 196, Potchefstroom, 1909. Niet
in den handel - Van den schrijver. 127 pp. geen foto's. (GBR. Broch.
1909: 6) [Reference p. 611
-

1909

Denier van der Gon: 'Babisme en BahaYsme' [Babism and Baha'ism' 1

In: Theosofia. March 1909 (GBR, V 48) [Article p. 655-666 and p. 715727]

1910 Denier van der Gon: 'Een nieuwe strooming in het godsdienstige en
sociale leven' ['A new movement in religious and social life']. In: Eeitheid, 18 June 1910 (KB. 1632-C6) [Article p. 31

1911 V.G.: 'Een merkwaardige beweging in het Oosten. Een bezoek van
Abdul Baha in Alexandrie' l'A remarkable movement in the East. A visit
of 'Abdu'l-Bah:i to Alexandria'1. In: Eenheid. 14 Jan 1911 (KB, 1632C6) IArticle]
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Annie Besant: 'De komende Christus' I'The coming Christ'J.

In:

Een-

heid, 10 June 1911 (KB. 1632-C6) [Referencel
1911

Sydney Sprague: *Wat verkondigt de Bahaische godsdienst' ['What
does the Bahd' f faith teach?'l and 'De geschiedenis van de Bahaische
Beweging: een wereldgodsdienst' IThe History of the Bah:i'i Movement:
a world religion']. Vert. door K.R. In: Eenheid,13 Sept. 30 Sept and 28
Oct 1911 (KB, 1632-C6) [Articlel

1912

H. Dunlop

Perzi# roorheen en thans ['Persia. past and present'1. Met

afbeeldingen, platen, kaarten en eene beschrijving van de Karoenrivier door D.L. Graadt van Roggen. W.1. Uitgaaf van de erven F. Bohn
te Haarlem, 1912 (GBR, 750 C 3) [Chapter p. 327-370: and References
161

p. 115,172,174,326.382.413,and 444]
1912

'Woorden van Abdul Baha' ['Words of'Abdu'l-Baha"1.

In: Ee,ilieid. 30

Nov 1912 (KB, 1632-C6) [Articlel
1912

Maurits Wagenvoort: 'Perzische Herinneringen

I'

[Persian Memories,

part I']. In: Buiten, 21 Dec 1912 (NLM, CW) [Reference p. 613]
1913
1913

'Abdul Baha'.

In:

Eenheid, 11 Jan 1913 (KB. 1632-C6) [Article]

De Bahar-Beweging root· universeelen

godsdienst,broederschap en ri·ede:

een schets ran hate geschiedenis en hare leering [The Bahdi Movement for universal religion, brotherhood and peace: an outline of its history and teachings']. Uitgegeven voor de BahaY-Beweging in Nederland,
bij de N.V. Theosofische Uitgeversmaatschappij, Amsteldijk 79 Amsterdam. z.j. 19 pag (NBB) [Pamphlet]

1913 'Abdul Baha in Engeland'. In: Eenheid. 18 Jan 1913 (KB. 1632-(6)
[Article]
1913

'Abdul Baha en de Emancipatie der vrouw' ['Abdu'l-Bah:i and the Eman-

cipation of women']. Vert. door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid. 15 lan
1913 (KB, 1632-C6) [Article]
1913

'Abdul Baha's afscheid' ['Abdu'l-Bahd's farewell']. Vert. door H.W.

Schalkwijk, In: Eenheid. \ Pebr 1913 (KB. 1632-C6) [Articlel
1913

F.M. Knobel: Recensie van het boek van Dunlop. In: De G,·oe,ie 16
Febr 1913 (UBL, HA) IReference]

1913

'Abdul Baha in Parijs: Een Bahai-bijeenkomst in een Hut' ['Abdu'1Bahd in Paris: a Bahdi meeting in a Lodge' 1. Vert. door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Ee,iheid, 22 Febr and 15 March 1913 (KB, 1632-C6) [Article 1

1913

Letter to the editor: 'Het Bahaisme' ['Baha"ism'1. In: Ee,iheid.

1913
1913

11 March

(KB, 1632-C6) [Articlel

'Abdul Baha en een Universele Godsdienst' ['Abdu'l-Bahd and a Uni-

versal Religion'1. Vert. door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid. 29 March
1913 (KB. 1632-C6) [Articlel
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Alblas-Sorber: 'Het BahaYsme. de Bab en de Bayan' ['Baha'ism. the

Bdb, and the Baydn']. In: Theosophia. Apr 1913 (GBR, V 48) [Article
p. 616-630]

1913

Abdul Baha Abbas: 'Universeele Opvoeding' ['Universal Education' 1.
Vertaald uit de Memoires van het 2-de Zedekundig Congres, gehouden
in Den Haag van 22-27 Aug 1912. In: Eenheid, 17 May 1913 (KB, 1632-

C6) [Article]
1913

'Abdul Baha aan

zijn

vrienden'

['Abdu'l-Baha to his friends'].

Vert. door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid, 11 May 1913 (KB, 1632-C6)
[Article]
1913

Alblas-Sorber:

June 1913
1913

Letter to the editor. In:

De

Theosophische Bell·eging,

In:

Eenheid,7 June 1913 (KB.

[Article]

Alblas-Sorber: 'Bahaisme' ['Baha'ism'1.

1632-C6) [Articlel
1913

'Geestes-Eenheid; Abdul Baha's Boodschap aan het congres

te Parijs'

['Spiritual Unity: 'Abdu'l-Bahd's Message to the conference in Paris'].
Vert. door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid, 9 Aug 1913 (KB, 1632-C6)
[Article]
1913

Abdul Baha:

'Lotgevallen in de gevangenis' ['Fortunes in Prison']. Vert.

door H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid, 30 Aug, 6 Sept and 13 Sept 1913
(KB, 1632-C6) [Articlel
1913

Abdul Baha Abbas: 'Universele Vrede'

['Universal Peace']. Vert. door

H.W. Schalkwijk. In: Eenheid, 10 Sept 1913 (KB, 1632-C6) [Article]
1913

Constance E. Maud: 'De Eerste Perzische Feministe' ['The

First Per-

sian Feminist'1. In: Wetenschappelijke Bladen. Haarlem, Nov 1913.
Translation of an article from the Fortnightly Review of June 1913 (UBL,

HA) [Article]
1914

Algemeene Beginselen der Bahai Beweging ['General Teachings of the

Bahai Movement']. Uitgave van de N.V. Theosofische Uitgeversmaatschappij, Amsterdam, 1914 (NBB) [Book]

1914 H.J. van Ginkel: Theosofisch jaarboek en fondscatalogits der N.V.
Theosofische Uitgerersniaatschappij ['Theosophical Yearbook and List
of the Theosophical Publishing Trusty Amsterdam. 1914 (UBL) [Referenee p. 26]
1915

Js. van der Linden: Het Heilige Land, bezien bij het licht van Bijbel en

historic VThe Holy Land, seen in the light of the Bible and history'].
Kok, Kampen, 1915 (KB, 1016 A 45) [Reference p. 58]
1915

Winkler Prins' Geillustreerde Encyclopaedie. 4e druk. Amsterdam,
1915 (GBR)

1916

[Article]

Oosthoek's Gallustreerde Encyclopaedie. Utrecht, 1916 (GBR, 1230 C t)

[Article]
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1917

1917
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Charles Mason Remey: De Baliai-bewegi,ig ['The Baha"f movement']
Uit het Engelsch door A. Kerdijk.N.V. Theosofische Uitgeversmaatschappij, Amsterdam. 1917 (NBB 15) [Book]
H.J. van Ginkel: Leeft men meei· dan eenmaal

op aarde?

Eene

bijdiage

tot toelicliting van het reincciritatieprobleem [Does man only live once
on earth? A contribution to clarify the problem of reincarnation' 1. Amsterdam. 1917 (GBR. 763 B3) [Reference]
1918

1920

Mason Remey' ['The Bah;i'i movement by Charles Mason Remey']. Boekbespreking in: Theosophia. Apr
1918 p. 3. (GBR. V 48) [Article]
V.:

'De Bahai-beweging door Charles

'Het BahaYsme' ['Baha'ism']. In: Eenheid. Amsterdam,

(GBR, V 293) [Article
1920

p

17

June

1920

2257-2260]

Ethel J. Rosenberg: 'Een korte schets van de Bahai-beweging' ['A brief

sketch of the Bahdi movement'], Uit het Engelsch door A.M. In: Eenheid. Amsterdam, 15 July 1920 (GBR, V 293) [Article p. 2333-2335,

2341-2342, and 2347-2348]
1921

Dr. J. Severijn: Bahaitsme en Christendom: korte schets eener ooster-

sche eenheids-religie, vergeleken met de grondste!!ingen van den christe/ijken godsdienst ['Baha'ism and Christianity; a brief sketch of an
eastern unity religion, compared to the basic doctrines of the Christian
religion']. Leerdam, 1921 (KB, 995 A 25) [Pamphlet]
1921

'Het BahaYsme' ['Baha'ism'], Naar het Fransch door A.M. In: Eenheid.

Amsterdam, 15 Sept 1921 (GBR, V 293) [Article]
1922

V.: 'Dr. Tj. de Boer. De wijsbegeerte in den Islam' ['Philosophy in

Islam']. Boekbespreking in: Theosophia. June 1922,95 (GBR, V 48)
[Reference]
1924

F.M. Knobel: Sprokkelingen uit Azie ['Gleanings from Asia']. Niet in

den handel (KB, 1136 E 67) [Reference, p. 431
1924

Marcel van de Velde: 'Een nieuwe wereld-universiteit' ['A new world

university'1. In: De Tempel. 15 Nov 1924 (KB, 1130 B 19) [Reference,
p. 3111
1925

A. Kuyper: Palestina: het Heilige Land ['Palestine: the Holy Land'].

Kampen, 1925 (NBB 28.1) [Chapter p. 77-86]
1925

Grosheide, F.W.

ed.: Christelijke Encyclopaedie roor het Nederlandsche

Volk. Kampen. 1925 (GBR. 1206 B 16) [Article p. 221]
1925

Joh. de Heer: Anti-Chi istelijke stroomingen ['Anti-Christian movements'1.

(vierde verbeterde en vermeerderde druk) Zeist, 1925 (UBL, 2432 D 21)
[Chapter p. 144-1621
1926

Maurits Wagenvoort: Kararaanreis door Zuid-Perzii ['Caravan Journey through Southern Persia'1. Uitgave van C.A. Mees, Santpoort, 1926
(GBR, 747 F 9) [Referencel
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Mr. J. de W.: 'Maurits Wagenvoort, Karavaanreis door Zuid-Perzie'

['Maurits Wagenvoort. Caravan Journey through Southern Persia']. (Santpoort, C.A. Mees) In: Nieuwe Rotte,·danische Courant 22 Nov 1926
(NLM, CW) [Reference]
De nieuwere religieuze bewegingen in ons land' I'New religious movements in our country']. In: Mensch en Maatschappij. 1927
(KB. T 503) [Reference p. 537]

1927

S. Hofstra:

1928

Anonymous:

'De Baha-beweging'

['The Bahti

1 movementy. In: Ee,theid.

12 Jan 1928 (GBR. V 293) [Article]
1928

Anonymous: 'Moderne religieuse stroomingen en de vredesgedachte'
['Modern religious movements and the peace ideal']. In: Eenlieid. \O
May 1928 (GBR, V 293) [Reference]

1928

Haagsche Courant. 3

1928

(2) Wat is de Baliai Best·egitig ['What is the Baha'i Movement?']

Aug

1928 [Reference]

(NBB. 15 k WHAT) I Pamphletl
Hermann (;roszmann: 'De Bahai-beweging en het sociale probleem'
[The Bahti'i movement and the social problem'1. In: Eenheid. 6 Dec
1928 (GBR, V 293) [Article]

1928

Dr.

1929

H. Bakker: Strooniinge,1 en sekten ran on.en ti.id I' Movements and
sects of our time']. Utrecht, 1929. 3e herziene druk. [Chapter]

1930

Maurits Wagenvoort: De Vi'ijheid:oeker:

rontan van het

,erkelijk leven

['The Freedom Seeker: A true life story']. Amsterdam. 1930 (GBR, 743
E 6) IReference p. 2961
1930

Clemen, Carl: Van lieidendom tot hede,1. de godsdiensten der aai·de

hun we:en en hun gen·hiedenis ['From paganism to present: the religions of the world, their nature and their history']. Met medewerking
van Franz Babinger, Leo Baeck. Heinrich Hackmann, F.E.A. Krause,
Karl H. Meyer. Friedrich Pfister. Gunther Roeder, Albert Schott, Franz
Rolf Schroeder, Erich Seeberg, Otto Strauss. Nederlandsche bewerking
door dr. L.A. Rademaker. A.J.G. Strengholt's Uitgevers-mij N.V. Amsterdam. [Reference p. 479-480]
1931

B. de Ligt: Vrecle als daad: Beginsele,1, geschiedenis en strijdmethoden

raii de direkte aktie tegen oorlog I'Peace as action: Principles, pistory
and methods of the direct action against war']. 2 vol. Amhem. 1931
(GBR, 745 C35 en C36) IChapter p. 318]
1933

H. Bakker: Stroominge,1 eli sekten ran onzen

tijd

['Movements and

sects of our time']. Utrecht. 1933.4e druk. [Chapter]
1933

J.E. Esslemont: Baha'it'llah eit het nieitwe tijdperk ['Baha'u'lldh and

the new era' ]. Vertaling van A. Mulder-Engelken. Uitgegeven door Nijgh
& van Ditmar n.v. te Rotterdam. in opdracht van de Internationale Bah:i'i

beweging (NBB 15) [Book]
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1933

De Katholieke Eticyclopaedie Amsterdam. 1933 (GBR. 1439 C 3) [Articlel

1934

W.W.F.-D. (Mrs. W. Wijnaendts Francken-Dyserinck): 'Wat is Baha'i?'
I'What is Bahaism?'] In: Wereldkroniek, 1 Apr 1934 (GBR, VF 116)
IArticle 1

1935

Vet·boi·ge,i Wool·den van Baha'it'llah

1937

['Kitdb-i-fqdn:
Kittib-i-lqii'n: het boek ran zekerlieid

THidden Words of Bah:i'u'lldh'1:
uit het Arabisch en Perzisch in het Engelsch vertaald door Shoghi Effendi
met de hulp van eenige Engelsche vrienden: in het Nederlandsch vertaald
door een Nederlandsche vriend. Rotterdam. Nijgh & Van Ditmar. 1932
[date of the English translation]. (NBB) [Bookl
the book of cer-

titude'], geopenbaard door Baha'u'llah. in het Engelsch vertaald door
Shoghi Effendi: vertaling in het Nederlandsch van J.A. Liebau in opdracht
van de Internationale Baha'i Beweging. Rotterdam, Nijgh & Van Ditmar.
1937 (NBB) [Bookl
1939 B. Cooper: Ze,·e„ maal zeven rredesstemmen aller tijden en volken
['Seven times seven voices for peace from around the world in every age i
's-Gravenhage, 1939 (NBB) [Reference]
1939

H. Bakker: Stroomingen en sekten van onzen tijd \'Movements and

sects of our time'

1939

1

Utrecht, 1947. 5e druk. [Chapter]

A.B.W.M. Kok: Vet·leidende Geesten ['Seductive Spirits']. Kampen,
1939 [Chapter]

1939

1940

Swanenburg, B. ed.: Leopold's Encyc·lopaedie.Den Haag, 1939 (GBR.
1186 D 25) [Article]
Kramers, J.H.: 'De Islam' ['Islam']. In: Van der Leeuw. G. ed: De

Godsdiensten der wereld. Amsterdam, 1940 [Reference]

1947

J.E. Esslemont: Balia'u'llah en het Nieuwe Tijdperk ['Baha'u'lldh and
the New Era']. Drukkerij "Gramo" te Rotterdam, in opdracht van: The
Baha'i Publishing Committee. Wilmette. Ill. U.S.A. (NBB) [Bookl

1947 De ;t·eg tot een menswaai·dige Weield \'The way to a human world' 1.
Rotterdam. (NBB, 15 k WEG) [Pamphlet]

1947 H. Bakker: Stroomingen en sekkn van on=en tijd I'Movements and
sects of our time'1. Utrecht. 1947. 6e vermeerderde druk. (NBB) [Reference p. 109-1161
1947

H. Buys: 'Baha'u'llah': in: Het Zatei·dagarondblad Wereldeenlieid.

Tijdschrift van de Wereld-federalisten. 13 Dec 1947 [Article]
1948

A.B.W.M. Kok: Ver/eide,ide Geeste,1 ['Seductive Spirits']. Kampen.
(KB) [Chapterl

1948
1948

Kramers. J.H.: 'De Islam' l'Islam'1. In: Van der Leeuw. G. ed: De

Godsdiensten der ·ereld. Amsterdam. 1948 (GBR, 791 F 20) [Reference p. 446]
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Wim J. Simons: 'Het geloof van Baha'ullah' ['The

religion of Bah 'u'lltih'].

In. Vredesactie. Apr 1948 (GBR, VF 402) [Articlel

1948

Wim J. Simons: Review of Esslemont's book. In: De Dom. Tijdschrift
van dienst-weigeraars en gewetensbezwaarden. Dec-Jan issue [Articlel

1949

Weekagenda. In: Het Parool. 14 Febr

1949

Amersfoortsche Courant. 1 March 1949 [Articlel

1949

1949

[Referencel

Bloemle:ing uit de geschriften van Bahd'u'luh. geestelijken rader van

de Balidi beschikking ['Gleanings from the writings of Baha'u'lldh.
spiritual father of the Baha' i dispensation']. Wilmette. Baha' i publishing
committee, 46 blz. (NBB) [Book]
1949

Pierre van Paassen: De dagen o„zerjaren ['Days of our years']. Amsterdam, 1949 (GBR, 814 F 10) [Reference p. 30]

1949

(2) De Bahai Leer [The Bahi'f Teachings']. Amsterdam (NBB, 15 k

BAHA) [Pamphletl
1951

Haagsche Post. 8 Sept 1951 (NBA) [Article}

1951

Viziet.

1951

12

Sept 1951 (NBA) [Article]

'De Leer der Baha'i' [The Bahdi Teachings']. In: Haagsche Post. 22

Dec 1951 (NBA) [Article]
1952

Nieuw israelisch Weekblad. 1 Febr 1952 [Articlel

1952

Bahdi Gebede,1

['Bahd'f Prayers'].

Uit het Engels vertaald door het

vertaalcomitd der Bah:i'is van Nederland. Amsterdam, Stichting Baha'i

literatuur. (NBB) [Bookl
1952

1952

G.A. Nassuth: 'Babisme en Bahai, hun historische achtergrond en psychoreligische samenhang: met een chronologie en een bibliografie'
['Babism and Baha'ism, their history and psycho-religious relationship:
including a chronology and bibliography']. In: Religiologische Stitdien
der Stichting zoor Neo,eligie Niet in de handel. (GBR, Broch VI:78)
[Pamphlet]
'De Tempel van de Bab

te Haifa'

['The Temple of the B:ib in Haifa']. In:

Nietm·e Rotterdamse Coitiant. 11 Oct 1952 (NBA) [Article]
1953

De Telegraaf. 3 Jan 1953 [Article]

1955

L. Aletrino. Vijftien Ontmoetingen: geestelijke stromingen in Nederland

['Fifteen Encounters; religious movements in the Netherlands']. Amsterdam. 1955 (NBB) [Reference p. 6 and Chapter 48-53]
1957

1957

Dam: israil: een staat in ,1·0,·ding
Amsterdam, 1957 (NBB) [Reference]

C.F. van

['Israel, the

making of a

state'].

Marcus Bach: Een beschotiWing over het Bah(i'i geloof ['Reflections
on the Bahdi faith' Stichting Bahdi Literatuur Nederland. 1957 (vert.
uit het Engels) (NBB) [Pamphletl
1
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1958

De

Opbou,t'

,·an

de Baha'i-Geniee„sc

hap I'Building

the Bah:i'i Com-

munity']. Stichting Bahdi Literatuur Nederland. Mei 1958 (vert. uit het
Engels. Oorspronkelijke titel: Building the Bahd'i Community, by the
ETC) (NBB)[Book]
1959

'Esthetische mogelijkheden met nieuwe bouwmaterialen' ['Aesthetic
possibilities with new building materials' 1. In: Misset's Bot,wwereld. 14
Apr 1959 IReference]

1960

Marion Hofman. De instelli,ig ,·aii de Handen ran de Zaak Gods VThe
institution of the Hands of the Cause'l. Stichting Bahdi Literatuur
Nederland, 1960 (vert. uit het Engels) (NBB) [Pamphlet]

1960

Vrije Geluiden. 24 Jan 1960 (NCRV programmablad) [Referencel

1961

Het Verbond ['The Covenant']. Stichting Bahdi Literatuur Nederland,
1961 (NBB) [Bookl

1961

De Verborgen Woorden van Balid'u'lldh I'The Hidden Words of

Baha'u'lldh'] Verzorgd "door het Nederlands Onderrichts Comitd van de
Nationale Geestelijke Raad van de Bahd'is van de Beneluxlanden, in
opdracht van Stichting Bah:i' i Literatuur Nederland." (NBB) [Book]
1961

Bloemle:ing uit de geschi·iften van 'Abdu'l-Baha: Middelpunt ran het

Verbond van Bahd'u'lldh ['Gleanings from the writings of 'Abdu'lBaha: Centre of the Covenant of Baha'u'lldh']. Deze uitgave is verzorgd
door het Nederlands Onderrichts Comitd van de Nationale Geestelijke
Raad van de Bahti'fs van de Benelux landen in opdracht van de Stichting Baha'i Literatuur. (NBB 3.3) [Book]
1962

De'Dse Coitrant, 25 Jan 1962 [Article]

Appendix III
Chronology of events iii the Dutch Bahiti history 1844-1962
Bdbi

1844

(Start of the

1850

(Execution of the

1852

First references to the Bdbi sect in Dutch press.

1863

The Babi

1873

Lycklama & Nijeholt discusses Babism in

1874

religion in Iran).
Btib).

religion turns into the Bah:i'i religion.

De Jonghe mentions Babism in

his

his travelogue.

review of Lycklama's book at a mee-

ting of the Royal Geographic Society. Prince Hendrik ('the Mariner') is
in the audience.
1879

Collignon pleads

1885

Jam:il Effendi and

in

defence of two prominent Bah:i'fs in Isfahan.

Rumi

introduce the

Bahai

religion in the Dutch East

Indies.
1890

Collignon reports on persecutions in Isfahan. Dunlop meets several
Bah:i'is, including relatives of the Bdb and Bahd'u'lltih in Shiraz.

1891

Hotz photographs Afntin-i-Kabfr

in Shiraz.

Prins protects Babis during

persecutions in Yazd.
1892

De Goeje starts correspondence with Browne on Babism. (Passing of

Bah:i'u'lldh near Akka).
the Bdbi-Baha'f religion.

1893

De Goeje publishes his full length article on
The word Balid' i enters the Dutch language.

1894

Dunlop witnesses

1896

Dunlop offers Bdbi-Bahd'i manuscripts to Browne. B:it)is are mentioned
in the press in connection with the assasination of Nds.iru'd-Din 21Ah

1898

Dunlop

the execution of a Bah:i'i in Shiraz.

offers B:ibi-Bahdi manuscripts to

De Goeje. Germain. Dutch

consul in Haifa, reports on Bahti'fs.
1905

Wagenvoort meets Bah:i'is in Tehran. K ·h:in and Abddih. The entry
Babi is included in the Winkler Prins Encyclopaedie.

1907

First

1911

('Abdu'l-Bah:i makes his

1912

('Abdu'1-Bah:i journeys through United States and Canada). 'Abdu'lBahii meets Loudon, the Dutch envoy in Washington DC. ('Abdu'l-Baha
makes second visit to England). Denier van der Gon lectures on Baha'ism'
in the Theosophical lodge of Hilversum.

mention of Babism in a Dutch Theosophical journal.
first

journey to England and France).
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('Abdu'l-Baha stays

in Paris

and makes

Budapest and

visits to Stuttgart,

Vienna). Enzlin becomes Bahd'i, invites 'Abdu'l-Bah:i, gives lecture on
Baha'ism in the Theosophical lodge of Laren and publishes first Dutch
Baha' i pamphlet in co-operation with Van Ginkel. Jenkyn visits his
Dutch contacts, including the Enzlins in Blaricum.
1914

Remey and Latimer

1917

Van Ginkel publishes Remey's The Bahd'f Movement in Dutch.

1919

Enzlin corresponds with 'Abdu'l-Baha Liebau meets Greeven in New York.

visit the

Netherlands, and meet

Van

Ginkel.

1920 Ibn-i-Asdaq and Yazdani deliver Abdu'l-Baha's Tablet to The Hague.
Yazdani gives lectures on Bahd'f Faith in The Hague, Rotterdam, Zaandam, Amsterdam. Aalsmeer and Haarlem. Remey makes second visit to
Netherlands. Several Dutchmen write letters to 'Abdu'l-Bah:i.
1921

Severijn publishes his Christian polemic against the Baha" i religion.

The Tijssens become Bah:i'fs in Germany. (Passing of 'Abdu'l-Bahd in
Haifa).
1925

1926

Mesdag and Grosfeld become Bahd'i in Port Said. and meet the Guardian in Haifa. (The International Bahdi Bureau in Geneva is set up to
promote the affairs of the faith in Europe).
Mesdag

resigns. Grosfeld sails for Java. Bertelink is the only Bahd'i in

the Netherlands. Root is in The Hague and sends Bahay books to Queen
Wilhelmina.
1928

Root and Rawhdnt attend the international conference 'Peace by Religion'

in The Hague. Rawh:inf speaks in Esperanto.
1930

1932

Braun and the Epple couple, German Bahiii pioneers, settle in Haarlem
and Brummen. Wright visits The Hague on her way to Germany.

Ransom-Kehler meets Grosfeld

first trip to the Netherlands.
1933

in

Batavia (Jakarta). Wright makes her

Wright visits the Netherlands for second time. The Greevens publish Dutch

translation of Bahd'u'lldh and the Ne,i· Era. Grosfeld leaves Batavia
(Jakarta) for a tour around the world. visits Japan and China, and travels
through the United States.
1934

Grosfeld is in Haifa and returns to the Netherlands. Wright stays in the

Netherlands for

a

third time and delivers Bahd'f books to libraries.

1935

The Greevens publish Liebau's translation of The Hidden Words.

1936

Grosfeld returns to Java. Bolles and her daughter

visit the

Netherlands.

Nine Bahi'is living in the Netherlands.
1937

The Tijssens and the Greevens move from Germany to the Netherlands.

Van Ogtrop becomes Baha"i in England. Greevens publish Dutch trans-

lation by Liebau of the Book of Certitiide.
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The Greevens and the Verhoevens return to North America. At the

start

of

the German invasion of the Netherlands Liebau escapes to England.
Stored Bahd'i books are destroyed in the bombing of Rotterdam. German

pioneers return to Germany.
1945

Van Bleyswijk Sombeek becomes

1946

Straub becomes Bahd' i in the US. Start of the European Teaching Project.

Baha"i in the United States

Van Ogtrop attends Bahai Summer School in England. Van Bleyswijk
Sombeek and Straub return to the Netherlands. and make a new transla-

tion of Baha'u'll(th and the New Era.
1947

Carrd and

Stirrat arrive in

Amsterdam.

Start meetings at

Van Ogtrop's

in Bussum. De Borst becomes first post-war Bahti'f.
1948

Formation of the Spiritual Assembly of Amsterdam.

1949

A total of 19 Baha"is in the Netherlands. Second European Bahai
Teaching Conference in Brussels. Buys and De Borst leave for Indonesia.

1950
1951

Regular Bahdi

activities in

The Hague.

Slim presents Bahi'i books to

Queen

Juliana. Fourth Baha'i

European

Teaching Conference in Scheveningen. (The Guardian institutes the
International Baha'i Council in Haifa). Buys is Baha' f representative at
UN conference in Bali. First Baha' i marriage ceremony. Hollibaugh
attends an Het Oude Loo meeting and speaks with Roosevelt, widow of
the American President.
1952

Formation of the Spiritual Assembly of The Hague. First Benelux Confe-

rence in Brussels. ETC appoints Benelux Committee. Signing of contract
for the production of gilded tiles to cover the dome of the Shrine of the Btib.
1953

Second Benelux Conference

in

Rotterdam. Start Ten Year Teaching and

Consolidation Plan ('World Crusade'). Founding Sticliting Baha'i Literail(til'.

Alai first Iranian Bahd'i to settle in the Netherlands. Meerburg

couple move to Dutch New Guinea. Ankersmit goes to Texel. The Wolff
. "
couple arrive in Suriname. All five are appointed 'Knight of Baha'9u "lian
.

1954

Appointment by Hands of the Cause of European Auxilliary Board for
promotion. Grosfeld in first Spiritual Assembly of Jakarta. Third Benelux Conference in Oosterbeek.

1955

Fourth Benelux Conference

in

Aerdenhout. Acquisition of house for

National Bahi'i Centre in The Hague.
1956

Opening of the Bahdi Centre during the

fifth

Benelux Conference in

The Hague.
1957

Election of

first

Regional Spiritual Assembly of the Benelux. Appoint-

ment of European Auxilliary Board for protection. Sijsling being a member. (Shoghi Effendi dies). Several Dutch Baha'is attend the Guardian's
funeral in London.

1958

A total of 48 Baha'is in the Netherlands.

1959

A total of 55 BahA'fs in the Netherlands. First Benelux

Summer

School

in Luxembourg.
1960

A total of 62 Bahii'is in the Netherlands. Remey claims to be second
Guardian and is excommunicated. Three believers of The Hague side
with him. Start influx Iranian Baha'i pioneers.

1961

Declaration of the spiritual assemblies of

Amhem,

Haarlem, Heemstede,

Leiden, Delft. Rotterdam and Utrecht. (The International Bah:i'f CounCil is

1962

dected

for the first time).

Delegates of the nine local spiritual assemblies elect the

first

National

Spiritual Assembly of the Bah:i'fs of the Netherlands. A total of 136
adult Bahd'is in the Netherlands.
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Biographical note
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